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ABSTRACT

This periodical covers the results of inspections performed by
the NRC's Vendor Inspection Branch that have been distributed to
the inspected organization during the period from October 1991
through December 1991.
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PREFACE

A fundamental premise of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
licensing and inspection program is that licensees are
responsible for the proper construction and safe and-efficient
operation of their nuclear power plants. The total government-
industry system for the inspection of commercial nuclear '

facilities has been designed to provide for multiple levels of !inspection and verification. Licensees, contractors, and vendors !each participate in a quality verification process in compliance
with requirements prescribed by the NRC's rules and regulations
(Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations) . The NRC performs an
overview of the commercial nuclear industry by inspection te
determine whether its requirements are being met by licendt and
their contractors, while the major ir spection ef fort is perrormed
by the industry within the framework of ongoing quality
verification programs.

The licensee is responsible for developing and maintaining a-

-detailed quality assurance (QA) plan with implementing procedures
pursuant to 10 CPR 60. Through a system of planned and periodic
audits and inspections, the licensee is responsible for assuring
that suppliers, contractors and vendors also have suitable and
appropriate quality programs that meet NRC requirements, guides,
codes and standards.

The Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB) reviews and inspects nuclear
steam system suppliers (NSSSs), architect engineering (AE) firms,
suppliers of products and services, independent testing
laboratories performing equipment qualification tests, and
holders of NRC licenses (construction permit holders etd
operating licenses) in vendor-related areas, These inspections
are performed to assure that the. root _causes of reported vendor-
'related problems are determined and appropriate corrective
actions are developed. The inspections also review the vendors'
conformance with applicable NRC and industry quality
requirements, the adequacy of licensees' oversight of their
vendors, and-that adequate interfaces exist between licensees and
vendore.

The VIB inspection emphasis is placed on the quality and
suitability of vendor products, licensee-vendor interface,
environmental qualification of equipment, and review of equipment
problems found during operation and their corrective action.

'W1en nonconformances with NRC requirements and regulations are-
found, the inspected organization is required to take appropriate
corrective action and to institute preventive measures to
preclude recurrence. When generic implications are identified,
NRC assures that affected licensees are informed through vendor
reporting or by NRC generic correspondence such as information
notices and bulletins.

This periodical (White Book) is published quarterly and contains
copies of all vendor inspection reports issued during the
calendar quarte r for which it is published. Each vendor

vil.
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inspection report lists the nuclear facilities to which the
lts are applicable thereby informing licensees and vendors of.resu

potential problems. In addition, the affected Regional Offices
are notified of any significant problem areas that may require
special attention.

,

The White Book also contains a list of selected bulletins and
information notices involving vendor issues. Copies of other-
pertinent correspondence involving vendor-issues are also
- included in this White Book issue.
Correspondence with contractors and vendors relative to
inspection data contained in the White Book is placed in the
USNRC Public Document Room, located in Washington, D.C.
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.3,*...+/ OCT 0 7 8 -
Docket No. 99900001

Mr.1 R.:H.LIhde, President ^

Babcock & Wilcox Fuel Company
i

-Post. Office' Box 10935 i
'

Lynchburg, Virginia 24506-0935

Dear Mr. Ihde: '

,

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99900001/91-01)

This letter addresses the, inspection of your facility _at
Lynchburg, Virginia conducted by Mr. R. L. Cilimberg and
Mr. L. L. Campbell of this office on August 27-30, 1991 and_the
discussions of their' findings with-you and-other members of your i

staff at the conclusion of the inspection. The purpose of_the
inspection was-to determine-if the supply of-neclear' fuel
assemblies /by the Babcock & Wilcox Fuel company's (B&W)
Commercial. Nuclear Fuel Plant (CNFP) is-in accordance with

,

nuclear-utility specifications and the CNFP quality assurance j
(QA)= program. The inspectors _were especially interested in: '

3
-

circumstances associated with CNFP's reported failure to remove
-felt clean'ing plugs _from fuel rods before: loading the rods withr

fuel pellets.

Areas examined.during the NRC inspection and our findings are
discussed.in the enclosed report. This inspection' consisted of ,
an examination;of procedures and representative records,
. interviews with-personnel, and-observations by the inspectors.
During=this inspection--it was found that theJinplementation_of
your QA' program-failed to meet certain NRC requirements.Which are

. summarized ~as follows: (1)ia 100% visual inspection _of cladding
wasinot-performed; (2) a component discrepancy _ report-(CDR) was
not written onLfuel; rods which contained felt cleaning plugs; and
(3)Tprocedures did not provide adequate: instructions-for visual
examination of fuel cladding.

This inspection also, identified an unreso)ved item pending action
--by_B&WLto; determine the root cause of: fuelyrods containing: felt
c:.eaning plugs, and to. ensure that the problem does not extend to
fuel assemblies which have been or will be shipped to 4ay D&W
nuclear customers. The. unresolved item may also require an
' evaluation iniaccordance with Section 21.21'of-10-CFR Part 21.
You are requested to provide us with a_ written response with-

sufficient information to address ~the unresolved item.. The
failure'by B&W to_ document this deviation when it was discovered

=3C March 1991 has resulted in a five month delay in determining-
the root cause,. generic implications, action to prevent

d

1
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Mr. R. H. Ihde -2-

recurrence, and the evaluation required by 10 CFR Part 21 to
determine if a deviation or a failure to comply has occurred.

The specific findings and references to the pertinent
requirements for the above nonconformances are identified in the
enclosed Notics of Honconformance.

The responses requested by this letter and the enclosed Notice
are not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of
Practice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

!

(6
-

1
.

- ,

Leif J. orrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor kegulation

Enclosuren:
Notice of Nonconformance
Inspection Report 99900001/91-01

!

i-
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ENCbOSURE 1
1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

Babcock & Wilcox Fuel Compeny Docket No.: 99900001/91-01Lynchburg, Virginia

.During an inspection conducted at the Babcock & Wilcox Fuel
|Company's (B&W) Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant (CNFP) in

.

t

Lynchburg, Virginia, on August 27-30, 1991, the inspection team
from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission'(NRC) determined that ,

;

certain. activities vero not conducted in accordance with NRC
-requirements, which are contractually imposed on CNFP by
contracts with NRC licensees. The NRC has classiflod these
items,~as set forth below, as nonconformances to the requirements
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50 (10 CFR ,

Part 50). Appendix B, imposed on CNFP by contract and the
supplemental requirements of its nuclear utility customers.
A. Critorion V of Appendix B to 10 CPR Part 50 requires that

activitics affecting quality be prescribed by documented
procedures and be accomplished in accordance with these
procedures.

Section 6,3.6 of QC-002," Fuel Rod Inspection (In process and |Final) ," Revision 12, dated February 21, 1989, requires that
quality control (QC) perform a loot visual examination of
fuel cladding for cleanliness after felt plugs have been
blown through each tube. Revision 12 was in effect during
March 1991.

Contrary to the above, a 100% visual examination was not
performed by QC, because felt cleaning plugs were found in '

22 fuel rods after visual examination and cleanliness
acceptance was to.have been performed by QC (91-01-01).

B. Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented
procedures and be accomplished in accordance with these
procedures.

Criterion XV of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in
part, that nonconforming items be reviewed and accepted,
rejected, repaired or reworked in accordance with documented
procedures.

Criterion-XVI of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires,_ in .
part, that significant conditions adverse to quality be

.

3
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2

identified,_and.the cause of theso_ conditions, and the-

corrective action taken be documented and reported to
appropriate levels of management.

Sections V,-XV, and XVI of the B&W Quality Assurance
Program Manual (QAM) 56-1177617-00 are consistent with the
requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and require
that a Component Discrepancy' Report (CDR) document a
nonconforming item and that a Contract Variation Approval
Request (CVAR) document a nonconformance which violates
design requirements.'

t

Contrary to the above, CNFP did not issue a CDR to document
the presence of felt cleaning plugs which were found in 22
fuel rods being fabricated for the Haddam Neck / Connecticut
Yankee _(CY)-nuclear plant,on March 19, 1991. CNFP did not
issue a CVAR to initiate the design review which, five
months later determined that heating-of felt plugs can
result in fuel rods with residues which contain 1.5_to 15
patus per million hydrogen (91-01-02).

C. Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
activities affecting quality be preccribed by documented
procedures-and be accomplished in accordance with these
procedures.-

Contrary to the above, MA-450, "Zircaloy Cladding End
Preparation," Revision 15, dated February 21, 1989, did_not
provide guidance to the operator for the extent of QC
inspection required or what notification was required to be
given to QC to ensure that the visual examination for
cleanliness was performed. Additionally, MA-450, Revision
16, dated March 8, 1991, and QC-802, Revision 13, dated
April 29,1991,- did not provide the extent of the inspections
to be performed by the operator or the QC inspector ,

-(91-01-03).
Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,

Washington, D.C. 20555, with'a copy-to the Chief, Vendor
Inspection Branch,_ Division of-Reactor Inspection and Safeguards,
Office of_ Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformance. This

reply should-be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Nonconformance"~and should include for each nonconformance: (1) a-

description of steps that have been or will be taken to correct

4 -
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i
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these--items; (2) a| description _of steps that have been or will bc
:taken to prevent recurrence;_and 3 the dates your correctivo

actions and preventive measures we(re) or will be completed.
-

'

,

'

!-
e

r

;

-.

_ F

t

Dated at Rockville,. Maryland

this' [ day-of .gc [c g 1991.

5
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ENCLOSURE 2.

ORGANIZATION: BABCOCK AND WILCOX FUEL COMPANY
COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR FUEL PLANT
LYNCNBURG, VIRGINIA

REPORT NO. 99900001/91-01
1

CORRESPONDENCE
ADDRESS: Mr. R. H. Ihde, President

Babcock and Wilcox Fuel Company
Post Office Box 10935
Lynchburg, Virginia 24506-0935

ORGANIZATIONAL
CONTACT: Mr. W. T. Engelke, Manager of Quality Assurance

-

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
ACTIVITY: Nuclear Fuel assembly supplier for Babcock &

Wilcox (B&W) and Westinghouse designed
reactors.

INSPECTION
CONDUCTED: August 27-30 1991

1
1' . '

__

M g g_ _,_ 9 - 2.M l
R. L. Cilimberg, Team Leader Date
Reactive Inspection'Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

L. L. Campbell, VIB

L
U \ MW A- 2 1-9 (

Uldis Potapovs, Chijf Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Part 50, Appendix B

INSPECTION SCOPE,: To review the B&W Fuel Company's Commercial-
Nuclear Fuel Plant (CNFP) Quality Assurance
(QA) program relative to the supply of fuel
assemblies to nuclear facilities.

PLANT SITE ,

APPLICABILITY: Numerous.

6
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2 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 ligItconformancerd

1.1.1 Contrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CPR Part 50,
and Section 6.3.6 of QC-802, " Fuel Rod Inspection (In process and
Final)," Revision 12, dated February 21, 1989, a 100% visual
inspection was not performed as indicated by the presence of felt
cleaning plugs which were discovered in 22 tuel rods after visual
examination and cleanliness acceptance were to have been
performed by QC. The fuel rods were being manufactured for the
Haddam Neck / Connecticut Yankee (CY) nuclear plant (91-01-01).

1.1.2 Contrary to Critelia V, XV, and XVI of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50, Commercial Nuclear Fuel Plant (CNFP) did not
issue a Component Discrepancy Report (CDR) and a Contract
Variation Approval Request (CVAR) to identify, document,
evaluate, resolve, and process the nonconformance of felt
cleaning plugs in 22 fuel rods for CY (91-01-02).

3 1.1.3 Contrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50,
MA-450, "Zircaloy Cladding End Preparation," Revision 15, dated
February 21, 1989, did not provide quicance to the operator for
the extent of QC in6pection required or what notification was
required to be given QC to ensure that the visual examination for
cleanliness was performed. Additionally, MA-450, Revision 16,
dated March 8, 1991, and QC-802, Revision 13, dated April 29,
1991, did not provide the extent of the inspections to be
performed by the operator or the QC inspector (91-01-03),

1.2 Unresolved Item

1.2.1 The Nr.C inspectors determined that Babcock and Wilcox
(B&W) has initiated actions to identify the root cause for felt
cleaning plugs being containea in loaded fuel rods. An
evaluation in accordance with Section 21.21 of 10 CFR Part 21 may
also be required. Pending receipt by NRC of a written response
containing the B&W evaluations, this issue is identified as an
unresolved item (91-01-04).

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

The two open findings from previous inspections were not
addressed during this inspection.

2

7
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3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 Entrance _and_ Exit Meetingg

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission-(NRC) inspectors informed B&W
staff of.the scope of the inspection, outlined areas of concern,
and established working-interfaces during the entrance meeting on
August 27_, 1991. On August 30, 1991, the NRC inspectors
summarized the inspection findings, otorvations, and concerns te
B&W management during the exit meeting.

3.2 Backcround

On August 21,-1991, Northeast Utilities Service Company (NU)
informed the NRC resident; inspector at the CY nuclear plant of
what was characterized as a breakdown in the B&W QA program. NU,

advised that CHFP failed to remove the felt cleaning plugs from
CY fuel rods prior to loading the rods with fuel pellets during
March 1991. NU was not informed of this problem until August 12,
1991. NU requested that B&W-stop the manufacturing process and
perform a root cause evaluation. NU personnel arrived at CNFP on
August 13, 1991 to conduct a review. NU instructed B&W to
restart manufacturing fuel assemblics for CY based on their
review of corrective actions taken by B&W at CNFP since March'19,
1991, and their observations of the manufacturing process in
August. The NRC conducted this inspection to determine the
suitability of fuel assemblies being supplied to CY by CNFP and
to evaluate the B&W QA program for compliance with NRC
requirements.

3.3 Eabrication of CY Fuel
The NRC inspectors determined what had occurred during March
:1991, by discussion with B&W staff and by observations of the
CNFP fabrication of_CY: fuel. Tubing to be used for fuel cladding

| is_ partially cleaned by blowing a. felt cleaning plug through each,

tube with compressed air on an automated blowing machine (BMC).'

|_
.The BMC contains a switch or flag which is activated when the

' cleaning plug exits-from each tube being cleaned. When the flag

is activated the tube is' released and moves to a station where
each tube is to be visually inspected in accordance with QC-802,
Revision.12, to ensure.that the tubes are free from debris.
-During March 1991, an-operator detected a felt plug in a fuel rod
when he'was performing a plenum check of rods which had been
loaded with_ fuel pellets. This incident was treated as an in-
process nonconformance which is permitted by section 15.3 of the
B&W QAM. The-NRC inspectors determined that the visual
inspection-was not performed or.the plugs would have been seen-
dering this inspection. (See Nonconformance 91-01-01)

|

I

O
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The inspectors also concluded that a CDR and a CVAR should have
been written to document the nonconformance and corrective action-in accordance with Appendix B to 10.CFR Part 50. (See-

Nonconformance 91-01-02)

The in-process rework during March 1991 was quite extensive in
that radiography and unloading of CY fuel rods discovered felt
cleaning plugs in 22 fuel rods in a population of 31 rods
produced in sequence. This group-foll within the first 175 rods

-

produced of the total 9700 fuel rods for CY which have not beenc

shipped-to CY. This information supports the B&W contention that
the presence of felt plugs in loaded fuel rods is an isolated
event. This incident probably occurred during a 15 minute time
period. However, the root cause of the deviation has not been
determined by B&W which resulted in the inspectors identifying an
unresolved item (91-01-04).
3.4 Document Review i

The NRC inspectors reviewed the B&W QAM; document 56-1178235-00,
"QA-Plan for Manufacturing Operations at CNFP;" QC-1412,
" Corrective Action," Revision 5, dated January 4, 1989; QC-1413,
" Nonconforming Materials, Parts, and Components," Revision 9,
dated September 11, 1990; QC-1423, " Contract Variation Approval
Request-(CVAR)," Revision-4, dated February 1, 1989; QC-1433,
" Reporting Defects-and Noncompliances-10CFR21," Revision 8, dated
January 23, 1991; QC-802, Revisions-12&l3; MA-450,- Revisions
15&l6;-MA-453, " Fuel Rod Loading Procedure," Revision 46, dated
March 18, 1991; route cards for CY fuel; and CDRs 8986, 9000,
9016.

MA-450, Revision 15 and QC-802, Revision 12, controlled the
cleaning and inspection of fuel cladding during March 1991.
MA-450, Revision 15, did not address or provide-guidance to the
operator _for the extent of inspection to'be performed by QC nor
did it-provide requirements to notify QC to perform the
cleanliness' inspection. Review of route cards confirmed.that
felt cleaning plugs were found in the fuel rods on-the night of

-March 19, 1991, and that inspection after plug cleaning was to
have been performed in accordance with QC-802, Revision 12. The
route' card-did not specify visual inspection and QC-802, while
requiring 100% visual inspection by QC, did not establish
interface requirements.to encure the operator would notify QC to
perform the inspectica. MA-450, Revision 16, requires the
_ operator'to perform in-process visual inspection to ensure the
absence of chips, debris, and cleaning swabs (plugs), but a 100%
visual inspection is not specified. QC-802, Revision 23,
requires Q4 to visually inspect the conditioned ends and inside
diameter of the cladding for cleanl.ncss but does not state
whether'the inspection is random, partial, or 100%. (See
Nonconformance 91-01-03)

4

9
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3.5 B&W Investigation

The B&W Fuel Engineering-Department became aware of the felt plug
deviation in August 1991 and the decision was made to investigate
the deviation to determine the root cause, to ensure that
defective fuel-rods have not been shipped to any customer, to

~

determine the effect of felt plugs on fuel rod performance, and
to perform corrective action to ensure that fuel rods with felt
plugs are not shipped.to nuclear facilities. A CDR was issued on
August 8, 1991 and a number of specific documents were scheduled
to be written:on elements of the investigation and corrective
actions. B&W has determined that welding of a lower end cap
adjacent to a felt plug can result in a residuo containing 1.5 to
3.0 parts per million (ppm) hydrogen and retort drying of a fuel
rod containing a felt plug can result in a residuo containing 12
to 15 ppm hydrogen. B&W has concluded that 1.5 to 15 ppm of
hydrogen in a fuel rod would result in hydriding of the cladding
during operation in the reactor core at CY sufficient to cause
leaks in each fuel rod which contained the felt residue. .! fuel
rods have been shipped to nuclear facilities by B&W which contain
felt cleaning plugs or the residue from those plugs, B&W has
concluded that those-rods contain a defect as defined in
Section 21.3(d) of 10 CFR Part 21. B&W representatives have
stated that corrective actions are ongoing to ensure that any
fuel rods containing felt cleaning plugs or the residue from
-those plugs have been isolated within CNFP and have not been
shipped to any nuclear facility.

3.6 10 CFR Part 21

The_ inspectors determined that B&W has maintained the required
postings, imposed 10 CFR Part 21 on purchase orders, and
implemented procedure QC-1433, Revision 8. The inspectors
emphasized to B&W management that the evaluation required by
Section 21.21 of 10 CFR Part 21 had been delayed considerably by
the five month delay between the discovery of the potential
deviation in March 1991 and the documentation which did not begin
until August 1991. B&W representatives acknowledged the
requirement for a written evaluation which is presently in-
process and indicated that it will be completed when results are
available from the investigation discussed in section 3.5 above.
Wo violations were found during this inspection.

3.7 Personnel Interviews

Discussions with B&W personnel in production, maintenance,
engineering, QA,-and management provided statements to the NRC
inspectors _which indicate that the felt plug deviation probably
occurred during a tour of CNFP by potential customers. These

L
personnel believed that the felt plugs were lodged in the 22

|
tubes during the tour, and the flag switch was activated manually
to give the impression to the visitors that the BMC was operatingL

5
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normally. Whoever activated the flag switch was probably not
aware that the felt _ plugs had not exited _from the tubes. Two
engineers on the tour-stated, months later, that they remember
observing that the felt' plugs were not exiting from the tubes
when-the tour stopped at the BMC, j

'

4 PERSONNEL. CONTACTED

+ * R. Alto, Plant Manager
i

R._Burge, QC Ir.spector
* S. Carter, Supervisor
* T. Coleman, Manager
* E._Coppola, Manager
* D. Cyrus,-Engineer

G. Day, Level II RT Examiner-

+- * C. Dideon, Manager
+ *- W. Engelke,oQA Manager
+ *' J._ Ford, Manager
+ * 'R. Foster, Quality Administrator
+ * K. Harris,. Inspection Manager

* 1R. Ihde,_ President
R. King, Supervisor
R. Knight,. Contract Analyst
R. Mayberry, QA Foreman
D. Mitchell, Engineer
W. overstreet,_ operator

* R. Penoza, Manager
R. Reith, Manager*

A. Reynolds,-Plenum Checker
+ * T. Schuler,' Manager

* J. Taylor, Manager
+ .J. Tennant, Manager

*- W. Tibbs,-Manager
C.- Vandegrift, Loadman
S. Wilkerson, Supervisor

1R. . Williamson,' Engineer
_

+ Attended entrance meeting on August 27, 1991'
Attended exit meeting on August 30, 1991*
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Docket No. 50-255

Consuuers Pon r Company
ATTN: Gerald L. Slade

General Manager
Palisedes Nuclear Generating Plant
27780 Blue Star tiemorial Highway
Covert, flichigan 49043

Dear fir. Slade:

SUBJECT: ASSESSfENT OF THE PROCUREMENT AfiD COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION
PROGRAMS AT THE PALISADES !!UCLEAR GENERATlHG PL%NT,

REPORT NO. 50-255/91-201

This letter transmts the report of the assessment conducted May 13 through
May 17, 1991, at the Consumers Power Company's (CPC's) Palisades Nuclear
Generatir.6 Flant, by R. L. Pettis, 5. D. Alexander, L. L. Campbell, and
B. Rogers of the U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Comrission's (NRC's) Vender
Inspectior. Brench and R. Langstaff and P. Rescheske of NRC Region 111. At the
concirsion of the. assessment, we discussed our findin9s with your staff as
ider.tified in the appendix of the enclosed report.

Thc staff perforr(ed the assessnent to review CPC's program for the procurement
and dedication cf commercial-grade itecs used in safety-related applications in
accorder.ce with the requirements of Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Pegulations (10 CFR Part 50) and to also deterr.iine the extent
to which the licensee had implemented the initiatives of the Nuclear Management
and Resources Council (NUMARC) in this area.

The NRC assessment team concluded that CPC has not made a significant effort
to strengthen its corx:ercial-grade dedication program. The overall program
description did not appear consistent with the dedication philosophy described
in Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report NP-5652, "Cuideline for the
Utilizatior- cf Commerciel Grade Itens in Nuclear Safety Related Applications
(NCIG-07)," as endorsed by NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-02, " Actions to improve
the Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed Products," March 21, 1989.

| The team also neted that the program description, including rest of the pertinent,

' implementing procedures, did not completely address the issues contained in
| GL 89-02, which specified certain restrictions or conditions concerning the use

of EPRI NP-SC52 dedication methods as acceptable methods to achieve conpliance'

with Append a E.. If the progran is properly raodified and inplemented to address
,

|. thtse issues, it could provide adequate control over the cornmercial-grade
I procureracrt process, Specific strengths and weaknesses are discussed in detail

in thc enclosed report.

32
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Consumers Power Company -2-
Geralc L. Slade

At the tine of the assessmer.t CPC was conducting a stif-assessment to review
the conprehensive procurement initiative improvernents suggested in NUMAI.C 90-13,
''fiuciter Procurenent Progran Improvements.'' The initiative called for th(
licensee to comphte its review by July 1,1991, and to complete implementation

'

by July 1,1992. Although CPC could not provide docurnentation during the
ass (ssment to support its progress in this area, CPC management stated thet it
would tr.cet these gecls.

The assessrent teau identified weaknesses both in the overall procurement
program and its implementation. in several internal qublity assurance (CA)
audits performed since 1989, CPC had identif ed concerns similar to those raised
by the assessment team. Despite CPC's procedural revisions to incorporate the
philosophy described in EPRI NP-5652, and in response to internal QA audit
findings, the prograu was not substantially improved to correct the f undamental
ceuse of those findings and to align the program with regulatory requirertents.

CPC believed that not all the critical characteristics identified needed to be
verifice, but only those necessary to demonstrate that the item received was

,

the item specified. While this position may be consister,t with the EPP1'

id-5652 definition of critical characteristics, we interpret the *tt s specified"
to encompass attributes necessary for performance of the iten's safety functions.
Generic letter 91-05, * Licensee Commercial-Grade Procurement and Dedicatiot.
Programs," April 9,1991, states that the licensee is responsible for
identifying these attributes, establishing accept 6nce criteria and providing
reasonable assurance of conformance to these criteria. The assessnent teara 61sc
noted that for the majority of dedications performed, procedures did not
require that CPC idertify and document the safety function and critical
ctaracteristics of the item.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), the staff will place a copy of this letter
and the enclosures in the tiRC Public Document Room.

Although no response is required to this report, we expect you to consider the
__conccros raised herein. If you have any questions concerning this assessrent,
we will be pleased to discust thetu with you. Thank you for cooperating in this
assestnent process.

Sincerely.

f' '
~

| }

Bruce A. Boger, Director
Division of Reactor Prcjects 111, IV, V
Cffice of fiuclear Reactor Regulatior

Enclosure:
As s e s seer.t Report E N t5/91-2Cl
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Consumers Power Company Palisades Nuclear Generating P15r.1
Geralo B. Slade

cc:

M. 1. Miller,-Esquire Nuclear facilities and
Sidley E Austin Environmental Monitoring
54th floor Section Office
One first.!;ational Pierc Division of Radiologic 61

,

Chicago 1111not- 60603 Health
P.O. Box 30035

Mr. Thomas A. McNish, Secretary Lansing, Michigan 48909
.

Consumers Power Company
212 West flichigan Avenue Gerald Charnoff, P.C.
Jackson, hichigan 49201 Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge

2300 N. Street, N.W.
Jude_L. Eacon, Esquire h'eshington, D.C. 20037
Consuraers- Pow.er Company
212 West 11ichigan Avenue Mr. David L. Brannen
Jackson, Michigan 49201 Vice. President

Palisades Generating Company
Regional Acministrator, Region 111 c/o Bechtel Power Corporation
U.S. f;uclear Regulatory Coteission 15740 Shady Grove Road
799 Rocsevelt Road Gaithersburg, Maryland 20677
Glu. Ellyn, Illir.ois 60137

Roy W. Jones
Jerry Sarne Manager, Strategic Program _ Development
Towr. ship Surervisor Westinghouse Electric Corp; ration

- Covert lownship 4350 Northern Pike
-36197 f4-14C Highway - Montseville, Pennsylvania 15146
Covert, Fichigan 49043

Office of the Governor
Room 1 - Capitol Builcing
L6nsing,!!ichigan 48913

Mr. Patrick I'. Donnelly
Lirector, Sefety and Licensing
Talisades Pisnt
17780 Blue Star Memorial Hwy..
Covert, Michigan 45043

kesiaent lbspettor
c/c U.S. fiuclear Regulatory Commissior.
Palisades Plant
2776; Live Star lieucrici Hwy.
Covert, f:ichigan 49045

.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Off!CE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

DIVISION OF REACTOR INSPECfl0N AND SAFEGUARDS

i
;

Report No.: 50-255/91-201

Docket No.: 50-255

Licensee No.: DPR-20

Licensee: Consumers Power Company
1945 West Parnall Road.

Jackson, Michigan 49201

' Facility Name: Palisadei Nuclear Generating Plant

Assessment at: Covert Michigan,

Assessment Conducted: May 13 through May 17, 1991

8 L. he llu]r. M-23-91
'

Robert L. Pettis, Jr., P.E., Team Leader Date
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

Other Inspectors: S. Alexander, EQ and Test Engineer, VIB
L Campbell, Reactor Engineer, VIB
B. Rogers, Reactor Engineer, VIB
P. Rescheske, Reactor Inspector, Rill
R.(angstaff Reactor Inspector, RIII

,

Approved by: k - ~-4 k M /14 9,e/
_

Leif Nprrholm, Chief Date'' " ' '
-

Vendo/ Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

:
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EXECUTIVE SUtT.ARY

Betwetn May 13 and flay 17, 1991, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission's
(llRC's)VendorInspectionBranchconductedanassessmentoftheConsumersPower
Company's-(CPC's, the licensee's) activities to procure and dedicate
commercial-grade items (CG!s) used in safety-related applications at the
Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant (PNGP). The assessment team reviewed CPC's
procurement program in order to assess the power company's compliance with the
quality assurance (0A) requirements of Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 cf the '

Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50) and to assess the status of CPC's
implementation of the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC)
initiatives on procurement and commercial-grade dedication.

The NUMARC Bcard of Directors has approved procurement initiatives as described-
in NUMARC 90-13,_" Nuclear Procurement Progran Improvements," which commit

-licensees to assess their procurement programs and take specific action to
strengthen inadequate programs. The first phase of these initiatives addresses
dedication of CGIs, and was scheduled to be implemented by January 1,1990. It
commits licensees to meet the intent of the guidance provided in Electric Power
P,esearch Institute (EPRI) NP-5652, " Guideline for the Utilization of Commercial
Crade Items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07)." The NRC has -

conditionally endorsed this EPRI guideline in Generic Letter (GL) 89-02,
" Actions to Improve the Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently fiarketed
Products," Harch 21,_1989. -The second phase of the initiatives is the
comprehensive procurement initiative and addresses vendot audits, tests and
inspections, obsolescence, information exchange, and general procurement. In ,

this phase, licensees commit to review their programs by July 1,1991, to
determine, on the basis of. guidance in NUMARC 90-13, if improvements are needed
in the above areas, and to complete such improvements by July 1,1992.

The staff performed this assessment to determine the current status of the
activities to improve _ the procurement program in relation to the industry's
commitments' discussed above and NRC requirements in this area. The NRC
assessment team reviewed procedures and representative records, interviewed

- CPC's staff (including senior managers and PNGP personnel), and made
observations. The team also met with CPC's corporate and plant managers to
discuss relevant aspects of commercial-grade dedication and to identify areas
requiring additional information. At the exit meeting on May 17, 1991, the
assessment team discussed its observations with CPC representatives and senior
managers. The assessment team's specific conclusiors are summarized below.
*

CPC has not made a significant effort to str99then its commercial-grade
dedication program, and the overall progru m ;cription does not appear'

consistent with the dedication philosophy D ed in EPRI NP-5652, as
*

.'

' endorsed by NRC GL 89-02. The assessment t m -1so noted that the program
description, including most of the pertinent implementing procedures, did
not completely address the. issues contained in hRC GL 89-02 which specified
certain restrictions or conditions concerning the use of EPRI NP-5652
dedication methods as acceptable methods to comply with Appendix B. Specif-,

ical'y, the- PNGP QA program did not address the GL 89-02 restrictions on
the t.w uf EPRI Methods 2 and 4. If modified and implemented to address-

i these concerns, and others noted below, the existing program could provide
L adequate controls over the commercial-grade procurement process.
l'
o
,
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'
j

CPC's manaoement provided limited support and resources to improve its' ;

comercial'grado dedication program. The assessment team noted that the ,-
I

recent steam generator replacement outage contributed to CPC's lack of
i

j resources and attention towards iroproving the prc urement and comercial-
grade dedication program and its implementation at the PNGP.

CPC's practice is that not all of the crio ' characteristics identified* ,

'

to assure safety function need to be verifica. The HRC staff's po,ition
is that Appendix B requires the licensee to verify all characteristic.s t

fthat are critical to ensure that the itu performs its safety functions
for its particular plant application.

!Quality Assurance Departnet Procedure (QADP) 7.5, "Comnercial Grade*i

Surveys," required that OfC perform a survey of comercial-grade suppliers
once every three years and did not require periodic reviews and evalua- ,

tions of the supplier during this period. The assessment team noted that _

it ney be necessary to perform commercial-grade surveys at a frequency [
other than on a triannual basis due to changes in the supplier's quality '

3

; procrarr, procedures, piocesses, management, or personnel performing the
workactivities. Comercial-grade surveys should be scheduled at a'

frequency comensurate with the status, importance, and complexity of the ,

item or process being surveyed.
,

The program did not require CPC to identify the qu611ty assurance / control#-

program or procedures used by connercial-grade suppliers to control the
manufacture of the item as referenced in EPRI HP-$C52.

PalisadesAdministrativeProcedute(PAP)10.03," Procurement _ofMaterial," -*

Material Management Procedure (MHP) 10. " Acceptance and Dedication Plan. -

ning," t AP 9.30, "Q-List," required CPC to identify and document the ,

safety functions and ciitical characteristics of only those iterns dedi-
cated under CPC's dedicatiori plan approach, which rcpresents approximately '

20 percent of the total population of comercial-grade dedications-
-

performed at the PNGP.
'

CPC had revised PAP 10.03 and MMP 10-to incorporate the guidance of EPPI*

NP-5652 and to address the findings of several internal QA audits. However,
CPC had not substantially improved the program to correct the fundamental *

cause of those findings.

The assessment team und inconsistencies in the procedures involving the*

definitions and use of terms such as "critica i" and " quality"
rnaracteristics.

t
-

-

The program did not arovide for establishing documented verificble trace-*

ability of CGis to t aci- original equipment manuf at.turer (OEM) as addressed ,

in Criterion'VI!! af Appendix B and NRC GL 89-02. The types of OEM infor-
mation of concern includcs: qualification type testing; production sample
destructive testing;.and information on the history of changes to the design,
the material, and the manufacturing process. This is of particular sig- ''
nificance because the licensee often verified critical characteristics
under the current prograru agt. inst information, including certificates of
conformance, supplied by_ the vendor and tne acceptance nethod referred to

,

.

.

ii
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as engineering document review. However, PAP 10.03 and MMP 10 did not
require the use of commercial-grade surveys, as described under acceptance
fiethod 2 in [PRI NP-5052, te validate that information. If only certificates
of conformance are used, the precedures still required that the licensee
contult the Evalueted Certificate of Conformance Suppliers List (ECCSL).
However, most of the suppliers listed were evaluated for general acceptance
of certificates of conformance on the basis of broad-based, programmatic
audits, some of which were several years old.

' The pNCP staff stated that it would consult the ECCSL only to detcrmine if
a corvaercial-grade survey of a supplier had been accomplished. However,
the procedures did not preicribe this limitation. The procedures did not
require that the licensee i aview the survey report to verify that it
applies to the items being dedicated and to determine if any of the
critical characteristics f(r specific applications of PNGP could be
verified on the basis of thtt survey.

* Since late 1990, QADp 7.5 he s provided methods for surveying commercial-
grade suppliers. These sur<eys must identify the specific critical
characteristics of the item purchased as specified in flethoc' 2 of EPRI
NP-56b2. However, in the dedication program procedut es PAP 10.03 and limp
10, the licensee did r.ot address the use of or reference to this proc (dure
or the associated QADP 7.2, * Supplier Evaluation." Although QADP 7.5
required that the supplier's quality prog.am be documented end ef fectivcly
implemented, this procedure did not completely address the issues
contairad in NRC GL 89-0?. Specifically, the procedure did not address
the verif1 cation of the program controls of both distributors and manufac-
turers when applicable. No otht.r proctdure addressed this situation.

* PAP 10.03 did not require the litcrsee to document the technical evaluation
atsociated with the safety classification of replacement parts and was not
consistent with the requirements of QADPs 7.? end 7.5.

I
i

|
1

|
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1 IN1RODUCTION -

The NRC's Vendor Inspection Branch assessed Consumers Power Company's (CPC's) *

efforts to improve programs for precuring and dedicating commercial grade items
-

i
-

(CGls) used in safety-related tpplications. The NRC staff reviewed the CPC j

program to assess its compliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and to |
;assess the status of implementation of the Nuclear Management and Resources

Council (NUMARC) procurement initiatives for the Palisades Nuclear Generating i

Plant (PNGP). The staf f performed the assessment f rom May 13 to May 17,1991, .'

at the Jackson, Michigan, office of CPC and the PNGP site, located at Covert,
.

Michigan, in performing the assessment, the staff made observations, held*

discussions with the licensee's managers and corporate and site personnel, and ,
'

-reviewed records and procedures for the licensee's procurement and-

commercial-grade dedication program.

The NRC staff is conducting assessments at selected licensees' facilities to
review their implementation of improved programs to dedicate CGls-and to assess
the improvements made in the areas covered by NUMARC's comprehensive procurement
initiative. This initiative, approved on June 28, 1990, by the NUMARC Board of
Directors, directed licensees to ..ieet the guidance provided in Electric Power

-

-

Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5652 and to review and strengthen their procurement
programs in accordance with specific guidance provided in NUMARC 90-13.

The specific areas reviewed and the team's observations are described-in
Sections 2 through 4 of-this report. Section 5 describes the conclusione, >

strengths, and weaknesses, and Section 6 describes the exit meeting. The

Appendix is a list of the persons contacted during the assessment. ;

2 ' COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION PROGRAM REVIEW

The assessment team reviewed CPC's programs and related commitments associated
with the implementation of the NUMARC. initiatives, including the program for |
procuring and dedicating CG!s used in safety-rel6ted applications at the PNGP.
" Dedication" is the process by which an item, not manufactured and supplied
under an approved 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B QA program, is verified to be suit- |
able for use in a nuclear safety-related. application. A commercial grade dedi- 1

cation program must be conducted under an Appendix B QA program because'It con- i
*

sists of activities affecting quality.

2.1 Procurement Process and Procedures
s

.

The procurement process for the PNGP'was described and prescribed in a hierarchy
of procedural documentation'beginning at the CPC corporate level with the Nuclear

-

Operations Department Material-Management Standard (N005) M01, "The Procureuent: ,

Process," which governs the overall procurement process for all the CPC nuclear-

plants. The team reviewed the currently effective revision of this standard.-
Revision 20. April 12, 1990, which added the first reference in this document to

:EPRI NP-5652. In Section 5.3.1, the procedure addressed the use of acceptance
plans in addition to or in conjunction with a receipt. inspection. The' acceptance
methods _ described in Section 5.3.2 were receipt inspection (in conjunction with a
review of the supplier's document); certificates of conformance or certificates

1
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of compliance; source verification; and post-installation test. The
procedure described the circumstances under which this method would be
appropriate for verifying acceptance by certificate of conformance as being
similar to those circumstances under which receipt inspection could be used. A

,

'

receipt inspection could be used when the item is simple in design and involves
standard materials, processes, and tests. Although on this basis the procedure

' discouraged the use of certificates of conformance, it did not recognize the !

actual circumstances under which it may be preferable, or at least more practi-
cal, to accept certain attributes of an item on the hasis of certificates of
conformance, if adequate supporting documentation is provided when required, and
if the validity of all the documentation including the certificates of confor- ;

imance is adequately verified before placing the item in service. Although the
procedure did address inclusion of supporting documentation when required, it
included the following note pertaining to acceptance of certificates of
conformance:

,

The evaluation of the supp , 'r's ability to provide a valid
Certificate of Conformance c Compliance need not be completed at
the time the order is placed, and need not be completed in order ito accept and use the items.

The note also required that the evaluation be completed in a timely manner and !commendably included the effects on past procurements. However, allowing the
use of unvalidated certificates of conformance for accepting and using items in
safety-related applications is inimical to ensuring the suitability of the '

application.

!

Section 5.3.2.c described the cir umstances under which the licensee shouldverify the source. Some of the conditions given were appropriate. but, the pro- '

';edure included the statement "when the quality of commercial, 'off the shelf.' '

. ems ordered without imposition of QA program requirements on the supplier can-
not be verified by neceipt inspection, source verification shall be applied."
Although this may be one condition under which source verification may be appro-

-priate.-this provision of the procedure excluded the use of commercial grade
surveys which may be acceptable under similar circumstances. This method is notrecognized elsewhere in the procedure.

*

Secu on 5.3.3 dealt specificnlly, but superficially, with commercial grade
dedication. It stated, in part: - "Suitability and dedication of a commercial
grade itea for a safety-related application may be accomplished by any one ofthe.following: a. Like-for-like replacement: . . .b. Alternate replacement: . . .c.
First-time procurement: . . . . "- Although it was not clear how suitability was'to
be verified, the section reasonably described the distinctions between these

i

types of procurements, but did not explain how an item was determined to be
l i ke- f or-li ke.

The assessment team concluded that N0DS-Mol did not provide an adequate frame-
work, consistent with 10 CfR Part 50 Appendix B, GL 89-02, or EPRI NP-b652,
within which CPC could implement acceptable programs to dedicate CGis for use
in safety related applications at its nuclear power plants.,

PAP 10.03, " Procurement of . Material," governs . the overall procurement process
,

,
'

for the PNGP. The team reviewed the currently effective revision of this proce-
- dure,-Revision'8. of Decem6er 27, 1989. The team found that Paragraph 4.5 cor-
rectly defined " critical quality characteristics" in a similar manner to that in

2
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i which the term was defined in N005-M01. However, in practice, not all critical
I characteristics mest be verified. ,

'

This procedure also defined the PNGP quality classifications for procurement.
.

Procurements of items intended for safety-related plant applications from a sup-
j plier with an approved 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B QA program, and who accepts the

reporting responsibilities of 10 CFR Part 21, are designated class "Q" procure- i

ments. Procurement of items for safety-related applications from commercial grade
~

suppliers (who may be listed in the LCCSL when the items meet the definition
of a CGI in 10 CFR 21.3(a)(4)(a-1) are designated class "CQ" procurements.
Nonsafety-related procurements are designated "NQ," and certain of these which I

iinvolve special considerations such as seismic and environmental qualification,
special shielding or enclosures, or fire protection are designated "AQ" because
they carry augmented quality requirements. Also, certain radwaste systems and
componeris have special requirements and are treated as safety-related.

The two major phases of the procurement process before receipt are the technical
review of the procurement documents and the QA review. Section 4.8 did not
define QA review, but only stated which group performed it. Section 4.9 ad-

-dressed the dedication plan, stating that it can_ include basic receipt inspec- ,

'

Lion, testing, certification, and verification of critical characteristics; Al-

though this term is used elsewhere in the industry, it was not defined for the
PNGP.' This section introduced the first of many ambiguities and inconsistencies
involving-terms and their definitions. This section also used the " acceptance

method worksheet" referred to 'elsewhere in the PNGP program procedures as an
acceptance plan worksheet (APW) and " dedication plan agreement" referred to else-
where in the program simply as a dedication plan (DP). Section 6.3 discussed :*

the-determination of safety functions and quality characteristics, but PAP 10.03
did o't require documenting the technical evaluation associated with the safety
classification replacement parts. Attachment 5 to PAP 10.03, " Technical Review,"
provided the only guidance, merely asking if the item was safety related. Al- ,

though '' e licensee had not yet implemented PNGP's new procedure which covered
technical-evaluation and safety classification, the astessment team's review i

of a draft version is discussed in Section 2.2 of this report.

Attachment 5 also provided three means of-specifying the acceptance methods to ,

be employed in any given procurement:

o Section 2. A Notelimes - instructions for a receipt inspection that was
documented either in the purchase requisition (an Authorization to Purchase
or (ATP)) or in a document used'to requisition material from stock to be
dedicated (an Authorization to Add, Delete, or Redescribe Stock Items, Form '

1069). Notelines may or may not appear on the purchase order (PO).
,

'

Section 2.B Acceptance Plan Worksheet - used for multipie acceptance activi-o
ties such as material analysis,- source surveillance, receipt inspection, or
bench. testing, which are all-to be listed on the APW. This worksheet could
be used in conjunction with a DP. The inspectors noted that the form used
as the APW provided for documenting the quality characteristics and asso-
ciated acceptance criteria, but not critical quality characteristics,

,

Section 2.C Dedication Plan - used to perform verification activities foro
a CGI after the licensee performed a receipt inspection specifying post-
receipt inspection activities such as installation tests, system hydrostatic

3
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tests, or installat ion act ivit les to verif y act ept ance lhe PNGP staff
stated that DPs, which are the only document s on which all crit ical quality
characteristics are supposed to be listed, were used in only about 20 pet-
cent of the CGI dedications perf or med. However, the assessment team
reviewed various DPs and f ound t hat only a sample of the critical quality
characteristics were selected to be verified in order to provide reasonable
assurance that the item received is the item specified. lhe assessment team
also noted t hat the descript ion of t he block tont ent s on the fotm was incon-
sistent with the tetms and instructions in the implementing procedute for
DPs f urther adding to the ambiguity regarding which characteristics must be
verified. lollowing the description of the DP was the question "Is the
item commercial grade?" This paragt aph did not ref erem e or describe the
tests for making a CGI d<(ermination, lhe next paragraph introduced a new
subject abruptly, discutting the verification of attributes such as part
number, material, catalog number, drawing, model number and serial number, -

but did not describe a means for formally documenting this information.

o The paragraph "Commerical Grade" provided several options without rtquiring
any action. Paragraph 'i provided f or the use of certificates of confor-
mance if the vendor was on the ICC5l. However, PAP 10.03 and MMP 10 did
not require the licensee to use commerical grade surveys, as described
under acceptance Method 2 in iPRI NP-bbb2 to validate that information.
The value of using the LCCSL was questionable because most of the suppliers
litt ed were evaluated f or general acceptance of cer t if icates of conformance
on the basis of broad-based, programmatic, QA audits, some of which were
several years old. The PNGP statf stated that the ICC5L was only consulted
to determine if a commercial grade survey of a supplier had been accom-
plished. However, the procedures did not prescribe this limitation on the
use of the survey. In addition, the procedures did not require that the
licensee review the survey report to determine if it applies to the items
being dedicated and to determine which if any of the critical characteris-
tics for PNGP applitations could be verified from that survey.

Since late 1990, QADP /.'s has provided methods for surveying commercial grade ~

suppliers to evaluate specific items and critical characteristics consistent
with the provisions of IPRI NP-56b2. However, use of or reference to this pio-
cedure or the associated QADP 7.2, " Supplier Ivaluation," were not addressed in
dedication program procedures PAP 10.03 and MMP 10. Although QADP 7.5 required
that the supplier's quality program be documented and effectively implemented,
this procedure did not completely address the issues contained in G! 89-02
regarding verification of the program controls of both distributors and manu-
facturers when applicable, lhis situation was not addressed elsewhere in the
procedures for the PNGP dedication program.

In addition, IPRI NP-5652 provides quidance on measures to add assurance that
CGis are manuf actured and tested in accordance with the supplier's commet rial
quality controls as reviewed and approved during commercial grade surveys. How-
ever, CPC had not yet implemented that guidance in that the team found no pro-
grammatic requirements at the PNGP for invoking t he supplier's document ed com-
mercial quality controls (specifically entified) in procurement documents orJ

requiring supplier certifications to identif y the speci f ic controls or standat ds
under which the CGis were produced. The licensee did not have specific guidance
to verify that such certifications were provided and that identified controls or
programs matched those invoked in the procurement documents as reviewed and
approved in the associated survey,

4
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The tecm reviewed the other principal document governing aspects of procurement
and dedication, MMP 10, Revision 1, of July 26, 1989, and identified the
following deficiencies:

i

o lhe references in this procedure did not include EPRI NP-5652 or GL 89-02.
i

o Paragraph 4.14, in the Section " Definitions," defined " critical character- )

istics," differently from the definition in PAP 10.03. It was defined as i

those critical or functional attributes of an item that are necessary to ,

ensure fitness for use. However, the paragraph then allowed them to be !

selected from the quality characteristics identified in PAP 10,03, j
'

o in Section 1.A of Attachment 3 to MMP 10, the licensee listed the following
types of acceptance methods that are "r.crmally used" for "Q" material and ;

equipment and "may include:" (1) engineering document review, (2) source *

verification, (3) receipt inspection, (4) receipt inspection documented-in
a valid certificate of conformance, (as opposed to APW) and (5) OP with
critical characteristics to be verified by the " user department" at time-

Iof installation. TSe assessment team could not determine the manner in
which critical characteristics would be verified through APWs or DPs for
"Q" procurements, that is, to procure basic components, not CGIs. Para-
graph 1.B. which was supposed to cover CGis, "CQ" materials, and equipment,
stated that acceptance methods normally used are the same as f or "Q" mate-

-rials and equipment, while this may be true in practice, this erroneous
statement fails to recognize-the fundamental distinctions between
Appendix B manufacturers and commercial grade suppliers.

o Attachment 4 to MMP 10 provided a sample APW and the instructions on com-
'

pleting it. The instructions specified quality characteristic but did tot
require the licensee to identify safety functions or critical characteris- .

tics. Although space was provided for listing the acceptance criteria, the
procedures did not require, nor provide space for documenting the test or |
inspection results -and did not require or provide for documenting the ,

traceability of-such results to the item itself. ,

iAppendix-B to 10 CFR Part 50 (in particular, Criteria 111 and Vil) requires
that licenseer ensure that-all material._ equipment, and services are suitable
for their safety-related applications. Therefore, the licensee must (1)
identify the important characteristics for each item required to assure that -

the item will perform its-safety function; (2) establish methods of verification
and approntiate acceptance critsria; and (3) document the verification of
conformance to these criteria io provide reasonable assurance that the items
will perform their safety func'. ions under all design basis conditions. Therefore,
the PNGP dedication program sh)uld satisfy these criteria for CGls.

However, upon reviewing the. program and the implementing procedures and holding i

discussions with the PNGPLstafi, the assessment team concluded that it was
CPC's position and practice that not all of those characteristics identified as !

critical (defined appropriately in CPC procedures as those essential to safety
function) need be verified but rather, only those-necessary to_show that the
item received is-the item specified. The NRC position is that the licensee
needs to verify all-critical characteristics which are essential to the 3

performance of the item's safety function to assure that the item received is
the item specified.

5
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Finally, the program procedures did not provide for establishing documented
verifiabin traceability of CGis to their OLM. Such traceability is_important
both to hevp identify counterfeit and fraudulent material and to demonstrate
that the information supplied by the vendor applies to the actual-items
received. OEM information of concern includes qualification type testing;
production sample destructive testing; and information on the history of
changes to the design, material, and manufacturing process. This is of
particular significanr:e to the licensee for PNGP because it of ten verified ;

acceptance by verifying the critical characteristics under the current program
as implemented against information and documentation supplied by the vendor,

,

including certificates of conformance and engineering documents.

2.2 Draft Technical Evalu_ation Checklist

The licensee developed PNG"3 draf t technical evaluation checklist, Revision ;
Oratt 4 of Attachment 2 to PAP 10.04, using the guidance of EPRI NP-6406,
" Guidelines for the. Technical Evaluation of Replacement items in Nuclear Power
Plants (NCIG-11)," which has not been endorsed by the NRC. In reviewing this

;

draft checklist, the assessment team identified the following deficiencies:
:

.2.2.1 Section 6.1 of the checklist contained three criteria for determining '

if a replacement item could be considered "like-for-like." 1he check-
list stated that any one of these criteria was sufficient for a like-
for-like determination. The like-f or-like criteria were as f ollows:

(a) same as original, same manufacturer, same_ internal-
controls, same supplier (an identical item); or (b) Identi-
cal item, purchased from alternate supplier; or (c) Manu-
factured by another manufacturer, to the same design and ;
industry standards, and-under at least as stringent '

controls as was the original.

The first-of these criteria corresponded roughly to part of the
definition of like-for-like given in GL 91-05: the item was pur-
chased at the same time from the same supplier as the item being i
replaced. The second criterion corresponded to the second of three
procurement scenarios listed in Section 3.5.1.1, "Like-for-Like
Evaluation," of EPRI NP-6406 that this EPRI report describes as ones ,

'

that "do not affect the validity of the "Like for tike" determination."
However, PNGP's third .like-f or-like criterion (6.1.c), although roughly- |

corresponding to the third NP-6406 like-for-like procurement scenario,
was.not an appropriate criterion for a like-for-like determination.
Merely manufacturing to " industry standards" according to NP-6406 or

.

even to "the same design and industry standards" according to the ,

PNGP checklist, does not guarantee that the items will be identical
in form, fit, function, including fabrication processes and materials. |_As_ stated in GL 91-05, a like-for-like determination could be made if i

the items were procured from the same vendor-at the same time. -Otherwise,
the licensee must. verify that the design, materials, or manufacturing
processes have not been changed since the items being replaced had
been procured. This verification may be difficult when the replace-
ment item was purchased at a different time from a different
manufacturer.

-
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2.2.2 Section 3.0 of the checklist contained two tests for determining if

any given function of a part of a safety 4related component should
itself be classified as safety-related. The first test (3.0.c) was
to determine if any of the functions of the part (required to be
listed in Table 3.1 of the checklist) is active or passive, as defined
in PAP 10.04. If active, then that function was considered to be
safety-related and the checklist, operating as a logic tree, sent the
reviewer to section 4.1 which designated the part as safety-related.
If the function was determined to be passive per Section 3.0 d. then
a failure modes and etfects test was applied. Each failure mode (to ,

be listed in lable 5.1) was evaluated for its effect on the part's :

parent component and for its effect on the performance of the safety
function of "any other component." If there was no effect on the
parent component (only), the classifier or reviewer was sent to Sec-
tion 4.2 where the part was designated nonsafety-related. If it was ,

detr Oined.' however, that a passive failure mode could prevent the ,

parent component (or "any other component") f rom performing its saf ety
'

function, then the checklist directed the reviewer to Section 4.1 ,

where the part would be designated as safety-related.

Section 4.1, in addition to designating the part as safety-related,
*contained the three tests for meeting the 10 CFR Part 21 definition-of

a CGi-for procurement purposes. However, Section 4.2, which designated
the part nonsafety-related, stated, in part: "If it [the part) could

prevent some other component (not its parent component) from performing ,

a safety related function....the item must be purchased AQ." However,
as stated, Section 4.2 directly contradicted the provision in Section
3.0.d that with a passive failure mode affecting a safety function of
the parent component or any other component, the part would be classi-
fied saf ety-related (i.e. , to be purchased "Q" or "CQ"). While it is

recognized that this statement in Section 4.2 should not logically be
encountered if the determination were made in Section 3.0.d that any
passive fcilure mode of the part could af fect any component's safety
function (thus sending the classifier to Section 4.1), its presence
in contradiction to Section 3.0.d. created an ambiguity in which the
checklist effectively directed two mutually exclusive dispositions of ,

the part under the same condition. The assessment team found that i

ambiguity could result from the qualifier added in Section 3.0.d that
included "any other component" in the conditions for determining that
the passive failure mode would render the part safety-related. Never-
theless, if the intent of Section 4.2 was to exclude parts with pas-
sive failure modes af fecting other than the parent component f rom the 3

category of safety-related (i.e., "AQ"), then the condition in the i

second test under Section 3.0.d was misstated by including "any other -

component." Conversely, if the intent was to classify parts with such
passive failure modes (af fecting parent and/or any other component) as
safety-related, then the statement in Section 4.2 was inconsistent and
it would be impossible to comply with the provisions of Section 4.2
without violating Section 3.0.d.

-t

|-
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2.2.3 Section 5.0 provided-f or determining the part's " critical characteris-
tics for design," presumably as defined in LPRI NP-6406 on which the
licensee claimed to have based draft procedure PAP 10.04. However,
this section was inconsistent with NP-6406 in that it provided for
consideration only of the passive failure modes in determining the
critical characteristics for design. In 5cction 5.0.c the licensee
equated these modes with " design characteristic (s) (resistance to f all-
ure) (sic] which will provide assurance of the part's capability to
perform its safety function." Ihe mere resistance to these passive
failure modes alone does not guarantee succebsful performance of any
active-safety functions. In addition, this provision excluded-the
identification of the critical characteristics for design that would
be derived directly=from those active safety functions in addition to

,

those related to resistance to passive failure modes as called for in '

Section 3.4 of EPRI NP-6406.

2.2.4 Section 4.2, designated the part as-nonsafety related and commendably '

contained certain operability and reliability considerations that are
of ten overlooked for nonsafety-related components and their parts. .

These considerations include seismic and environmental qualification '

and special shielding or enclosures. While these considerations can
be important for certain nons%fety-related equipment, they are of pri- 4

' mary importance to saf ety related equipment. However, the checklist
-did not provide for including these considerations in determining the
critical characteristics to be derived from safety related functions.
Although the paragraphs addressing the seismic and environmental i

aspects in Section 4.2 called for checking the corresponding box in
Table 3.1 (shielding / enclosure has no box in the table), if a part

|'were classified safety related, the classifier properly following the
steps should not get to Section 4.2. Thus, these items would not be -

considered for safety-related functions.

2.2.5 Used in conjunction with Attachments 1 and 3 to PAP 10.04, the Attach- i

ment 2 technical evaluation checklist would lead the procurement parts
;

classifier or dedicator to select from the list of critical charac-
teristics for design only those critical characteristics for acceptance
that would provide reasonable assurance that the item received is the :
item specified. Although the licensee need not verify all design
characteristics of an item, the licensee must verify all those essential
to the performance of its safety functions and to its suitability for
its safety-related application under all design basis conditions.

2.3 Pre-1990 Program

To assess the progress that the licensee for PNGP claimed to have made in
improving its procurement and dedication process since 1987, the team reviewed
two previous. revisions to PAP 10.03: Revision 6. of April 4 -1988, and Revi-

.

I
slon 7, of December 4 1988.-- The team found that Revision 6 mentioned CGis in
the context of-their-10 CFR Part 21 definition but did not ddress commercial-
grade dedication.

,

;

i
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} Revision 7, approved af ter EPRI issued NP-5652 in June 1988, ref erenced this ,

document in its final draft form. Revision 7 defined the CPC terms " quality [
characteristics" and " critical quality characteristics." defining " critical -

quality characteristics" as those quality characteristics which, when verified ,

as acceptable, provide reasonable assurance that the item will perform its |i

intended functions, Nevertheless, the procedure only superficially addressed
the proce$s of performing commercial grade dedication in Attachment 5, " Technical
Review," which simply required that quality characteristics and critical quality
characteristics be determined or verified and that acceptance methods be deter *

9'

mined. While some examples of critical characteristics were provided in
Attachment 6, the team found no means by which to document the process formally,
lhe licensee had revised PAP 10.03 and MMP 10 to incorporate the guidance of
EPRI NP-5652 and to respond to internal QA audit findings. However, the licensee

had not corrected the fundamental cause of those findings.

Jn summary, the team identified several weaknesses in the procurement and
dedication program as described and prescribed in currently effective procedures.
The most significant weakness was the slow progress in improving the program in
accordance with the first phase of the NUMARC procurement initiatives to be
implemented by January 1, 1990. The team noted that CPC had identified concerns
similar to those raised during this assessment previously in several internal
QA audits performed by CPC since 1988, i-

2. 4 Material Receipt, Documentation and Procedure Control

The licensee performs receipt inspection of CGis (scheduled for dedication) at
the PNGP in two phases. In phase one, the licensee reviews purchase documents ,

before releasing them for plannirig inspections. In phase two, the licensee
inspects the item after receipt, which is controlled by HMP 30 " Receipt inspec-
tion," Revision 2. December 12, 1990. Upon receiving procurement documents for !

Q. CQ, and AQ items, the receipt inspector or assigned material management per-
sonnel prepare a receipt inspection checklist (RIC) identifying receiving
inspections to be performed based on information obtained from procurement docu-
ments. -All receipt inspections performed must be identified on procurement '

documents and may include notelines, reference to generic receipt inspection -

plans (GRIPS), acceptance plans, or other instructions. If a DP has been pre- )
'pared for the tests 'fo110 win 0 the receipt-inspection (and usually af ter instal-

lation), the preparer will note-the DP on the RIC. Before completing the RIC,
the preparer will compare the various procurement documents for agreement with
the ATP.and identify any discrepancies to the initiator for resolution. If a

package is rejected during the review process, the package is placed on hold
until the discrepancies are resolved. If the information Sgrees, the reviewer
stamps the purchase documents, initials and dates indicating acceptance, and- then
completes the RIC, which is reviewed and approved by a certified Level 11 receipt
inspector- Section 5.2.2.a of PNGP_ Procedure MMP 30 provides for the licensee
to begin completing the RIC after receiving the' item but does not describe the
specific conditions for this practice. All incoming shipments are first'

processed by the material management stock clerk who reviews the shipping and
delivery instructions on the PO to determine if- any special conditions apply to'

the item, inspections, if required, are performed in accordance with the
requirements of-the RIC. Section 5.2.2.d of MMP 30 provides detailed instruc-

,

tions for reviewing certificates of conformance but does not address the review
2

P
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of certificates of ccepliance. Receipt inspection personnel interviewed were -

not aware that a certificate of complicnce required additionti infomation such
i as a certified mill test report to substantiate the staterrents made on the
j certificate.

The essessrent team noted the following weakness in the receipt inspectiot
prograr: IEF 30 did not provide requirements for accepting certificates of coe.
plitnce. For example, the F0 and PR for DP 90-M-030 required a certificate of
compliance for the bcdy and bonnet of a relief valve (RY 2104). The certificate
of compliance recched identified the material tut did not have or reference any
additional inforriation to substantiate the statement as required by Section 4.2
of ITP 10.

If the receipt inspection of the item cannot be completed or accepttd and the
problem cannot t'e resolved, the licensee places a hold tag on the item and notes
this action on the RIC. If the RIC references a DP, the licensee must perform
additional post-receipt testing as part of the dedication process. The licensee
adds a comercial-grade stick-on tag before implenenting a DP. Section 6.1.7 of

I Procedure 5.13, " Material Control During Maintenance," Revision 3 March 20,1990,
with Change hotice MRN A-90-064, provided controls for ensuring that DP testing
is iMorporated in the work order package.

The itcer.see has only a sc.all staff for performing receipt inspections at
thGP. Thus, the licensee only reviews documents and takes masurements. Other
Ff:GP or CPC organizaticos perform special tests and analysis. The Laboratory
Concercial Services (LCS) division of CPC has a fully equipped retrology depert-
ment and can calibrate every instrunnt used during receipt inspection at th(
PhGP. Also, the LC5 Chemical Services and Metallurgical Services Departments
ccnduct studiet and perform chemical and failure analys;s, particle and alloy
analysis, optical and electron microscopy, and physical testing. The technical
evaluation and testing personnel conduct technical studies, evaluations, and
tests in the electrical, mechanical, and environmental disciplines and can
perform vibration testing, including seismic qualification and rotating equip-
ment signature analysis. The ncndestructive testing services dep6rtment offers
a wide variety of services including eddy current, acoustic emission, and radi-
ography. The LC5 QA program, according to published literature, meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, and LCS accepts 10 CFR Part 21 reporting
responsibilities. Licensees other than CPC also use the facility. The assess-
r:ent team conciveed that the LCS facility, if fully used by PNGP, is a strength
of the licensee's connercial-grade dedication activities. The team also concluded
th6t the receipt ir.spection program, if properly inplemented, should provide the
necessary controls for accepting material if the procurement doeurnents correctly
id:<;ify required inspections to be performed to support the dedication process.

2.0 Parts C16ssification System

The licerate classified procuremert documents as "Q," meaning that the items
described therein are safety-related or important to safety (nonsafety-relattd,
but supplied in accordance with technical and quality requirements identified
in the various procurement fields on the Q list). "CQ" items are within the
scope of the Q list and are purchased as comercial-grade and dedicated as *Q"
f or both saf ety-related and important-to-safety applications. "NQ" itens are

10
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those items that are not within the scope of the Q-list and are not processed
through QA-reviews and receipt inspection. If the licene m not determine |
the Q list status of a component, structure, or other item, or desires a change
to the Q list, a request is processec in accordance with MMP 9.30, "Q-List," ;

_ Revision 6, of January 24, 1990, to initiate the necessary reviews and changes.
'

However, the _reque.,t is not requirec f or spart: parts or for equipment below the
component level because equipment at this level is not included in the Q list or
the PNGP database.-

The ai,sessment team reviewed the PNGP program requirements for parts classifi- .

cation including the requirements for documenting the analysis and evaluations i
supporting the classification process. Section 6.3 of PAP 10.03 required that i

the originator of procurement documents determine the safety-related f unctions I
!and a prelim' lassification of the item to be purchased in accordance with

PAP 9.30 and ti. sted that the technical and QA reviewers will formally deter-
mine the procurement classification. The procedure stated that the classifica-
tion of parts cnd subcomponents depends upon the safety function of the parent
component, The team noted that the procedure did not require the licensee to ;

document the technical evaluation. Section 7.3 specified only that the techni-
ical reviewer know the technical and quality requirements for the item being pur-

chased and know who-has access to pertinent information. Section 7.3 also stated |

-that-the originator shall assist the technical reviewer in completing the final
'

"Q" , "CQ", or "NQ" procurement classifications. Attachment 5 contained the
requirements for performing technical reviews and provided guidance to the
reviewer for determining the clas,1fication of the item. Section 7.4 addressed-

the QA review of procurement documents and required that the QA reviewer deter- ;

mine the classification of.an item in accordance with MMP 10. Attachment 1 of
MMP 10 provided the QA reviewer the same guidance for determining the classifi-
cation of an item as provided to the originator of the procurement documents.

The assessment team concluded that a weakness existed in the parts classification
process in that the procedures incorporated little of the guidance contained in ;

Appendix B of EPRI.NP-5652 and Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of EPRI NP-6406. PNGP pro-
cedures also failed to address a number of the essential elements of the classi-
fication process such as the item's failure modes and the effects of these
failure modes on the parent component and on surrounding components, j

The assessment team interviewed two PNGP senior engineers and concluded that
they were familiar with most of the elements that should be considered when per- >

forming'a technical evaluation to classify an item. The team noted that the
basis for the evaluation was not documented because PNGP procedures only required i

the licensee.to identify the classification of the part and the evaluator's sig- '

,-
i

! nature approving the classification. Criterion III of Appendix B applies to

| changing an item's classification from safety-related to nonsafety-related or
| -in performing the initial-technical evaluation to determine a part's classification.

:

L 2.6 -Commercial-Grade Srpplier Selection, Qualification, and Surveys

lhe NRC assessment' team reviewed the process of selecting and qualifying
commercial grade suppliers used for FNGP procurements; QADP 7.5 provides the
requirements for qualifying suppliers and performing commercial-grade surveys,,_

| The assessment team also reviewed Revision 1 of QADP 7,5, approved on April 19,
,

' 1991, with an effective date of June 19, 1991, to determine the progress made by I

the licensee in this area.

L i
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'
?.6.1 Supplier 5 election

PNGP material management personnel informed the assessment team that the OlM, or
its authorized distributor, is the desired seurte f rom whic h to obtain a t eplat e-
ment component or part, If the OlM cannot ptovide an hieht it a l iepiatement, the
next steg is to request an equivalent replacement and evaluate i ts at t ept abilit y.
When the Old no longer stocks or carr ies the pieduct, ttm licensee would attempt
to procute the replacement item ftom another litensee of alternate source 11 an
identical or equivalent replacement component or part is not a v a i l ati l e , the
design change process provides the altetnative route of purchasing the item. If
the item to be putchased is safety-related, the licensee would attempt t o put -
(hase from a suppller who has an Appendix ll QA ptogram and wil1 actept 10 ClR
Part 21 reporting responsibilities. If the OlM or selected supplier will not
accept this responsibility and the safety related replatement item is not a basic
component, the licensee would purchase the item os commercial grade and dedicate it.

While reviewino PNGP's use of IPRI Method 2 to verif y crit ical (haracteristics,
the assessment team noted that the lic ensee reviewed the ICCY in order to
select suppliers qual .f ied to supply cert if icates of conf or mance. Proc edures
MMP 10 and PAP 10.03 addressed the use of t he ( CC51 which requited that apptoved
suppliers furnishing certificates of c.onformance be shown on the list. PNGP
uses certificates of conformance as a methad to tale cfedit for the supplier's
program cont rolling a crit ical c harac t erist ic as provided for by Method 2 of
LPRI.

The assessment team reviewed QADP 7.2 and identified discrepancies between CPC
Corporate QA in Jackson, Michigan, and the PNGP materials management procedures.
Both Procedures, MMP 10 and PAP 10.03, reference the (CCSL and required its use
in determining if a certificate of conformance could be used to verify critical
characteristics. QADP 7.? did not require the licensee to perform commercial-
grade surveys and did not address the ICC$l. lhe as*pssment team interviewed
both PNGP and CPC Corporate per sonnel and noted that the I CC$l was no longer
being maintained and that it should only be used to determine if a commercial-
grade survey had been performed in ucordance with QADP l.S. lhe assessment
team also noted that if the !CC1' indicated that 9 coaimercial qt ade survey had
been performed, PNGP material management personnel must obtain a copy of the
survey and determine if it confirmed that the supplier's program adequately (on*
trolled th? specific item's characteristic which it desired to verify using (PRI
Method 2. If a commercial grade survey had not bee.) performed, material manage-
ment would request that one be perfotmed in accotdance with QADP /.b. Ibis pro-
cess appeared consistent with QADPs /.? and /.5, but PNGP site procedures still
only address the review of the LCCSL as the basis f or deter mining i f a (crt i f i-
cate of conf ormance could be used to verif y and item's critical characterist ics.
lhe assessment team identifiad this as a significant weakness since many CG]s
dedicated relied on the use of certificates of confotmance. Many of the sup-
pliers listed on the LCCSL were qualified by audits and surveys performed to
requirements not consistent with OADP 7.5 and [PRI NP-565?, Also, MMP 10,
PAP 10.03, and QADP 7.5 did not address the issue of surveying both t he manu-
facturer and the distributor of the item, as contained in Gl 89-02.
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2.6.2 Supplier Qualification and Surveys

The Supplier Evaluation and Corrective Action ($LCA) section of CPC's QA |
i department, located in Jackson, Michigan, performs and evaluates commercial- |

grade surveys based upon the needs identified by materials management. Before j

1989, CPC performed only programmatic and broad based surveys and audits. Irom j

late 1989 until the end of 1990, the licensee considered many of the elements ;

Lof LPRI NP-b652 when performing commercial grade surveys, but did not achieve
full compliance until early 1991. PNGP personnel stated that by June 1991, the.

CCCSL would be replaced by the Commercial-Grade suppliers List (CGSL) which will
identify the suppliers surveyed and the item and the specific characteristics :

that can be verified using EPRI Method 2. PNGP's existing program should be ,

strengthened by implementing the CGSL. However, the team noted that neither !
,

Revision 1 of QADP 7.5 nor any other PNGP procedure addressed the control or use i

of the CG$t. The licensee noted that the procedure only required that suppliers ,

be surveyed triennially if they actually supplied components within that period. !

However, the procedure had no provisions by which to perform periodic annual ;

evaluations to evaluate the supplier's performance.

The assessment team reviewed the following commercial' grade surveys to determine !
.

=if the requirements of QADP 7.5 were being effectively implemented.
4

(1) Ellis & Watts survey of spare parts for heating, ventilating and air I

conditioning (HVAC) equipment, May 9, 1991 |

(2) John Crane, incorporated, for mechanical shaft seals, April 12, 1991 j
i

(3) Moore Products Company for pressure regulators, April 4,1991 j

,

After reviewing the surveys, the assessment team concluded that additional ;

procedural guidance _was necessary to address the methods used to confirm and i

document that a supplier (including its subsupplier) is controlling and verify-
! ing critical characteristics.

The' team found that much-of the discussion contained in the surveys reviewed
idescribed the process based on reviews of procedures and programs and not on

actual-observations:of the work activity controlling the critical characteristic.
A review of the QA program and procedurea may not be sufficient for confirming !
that the selected CGI's critical characteristics are properly controlled, for

example, the Ellis & Watts servey described the manner in which the material, ;

dimensions, rating, and part number should be controlled and verified. However,
the CPC survey team did not observe any design evaluations, nuclear fabrication j

activities, inspections, receiving activities, or review records for these
activities. The CPC survey team did not review or discuss the performance of
engineering evaluations and design control measures to determine the form, fit,
and function of spare HVAC parts not meeting the requirements of the original
equipment drawing.

The surveys reviewed also indicated that some suppliers audited their subsup-
pliers, maintained approved supplier lists and accepted certificates of confor -

An audit or commercial grade survey which only confirms that a suppliermance.
has established a quality assurance / control program and procedures to piovide

: requirements for controlling, reviewing, and auditing supplier's subsuppliers, ,

may not be an adequate basis for concluding that a subsupplier is adequately |!

controlling the item's critical characteristics, if a subsupplier is verifying |
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a critical characteristic and the purchaser is Lating credit for this verifica-
. tion through its prime supplier, EPRI NP-b6b2 specifies that the purchaser con-
firm that the critical characteristics are being controlled. The assessment
team noted that the method used by CPC to confirm that each critical character- ;

'

I istic was being controlled was not clearly identified and documented in the
survey reports.

The assessment team concluded that the licensee had nil detined and controlledits use of third party audits. CPC uses these audits f or inaintaining its Appere-1

dix 0 supplier $ list and will use third party commercial-grade surveys in support
its CGSL. QADPs 7.2, 7.b. and 18.2 provide requirements for screening rd
party audits an*,1 surveys and, if properly implemented, should provide assurance i
that they are acceptable for use in the supplier qualification process. The :
team noted that when adverse findings or discrepancies are identified, materials !management reviews the documents f or the of fect on past procurements. ;

2. 7 fraud Detection
,

When the NRC conducted the assessment, the licensee had not yet implemented its
program for detecting fraudulent material, " Procurement Misrepresented Products '

Detection Program," which contained six major elements: investigating issues. *

'-
assessing procurement annually, assessing nonconforming material reports (NMRs)
annually, testing, visiting suppliers, and disseminating Information. The team
noted that the licensee had received NRC Information Notice (lN) 89-70, "Pos- i
sible Indications of Misrepresented Vendor Products," including Supplement 1 ;and had processed it along with GL 89 02. PNGP personnel stated that the !

licensee had incorporated the information contained in the GL into the fraud ,

|detection program. The team reviewed the receiving inspection and procurement
programs, interviewed PNGP personnel, and found that the licensee was not yet ,

implementing the program, The team also reviewed Revision 2 of the program, of ,'
July 16, 1990, and found that it did not specifically address receipt inspection ;
which is a major component of fraud detection as noted in IN 89-70 and GL 89-02.
The team also noted that PAP-10.03 and MMP 30, " Receipt inspection," did not :
completely address the issues contained in these documents. PAP 10.03 provided ;

the only specific guidance on fraudulent products and stated, " Molded case cir- '

cult breakers shall be purchased as new, with traceability to the manufacturer."
Additionally, attachments to 3 of the 30 GRIPS reviewed (GR-E0b GR-Ell and GR-
M06) also provided guidance for detecting fraudulent products during receipt
inspections. Personnel performing receipt inspections had received some offsite
training concerning fraudulent materials but no onsite training existed in this

CPC participates in the joint audit process of the Nuclear Utility Pro-area.
r

curement issues Council and the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations.

2.8 Review of Procurement Packages !
,

The NRC. assessment team reviewed several procurement packages to determine if
the licensee had_ implemented the necessary procedural controls to ensure that
quality characteristics, identified in the DPs and APWs,.were corree' g trans-
lated into the procurement documer.ts.'

2.8.1 DP 90+M-007, February 14, 1990, dedicated an air filter for a valve
ope ra t.or. Th6 quality characteristic that directly affected the air
filter safety function was listed as quantity of flow. The specified
means of verifying this quality characteristic was to stroke the valve
according to procedure E55-M-8 or the installing work order,

,
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2,8.2 DP 90 M-009, November 31, 1990, dedicated a check valve for use in
a diesel engine fuel system. The quality characteristics that dir-
ectly affected the check valve safety function were listed at opening
pressure, shell pressure, material, connection size, and part number.
The licensee was to verify the opening pressu'e and shell ptessure
after receipt inspection by Technical $pecific at ion lest RM-bbA or
RM-bbB and the corresponding work order. Ihe licensee would verify

the connection size and part number during receipt inspection. The

only verification of material was a visual examination conducted
during receipt inspection, independent material certification or
testing was not performed nor required. PNGP personnel stated that

isnormally only a standard receipt inspection (visual examination)
conducted '.o verify brass materia

2.8.3 DP 90 M-016, F ebruary lb,1990, dedicated a lobe oil pump f or a diesel
generator prelube system, lhe quality characteristics that directly
affected the pump safety function were listed as operability and tem-
perature. The assessment team noted that although the pressure retnin-
ing function was listed as "Q" for this component, it was not listed as
a quality characteristic in the DP. The characteristics to be verified
after receipt inspection wete listed as operability and lobe oil tem-
perature. The acceptance method used to verify that the lube oil pump
operated was that the prelube failure alarm did not initiate. A cer-

tificate of conf ormance stating that the pump was equivalent to the
original pump ordered (which was supported by a s e vey of the manufac-
turer's distribution office performed in 1988) was also required.
However, the assessment team was not aware of any survey of the
manufacturing facility for this item.

2.8.4 DP 91-1-012, March 4,1991, dedicated a one-half inch valve used t;
isolate an instrument line from the imary coulant system. Ihe

quality characteristic that directly affetted the valve's safety
function was listed as the pressure retaining capability of the valve,
which was to be verified by a pressure test at 2060 pounds per square
inch gauge (psig). Material testing for this item consisted of con-
fir ming the material was non-magnetic during the receipt inspection.

2.8.5 DP 91-M-013, March 5, 1991, dedicated a relief valve. The quality

characteristics which directly affected the relief valve safety func-
lhetion were listed as connections, material, and cracking pressure,

quality characteristic to be verified after receipt inspection was
cracking pressure with an acceptance criterion of 150 psig. Nn veri-

fication of rescating presture was specified since it was not listed
as a quality characteristic and no form of material certifica-
tion was required.

2. 8. fi DP 91-1-003, March 25, 1991, dedicated a Nanmac H12-1 digital
temperature-indicating switch purchased under PO 1010-bb41-CQ for use
in plant equipment having identiiication numbers llS-1900, 1901, 1902
and 1903. A review of this file identified the following discrepancies:

lhe printout for these mark numbers, generated from the Automated"

Material Management System ( AMMS) plant equipment conf iguration
database, called for a typo HB-2 switch for T15-1900. 115-1901,

Ib
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1902 and 1903 were supposed to be type H12 3 switches. The
file contained no evidence of an engineering equivalence evaluation.

;

*
The saf ety f unctions listed on the DP were very general, and the

!
quality characteristics and the critical characteristics restated the a

item's safety function of temperature indication and switch actuation.
,

,

I* lhe licensee had not yet performed preinsta11ation calibration checks
but would perform these just before use. However, the procedure to
be used and identification of the referenced calibration sheets was
not listed.

i" lhe receipt inspection report referenced GRIP E05-12 which was not in i

the ffle. The review of a sample GRIP LOS-12 indicated that seismic I

and/or environmental qualification for these items were to be verified, !

but there was no documentation in the file to support this. '

2.8,7 DP 90 E-032, October 3, 1990, dedicated Teledyne, type 256L100-80,-big
.beam, emergency lighting units (Llus) purchased from Englewood Elec- )

trical Supply in Jackson, Michigan, under P0 2004-6279-CQ for use in +

various emergency lighting locations throughout the plant. lhe file !,

i- included a_ copy of work request 137103 and work order 24001277 (com-
'

pleted August 24, 1990), which *cumented the installation and testing
of-one of the units as plant egulpment number LLU-1. The team reviewed ithis file and identified the T lowing discrepancies: ;

* The AMMS printout indicated that the model number of the beams used +

was 256L100-80 as opposed to the 256L100-80 used in the P0. The f11e
-contaTned no other information to resolve this discrepancy. '

" The quality characteristics were incorrectly and incompletely stated -

under Item 5 of the DP in that the entry was a description of the
voltage test with some unclear acceptance criteria as opposed to a
statement of the quality characteristics such as the charging voltage
and the battery voltage under load with alternating current (ac) power
off, Not mentioned were such important lighting characteristic as -

the minimum light intensity (or average incident light in target area)
at the lowest allowable _ battery voltage, or at end of minimum required [operating time (the work order indicated an 8,5 hour " duration test");,

and area required to be illuminated.>

* Under Item 6 of the DP, only voltage verification and a functional
check were required to be verified. It was not clear how this would-

provide reasonable assurance of the item's ability to adequately
perform its safety function. _;

;
" The acceptance criteria listed in item 7 of the DP basically rest,ited !

what was listed in Item 6, substituting that the " light will,have to.
light per Technical Specification AE-b" f or " work with ac power of f" '

as-in Item 6, which has the same meaning, except that the specification
actually consisted of a functional check and a light-aiming check for
each light. This file did not contain the acceptance criteria for the

i

i
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voltage checks listed inappropriately in item 5, and did not contain
the operating time requirement listed in the wotk order. ihe wor k
order also stated that lechnical Specification Al-bA was to be per-

formed but this was not mentioned in the DP lhe team noted that no

light intensity acceptance criteria wer e listed, not was it identified
as a quality characteristic.

Item 8 of the DP should describe the manner in which the critical
characteristics are to be verified. Jtem 8 should include references
to pr ocedure numbers and other elements. However, Item 8 listed only

Technical Specification Al-5 which verified only that ihe 1 (qht con.es
on with ac power off and that the unit was ptoperly aimed. lhe speci-

tication did not require the licensee to verify the voltage or
operating time.

lhe team reviewed Work Order 240012/7 and Work Request 13/103 for
replacing LLU-1 and found that procedure SC-87-364 was used, but it
was not ment ioned elsewhere in the f ile. lhe work order was signed off

as completed and released on August 24, 1990, yet the narrative under
the summary of work performed section stated that lechnical Specifica-
tion AE-5 should be performed. The work order included no entry indi-

cating that these had been completed and that the 6.2 volt direct cur-
rent (vdc) load voltage check had been completed. The work order also
stated that the licensee had measured a 6.b vdc float voltage but did
not indicate the qualitr characteristic to which this voltage cort es-
ponded. It was noten t%t no electrical checks of the transformer
were required that would not be verifiable indirectly by the charge
voltage such as insulation resistance and there was no indication that
the licensee had considered the sh,-f life of the battery. Also, this

file contained no documentation to support the traceability of the
parts to their OEMs or of the cons kration of seismic or environmental

[h
qualificalion issues.

The assessment team also reviewed APW packages 90-047, 90-064 and 90-142 in
which the licensee had procured and accepted CGis 'or safety-related applica-
tions in 1990. The APWs identified the quality characteristics and the accep-
tance methods for the items. The licensee performed standard receipt inspections
and reviewed documents for acceptance, lhe licensee also verified the quality

characteristics by reviewing the PO, the item tags and markings, and a
certificate of conformance from the supplier. The packages did not indicate

|
source verification and did not require post-receipt testing. The assessment
team considered the quality characteristic determination to be generally adequate,

| however, the verification methods were weak, f urther, the licensee had not

identified the safety classification and f unction of the item in the APWs.
t In summary, the team found that the licensee h d not identifled clearly and con-'

sistently the saf ety f unctions specific to the9 art icular application. The

|
licensee had not adequately identified the c ritical characteri tics as dictated

j by safety function and had not selected all of ;1ese far verification, lhe

| licensee had not always adequately perfermed at:eptance testing to verify those
| characteristics that were selected. Standard receipt inspection consisted of
| verifying markings, such as part number, and visually examining the item for

conformance to the P0. Many of the DPs only included a standard receipt
I inspection and an operability test for dedication.

17
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| 2. 9 co.yorate Quality Assurance internal Audits

The assessment team reviewed three internal QA audits performed by CPC's corpo-
rate QA department since January 1990. In a february 1989 audit. CPc concluded
that the procurement process at the PNGP did not conform to the LPRI guideline.
CPC responded to this finding by committing to conduct audits in this area semi-
annually. The team reviewed the following reports: QA-89-17, february 23, 1990;
QA-90-10 August 11, 1990; and QA-90 13, January 11, 1991.

Audit QA-89-17 indicated that the licensee had made limited progress since
february 1989 and also identified two findings: inadequate storage and control
of material, and inadequate procurement procedures. The CPC audit team also
concluded that the plant administrative and material management procedures were
disjointed and lacked the required specificity to accomplish the various tasks.
The audit team identified specific weaknesses in the selection of critical
characteristics, dedication, receipt testing, and the suppliers' QA program.

Audit QA-90-10 indicated that the licensee wn centinuing to align its procure-
ment process to EPRI NP 5652. However, the licensee had not yet completed the
revisions to its procedures to specify a complete program. The CPC audit team
found that the licensee had failed to implement DPs and to follow procedures for
classifying chemicals and consumables. The audit team also noted that the
licensee's evaluations of commercial grade suppliers were inadequate. The audit
team reviewed previous audit findings and found that corrective action involving
procedure revisions was either not completed or did not adequately resolve the
problems.

Audit QA-90-13 re. Ited in three findings: inadequate storage, procedural
inadequacies for storing compressed gas cylinders, and failure to perform source
verifications, followup of previous audit findings indicated that the licensee
was continuing to perform corrective actions.

The NRC assessment team reviewed the responses and corrective actions to these
audits, However, the licensee had not yet completed its substantial effort to
revise the commercial grade procurement and dedication program to align it with
the indus'cy's initiatives. CPC indicated that it had not further developed a
major program revision draft, further, the assessment team noted that the
licensee was conducting a self-assessinent to assess the procurement process
and its alignment with the industry's ir.itiatives.

2.10 Management involvement and Commitment

The licensee for PNGP initiated changes to the program in late 1987 when the
EPRI guideline was in its third draft, in November 1987, the licensee estab-
lished a plant policy for procuring and dedicating CG!s and in May 1988, estab-
lished the material management department to assist in implementing the program.
The licensea brought a number of existing functions together in the new depart-
ment including five personnel from the QA department. Since 1988, the licensee
has made several changes including implementing the NUMARC initiatise on pro-
curement and commercial grade dedication which was formally incorporated into
PAP 10.03 in January 1989. The licensee also revised other procedures tn incor-
porate the EPRI guidance, including MMP 10 and QADP 7.5.

The a uessment team found licensee management participated in the procurement
and commercial grade dedication program at the PNGP. For eumple, the Vice

1
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president of Nucicar Operations connissioned the current internal procurement ,

self-assessment and the plant uanager participated on NUMARC's Nuclear Plant -

Equipment Procurement working group which initiated the NUliARC procurement ini- |

tiatives. In Pay 1991, the licensee added several more persornel, including
degreed engineers, to the material management staff and the corporate supplier
evaluation department. However, due to the recent steam Conerator replacement
outage, the licensee had not devoted sufficient management attention to develop
and implement an effective program. ,

3 PROCUREMENT TRAINING REVIEW

in 1988, the licensee provided initial training on the PNGP procurement program
and the use of its procedures. Since that timc, the ifcensee has provided sup-

'

pitn ntal training. At the time of the essessment, the licensee had not devel-
cped a formal training course.on procurement and commercial-grade dedication.
However, the self-' assessment has prompted the licensee to begin planring a formal |

course on procurement scheduled for late 1991. Details on the course content
'6re nct available at the time of the assessment.,,

Late in 1988 before impicmenting PAP 10.03, the licensee provided about 30
personnel with training on this procedure which implemented the program. Since
then, the matericls management group has made several presentations to plant >

personnel on-the procurement and commercial-grade dedication process. This ,

grou, nade one of the presentations in response to a QA audit finding. 11 embers
of t a procurement engineering group have attended industry seminars and wort-
shops on comercial-grade dedication. Several system engineers who were origi-
nators of the DPs indicated to the NRC assessnent team that they were familiar
with the program ord its procedures. However, PNGP personnel interviewed during
the NPC assessment had limited knowledge of the commercial-grade dedication
process, as outlined in EPRI NP-5652 and GL 89-02.

Corporate QA personnel from SECA, who perform vendor surveys, regularly attend
industry seminars and wortshops on cornercial-grade dedication and perform indi- -

vidual study of the industry's initiatives. The QA personnel received this
training even thnugh many of then have helped to develop the industry's procure-
ment initiatives, itembers of the SECA group intervirved during the NRC assess- i

ment appeared knowledgeable of the connercial-grade dedication process as out-
lined in EPRI NP-5650 and GL 89-02. t

4 IttPLEMENTAT10ft Of f:UliARC C0ftPREHENSIVE PROCUREMENT Ifl!TIATIVE

The essessment team reviewed the status of CPC's inplementation of the !!Uf' ARC
comprehensive procurement initiative (CPI) as described in NUMAPC 90-13, "l:uclear ;

;

Procurement Program improvements,'' approved by the NUMARC Daard of Directors on
June 28, 1990. This initiative commits licensces to assess their procurement
programs and take specific action to strengthen inadequate prograns. The CPI-
calls for licensees to couplete their review by July 1,1991, and to complete

L implementation by July 1, 1992. These guidelines are sunmarized in the enclosure
,

to a cor.nission paper. "NUMARC Initiatives on Procurenent" (SECY 90-304),
August 24, 1990.

On January 11, 1991,- the' litensee's Support Services director of the Nuclear
'

Operttions Department (N00) issued a meuora wum, " Procurement Self-Assessment,"
to the U00 Vice President and the plant general manager proposing te establish
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a self-assessnent team. The self-assessment was to assess current NOD procure-
ment and noterial control polices, progrere , processes, procedures and actisities
against the intcnt of the flV!%RC CPI and identify redundant enhancenents rueded
to ef f ectively implement it. On Ha ch 11, 1991, the assessnient team began f ull-
time assessenent activities. The team consisted of six full-time mertbers repre-
senting U.cterial management, engineering, and QA f ron both PNGP and the Big Rcti
f oint I'lant including the CPC general cit ice. An engineering consultant has
ulso added to the licensee's team.

1he PhGP ranagement informed the NRC assessrerit team that the licenste will intet
th. hUMARC Cil nilestone of July 1, 1991. At the tine of the NRC assessment,
the licensee had completed half of the self assessment and had not yet developed
the docurtntation to support th( team's draft reconnendations or ccnclusions.
It( schedule alsc calltd for the licensee to complete revisichs to N0Ds A-?1 ~

and M-01 by the middle of September 1991. Durtrig interviews, the NRC assessment
tcan f ound that the cognizant managers generally understood the trplications
anc cor:litnents of the NUKARC CPI however, the team cculd not judge the
effettiveness of the licenste's pr5 3ran to peet the geels of the cpl.

5 COELU5!Oh0

CPC had t.ut significantly strerigthened, irTroved, and in'plemented its corrf.rcial.
gradt dtdication program since it cornitted to implerent the guidance conteintd
in EFP.1 hP-5650, et redified by til 89 02, by January 1, 1990. Specific weaknesses
were: (1) CPC's uriderstanding that not all the critical characteristics ider.tified
need to t,c verifie(', but only those necessary to demonstrate that the iten re-
ceivcd was the iter spcified, (?) procedures that did not require CPC to iden-
tify and docurent the itern's safety functions and critical characteristics for
iters other than DPs, and (3) the lack of an inprovertent to the program to
reflu t internal OA audit fir'dtrgs. The 11PC assessrent team found strengths in
certain aspects of the licensee's training program, and its extensive testing
capebilities to perforra EPRI Method 1 acceptance activitiy5

,

6 [X1T MEETlhC '

_

,

On l'ay 17, 1991, the assessment teau conducted an exit r Yting at the PNGP site.
The Apf eridix is t list of the persons contacted during t Du r i s,9the exit recting, the team surrarized the scope of the a$ assessnent.vessment and its obscr-
vations. Throughout the assessrent, the tear.. r et with licensee tran69erent and
staff to discuss concerns. The 11ctnsee did not identify any inforration as
prerrietary.

;'n
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APPLNDlX

PERSONS CONIACTED

Consumers Power Company

D. Hoffman, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
G. Slade, Plant General Manager
T. Palmisano, Manager, Adminstration and Planning
R. Orosz, Manager, Nuclear Engineering and Construction
R. Volt, Manager, Jackson Test Laboratory
R. Rice, Operations Manager
D. Hughes, Director, Nuclear Services
G. Daggett, Supervisor, Procurement Engineering
J. Kuemin, licensing
W. Jewell, Procurement Engineering
D. Jones Supplier Evaluation
D. Anderson, Performant; Assessment
S. Beachum, Senior Engineer
D. Morse, Materials Management
G. Yeisley, Senior Engineer
K. Osborne, System Engineering Superintendent
P. Donnelly, safety & Licensing Directer
A. Crickenberger, Material Services Supervisor
J. Alderink, Industry Experience and Assessment
R. Beeker, Quality Assurance Supervisor
M. Fox, Senior Quality Assurance Consultant
P. Fitton, Senior Engineer
R. Margol, Staff Engineer
P. Farron, Consultant

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-

R. Pettis, Team Leader, VIB
5. Alexander, EQ and Test Engineer, VIB
B. Rogers, Reactor Engineer, VIB
L. Campbell, Reactor Engineer, VlB
C. VanDenburgh, Section Chief, VIB
G. Wright, Branch Chief, Region 111
P. Rescheske, Reactor Inspector, Region 111
R. Langstaff. Reactor Inspector, Region 111
R. Roton, Resident inspector, PNGP

.

Hnrtheast Utilities

M. Ahern, Procurement Engineer, Millstone Plant

NUMARC

B. Bradley, Senior Project Manager

All persons listed attended the exit meeting on May 17, 1991.
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f,p;* C'5 je UNIT t D ST ATL 5

09
'g

| NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSIONg a

$, A(g . JI WASHING 10N. D C. 20%S!M

\ ,,,'' / DEC 2 01931,,

Docket !b. 99900003

Mr. William Otyden, Actity Kunger
General Electric Ocremy
Huclear Tbol ard Orponenta

Kumfacturirg ranility
Post Off100 Dox 780
Wilairgton,11 orth Carolim 28402

Dear Mr. Oty3cn

SLETILit lutC INSPILTICH REIQU' 10, 99900003/91-01

'Ihis letter aMrenses the impcction of ycur facility at Wilmirgte, North
Carolim conductzd by Mr. S. L. Ksgrudar, Mr. R. L. Cilidxug, ard
Mr. R. K. Frahm, Jr. of this off100 cn Ncranber 10-22, 1991, ard the
discuncions of their fitdifys with you ard your staff at the oorclusion of the
imrection. 'Iho purpoco of the impocticn was to revies Cencral Eltetrjc's
Nuc1 car Nel ard 02Tarnts Kvrafacturirg racility (GE NT&ci) plant ciorations
and quality assuraroo prcgram. In aMition, the impactors revitud the
GE NT&Of pro:urement ard dodleati:ri pmgram ard follcud up on previous
impactico firdirns.

Areas examirv.d durirg the NaC inapaction ard our firdirns are dir.cunscd in
detail in the enclosed report. '1his inspction consist <d of an examimtion of
proceduros and representative records, intevimu with terucnnel, ard
chzervations by the impoctors. No violations, naroonformroes, or unrem1ved
item were identificd durity this insp(ction.

In aamrdance with 10 cm Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a crpf
of this letter ard its enclosure will te placed in the lac's Nblic Dccumnt
Rocn. ]1

(g(14 -

Inif .I holm, Osief
Verdor Inspection Brarch
Division of Reactor Impcction

ard Safcquards
Office of Nuclear Reactor IWJulation

Enc 1ccure:,

Impoction Report No. 99900003/91-01

4
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ORCNUZATIQi GDID%L DJrIRIC CCWNN
WIIMDCIQi, ICRnl CNOLDM

IdTORT 10. t 99900003/93-01

00iUU5100 DICE
AtORESS: General Electric Ctqnny

liuclear ruel an3 CuTonents
n'inuiactur119 raeility

Attnt Pt. W. C9.icn, Actirg hvoger
Post off100 Dox 780
Wilmirgton, !Jorth Carolim 28402

OIC#11ZATIOUds
037 FACT: Mr. James W. Currier, Jr. , Munger

Custoner Service and Quality Audita

IU:3IAR 11tDUFIRY
ACTIVITit liacicar fuel ant.cnbly supplier. -

DJ5PIrrIQi
CCtc.CnD 11ovember 18-22, 1991

_M4wed d 4Ac. i M it kC |l
Stewart L. Msgrud ,, h m 1cader Date
Special Projects f ction
Vendor Irucpoetion Brt.nch (VIB)

Rvon L. Cilirberg, VID
Roruld !<. Frahm, Jr. , VIB

7g41 Ob'/
Crtgory'c/Cwallra, 011ef Date
specia'l Projects section
Verdor Ing;oction Branch

DISPECTIOtt IASES: 10 CDt Part 21 ard 30 CIR Part 50, ATTerdix B

D15PIr1101 SCOPE: Review plant operations ard GeJeral Elect.-tc's liucicar
Tbol ard CaTonents Manufacturing racility (GE lir&ci)
quality ar.surance program. Also, follow up on
previous irspection finiirgs ard review GE NF&Qi
procurencnt ard dcdication program.

FIRfr SITC
APPLICABILITit liurcrous Ibilirn Water Reactor (IMR) sites.
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1.0 U1SPirT101 !Alf%RY

'lhere wre to violaticm, intoonfomroes, or taresolved item identifird
darity this impction.

2.0 !Ir/GUS Or lHl.VICOS I!4SPirflui l'UIDUCS:

2.1 JC]Mojj _liODNDf 01LVtX_lBP-El_Qlll

Contrary to Critorion V of Anoniix 13 to 10 CIR LO, len anl ink cJurnes to the
lab results were rode on Chemt lateratory rejorts of intular cornr, ion
testiry of Zirconium allef tulo raTles 17/ lbel Culcrent (geration (!w)
Omlity /wsuraron (QA) enjiixern without doctemntad prcordures to prercrite
the acomplirhnent of this activity.

'Iho fiaclear Ervalatory Curtinnion (tmC) iminctorc determirvd that, as a
result of retrainirg aid mragerent directives, ron anl ink ctnryon were not
teiin rado on culaxquent relorta ard, therefore, thin insuo los tonn resolvul.

2.2 JChmil. ROD 22nfrmvrc(1_IBh0h0211

Contrary to Criterion V of /ptdix Il to 10 CIR 50 ard Section 14.0, "lest
Pararcters," of citmdcal Metallurgical & Spctrcchenical (ORS) Italytical
Mathed 2.1.1.3, Revision 2, dat(d Atnust 29, 1988, evidence of accurate
recortlirns of the amlycin of influent at the txqinnirn of mch t(qorature
cycle ard at least 3 efiluent r.a"ple readirgo every 2 hours thrcxrjhout the
shole rKdular corrosion test pericd were tot availabic.

'Ihe Imc inspectoro confirrrd that continuous imtnrent recordirns ard hourly
ranual reacnliigs of iniluent ard of fluent amlynes have teen rode nitee
June 14,1989, corrosion testiin has toen in accordarce with prcontural
rcquirments and, therefore, this insuo has toen renolv(d.

3.0 UJSPfUrlCil FITOUCS NO 011HR CIttil2 TIS

3.1 D1trarman1Altlttlms

'Ihc Imc irtcpcctora inforrrd GE IIF604 staf f of the r. core of the imgction,
out11rnt areas of concern, ard establidxd workiry interf aces durin) the
entranco rnectirn on !Joverler 18, 1991. On !Jowder 22, 1991, the !!RC
impoctors burrarired the results of the irv:pection for GE TIF&O1 ramgerent
durirq the e.xit roetiry.

3.2 Dstgrgqd

GE's IIF&O4 facility prcduces fuel for the rojority of IbilirU Water Reactors
(thR9) in the United States. Ibw mterials such as UF6 gas, Zircaloy 2 (Zr2)
tulo chello ard ter stcck, ard stainicss stool tar stcck are convert (d Ly GE
IIFLOi prceannea into fir.idxd prcducts nucl. as corplete fuel acnenblies,

2
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omtrol rods ard core sumort pieces. Wis. inspection was interdcd to provide i
the NRC inspectors with an overview of the gerations at the facility ard an ;

sportunity to assess the effectiveness of the quality assura!ce prcgram. It i

also pmvided an metunity to investigate scre specific concems relatcd to
the performrom of GE fuel in operating reactors ard to close cat issues frcn ,

a previous inspection. !

3.3 p h ryations of Work in Process !

We NRC inspectors otserved work in process thrcugh nurerous stages of the
fuel ranufacturirq cperation. We processes are highly autmated ard well ;

controlled b/ oertified gerators and Q(aality control (OC) inspectors. ;

Material ficwed smoothly throucjh the shcos and personnel interacted i.. a
professional ard effective ranner. We imC inspectors noted that all gages ;

- ard measurirn equipent being utilized at the inspection stations were within !

their calibration schedule. Detailed procedures were available ard were beirg ;

folicwed bf both the operators ard QC inspectors at each of the stations :
*

obnerved. We folicwirg paragraphs provide a core detailed account of the
'specific prcoesses otserved 4:d the observations mue by the imC irgectors.
'

3.3.1 Pellet Pressity
!We fuel pellet pressirg operation was otserved by the ime inspectors for a

portion of a sfecific enrichnent blend. We pellets were pressed, ctw.fored
ard marked with their enrichment siruitarwously by a rotary press. %n
gerator rardomly verified prger pellet length, diarete.r, green density, ard
pellet integrity in aamrdance with Quality control operator Rcquirenents !

(Q:X1R) 3.1.1, " Pellet Pressirg," Rev. 28, dated March 4,1991. %e cporator
scramed thrce pellets Wich had significant chips in excess of the procedural
limit.

3.3.2 Pellet _ Sinterirg

We NRC inspectors observed the loadiry of r,cVeral boats of pellets into the
sinter furnace. We sinter furnace heats the pellets to high tegeratures to
achieve the prcper oeramic density. We furnace cparator was otrarved '

performirg a sintered diameter and density verification usiry a gamm ,

densitcreter on a sarple of 5 rellets per bcat for four boats in accordance !

with QCDR 3.1.3.1, " Pellet Sinterirn," Rev. 24, dated October 23, 1990. We
. miriimum, maximum, and average gamm density and pellet diareter for each -

sanple were fourd to be within acceptable limits per the QCOR.
|

3.3.3 Pellet Grirding

me fuel pellet grirding cperation and subsequent inspection was observcd by
! the NRC inspectors. Durirg the process the pellets, which have just teen ;

(' sintered, are grourd to a specified diameter and reasured by a laser. We '

!. operators check the pellets per O'DR 3.1.4.1, "UO2 Pellet Grirding," Rev.16, <

dated August 19, 1991.
''

We NRC inspectors observed a QC inspector subject a rardom ranple of pellets
to' the inspections required by Quality Control Inspection Instruction (OCII)

.

3 .
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3.2.3.1, "N11et Crindirg," Rev. 31, dated Anyust 19, 1991. The in'rpA-tions
ircitecd deckirn rollet intrgrity, leryth, diancter, surhcu finish, crd
sqwtreress ard dwnfer. All of the irepoctions wre perf ud corra.tly try
the (K' impactor ard to defo:tivo pellets Wre fourd.

3.3.4 First Dd Pity Weldiig

the ime inspcetors otocrvcd the autated iirst crd pity widirs operation for
several fuel mis. The WM mdlire produoos a flurh vold betwen the lo.'er
eid pitg ard an trpty Zircaloy fuel tute, then subooquently examires the wid
with an ultrancale (Ur) micronccre to detemine if the wld characteristics
are within acocytable parameters. The nschine also perform reveral qtmlity
enecks inc1tdirg erd pity serial rumter aid diameter verification, erd plug-
to-tute parallelism acceptability, s.rd w ld diameter verification.

The mchire cperator Works to CCOR 7.1.13, "Autrmtid First Erd Pity Weld
Station #3," Rev. 3, dated N:Nemter 5,1991, khich primsrily consists of
statico set up ard calibration verifications. QCII 7.2.7.2, "Autcmtid Flurh
Wold Irgoctico Station #3," Rev.11, dattd Cctober 29, 1991, is uscd by the
QC iruquetor which consists of visual chocks ard reviw of CA statico
printouts frcn the wld mahire as wil as hardlirn of rejected rods. Weld
sanples are sulnitttd to the Chamet lab for corrosion testiry on a weekly
insis.

3.3.5 Funt Red Imdify

1ho ime irqxx-tors obocrved the operatico of the autzmtic rcd loading mchino
ard the inspections associattd with it. The mchine wighs aid loads fuel
pollets into tubirn autcratically tut rolles on the cperators to prcnido the
correct enridront pellets in tae right order ard arount. The creratore are
gaidcd by QCDR 4.1.5.1, "Ibel Red Izadirq - Autxmtic Rod Imder - 102,"
Rev. 11, dated April 26, 1991. The procedures are adoquate to ensure that tM
proocas is prcyerly perforud ard wre followed omscienticusly by the
cperators.

QCII 4.2.2.1, " Fuel Ecd Ilodirg (102)," Rev.18, datrd April 23, 1991, was
also reviewod by the imC irspectors. This details the irgections that are
rcquired to te performod by a QC inspector durirg the eteration. The
irgections in:ltdo verifyiry that the schire's scale is properly calibratzd,
that the plenum gago uscd to chock that the corr (ct length of pellets are
imcrted in the tute is calibrated, and that prcper enrichment control is
teing maintainad by the cperators. All of the inspections otr.crvcd wre
perforwx! prcperly.

3.3.6 Timi Erd Pity Weldirn

After the fuel rods are pressurized with helium, the eid plays are toad weldad
to the loaded fuel rcds for GE-8, GE-9 ard GE-10 designs in acxxedarm with
QOOR 4.1.3.1, "Fim1 Woldirg," Rev.17, datrd January 30, 1989, aid iJ g ectrd
per QCII 4.2.5.1, " Fuel Rod Fir.nl Weldirg," Rev. 23, Septerricx 23, 1991.

.

Every red is visually inspected for wld intcgrity ard rirg gagcd for weld
diameter. In altition, every 36th rod widad is subjectzd to x-ray aralysis

4
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ard berch gaged for eM pity parallalism verifit.; tion, as are all welded out
4

of parameter aM all rewrkcd rods. Weld sarples are subnittal to the Cherct'

lab for corrosion testirg on a weekly insis.

We imC inspectors cinerved the auimatd fim1 eM plug weldify operation,
which is uscd solely for GE-11 designs, fer nortions of two fuel md lots.
Se wld mehina pmduces a flueh weld betsu.n the upper erd pity ard a leadco
Zircaloy fuel tute, then iressurizes the fuel red thrctyh a cmil hole in the
upper erd pitg, which is imcdiately seal wldei. %e mchine sutreguently
inspects the red for leaks usirg a bellum detection systs ard examines the
weld with a Ur microscope to detemine if the wld characteristics are within
acceptable parameters. Se weld operator follcwed QCDR 4.1.9.0, " Flush Fim1
Erd Pltg iielder & Ur Inspectica," Re". O, dated April 19, 1991, to assure the
wld prccess was prrperly controlled.

We QC inspector was observed perfcming several rirn gage weld diancter
checks aM a ranian bench gage end pity parallelim verification as rcquired
by QCII 4 2.6,0, " Fuel Rod Fiml Flush Weldirg & Ur Ltspection," Rev.1, dated
June 6, 1991. Se QC irspector was also otcerved placity two rods on an
Inspaction Report (IR) due to UT rejections insed on largest pore values
beyord specification limits. We imC inspcctor verified prcier ard current
certifications for both thq welder ard QC inspector ard fourd no ancralies.

3.3.7 Certification Release Inspection

After the fuel rods have conpleted non-destructive assayiry by scanners, the
certification release inspector provides the fim1 review of ih. docunentation
packages for each fuel rcd lot, certifies the ocopleteness ard ao:x racy of the
recortis, ard releases waod lots to the burdle assembly area per
QCII 5.2.18, " Fuel Rod Record Inspection ard Release," Rev.13, dated
Noverber 8.1991. m is group also reviews the docunentation packages for
ccrpleted fuel lundle assemblies ard certifies them to to shipped to the
nuclear sites per QCII 5.2.; "ruel Burdle certification," Rev. 4, dated

}'ay 7, 1991.

We imC in:9ectors reviewed rec. .sssociated with two fuel rod lots in the
Certification Release Inspection drea. One lot package was for a typical 99
rod lot which was 100% accepted and had the proper docurentation to support
it. We secord lot package was for a split lot (only 49 rods) wttich had three
rcds rejected duu to excessive Gadolinium spikes ard irprcpar zone density.
We NRC insp3ctors traced one of those rejected rods to its rework inspection
teport ard verified that it was properly reworked and reinspected.

3.3.8 Fuc1 B, nile Asserbly

he operation of the autcrated inwile assembly rachine (ABAM) was obcerved by
the imC inspectors for portions of a fucl bundle in accortlance with QCDR
5.1.6.1, "fbel Burdle Assembly - ABAM," Rev. 6, dated March 20, 1991, he
operator loads fuel rods into the schine, which sorts them by turdle assembly
ntaber based on the serial ntaber of the irdividual rods. We sorttd rcds are
then inserted into the fuel bundle _ asserbly in their predetamined locations
by readirg the rcd serial numtr.r and carparirg it to the design project

5
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configuratico matrix. Se autauttd reader was urable to determine several
scrial numbers so the operator was prcrpted to manually enter the serial
ruber after visual determinaticn. In ore imtarce, tie operator
intentiomlly entered an incorrect serial ruber to deconstrate that the
acrputer will disallow anf serial numters whidi have rot been pre-assignal to
the matrix of the bundle being assemblod.

3.3.9 Burdle Icak hstirg

he NRC inspecto s obseIved the leak dock cperation on a fuel h odle
assenbly. me Cp inspector verified the calibrated built-in leak to be within
acceptable limits per QCII 5.2.7, "Nel Rod /Durdle Icak 0)eck," Rev. 31, dated
April 3,1991, by viewing the helium mass spectrcreter cutput prior to
neasurity the actual leak rate of the hurdle. We actual lcak rate was
subequently verified to be within the acceptable limits so the QC inspector
accepttd the bundle in the autanated tracklig system and released it to fimi
burdle inspection.

3.3.10 Fiml Burrile Inspcction

me fiml burdle inspection for a fuel hudle assembly was also obccrvtd by
the NRC inspectors. We QC irsTector performd the 22 rcqaired visual
inspcctions and reasurements in accorrhnoe with QCII 5.2.8, "Nel Burdle Fiml
Inspection," Rev. 35, dated April 3, 1991. Inspections included serial ru ber
verifications, size and spa-im measurerents using several calibrated gages,
ard bundle integrity ard apperanoe. All inspections were within acceptarco
limits so the QC inspector accepted the handle in the autaatcd traddng
system.

3.4 Wel Claddirn

he NT inspectors reviewed activities to determine what measures GE
implements to ersure that fuel cladiirg exhibits a low susceptibility to
nodular corrosion in BWRs. Se technical basis for these activities is
docunented in Quality Notice C-Q-882, "IPtfr Qualification Report for Barrier
Wel Tubirg," Revision 0, chted April 19, 1990. Duplex tubeshells, or in-
process breakdown tubirg, consistirq of Zr2 on the outside diameter ard
Zirconium (Zr) on the inside diameter are subjected to jnduction heat treatirq
shich forms a metallurgical structure shidi is resistant to nodular corrosion
on the outside surface ard pellet clad interaction (PCI) on the inside
surface. Samples of the fuel clailiry whidi is prcduced frcn thir material
are subjected to corrosion testire to suMtantiate that the m * al has a
retallurgical structure which resists ncdular corrosicm.

Review of heat treatiry tenperatures for 224 tubes confirw:d that the material
had been exposed to taparature rarges in acconiance with procatural
requirements.

We NRC inspectors reviewed the retallurgical structure of metallographic
sarples fram 244 tubes to confirm that the material e>itibitad the specified
metallurghal structure for resistarre to nodular corrosion.

6
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Review of 1,170 claddirg samles which had been exposed to contcion testirn
determined that this mterial exhibited resistance to nodular corroulon as
confirred by the.amearance of the samle surface when acrpired to cmlicable
visual standanis.

%e imC inspectors observed work in process and determined that activities
were beirg performed in accordsrx:e with the followirn drawirgs arri procedures:

P50YP240, "Zirr:aloy In-Process hbe Heat Traatrent," Rev6 ion 2,*

dated June 27, 1990

E50YP57, _" Processing of Zr Alloy Fuel Cwmts," Revision 5,*

dated April 10, 1991

OPS 4.8.176.2, "In-Process Heat Treatment (IH R) Facility,"*

Revision 5, datai July 19, 1991

Drawirq 137C8589, Revision 0, dated Janaary 5,1991*

B50YP220, "Zr Alloy Tubing with Zr Liner," Revision 19, datal*

rwvmbr 15, 1989

BSOYP180, " Zirconium Lined Zircalcy-2 h be Shell," Revision 17,*

datai June 12, 1991

QCDR 14.1 A, "IME of Wel Tubes,' Ravision 4, dated Septarber 30,*

1991

Pkthod 4.8.192, "IM E Facility," Revision 2, dated Decrmber 13,*

1990

QCII 15.2.1, "IHR," Revision 5, dated July 10, 1991*

QCII 16.4.1, " Fuel Wbirq Certification & Release" Revision 15,*

dated September 18, 1991

E50YP56, "Sumlemental Corrosion Rapirements for Zr Alloys,"*

ReviF. ion 0, dated April 22, 1988

m&S 2.1.1.3, " Nodular Corrosion Testirg of Zirconium Alloye

Samles," Revision 3, dated August 21, 1989

'ICR-01, " Nodular Corrosion Visual Stardard," Revision 3, datede

December 31, 1990
i

3.5 Purchased Material CMality Control'

he IRC inspectors interviewed perscnnel and reviewed procedures used in the
i Purchased Material Quality Control (HQC) department in order to gain an

understandirg of the procurement process and the quality controls that are
placed on it. h e IRC irspectors were particularly interested in which

7
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mterials were purchased safety-related, which were purchased ocmercial
grade, and hcw the cannercial grade items were dodicated.

GE !F&CM pIrchases very few items safety-related. With the exception of ASME
Boiler ard Pressure Vessel Cbde mtarial and Hafnium, the majority of itans
are ptrchased camercial grade. Safety-related lurchases are controlled by GE
Quality Control (QC) Plan A-196, " Safety Related/ASME Ctdo Suppliers-Quality
Assurance System Requirenents," Rev. 3, dsted October 4, 1990. This procedure
provides adequate guidance to assure that only qualified suppliers are und,
proper docunontation is provided by the su; plier, and that the requirements of
10 CFR Part 21 are irposed on the su;pl;cr.

Crnnercial grade items are dedicated, in gercral, by a ocribination of receipt
inspection, source inspection, ard comer::ial grade aurvey. Many cmmercial
grade suppliers have been atditad bf GE NF&CN. In addition, atdits perfonned
by GE Nuclear Energy, San Jose, CA are also used. QC Plans have been kritten
for specific items ard provide guidance to what quality requirements need to
be irposed on Intthase ortlers.

7b gain a better understandirg of the procedures us(d to place a ocrrercial
grade order and the methods used to dedicate an item, the imC inspector
observed a Proceses Cbntrol Engineer prccess a requisition. W e requisition
was for 20 stainless steel upper tie plate castirgs for GE-11 fuel. We
engireer reviewd the requisition ard, after consultirg with arother QC
ergineer, picked the correct testirg ard docmentation requirements to be
placed on the purchase order frcn a bank of stardard requirements. Se
purchase order referenced GE engineerirg drawings, mterial specifications ard
QC plans. It also required that 8 of the 20 castirgs be x-raycd, 3 of the
castirns be 100% layout inspected, a micrcstructure test be perfonned, a test
bar be provided ard that certifications ard heat treatment charts for all the
castirgs be provided.

The NRC inspectors were also particularly interested in the nethod used by GE
1F&cM to ptrchase Zirconium ard Zircaloy raw material. Discussions with IMac
personnel indicata$ that this mterial is purchas(d comercial grade but that
strict controls are placed on the verdors.

The imC inspectors reviewed QC Plan A-208, "Zirvonium and Zircaloy," Rev. 2,
datcd November 21, 1990, khich defines the m2C requireJnents for Zircottium ard
Zircaloy products used in the mnufacture of channels and fuel burdles. Se
plan includes requirements that the verdor maintain a quality assurance
program that demonstrates ccrpliance to ANSI N45.2 (except criteria 4 ard 12),
sutrtit copies of new drawirgs or procedures to GE for review ard approval,
provide visual reference stardards, and provide material certifications with
each order. mese regairemnts, alorg with annual audits and routine testire,
provide reasonable assurance that the mterial received is of high quality.

An exanple of the cooperation exhibited between GE ard the three suppliers of
Zirconium ard Zircaloy is the "rourd robin" testiry that was done recently.
GE cut one sarple frca barstock, strip, and tubeshell mterial that each of
the vendors supplia$ to GE. GE then sent three unnarked samples to each

8
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veMor for analysis. Se results of the analysis proved that each vendor had
supplied material within the tight chstical specifications required.

3.6 Peach Bottom Fuel Pailures

me NRC inspectors dimW the recent discovery of leaking fuel bEviles at
the Peach Botten plant with GE NF&CM custmer service personnel. Se issue
was particularly interestire to the NRC inspectors because the initial report
'frcn the licensee indicated that three of the bundles were first cycle bundles
and that one of the failures was believed to be due to a manufacturing defect.
At the time of the discussion, an investigation team frm GE NT&O{ Md just
been dispatched to the site and no ailitional information was available.

Subsequent to the inspection, on Der 17, 1991, a conference call was
conducted involving the NRC inspection team leader and representatives of GE
NF&Oi, GE Nuclear Ergineerirg (GDIE), San Jose, CA, and Philadel hia ElectricF

ccrpany (PEED)'. mis phone call provided the GE representatives with an
qwtunity to present the finiirgs of the GE investigation team that had been
at the site investigating.the cause of the leaking fuel bundles.

me tean found that there were a total of 11 tundles that had leakiry fuel and
__ that 3 of the kundles were first cycle kundles. Since the first cycle bundles

were the ones most likely to have failed as a result of a manufacturirg
defect, the NRC inspectors were rest interested in them. Se team reported
that a large arount of debris was found in the reactor durire the
investigation and that debris induced frettirg failure was suspected for nost
bundles. Further inspections of the failed inndles are planned, however,
since the failures appear to be caused by debris, no further NRC action is
planned on this issue.

,
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| 4.0 PIRSCtMEL 03frACTED
|

D. Anticy, QC Inspector
+ * + W. Baker, QC Engineer, Quality Systens

4 J. Basilio, Nel Ergineer, PD00
+ J. Baumgartner, Nel Erginocr, GINE

+ B. Bentley, Kamger, Nel Panufacturirg
T. Brechtlein, Qas11ty Liaison Kwger
R. Calcatarra, Acting Kunger, Purchased Ksterial QC+ *
D. Christenson, Kinufacturing Dyinner
J. Currier, Myr, Custmer ScIvice & Quality Atriits+ *
P. Custer, Fuel Fabrication Irgector
S. Dale, Acting Ksmger, Chanet laboratories*

G. Fennell, Assembler
R. Ibughton, Program Kimger, Fpecial Projects
R. Ibffmsn, QC Inspector
B. Yaiser, Munger, Gunnels, End Plugs, & Spacnts Mfg.*

C. Iairg, Munger, Nel Ctrponents QA*

J. liberwin, Custoner Service th3 neer+ * 1

A. Lyon, Quality Ergineer
J. Mallarti, QC Inspector
C. Karlar, QC Inspector
C. Msultsby, Welder
B. }tKinnon, Certification Release Inspecwr

iF. itKoy, QC DrJ neer
D. }tIrmore, Mamger, Tubing Products Operation*

G. } tore, Operator
W. Ogden, Actity Pamger, NF&Oi+ *
R. Parnell, Senior Ergineer
L. Roth, Actirg Pamger, Wilmington Ergineering*

N. Seals, Furmoe Operator
P. Sick, Kunger, QA+ *
K. Slaton, Cannunications Specialist*

+ G. Story, Fuel Dyineer. PIID
+ D. Tashjian, Mgr, Control Rods & Stainless Steel

Products
H. Taylor, QC Ergineer

+ * G. 'Iharas, Custacr Service Dygineer
K. M.tssaint, Specialist Prucess Cbntrol Dgineer
E. Whitaker, QC Inspector
D. Williams, Zirconium Program Mirager
H. Yourg, Operator

+ Atterded entrance reeting on ibyenber 18, 1991
Attended exit meeting on November 22, 1991*

+ Participated in conference call on December 17, 1991

10
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$ WASHINGTON,0 C 20555
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\ . .',', . * October 10, 1991

Docket No.: 99900100

Ivan E. Wilkinson, PhD.
Vice President, Engineering
Limitorque Corporation
5114 Woodall Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24506

Dear Dr. Wilkinson:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99900100/91-01)

This letter addresses the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) inspection of your facility in Lynchburg, Virginia led by
Mr. Michael Snodderly of this office on June 3-7, 1991, and the
discussion of his findings with you and your staff at the
conclusion of the inspection.

The NRC staff inspected Limitorque Corporation's (LC's) supply of
motorized valve actuators to NRC licensees. The performance-
based inspection was conducted to evaluate the LC quality
assurance program. LC's implementation of its quality assurance
program was examined in selected areas such as (1) corrective
actions associated with 10 CFR Part 21 notifications that were
submitted by either LC or NRC licensees, (2) engineering services
performed by LC's Nuclear Support Group, and (3) LC's commercial-
grade dedication program. Enclosure 2 provides the inspection
report, which includes a discust in of the areas examined during

the inspection and car findings. This inspection consisted of an
examination of procedures and representative records, interviews
with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.

During this inspection, NRC staff found the implementation of
your quality assurance program failed to meet certain NRC
requirements. Some material certifications were accepted on the
basis of insufficient material verification and an LC quality
control inspector used an inappropriate drawing to verify a
critical characteristic. The program also lacked adequate
procedures to prescribe procurement of certain actuator motors.
The enclosed Notice of Nonconformance includes the specific
findings and references to the pertinent requirements for all
nonconformances.

|
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Ivan E. Wilkinson, PhD. -2-

Please provide us, within 30 days from the date of this letter, a
written statement in accordance with the instructions specified
in the enclosed-Notice of Nonconformance. We will consider
extending the response time if you can show good cause for us to
do so.

The responses requested by this letter and the enclosed notice
are not subject to the clearance procedures of the office of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 2980, Public Law- No. 96-511.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter will be placed in the NRC Public Document
Room.

If you have any questions'concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerely,

n

)
-

%;}k
Leif Rorrholm, Chi.

Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of-Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1.. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report No. 99900100/91-01

9
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

Limitorque Corporation Docket No.: 99900100/91-01
Lynchburg, Virginia
During an inspection conducted at the Limitorque Corporation (LC)
facility in Lynchburg, Virginia, on June 3-7, 1991, the
inspection team from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
determined that certain activities were not conducted in
accordance.with NRC requirements, which are contractually imposed
on LC by purchase orders from NRC licensees. The NRC has
classified these' items, as set forth below,-as nonconformances to
the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reculations,
Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50) Appendix B, imposed on LC by contract
and the supplemental requirements of its nuclear utility
customers.

A. Criterion III of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
design control measures shall provide for verifying or
checking the adequacy of a design, such as by the performance
-of design reviews, by use of alternate or simplified
calculational methods, or by the performance of a suitable

-

testing program.

LC Quality Control Procedure (QCP) 33, Section 33.D, states
in part: "The independent-reviewer shall. perform a
verification of the above evaluation process-by performing
spot checks of both retrieved data and calculated data. The
independent reviewer shall-indicate which items have been
verified by initialing and dating next to the item ~ verified."
Contrary to the above, LC failed to specifically identify the
items that the independent reviewer had verified for valve
data sheets associated with the following: LC order numbers:
176501 to Texas Utilities,-166750 to Virginia Power, and
174092 to Florida Power and Light (91-01-01).

Corrective actions and preventive measures that were
completed and reviewed during the inspection, as documented
-in Enclosure 2, NRC Inspection Report 99900100/91-01, were
satisfactory to close this-nonconformance and no additional
response to this nonconformance is necessary.

B. . Criterion-III of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states in part:
" Measures shall also be established-for'the selection and
review for suitability of application of materials, parts,
equipment, and-processes that are essential to the safety-
related functions of the structures, systems, and
components."

54
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Contrary to the above, LC's quality assurance program failed
to include an adequate basis for accepting material
certifications from certain suppliers. Specifically, LC 4
Inspection Plan No. 23, "Bar Stock, Tubing, Plate," Revision
dated May 7, 1991, allows LC to accept material that may be
part of a critical component if the supplier's material has
been verified by spectrographic or laboratory analysis once
per calendar year. LC does not perform audits or commercial-
grade surveys of these material suppliers and, therefore, has
no basis for accepting certification from these suppliers
regarding homogeneity of lots or heats of material. This
procurement philosophy also applied to fasteners, greases,
and bearings (91-01-02).

Please see the instructions at the end of this notice to
respond to this nonconformance.

C. Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states in part:
" ... Activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed by or for the organization performing the activity
to verify conformance with the documented instructions,
procedures, and drawings for accomplishing the activity."
Contrary to the above, an LC quality control inspector used
Drawing 60-600-0070-1, Revision A, instead of the current
Revision B to verify Belleville spring thickness (91-01-03).
Corrective actions and preventive measures that were
completed and reviewed during the inspection, as documented
in Enclosure 2, NRC Inspection Report 99900100/91-01, were
satisfactory to close this nonconformance and no additional
response to this nonconformance is necessary.

_

D. Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states:
" Activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by
documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circumstances and shall be accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures and or
drawings. Instructions, procedures, or drawings shall
include appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance
criteria for determining that important activities have been
satisfactorily accomplished."

Contrary to the above, LC failed to establish instructions,
procedures, or drawings to control the dedication of
commercial-grade actuator motors purchased from Peerless-
Winsmith. As a result of an audit of Peerless-Winsmith
conducted in January 1991, LC determined that Peerless-
Winsmith could no longer be considered a safety-related
vendor. LC was relying on Peerless-Winsmith to perform part
of the dedication process and was performing the rest itself.

2
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The exact duties to be performed by Peerless-Winsmith and LC
were not specified anywhere. With the exception of the audit
report, there was nothing in any quality assurance document,
including.the approved vendors list, that indicated Peerless-
Winsmith was no longer considered a safety-related vendor
(91-01-04).
Corrective actions and preventive measures that were pre-
sented during the inspection, as documented in Enclosure 2,
NRC Inspc tion Report 99900100/91-01 were satisfactory to
close this nonconformance.

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Chief, Vendor
Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and safeguards,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformance. This
reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Fotice of
Nonconformance." For Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-02 (item B),
include (1) a description of the steps that have been or will be
taken to correct this item; (2) a description of the steps that
have been or will be taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the
dates your corrective actions and prever.tive measures were or
will be completed. For Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-04
(item D), include the datee your corrective actions and
preventive measures were or will be completed.

!

|

|
,

i
i

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 1 1 day of Cc!r.h k 1991

3
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I ENCLOSURE 2

ORGANIZATION: Limitorque Corporation
Lynchburg, Virginia

REPORT NO.: 99900100/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE
ADDRESS: Dr. Ivan E. Wilkinson, P.E.

Vice President, Engineering
Limitorque Corporation
5114 Woodall Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24506

ORGANIZATIONAL
-

CONTACT: Rory D. Segen, Quality Assurance Manager
(804) 845-9721/528-4400

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
ACTIVITY: Motorized valve actuators, their

replacement parts, and services.

INSPECTION
CONDUCTED: June 3-7, 1991

N A c' Y& /O-23*9|
~

M. R. Snodderly, Team Led 6er Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

S. B. Brewer, General Engineer, VIB
D. C. Ford, Consultant, Ford & Associates
S. L. Magruder, Reactor Engineer, VIB -

R. N. Moist Specialist, VIB

bkt b vi 4------ to - 7 3 -9|
C '

DateU. Potapovs, Chief
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Part 50, Appendix B

INSPECTION SCOPE: (1) Corrective actions associated with 10 CFR
Part 21 reports; (2) Engineering services; (3) Limitorque's
commercial-grade dedication program; and (4) Corrective actions,
unresolved items, and concerns from previous inspection reports.
PLANT SITE
APPLICABILITY: Numerous.
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1 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 NONCONFORMANCES

1.1.1 - Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-01

Contrary to Criterion III of Appendix B to Title 10 of_the Code
of Federal Reculations (10 CFR) Part 50 and SectionR33.D of
Limitorque Corporation (LC)_ Quality Control Procedure (QCP)-33,
" Actuator Performance Data Verification," Revision 0, dated
August 31, 1989,-LC failed to_specifically identify the items the
independent reviewer had verified for certain valve data sheets.

1.1.2 Nonconformancg_99900100/91-01-02

Contrary to Criterion-III of' Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, LC
failed to document an adequate basis for accepting material
certifications from certain suppliers.

1.1.3 Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-03

Contrary to Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, an LC
quality control inspector used an inappropriate drawing to verify.
Belleville spring thickness,

1.1.4 Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-04

Contrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, LC
failed to establish instructions, procedures, or drawings to
control the dedication of certain commercial-grade actuator
motors.

1.2 UNRESOLVED ITEMS

1.2.1 Unresolved-Item 99900100/91-01-05
The motor actuator characterization (MAC) software system
provided significantly different output torque data for SMB-00
actuators than measured by an LC actuator test stand. -This
condition was reported to the U.S- Nuclear Regulatory-Commission.

(NRC) by Carolina power & Light Company in a 10 CFR Part 21
report dated April 29, 1991. Further research is required to
determine the root cause of this discrepancy.

1.2.2 Unresolved Item 99900100/91-01-06

HLC has committed to notify _certain NRC licensees of a possible
defect concerning the required tension of Reliance motor end
-bolts. This notification will be made via an LC maintenance-
bulletin. This item will remain open until the maintenance
bulletin is issued.

2
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1.2.3 MDresolved Item 99900100/91-01-07

LC has committed to notify certain NRC licensees of a possible
defect concerning improper machining of actuator limit stop
housings for HBC-1 actuators. This notification will be made via
an LC maintenance bulletin. This item will remain open until the
maintenance bulletin is issued.

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 NONCONFORMANCE

2.1.1 E2Dgonformance 9990010.9190-01-01

(Closed) LC failed to establish documented instructions and
procedures appropriate for the procurement of technical services
involving material verification testing. During the 1990
inspection, the inspector reviewed Immediate Revision Notice 1 to
QCP-10 and found it acceptable as initial corrective action to
this nonconformance. In a letter dated October 19, 1990, LC
reported that training of appropriate personnel was completed by
July 2,1990. Therefore, this nonconformance is closed.

2.2 UNRESOLVED ITEMS

2.2.1 Mnresolved Item 99900100/90-01-02

(Closed) LC was unable to reproduce motor pinion shaft key
failures experienced at a Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) plant
as documented in Engineering Design Document-8. TVA personnel
notified LC that this issue had been resolved by changing the
motors from 3600 rpm to 1800 rpm. Therefore, this unresolved
item is closed.

2.2.2 Unresolved Item 99900100/90-01-03

(Open) LC was still investigating valve actuator torque switch
spring pack relaxation. LC was conducting tests designed to
simulate field operating conditions in an attempt to reproduce
the spring relaxation observed in certain installed LC actuators.
The testing performed since che 1990 inspection showed that the
tested spring packs took a 5 percent set at 200,000 psi stress
aftec 6 months and remained stable after 9 and 12 months. LC
will continue testing for another year to verify that the spring
packs remained stable. The NRC will follow the progress of this
testing as Unresolved Item 99900100/90-01-03.

3
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3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 LIMITORQUE'S ACTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 CFR PART 21 REPORTS

Tne inspectors conducted a performance-based inspection of LC's
quality assurance program by reviewing LC's actions taken in
response to certain issues identified by LC and NRC licensees in
10 CFR Part 21 reports. NRC staff assigns a log number to those
reports when they are received and their status is'followed by
the NRC's 10 CFR Part 21 tracking system. The issues reviewed by
the inspectors and the associated actions taken by LC are
discussed below.

3.1.1 MAC Software Deviations (Loa Nos. 89-174 & 91-461

The inspectors reviewed two 10 CFR Part 21 reports about apparent
defects in MAC software supplied by LC. This software, when used
in conjunction with an LC-supplied test stand, enables licensees
to determine the output torque of actuators on the basis of
measured spring pack deflection.

LC issued the first report on October 20, 1989 (NRC Log No. 89-
174), after the results of spring pack testing done at Carolina
Power &-Light Company's (CP&L's) Brunswick plant showed that SMB-
3 actuators had their closing torque switches set too low as a
result of a MAC software error. This error caused the indicated
output torque to read'high and could have allowed the closing
' torque switch setting to be' reached before the valve was fully
closed.

To resolve this issue, LC retested all sizes of Lctuators for
which the MAC software could be used. The results of these tests
revealed that LC had made an error in recording data when testing
the SMB-3 actuators in the initial development of the MAC
software. The software was corrected and all affected licensees
were informed. Therefore, this issue is closed.

CP&L issued the second report on April 29, 1991 (NRC Log No. 91-
046), following the discrepancies-discovered during testing at
the Brunswick plant. The MAC software system output torque data
for SMB-00 actuators was significantly different from output
torque measurements indicated by an LC actuator test stand.

Although LC personnel recalled some telephone conversations with
CP&L regarding the testing in January 1991, they were unaware
that CP&L had submitted a 10 CFR Part-21 report on this subject
until informed by the NRC inspectors. LC personnel were
unsuccessful in their attempt to contact CP&L during the
inspection to begin investigating the problem. LC committed to
further research this issue and to notify other potentially

4
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!
,

affected customers. Pending further review during a future NRC
inspection, this issue is designated Unresolved Item
99900100/91-01-05.

,

3.1.1 Motor End Bolt Failure (Loc No. 89-111
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation issued a 10 CFR Part 21
report to' describe the second occurrence of the failure of motor
end bell bolts. The tie bolts, as they are commonly called, are
a commercial-grade item supplied by Reliance as part of the motor

. assembly.

When LC was notified of the event, it had Taussig Associated,
Inc., analyze the composition of the failed bolts. The bolts
were identified as 1010 steel with a hardness of 91 HRB; no
undesirable features or detrimental attributes were discovered.
The root cause was determined to be a loss of pretensioning,
which allowed the motor casing to loosen and vibrate. The-

vibration forces were transferred to the bolts, causing them to
shear. LC verified the licensee's replacement with bolts of ASTM
A193 Grade B7 material with a. torque of 1.5 ft-lbs.

LC agreed to issue a maintenance bulletin to notify licensees of
the need to verify the tensioning of the bolts. Until the
maintenance bulletin is issued, this issue is designated
Unresolved Item- 99900100/91-01-06.

3.1.3 Castina Defects (Loc Nos. 89-89 & 90-27)

The inspectors reviewed two 10 CFR Part 21 reports about problems
with parts of LC actuators that were made from castings.
Washington Public Power Supply System submitted the first report
on June 2, 1989 (NRC Log No. 8 9 -0 8 5 ) .-- The report stated that
excess material was Jeft on the casting of the upper housing
cover of.the SMB-2 actuator. Thir. caused pressure to be exerted
on the drive sleeve of the upper thrust bearing and prevented
free rotation of the bearing. This defect could cause the
actuator to provide insufficient thrust to open or close its
valve.

LC personnel.were familiar with this report and stated that they
had reviewed the issue 1and determined that the upper housing
cover was not properly machined. They also stated that service
history showed the incident to be an isolated event and that
current inspection procedures should prevent recurrence.
Therefore, this issue is closed.

Duquesne. Light issued the second report on February 14, 1990 (NRC
Log No. 90-027), describing a defect found in six HBC-1 actuators
at the Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS) that caused valve
motion to cease prematurely in the open direction. BVPS

5
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personnel determined that improper machining of the actuator
limit stop housing caused binding of the worm shaft bearing.
This binding caused the actuator to produce excessive torque when
opening the valve and actuated the torque switch before the valve
was fully open. BVPS personnel discovered that the defective
actuators were manufactured in 1971 and that the problem had been
noted before but attributed to faulty torque switches, which were
subsequently adjustt3 to allow the actuator-to produce greater
torque.

Although BVPS personnel indicated that they had contacted LC
about the problem, the LC engineer that BVPS personnel claimed
they talked to could not recall any discussions with them. As a
result, LC had not performed any evaluation of the defect. The
inspectors and LC personnel reviewed the limit stop housing
drawing and determined that the cause of the defect was improper
machining-by the casting supplier. The inspectors and LC
personnel agreed that, since the defective housings were
manufactured in 1971, finding the root cause of the problem would
be very difficult. Since this problem may exist in other
actuators without licensees realizing the actual cause of the
problem, LC agreed to inform all potentially affected licensees
of this problem via a' maintenance bulletin. Until the
maintenance bulletin is issued this issue is designated
Unresolved Item 99900100/91-01-07.

Because of the possible miscommunication between LC and BVPS
personnel, LC conducted a training session with nuclear support
and service personnel emphasizing the responsibilities of LC
personnel in receiving, documenting, and evaluating possible
deviations as defined in 10 CFR Part 21. The inspectors were
provided a list of LC personnel who received this training on
June 6, 1991.

-LC also provided the inspectors with a copy of Revision 6 to
QCP-22, " Reporting of Defects for Safety Related Equipment,"
dated June 5, 1991. This procedure implements the requirements
of 10 CFR Part 21. The revision included paragraph 22.E.8 which
states in part: "If the Part 21 Committee has information that a
licensee-has reported the condition and in the committee's
evaluation it is possible the deviation may be present at other
facilities, then the committee shall assure that the issue is
addressed in the next muintenance bulletin or advisory mailing to
the industry." These corrective actions should significantly
reduce the possibility of reporting deficiencies, such as the
motor end bolt failure and the casting defects, from reoccurring.

3.1.4 EMB Toraue Switch Roll Pin Failures (Loo Nos. 90-131
i & 91-37)

| LC issued a-10 CFR Part 23 report to document deficiencies in the

| performance of torque switch roll pins installed in certain SMB,
6

{
i
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j SB, and SDB-00 valve actuators. LC performed preliminary testing
that indicated these pins may fail after a limited number of
declutching operations from the torque switch seated condition.
Failures were observed between 31 and 58 declutching cycles,
depending on the configuration of actuator spring packs and
torque switch materials.

To correct this condition, LC implemented design change notice
G-F605, dated October 23, 1990. As a design improvement, the
torque switch shaft material was changed from 303 SST precision
steel to 416 SST precision steel and the 3/32 inch roll pin was
changed to a 1/8 inch groove pin. These design changes resulted
in increasing the number of successful declutch cycles to
approximately 200 as verified by prototype testing. These
improved design torque switches were shipped to commercial
facilitico in late February 1991.

However, following these actions, the LC engineering department
performed testing of two torque switches to confirm the life
cycle obtained during prototype tests. Each of the tested
switches failed at a range significantly lower than anticipated.
Subsequent investigation determined that the new torque switch
groove pins were defective and did not exhibit the tensile
strength required for this application. Further investigation
indicated that the supplied roll pin material wa6 as specified in
the LC purchase order and that the LC engineering standard had
incorrectly specified the material to be purchased.

As a result of these deficiencies LC issued a 10 CFR Part 21
report on April 3, 1991, requiring affected licensees to return
the potentially defective torque switches for replacement. LC
actions included revision of the applicable engineering standard,
creation of a new part number for the torque switch groove pin,
and designation of a single source manufacturer for production of
pin materials.

The inspectors verified that these actions had been accomplished
and that the current bill of materials and engineering drawings
correctly specify "Shearproof Type A Groove pins" for the torque
switch assembly. No additional deficiencies were noted; this
issue is closed.

3.1.5 Torcue Switch Mountina Bolts and Wire Terminal Screws
[ Loc No. 90-70)

Rochester Gas and Electric submitted a 10 CFR Part 21 report on
May 31, 1990, detailing a potential material defect in torque
switch mounting bolts and wire termination scrows.

LC quality assurance and engineering personnel indicated that the
vendor had not received notification of this 10 CFR Part 21
report. Subsequently, LC convened its Part 21 Committee to
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determine the significance of this issue and specify any required
corrective _ action. As a_ result of;this meeting, LC issued a
maintenance bulletin to ensure that torque switch mounting bolts-

.and wire terminal; screws are tightened on a periodic bas s. Thisi

-recommendation is commensurate with the actions taken by
Rochester Gas-'and Electric to resolve the deficiencies. 4

a -

In connection with this; issue the-inspectors noted that the
material-deficiencies identified by Rochester Gas and Electric
involved SMA type _ torque switches. These switches were
identified in 26 valve actuators, 14 of which performed a
safety-related function. LC engineering personnel revealed that
the SMA switch in question is no longer. manufactured by LC and
was never qualified for use in nuclear safety-related
applications. In accordance with the requirements of
:10 CFR.50.49 (g), these components should have been replaced by
Rochester: Gas & Electric before November 30, 1985. The nature
and recent date of the subject Part 21 report would indicate that
the required replacement had not-been accomplished and should be
further evaluated to determine regulatory compliance and
potential--impact upon plant operability. No additional deficien-
cies were'noted; this' issue, as it pertains to LC, is closed,

3.1.6 Transoosition' Error in Actuator'Sizina Calculation
(Loc-No. 89-175)

LC issued a 10 CFR Part 21 report on October 20, 1989, to
document errors in actuator sizing calculations for Texas
Utilities' Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station. These errors
resulted in an1 output torque at minimum voltage, which was less

-than that_ required toLtrip_the actuator torque _ switch at-its
minimum setting - In the Part-21 report, LC requested Texas
Utilities _to determine torquo.and operating time requirements for-
the valves 11n question and1 forward this information to LC. LC
stated that the. calculation error was an isolated case not-
representative of|LC's engineering activities.

Texas Utilities responded to the1Part 21 report in a letter dated
June.18, 1990, specifying-a-torque-requirement of 75 in-lb for-
>both of the valves in question. This information has been
factored into LC's revised calculation.

The categorization 1of this issue as an " isolated case" was
questionable since. additional evidence of engineering errors _was
observed during the inspectors' review of LC calculations. A
detailed discussion of this-issue is provided in Section 3.2 of-
thisLreport.

8
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3.1.7 SMB-000 and SMB-00 Torcue Switch Failures Cauged by Fiber
Spacers (Loc No. 89-155)

Torque switch failures at the Clinton Nuclear Power Station and
the Enrico Fermi 2 Generating Station resulted in the issuance of
a 10 CFR Part 21 report on September 29, 1989. The failures
occurred when stationary contact screws had fiber spacers become
loose. These screws are located on the side of the torque
switch. LC engineering personnel determined the root cause of
this deficiency to be a seating effect of the fiber spacers.
Once set, the spacers would release pre-load from the contact
screws, thus allowing the screws to loosen. The resultant
failure would be an elimination of electrical continuity or an
increase in spring pack compression before the electrical
contacts would open.

To resolve this concern, the Part 21 report recommends that
actuators with cam-type torque switches containing fiber spacers
be replaced. Additionally, LC indicated that SMB-00 and SMB-000
torque switch designs were modified to eliminate the use of fiber
spacers.

LC Drawing 01-474-056-4 provided basic details for assembly of
the torque switch. The initial version of this drawing showed a
contact bridge and bridge spacer designated as pieces number 2
and 41, respectively. A 1977 drawing revision "D" changed the
bridge spacer from 1 to 2 pieces. Drawing revision "F" issued on
October 2, 1980, deleted picco #41 altogether and specifies an
increase in the quantity of piece #2 from 2 to 4. Consequently,
the LC design was modified to eliminate the use of fiber spacers
and replace this material with the hard brass plate used in the
contact bridge. A sample of torque switch assemblies stored in
the manufacturing facility were examined; each had the required
brass spacers under the contact bridge. No additional
deficiencies were noted; this issue is closed.

3.1.8 S.urface Cracks On Limit Switch Rotors (Loa No. 90-881
Detroit Edison issued a 10 CFR Part 21 report on July 24, 1990,
documenting deficiencies in the configuration and material
condition of limit switch rotors supplied for SMB-000 valve
actuators at the Enrico Fermi 2 Nuclear Generating Station. The
specific condition involved rotors supplied with a 3-and-1
electrical contact configuration instead of the 2-and-2
configuration required by plant design and purchase order.
Cracking of rotor fibrous material also was noted near the rotor
roll pin location.

Detroit Edison initiated an investigation of these concerns at
the LC manufacturing facility and concluded that cracks on the
rotors "went undetected because of marginal lighting in the
inspection area" and that rotor configuration deficiencies

9
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resulted when LC stock personnel delivered the wrong parts to the
assembly area. These parts were inadvertently assembled and
shipped.

Although LC engineering staff indicated it had not received
notification of this Part 21 report, specific actions were taken
to resolve the concerns: lighting in the nuclear inspection
station area was enhanced to facilitate a more detailed
examination of components, and LC Inspection Plans No. 38,
" Molded Nonmetallic Parts," and No. 99, "2-Train and 4-Train
Geared Limit Switch Assembly," contained sufficient detail to
ensure components that may exhibit cracking of fibrous materials
will be inspected on a sampling basis.

LC also, per memorandum dated July 9, 1990, documented a meeting
to discuss surface cracks propagating from or near the roll pin
on Fiberite rotors. LC concluded that the defects noted were not
cause for rejection by either LC or its customers for the
following reasons:

The Fiberite material is fibrous which tends to prevent crack*

propagation.

One-side pin testing substantiated a sufficient strength was*

available to allow proper actuation of the rotor with one
half of the roll pin engaged, thereby simulating a
cracked / broken opposite-side failure. This test had been
conducted to demonstrate that double drilled rotors had no
effect on operation.

Rotors with cracks were sectioned and examined, revealing the*
cracks did not propagate below the surface.

Cracks are an anticipated by-product of the molding process.*

Cracks resulting from drill breakout also are acceptable.*

Although LC engineering personnel indicated that an appropriate
investigative methodology-had been applied to resolve these
concerns, it was not detailed in the July 9 memorandum. LC
committed to revise this document to reflect the precise steps
taken during the investigation. No additional deficiencies were
identified; this issue is closed.

3.1.9 Oversized _Luas for Motor Operators (Loa No. 90-124)

Alabama Power submitted a 10 CFR Part 21 report on October 19,
1990, concerning loose motor lead connections on LC motor
operators that were supplied to the Joseph M. Parley Fuclear
Plant.

10
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LC=-usedJThomas and Betts (T&B)~ terminal lugs as its standard-part
for motor. lead connections and installed the lugs par ~

installation ~ instruction, "Limitorque Wiring Standard," 21-497-
'0018-3,LRevision G,-dated December 11, 1990. Alabama Power-
Purchase. Order QP-3209, dated December 2, 1988, paragraph A.6.C
of the documentation section, required that Burndy Hylug
connectors be_ installed on motor-lead ends. Although SMB '

,

Manufacturing Form _L-279B, "Specis'. Parts and Instructions,"
Section Ai " Parts Section," did not list Burndy Hylug connectors,
Section B, "Romarks Section," stated that Burndy Hylug connectors
were to be'used on-motor. ends. LC_ indicated that no-wiring
standard or installation instructions were used to-install-the ;

nonstar.dard connectors and-that LC now encourages its customers-
to use-LC standard T&B connectors. ,

To prevent-recurrence of problems experienced when supplying
nonstandard connectors, LC developed an inter-office memorandum
dated June 4,1 1991,- between the Nuclear Projects and the Power-
Department (sales application). It stated the following

';

C concerning_ nonstandard connectors

*. LC will advise customers that environmental _ qualification,
commercial-grade component dedication, and 10 CFR Part 21

,

requirements-are the customers' responsibility.

Electrical ~ Engineering shall generate requi' red assembly=*

instructions for manufacturing _that will be included in the
bill of materials.e

* L Quality Assurance shall develop'the required inspection
_ procedure in conjunction with Quality control to verify-

,

installation.

The- minutes _of L two 10 CFR Part 21 Committee- meetings dated
~

October 17,-1990, and May 28,'1991, indicated that this was an
_

' isolated. incident.. In addition, LC stated that no other orders
~for' nonstandard connectors _had been shipped to customers since
.the-Alabama Power incident. LC's corrective actions are
Ladequate;_this. issue is-closed.

3.1.1d ' Worm' Shaft Clutch-Gear Failure (Loc No. 89-91)

Washington-Public Power Supply System (WPPSS) submitted a 10 CFR
Part 21 report.on April 26, _1989, L concerning .a "sof t'' worm shaf t.

-

clutch gear assembly-for an SMB-2 valve motor operator that.was
supplied without a split spacer. WPPSS stated the. root cause was

Limproper assembly at-the1LC manufacturing ~ facility. An LC
telephone conversation with.WPPSS on February 14, 1989,. indicated
previous ~fai' lures of this type had not been experienced.- In
addition;;WPPSS' surveyed the Institute of-Nuclear Power
Operations' nuclear reliability data system and found no failures

.

of this type.
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WPPSS purchased a new worm shaft clutch gear assembly from LC and
discovered that the set screws were not staked properly. Two of

the stakes completely missed the set screws. WPPSS inspected

another worm shaft clutch gear asseubly that had been purchased
for another SMB-2 motor operator and discovered that none of the
set screws were staked.
Staking is a process that prevents the set screws from backing
out of their original position. Two methods of staking had been

used by LC when assembling worm shaft clutch gears. The staking

method used before 1978 was by positioning a punch on the set
screw and clutch sleeve and making an indention at two points by
applying force with a hammer. This method was used because the
material was induction hardened. After 1978 Loctite 271 was used
as the staking method because the material was vacuum carbonized,
which is harder than induction hardened material.
LC assembly Procedure 14-608-0111-2, Revision F, dated May 2,
1990, instructed manufacturing personnel on how to assemble worm
shaft clutch gear assemblies. LC stated that worm shaft clutch
gear assemblies that were processed by the old staking method
(before 1978) could have been shipped to customers through 1985.

The inspectors concurred that the root cause of the WPPSS
incident was the missing split spacer which appeared to be an
isolated case and that LC had appropriate procedures in place to
prevent recurrence; this issue is closed.

3.1.11 Missing Dowel Pin (Loo No. 90-32)

A 10 CFR Part 21 report, dated February 27, 1991, was issued when
an SMB-00-25 actuator failed during preoperational testing at the
Palisades Nuclear Power Plant. The failure was caused by a
missing dowel pin, which holds the geared limit switch hypoloid

-

in place on the drive sleeve. Without the pin, the hypoloid gear

did not turn as the drive sleeve turned and the limit switch was
not actuated. The licensee inspected the second block valve with
an LC actuator received from Edward Valves Inc. and verified that
the pin was in place.

The LC Part 21 Committee carried out an investigation and
identified the assembler who was retrained. Quality assurance
documented the performance of the training and manufacturing
personnel checked all actuators that were assembled within the
same timeframe. No other failures were reported. LC also noted
that in the past 10 years there had not been a report of a
similar failure.

This failure appeared to be an isolated occurrence; this issue is
closed.
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3.1.12 Excessive Kevvav Depth _1Loq..NQ_. 89-11El

This deficiency was originally reported to the NRC in October
1989 and pertains to the failure of an SB-0 actuator at the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. The failure was caused by the excessive
keyway depth in the motor pinion gear. The depth of the motor
pinion gear keyway measured 0.111 to 0.106 inch. The key, which
connects the motor pinion to the motor shaft, measured 0.125
inch square by 0.875 inch long. Thus, only 0.014 to 0.019 inch
of key interference reme.ined to prevent the gear from rotating on
the motor shaft. This inadequate interference resulted in key
failure and subsequent gear rotation. The motor pinion gear set
screw galled the motor shaft, temporarily preventing further gear
rotation. The actuator on the opposite train component had a
similar motor pinion gear keyway depth. Although this key had
not yet failed, indentations along the length of the key
indicated impending failure. Because there had been no
modifications on the two gears by the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA) or Westinghouse, the manufacturer was responsible for the
defective motor pinion gears.

LC ascertained that eight units were supplied to Westinghouse
under the same order in the 1975 timeframe. The affected motor
pinion was a 41-tooth motor pinion used in SMB, SB, and SBD
actuators. To be certain that all actuators manufactured during
this timeframe were inspected, LC notified the utilities that had
received actuators with serial numbers 193652 through 279518
manufactured between August 1974 and August 1978. This was done
in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.

LC no longer manufactures the keyways in the same manner. In
1978 LC began broaching the keyways, thus reducing the
possibility of cutting the keyway incorrectly. LC's actions were
sufficient to prevent recurrence of this defect because of the
improved manufacturing technique. Tais issue is closed.

3.2 TECHNICAL SERVICES

The LC Nuclear Support Group performs engineering services for
many commercial license holders. Services range from simple_

assistance in determining applicable industry codes and standards
to detailed analysis of client service conditions relating to
actuator performance. The inspectors reviewed this process to
determine the adequacy of LC engineering services. The review
was initiated in part by concerns identified in an LC 10 CFR
Part 21 report dated October 20, 1989 (discussed in Section 3.1.6
of this report). Particular emphasis was placed on the design
review process and post-design verification of calculations or
engineering data sheets. The inspectors selected a sample of
purchase orders requesting LC to verify actuator performance.
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The Nuclear Support GrJup performed the following steps for each
purchase order:

Obtain the necessary Limitorque master files and the original
'

)*

bill of material or manufacturing form.
1

Review existing sizing and component assignment.*

Evaluate the originally supplied torque switch setting,*

torque, thrust, output rpm and reduced voltage charac-
teristics.

Confirm that the above calculated results fall within the*
supplied spring pack curves requested by the licensee.
Confirm thrust and torque values against licensee*
requirements (original and new).

Where reduced or elevated voltage requirements exist, confirm*
the data by performing new calculations.

Compare the as-built supply data with the requirements of the*

current customer purchase order. If the supplied actuator
fails to meet the new performance characteristics, the
discrepancies shall be clearly noted. Each noted performance

characteristic shall be evaluated and a recommendation for
modification to meet new performance requirements made and
documented.

The maximum pullout torque is the calculated nominal output
torque developed by the actuator at 80 percent of the motor rated
voltage. It is needed to provide the actuator torque switch
settings. Once obtained, recommended and maximum torque switch
settings were recorded on the data sheet. The maximum setting of
the torque switch was determined by the lowest of the following
three limitations: output of the motor at a given reduced
voltage, spring pack maximum deflection, and maximum gear rating.

The inspectors reviewed data sheets for several purchase orders
to determine the accuracy of the information provided and
compliance with requirements of, QCP-33, " Actuator Performance
Data Verification Procedure," which was one of the implementing
procedures to meet the requirements of Criterion III, " Design
Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Engineering services
had been performed as required and resultant data sheets
accurately depicted equipment information and calculated values.
Data sheets were consistent in the identification of
discrepancies in performance characteristics and gave clear
warning when calculations determined that an actuator may not be
capabic of meeting required valve torque. Each of the packages
contained a statement emphasizing that final calculations were
based on original bill of materials information and did not
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reflect any changes made following shipment from LC. This
statement is considered critical to any interpretation of
calculated performance characteristics because licensee-initiated
changes to_ items such as motors, torque springs, worn shaft
gears, and motor pinions, may dramatically affect actuator
performance and these calculations.

QCP-33, Section 33.D, requires that an independent reviewer
perform an evaluation of the engineering process by performing
spot checks of both retrieved and calculated data. The procedure
states: "The independent reviewer shall indicate which items
have been verified by initialing and dating next to the item
verified." Contrary to this requirement, the valvo data sheets
for LC Order Numbers 176501 to Texas Utilities, 166750 to Virgi-
nia Power, and 174092 to Florida Power and Light contained only
limited reference to the initials and dating required by the
implementing procedure and, where present, did not indicate which
aspects of the calculation had been verified (see Nonconformance
99900100/91-01-01).

In response to this deficiency, the LC quality assurance
department issued a nonconformance response on June 6, 1991,
stating that the root cause of the deficiency was improper
implementation of the procedure by the Nuclear Support Group. To
prevent recurrence of this deficiency, the quality assurance
Manager conducted and documented a special training session with
the three individuals of the Nuclear-Support Group. The trainingsession emphasized the review process for valve data sheets.
These actions are adequate to close Nonconformance 99900100/
91-01-01.

Actuator sizing data sheets for Texas Utilities and Florida Power
and Light indicated that inappropriate data may have been
transmitted to the utility. Multiple actuators were detailed in
a single data sheet under LC Order Numbers 3A2956B, 3B9375B,
3G0861A, 3A3122E, and 3C6720G. Each of these actuators had beenoriginally ~ subjected to thrust testing. Consequently, each
actuator should have been assigned a unique data sheet detailing
the serial number and_ appropriate thrust values. Additionally,
the recommended torquo switch setting on the data sheet.did not
match the as-shipped setting specified on the original
Westinghouse data sheet. Finally, torque instead of thrust
values were provided for the thrust at torque switch trip point.
In response to this issue, LC issued a memorandum detailing these
concerns and instructing the engineering department to:

Review all previously transmitted data packages for similar*

occurrences. If found, advise the customer-that this data is
incorrect and will be revised and retransmitted.
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Conduct a training session to ensure that responsible parties*
understand this methodology and that future data transmit-
tals_are processed accordingly.

The_ inspectors believe that a detailed independent review of this
package would have identified these data deficiencies. In
connection with the previously described issue involving
independent review, it would appear that a more detailed approach
to design review may be merited. However, the data deficiencies
identified in this package appeared limited to a unique class of
actuators originally thrust tested by Westinghouse and thus
represented design considerations not common to the standard
actuator sizing validation effort.

'

3.3 DEDICATION PROGRAM

LC defined dedication as "the process by which a commercial-
grade item is inspected and or tested to assure compliance with
an item's engineered design requirements necessary to assure its
function." With the exception of some safety-related actuator
motors and control wire, everything that LC sells as safety-
related was purchased as a commercial-grade item and dedicated by
LC. This section provides an overview of LC's part classifica-
tion philosophy and dedication process as well as some examples
of actual dedications reviewed during the inspection.

LC analyzed all of the parts that make up the actuators that it
sells for safety-related applications and classified them as
either critical or noncritical. These parts are cataloged in
engineering document ECC-0001, " Safety Related Actuator Critical
Components Evaluation and Listing." LC's analysis determined
whether each part was critical by assuming that a critical part
is one that is required to function either actively or in a
changed state to ensure that the operator can remain in position,
disengage from emergency hand operation, reposition under motor
power to either a fully opened or closed position, or perform
cycling operation within the designed motor and actuator duty
cycle. In addition, a critical part is defined as one that
receives a stress approaching design or material limitations
during the completion of a safety function, or one that_could
reasonably result in actuator failure if it failed to function or
one that is essential for motor operation or to shift into motor
operation.

All products sold by LC were treated identically until after the
final inspection was complete and the purchaser was known. If

products were sold as safety-related parts additional inspections
were done to verify that the parts were acceptable. No audits
were done on any commercial-grade suppliers; therefore, LC relied

| totally on receipt inspection and testing to dedicate the items.
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The dedication process relied heavily on the normal receipt, in-
process, and final _ inspections. Receipt inspection was the first
step in the process and was governed by QCP-3, " Receipt
Inspection procedure." The inspection of items was divided into
three categories:- raw material, semi-finished, and finished
material. Raw material was defined as " material used in the
fabrication of a product, such as forgings, castings, bar stock,
tubing, etc." Semi-finished material was defined as " items
received in the partially completed condition and do require
additional processing." Finally, finished material was defined
as " items received in the completed condition and do not require
additional processing."

All materials were inspected in accordance with a sample plan
that was based on MIL-STD-105D and instructed the inspector as
to how many pieces need to be incpected. QCP s provides general
guidance on how the inspection should be performed, including
what attributes should be checked and what data needs to be
recorded. The attributes to be checked may include material
verification, geometric verification of dimensions, hardness,
and functional testing. In addition, the majority of the items
making up an actuator that could be used in a safety-related
application were covered by their own inspection plan. These
inspection plans provided more detailed instructions on what to
check for each item and use the same sample plan as QCP-3.

Because no audits were performed on commercial-grade suppliers,
LC had no basis for accepting certification from the supplier
regarding homogeneity of lots or heats of material. Lc verified
material certifications from suppliers by testing samples on a
varying basis, depending mostly on the capability of its test
equipment. For example, some alloy steel bar stock was tested on
a once-per-heat basis while other bar stock that cannot be tested
in house was tested on a once-per-year-per-supplier basis.
Safety-related fasteners are checked for material on a once-per-
year-per-supplier basis, configuration (making sure that the part
looks like the right part), 'and the nu.aber of threads per inch,
Greases used in' safety-related actuators were only tested on a
once-per-year per-supplier basis. The only checks performed on
bearings during inspections were dimensional configuration and
part number (see Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-02).

Once an item was receipt-inspected, it was placed in stock until
it was needed to fill a work order. In the case of raw or semi-
finished material, the items were run through the machining
processes required by the work order. The parts being
manufactured were kept together and were always accompanied by
the work order. In-process, visual and dimensional, inspections
were performed after each department in the manufacturing process
was finished with the parts. The sample plan for these-

inspections calls for the inspection of five pieces or 10 percent
of-the order, which ever was greater.
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Completed parts wure sent u. T final inspection station for a
last check to veJify that t-r1 had been machined properly and
that all of the in-process inspections were performed and
documented properly. The final inspection was governed by QCP-35
" Final inspection," and again the sample plan was based on ;

MIL-STD-105D. After final inspection, the parts were placed in
a storage area until needed.

When an order was received for a safety-related replacement part ;

or complete actuator, the parts were pulled from the storage'

area, given a special routing sheet, and brought to tho nuclear
inspection station, where the dedication process was completed
and the items were designated as suitable for use in safety-
related applicacions. The final dedication process was governed
by QCP-38, " Inspection of Safety Related Huclear Service Units
and Parts Orders," and three inspection plans (IPs): IP 38 for
geared-limit switch assemblics, IP 39 for torque switch
assemblies, and IP 104 for miscellaneous parts and hardware.

During a tour of the nuclear inspection station, a quality
control innpoctor was verifying Belleville vasher thickness in
accordance with QCP-38, Revision 0, Step D.3.6. The inspectors i

questioned why the thickness tolerance the gaality control
inspector was using was different from that reflected on LC
Drawing No. 60-600-0070-1, "Belleville Spring," Revision A. The ,

inspectors were told thct the quality control inspector should
have been using Revision B of the drawing which reficcts the
currently used tolerances (see Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-
03). In response to this deficiency, the LC quality assurance
department issued a nonconformanco response on June 6, 1991,

stating that the toot cause of the deficiency was twofold.
First, the procedure lacked adequate direction to the quality
control inspector, and second, the quality control inspector was
unaware that the proper drawing revision could bc verified on a
main frame terminal that was availabic in the inspection area.
In order to prevent recurrence of this deficiency, LC issued an
immediste revision notice to define responsibility for ensuring
the latest revision of the drawing was being used in quality
verification activities. In addition, quality control personnel
received training on the revised procedures and how to accese the
current revision of a drawing using LC's computer system. These
actions were aufficient to close Nonconformance 99900100/
91-01-03.

LC did not have a separate document-listing critical charactor-
1stics for commercial-grade parts that were to be dedicated.
QCP-38 and the associated IPs did, however, contain specific,

inspections and tests to be performed on 100 percent of the parts
that were dedicated to verify what LC considers to be critical
attributes. For a comp 16te actuator assembly these tests would
include the followingt using dye penetrant to inspect the worm;
verifying that viton seals, 0-rings, quad rings, and-gaskets had

18'
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not exceeded their shelf life; checking the thickness of
Delieville springs; measuring the run-out datum of the rotor *
hirdness testing of the worm, worm shaft gear, motor pinion, '

clutch, clutch sleeve, motor pinion key, and intermadiate gear *

key; checking proper staking of worm locknut and bearing
,

cartridge locknut; visually inspecting motor; checking
acceptability of worm and worm gear contact; and inspecting
geared limit and torque switches per the applicable inspection
plan. Insnection of individual part orders followed basically '.

the same tests as specified for a complete unit, where
applicable, although many parts received only a cursory visual
inspection.

3.3.2 Dedication of Worm GsAI '

The worre, gear, P/N P60-410-0098-3, for an SMB-2 actuator was
machined from a worm gear blank casting that was supplied by
Wisconsin Centrifugal, Inc. A sample of the castings supplied by

'.

Wisconsin Centrifugal was tested for physical and chemical
properties on an annual basis, therefore, no testing was done on
any of the blanks in this lot (see Nonconformance 91-01-02). The
receipt inspection was conducted in accordance with IP 56 and
consisted of checking specified dimensions, vasually checking for
porosity and finish, and checking the cortified material test
report sont with the castings. Tf these worm gears were to be
sold as safety-related parts, the next step of the process would ,

be the nuclear inspection station. In accordance with QCP-38,
100 percent of the worm gears would have been visually inspected
to ensure that they were properly tagged, cleaned, and deburred.

3.3.3 Dedication of Worm Shaft Clutch GqAr.

Each part listed on the bill of materials for the vorm shaft
cluzch gear assembly for an SMB-2 actuator was reviewed by LC's
quality engineer and_ chief engineer for part function, part
failure modo, effect (consequence) of failure on actuator
function, actuator function affected, and part classification to
determine if the part was critical or noncritical. All of the
above-information was translated to a critical and noncritical
justification -;.eet. The evaluation cover sheet for eact.

,

critical and noncritical sheet for the worm shaft clutch gear
assembly was approved by applicable personnel.

The inspectors reviewed four critical parts of the worm shaft
clutch gear assembly to determine what critical attributes were
invoked in special inspection plans by LC quality assurance
personnel. LC quality assurance-personnel-developed Special
Inspection Plan 023, Revision 4, dated May 7, 1991, for bar
stock, tubing, and plate material. Receipt inspection used
special inspection plans that identified the critical attributes
to be verified and acceptance criteria associated with each
attribute. Chemical composition for the material of three of the
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four critical parts were verified once per heat por shipment
using spectrographic analysis and the other critical part was
verified once per calendar year per supplier by laboratory
analysis. LC did not maintain traceability by heat number;
therefore, the inspectors were concerned that some materials were
only sampled for verification once-per-calendar-year-per-supplier

,

I (see Nonconformance 99900100/91-01-02). The vendor material
certification showed that LC verified the validity of the
material certification by spectrographic analysis and that the
test results were approved by applicable personnel. In addition,
hardness was inspected in accordance with QCP-38, " Inspection of

; Safety-Related Nuclear Service Unit's and Parts Orders," Revision
0, dated December 5, 1990. Hardness acceptance criteria was on
the applicable drawit. 9 for the worm shaft clutch gear. Hardness
measurements were perfsrmed with appropriate equipment and
recorded on Inspection Sheet Form L-613 for the worm shaft clutch
gear.

3.4 PROCUREMENT OF PEERLESS-WINSHITH DC MOTORS

LC Purchase Order 28393, dated May 1, 1991, to Peerless-Winsmith
for the purchase of SMB-2 motors was reviewed by the inspectors.
LC invoked Peerless-Winsmith's Quality control Procedure; LC
specification Electrical Quality control Document-1, Revision H;
specifications for DC Containment Chamber Motor, Drawing No.
21-497-0014-1, RcVision G; and 10 CFR Part 21. These documents
provided technical and quality requirements such as: Peerless-
Winsmith's Quality Assurance Program, insulation type, equipment
qualification, and electrical performance.

LC quality assurance personnel had audited Peerless-Winsmith
recently and found its quality assurance program inadequate to
provide safety-related parts. The LC auditors specifically noted
deficiencies in Peerless-Winsmith's design control measures,
measuring and test equipment controls, and material testing
program.

On the_ basis of its last audit of Peerless-Winsmith, LC has
incorporated measures to vcVify materials for the critical parts
and assemblics used in manufacturing its motors. During the
aud.t, LC and Peerless-Winsmith performed a component review to
establish the criticality of components within the motor. This
review was documented on a critical and noncritical component
justification sheet. LC selected a sample of critical parts from
the Peerless-Winsmith stockroom and furnished the parts to an LC-
approved laboratory for material analysis. LC was establishing a
baseline for the parts and planned to pass the requirement of
certifying materials te Peerless-Winsmith on future orders.
Peerless-Winsmith was responsibic for the performance of the DC >

motors and LC is responsible for the dedication of critical
materials used-within the motors. In addition, during receipt
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inspection LC quality assurance personnel reviewed motor test
data submitted by Peerless-Winsmith with each motor order.

These additional checks on the material used by Peerless-Wins.nith
to manufacture LC motors were not reficcted in any quality
assurance procedures or instructions. In fact, LC had rated
Peerless-Winsmith higher on its approved vendors 11st (AVL) than
its other motor supplier who does have an LC-approved quality
assurance progrem. LC explained that the AVL ratings were based
on the rejection rate of parts during roccipt inspection. LC
further exp'eirad that everyone who dealt with Peerless-Winsmith
understood t";O t ituation. LC believed the audit report was
sufficient to' document its dedication process. The inspectors
did not agree that an audit report was an acceptable method to
control the dedication of the motors becruse an audit report was
not an official quality assurance procar' t e, instruction, or
drawing but rather a supporting docuo= In addition, the audit..

report provides no guidance on what materials from Peerless-
Winsmith should be tested, how often they should be tested, or
where they should be tested (see Nonconformance 99900100/
91-01-04). However, during the inspection, LC presented a formal
response to the nonconformance and committed to create a
procedure for the d?dication of Peoricss-Winsmith motors.

3.5 EXIT INTERVIEWS

On June 7, 1991, the inspection team conducted an exit interview
with the persons indicated in the list below.

4 UJtSONS CQ111 ACED

* T. S. Mignogna President, Limitorque Corporation
* R. J. Kornsey Executive Vice President
+ R. Tyre Vice President, Manufacturing
* I. E. Wilkinson Vice President, Engineering
+ W. J. Miluszusky Quality Control Manager
+* P. G. McQuillan Nuclear Project Manager
4* R. D. Segen Quality Assurance Manager

R. M. Bailey Sales Support Manager
R. G. Pence Assistant Chief Engineer

+ F. J. Napoli Quality Assurance Engineer
M. B. Bailey Nuclear Support Group

Attended entrance meeting on June 3, 1991+

Attended exit meeting on June 7, 1991*
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. . , October 10. 1991
....*

Docket No. 99900094

Mr. Jerry T. Bashe, General Manager
and Vice President

Hasonellan North American Operations
Dresser Valve and Controls Division
Dresser Industries, Incorporated
85 Bodwell Street
Avon, Massachusetts 02322

Dear Mr. Bashe

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99900004/91-01)

This letter addresses the inspection of your facilities at Avon
and Canton, Massachusetts, led by Mr. J. J. Petrosino of my staff
on June 3-7, 1991, and the discussions of his findings with Mr.
W. T. Allen III, and other members of your staff at the
conclusion of the inspection.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff conducted the
inspection to review a matter identified by the Wolf Creek
Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCHOC) in a report of August 29,
1989, that was submitted in accordance with Part 21 of Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 21). The WCNOC
report questioned the validity of Masonellan-Dresser Industries
(MD) certificates of conformance (CoC) that accompanied
safety-related valve parts. The enclosed report discusses the
areas examined during this inspection and our findings. This
inspection consisted of an examination of procedures and
representative records, interviews with personnel, and
observations by the NRC inspection team.

During this inspection, it was found that the implementation of
your quality assurance (CA) program failed to meet certain NRC
requirements. The most significant inspection finding was that
MD failed to adopt appropriate procedures to implement the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. As a result, MD neither
evaluated nor informed its customers in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 21 regarding multiple deviations that it had recognized in'

May of 1989 regarding its CoCs. MD had supplied these Cocs with
non-pressure boundary nuclear valve parts and accessories. Prior
to May 1989, MD had typically supplied valve parts and
accessories with Cocs which indicated that parts and accessories
were controlled in accordance with Appendix B to 10 CPR Part 50

78
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Mr. Jerry T. Bashe ~2-

and 10 CFR Part 21. However, MD did not control the parts and
accessories under an Appendix B QA program ared did not consider
10 CFR Part 21 in its activities. Therefore, during the
inspection your staff comrsitted to develop and issue a letter to

|
your customers informing them of the deviations in accordance

|with 10 CFR Part 21. '

Novever, on August 12, 1991, your staff informed the NRC team
leader that Dresser Industries (DI) legal staff advised MD to not
inform the NRC licensees of the deviation until after DI staff
received and reviewed this inspection report. In the opinion of
NRC staff this constitutes an additional failure to comply with
your 10 CFR Part 21 responsibilities in a timely manner,
especially after your June 7, 1991 commitment to the NRC
inspection team, to expeditiously inf orm your customers.
Consequently, this matter will be reviewed further by NRC staff.
We do, however, understand that MD uid inform its customers on '

,

October 7, 1991.
|

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed Notice of Violation
(Notice) when preparing year response. In your response, you
should document the specific actions taken and any additional,

actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your
response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions and the results of future inspections, the NRC will
determine whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to
ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

The response requested by this letter is not subject to the
clearance procedures of the office of Management and Budget as
required by the paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law
No. 96-511. In accordance with 10 CFR pard 2.790 of the NRC
regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection
report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

If you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sin rely

,f [n ' ,.( r- LC{gs.

Leif J. orbolm Chief
Vendor Inspbetion Brarch
Division of Ecactor Inspection
and Safeguards

office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
i

| Notice of Violation
Incpection Report No. 99900094/91-01'
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Masoncilan-Dresser Industries Docket No. 99900094
Avon, Massachusetts Report No. 91-01

During an inspection conducted at the Masonallan-Dresser
Industries (MD) facilities in Avon and Canton, Massachusetts on
June 3 to 7, 1991, the staff identified violations of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements. In accordance
with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991) to Part 2
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 2),
the violations are listed below

A. Section 21.22, " Notification of failure to comply or
existence of a defect," of 10 CFR Part 21 requires, in part,
that each individual or other entity subject to 10 CFR ,

Part 21 adopt procedures that appropriately provide for:
evaluuting deviations to procurement documents, or inform
applicable licensees or purchasers in order that the
licensee or purchaser msy cause deviations to be evaluated. ,

Contrary to the above, MD Procedure QAS 1.4, " Reporting
Requirements Concerning Defects and Honcompliance-10 CFR
Part 21," Revision 0, of March 1, 1990, was not adequate to
ensure that MD performed an evaluation or informed the
customer in accordance with 10 CFR Part 21 of all past MD
certificates of conformance (CoCs) which-expressed
certification of safety-related components even though the
components were commercial-grade. Examples of ambiguous
certifications for nuclear safety-related orders are as
follows: (91-01-01)

* MD CoC, of March 18, 1986 for 64 NAMCO limit switches
Model EA170-11100 for Kansas Gas and Electric (KG&E)
Company purchase order (PO) 512092, February 5, 1986.
The PO imposed Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
(Appendix B), 10 CFR Part 21 (Part 21) and an
architect-engineer (AE) equipment specification that
required qualification to certain portions of the
Institute of E1cetrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) Standards 323 and 344. The MD CoC stated
conformance to PO 512092 and the AE equipment
specification. However, the 64 limit switches were not
processed, supplied, or qualified to the PO
requirements.

-1-
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MD Coc, of June 12, 1986, for 24 MD air sets, Modela

74-202, for KG&E PO 512092. The PO inposed the same
requirements as above. Ilowever, this is an MD-
manufactr. red product, and was not controlled, supplied,
or qualified to the PO requirements, even though the MD
CoC included the statement: "Made in Accordance with
Dechtel Specification 10466-J-601A.. 10 CFR
Part 21.. 30 CFR Part 50 Appendix B."

* MD CoC, of April 30, 1987, for an electro-hydraulic
safety-related valve actuator, Part 976015-049 for How
York Power Authority, Fitzpatrick PO 86-2820,
August 13, 1986, imposed the requirements of Appendix D
to 10 CFR Part 50, 10 CFR Part 21, and ASME/ ANSI N45.2
QA program. However, this MD manufactured product was
not controlled or supplied in accordance with the PO
requirements, even though the MD Coc stated that the
component conformed to the PO requirements.

* MD CoC, of September 1, 1989, for a safety-related MD
valvo assembly, valve serial 35-35112, with MD Model
4612 valvo positioner and MD Model 77-4 air set, for
Northeast Utilities PO No. 912663, June 6, 1988. The
PO imposed the following: 10 CFR Part 21, safety-
related application, and the requirement to be equal to
or better than the original items. However, neither
the positioner nor the air set were controlled,
manufactured, or supplied in accordance with the PO
requirements.

MD CoC's, of June 9, 1928, tnd June 10- 1988, for*

safety-related MD Model 8012 3-C valve positioners for
Louisiaria Power and Light PO 17222 of March 26, 1988.
The PO imposed safety-related application, 10 CFR
Part 21 and the " equal to or better than original
items" clause. However, the positioner was not
controlled, manufactured, or supplied in accordance
with the PO requirements.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (L aplement VII) .
B. Section 21.6, " Posting requirements," of 10 CFR Part 21

requires, in part, that each individual or other entity
subject to 10 CFR Part 21 post "(1) the regulations in this
part, (2) Section 206 of the Energy Reorganination Act of
1974, and (3) procedures adopted pursuant to the regulations
in this part."

Contrary to the above, MD failed to post copies of Section
206 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 with its 10 CFR
Part 21 postings. (91-01-02)

:

-2-
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This is s Severity Level V violation (Supplement VII) .
In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Masonellan-'

Dressor is hereby required to submit a written statement er
explanation to the U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission, ATTH:
Document control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the
Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection
and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30
days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of

l

Violation. This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include the followi.,, for each of
the violations:
1. The reasons for the violation, or, if contested, the basis L

for disputing the violation,
2. The corrective steps that have, or will be taken, and the

results achieved,
3. The corrective steps that have, or will be taken, to avoid

further violation, and
4. The date when full compliance will be achieved.

Where good cause is shown, the staff will consider extending-the
rssponse time.

,

i

|

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
This 10th day of October 1991

|
!

~3-
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ORGANIZATION: Masoneilan North American Operations
Dresser Valve and controls Division
Dressor Industries, Incorporated
Avon, Massachusetts

REPORT NO. 99900u94/91-01

ORGANIZATIONAL Mr. John Kerr, QA Manager for Massachusetts
CONTACT (508) 941-5430

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY Manufactures and supplies valves, valve
ACTIVITY: parts, and supplies material that conforms to

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASMC), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
(Code) Section III. Masonellan-Dresser is a
current holder of the ASME Code N stamp and
NPT stamp certificates.

INSPECTION
CONDUCTED: June 3 to 7, 1991

LEAD INSPECTOR:
Joseph J. Pctrosino, Team Leader Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1 (RIS-1)
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

OTHER INSPECTORS: K. Sullivan, Brookhaven National Laboratory
T. Tink 1, BY khaven National Laboratory

APPROVED BY: Add, t/h M $ *2.M|
Uldio Potapovs, Si etion Chief, Date
RIS-1, VIB, Division of Reactor
Inspection and Safeguards

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review the circumstances surrounding an
August 29, 1989, 10 CFR Part 21 report
submitted to the NRC from Wolf Creek Nuclear
Operating Corporation regarding lack of
oLjective evidence to support Masonellan-
Dresser certificates of compliance received
with safety-related components.

PLANTS AFFECTED: Multiple

-1-
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1 SUMMARY

1.1 Yiq1ations

1,1.1 Contrary to Scction 21.21, " Notification of failure to
comply or existence of a defect," of 10 CFR Part 21, Masoncilan- ,

Drosser (MD) failed to adopt procedures that were appropriato to
provide for evaluating deviations or informing the licensco or
purchaser of the deviation in order that the licensee or
purchaser could cause the deviation to be evaluated. The
inspectors identified several exampics of MD's past practicca of
issuing certificates of compliance (CoC) (before May 1989) that
were am iguously written anJ could be interpreted as providing*-

safety-related basic components, when in fact the Coc's
accompanied commercial-grade components, for examples (91-01-01)

* March 18, 1986, MD CoC to Kansas Gas and Electric
Company (KG&E) for 64 NAMCO limit switches, Model
EA-170-11100, KG&E PO 512092.

e June 12, 1986, MD CoC to KG&E for 24 MD Model 74-202
air acts, KG&E PO 512092

April 20, 1987, MD CoC to New York Power Authoritye

(NYPA) for an MD clectro-hydraulic valvo actuator, Part
976015-049, NYPA PO 86-28020.

September 1, 1989, MD CoC to Northeast Utilitics (NU)*
for an MD Model 4612 valve positioner and MD
Model 77-14 air not, for NU PO 932663.

e June 9, 1988, and June 10, 1988, CoC to Louisiana Power
and Light (LP&L) for MD valve positioners Model
8012-3-C, for LP&L PO 17222.

1.1.2 Contrary to Section 21.6, " Posting requirement," of 10 CFR
Part 21, MD failed to include a copy of Section 206 of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, with its posted documents as
required. (91-01-02)

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 (Closod) Notice of Violation-Report 99900094/83-01

The 1983 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
report indicated that MD had failed to catablish procedures in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 21.21. The NRC inspector verified
that MD established MD Procedure 236-M-174 in 1983 to address the
provisions of 10 CFR Part 21. However, the procedure was not
adequate and resulted in identification of violation 91-01-01.

-2-
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2.2 (Closed) Notice of Nonconf m ance - ReDort 99900094fJ2-21
The 1983 inspection report indicaton that the NRC inspector found
that MD was implomonting-shop changes and revisions to its
production orders without rocoiving the approval of quality
assurance (QA) personnel or being presented to the authorized
nuclear inspector to establish hold points. The NRC inspector
revicwod the applicablo portions of the MD QA program manual, j
This manual addressos ASME and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
requirements. Tho manual was titled: "QA Manual for Valvo and
Valve Parts," Revision-1, Second Issue, dated April 15, 1990. MD
adopted a procedural-process control that appears to adequately
address this nonconformance.

2.3 (Closed) Notico-of Violation-Ronort 99900094/88-01
Violation 88-01-01 identiflod that MD Proceduro 236-M-174, '

Revision B, adopted to address the provisions of 10 CFR Part 21,
required individual HD omployees to notify their supervisors of
deviations or nonconformancos only after the individual employcos
determined a substantial safety hazard. The NRC inspector
reviewed the current MD 10 CFR Part 21 proceduro, Procedure
QAS 1.4, "Roporting Requirements Concerning Defects and
Noncompliance -110 CFR Part 21," Revision 0, and verified that
the proceduro satisfactorily resolved previous NRC concerna. |

However, during this inspection the inspector identified that
-Procedure QAS 1.4 did not catablish adequate requirements to
ensure that all deviations are either evaluated or passed on to

,

the licensco. Violation 91-01-01 addresses this concern.
2.4 (Closed) Notice of Nonconformanco-Report 99900094/88-01-

Nonconformance 88-01-02 identified two instancos in which HD was
not in full compliance-with critorion IV, "Procuromont Document
Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. In the first
instanco, MD failed to pass on to sub-tier manufacturers and i

suppliers the safety-related QA requirements that were imposed on
MD by the licensco Pos. In the second instanco MD ordered
material that it used on licensoo-specified safety-related
orders, from material suppliers that it had not audited and'
approved.

This nonconformance resulted from MD's practico of treating all
non-ASME Codo parts as commercial-grado (CG) components. The
ASME/ Appendix B-QA manual that.was in offect during the 1988 NRC
inspection stated that non-ASME Code. parts would be processed
under MD's commercial-grade QA-program. However, during this
inspection (1991), the NRC inspectors identified that the MD
cortificates of conformanco indicated that the non-ASME Codo CG
items either mot the requirements in the licensee's purchase
order (safety-related), or woro under a QA program in accordance

-3-
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a

!

,

with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Since this mattor was -

identified in Violation 91-01-01, Nonconformance 88-01-02 is
closed. See Section 3.5 for additional background and discussion j-

of this issue.
'

*

2.5 (Closed) Unresolved Item 88-01-02 ;

This unresolved iscuo identified that MD failed to correctly
implement its-ANSI N45.2 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 QA ;

'

program controls for parts.and components that are oxempt or
'

outside the scope of Section III of the ASME Code. Violation
91-01-02 substantiates that MD failed to correctly implomont ito
QA program; therefore, this issuo will be resolved by MD's
corrective actions to Violation 91-01-01.

,

2.6 (Closed). Unresolved Item 88-01-04

The_NRC inspectors expressed concern regarding the methodology by !
which MD sized its automatic valve actuators. The NRC questioned
the HD-actuator sizing methodology because of a problem
identified-by Fisher controls International, incorporated,
regarding valve stem friction force. The NRC addressed this i

issue in NRC Information Notico (IN) 88-94, "Potentially
'

Undersized Valvo Actuators." |

The NRC. inspectors discussed the matter during this inspection
and found that MD-has used two basic methods for sizing sliding
stem actuators. The NRC inspectors datormined that both methods
address the actuator loads required to overcome stem friction i
force. To verify-the two basic methods, the NRC inspectors
calculated the allowable seat differential pressuro for a number
of MD 21000 series valves. The NRC inspectors compared those
results to valves found in published MD valvo specification data

'

sheets and found the valves were in agrooment. The inspectors
concluded that the NRC stem friction force concern identified in
IN 88-94 does not appear to apply to the MD valvo assemblies.

!

3 INSPECTION TINDINGS AND OTilER COMMENTS

3.1 Entrance and Exit Meetinas

On June 3, 1991, the NRC inspectors _ discussed the scope of the ;

inspection with the MD QA manager for Massachusetts, and his
staff at the Avon, Massachusetts' facility. At the_ conclusion of - i

the entrance mooting, the NRC inspectors woro taken on a tour of
the'Avon facilities.- During the exit mooting at-the conclusion
of the inspection on June 7, 1991,-the NRC team loador summarized
his conclusions, findings, and. concerns. identified during the
inspection to the MD staff. At this meeting, MD senior
management representatives committed to the NRC team leador that
they would expeditiously gonorato a letter to inform NRC ,

-4-
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licensees of a deviation that had not been evalucted or passed on
to the licensees (see Violation 91-01-01),

3.2 1p_jlf d nt_21

3.2.1 Des 11gn 21. 6 : During this inspection the NRC inspectors
requested to be shown the actual posted documentation in the
posted location, as required. Section 21.6 of 10 CFR Part 21
(Part 21) requires that in addition to posting the procedures
adopted pursuant to Part 21, each licensce or supplier shall post
a copy of Fart 21 and Section 206 of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974. However, contrary to the requirement, MD had not
known its responsibility to pont Section 206; therefore, Section
206 was not posted with the Part 21 required posting. Violation
91-01-02 was identified in this area.

3.2.2 EnglinnJl m : Section 21.21 of 10 CFR Part 21 requires
in part that the entity establish procedures that will adequately
ensure that deviations to procurement documents are either
evaluated by the entity or that the deviation is passed up to the
purchaser or licensco so that they may cause it to be evaluated
in accordance with Part 21.

During this inspection, the NRC inspectors reviewed the licensee
Pos and associated documentation to evaluate the adequacy of the
MD activities which would substantiato its Coc's provided to
licensees with licensee-identified safety-related components. As
discussed in Section 3.3, the utaff identified that before May of
1989, MD provided commercial-grade components with CoCs
indicating that the order complied with unique requirements that
were specified in the licensee PO's, such as, 10 CFR Part 50.
For example, one MD CoC for KG&E PO 512092, cupplying 24 cafety-
related MD air regulators (air sets), Model 74-202 stated the
following:

We hereby certify that the material covered by our
reference P40157-900, has been inspected and conforms
to the quantities, sizes, materials, and specifications
shown on Kansan Gas & Electric Company PO No. 512092 and
to our specifications. 24 Part No. 972049-055-088, Air
Set, Model 74-202, 0-30 PSI. Made In Accordance With:
Bechtel Specification 10466-J-601A Revision 15, 10 CFR
Part 21, 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B.

During discussions with the inspectors, MD personnel identified
that in December 1988, MD started to question its methodology of
issuing Coca to licensees which indicated that a non-code
commercial-grado part was controlled in accordance with Appendix
B to 10 CFR Part 50, or indicated compliance with a safety-
related purchase order, when in fact it was not. Since MD did
not always document that the component was not controlled under
the provisions of the licensee's safety-related purchase order,

-5-
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:
! the applicablo licenseos could presume that the item was safety-

'

related, based on the accompanying Coc. The inspectors
identified several CoC examplos as delinoated in the notico of ;

violation. Violation 91-01-01 was identified'in this area. |
i

3.3 Wolf Creek 10 CPR Part 21 Report

On August 29, 1989, the Wolf Crook Nuclear Operating Corporation
(WCNOC) transmitted a 10 CFR Part 21 report to the NRC regarding
the validity of MD cortificates of conformanco it had roccived :

with safety-rolated NAMCO limit switches. The WCNOC roport '

stated that MD could not provido a basis for cortifying tho |
.conformance to WCHOC purchase order requirements for spare or
replacement electrical parts for nuclear safety-related control !

valves. The WCHOC report also stated the following that
although, during contract negotiations, Masonallan indicated the
switches woro commercial-grado items, MD cortified the switches
as qualified por IEEE.323 and 344. Furthermore, this,

cortification was to the purchaco orders, whicn also invoked
10 CFR Part 50 Appeedix B,.and 10 CPR Part 21. WCHOC also stated

! that, based on the results o. a review it had performed, it had '

datormined that past Maconcilan certification of NAMCO Model
EA170-11100 limit switches supplied as sparcs were in error. ;

During their review, the NRC inspectors dotorminod that during
construction phase at Wolf Crook, soveral control valves were ;

procured by Dochtel Power Corporation (Bochtol) from MD for use
in safoty-related systems at Wolf Crock. These valvos woro
ordered as complete assemblics in accordance with Bechtel PO
10466-SPJ-601A-1. The Bochtel PO imposed Bechtel Specification :
No. 10466-J-601A, " Design Specification for Nuclear Servico *

Control Valvos for the Standardized-Nuclear Power Plant Systomo
,

(SNUPPS)," Revision 15. The NRC. inspectors identified that tho |

PO documentation and specification imposed the-following upon.MD:-

10 CFR Part 21, 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, and.cnvironmental and'

seismic qualification of Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engincors (IEEE) Standards 323 and 344. To comply with the

.

Bochtel PO, MD tested its subject valvo actuator and valve '

accessories, as shown in CYGNA Report 81041-RM002, " Seismic and
'

Environmental Qualification Tout Report For Masoncilan No. 11
'

Reverso Actuator and Accessories for Bechtel' Power Corporation PO
No. 10466-SPJ-601A-1,-Specification No. 10466-J-601A,"
Bovision C, dated April 9, 1982. In the tost report, CYGNA -

concluded that, "the test program demonstrates that the
environmental and soismic qualification requiroments of Dochtel
Specification 1046'-J-6017 have boon mot." The NRC inspection
team reviewed the CYGNA tout report and-did not-identify any
anomalios related to the environmental qualification testing that
would refuto this statement. .The inspectors-noted that a
commercial-grade'NAMCO limit switch, Model EA170-11100, was one
of the accessories tosted. ;

o r
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After Bechtel procured tho valvos ao discussed heroin, WCNOC
ordered additional aparo and/or replacement valvo accessory
components for use in safoty-related applications. MD provided ~

,

those components along with cortificates of conformance to the
now PO requirements. The inspection team identified and
ovaluated the following example of such a procuromont. KG&E
PO 512092, dated February 5, 1986 procured several safety-related !valve accessories, including the following: 64 NAMCO limit i
switches, Model EA 170-11100, MD Part 971961-005-888; and 24 MD
air sets, Model 75-202, MD Part 972049-55-888. In addition to
invoking 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and 10 CFR Part 21, this KG&E 1

PO also included the following clarification clauses related to
its technical and QA requiremonta

3.3.1 Technical Reauirements

(1) The itomo speciflod in this purchase order shall bo .

supplied in strict accordance with the technical
requirements of Dochtel Specification No. 10466-
J-601A, Revision 15, that are applicable to the
itoma supplied under this purchase order.

(2) The Atoms ordered heroin shall be reviewed to ensure
that there han_ boon no change in materials, *

manufacturing proconsos, fit, or functional
proportion from those originally supplied under
Bochtol Specification No. 10466-J-601A.

(3) If changes have occurrod, the supplier shall provido
a writton description of the chango and certify in
the Cortificato of- Conformance that -the itomo
provided are equal to or bottor than those
originally supplied. The supplior shall also
cortify.that the change does not affect tho original
; qualification of the item nor does the change
- precludo the item from performing its original
design function.

(4) If the replacement materials or parts cannot be
cortified to moot the above requirements, the
supplier shall document the deviation in writing to
Kansas Gas and Electric Company.

3.3.2 Ouality Assurance Roauirements-

;

(1) The supplier shall implement a quality. program in
accordance with tho applicable requirements of
Appendix _B'to 10 CFR Part 50.

(2) The supplier is responsible for assuring that all
procuromont documento issued to suppliera contain
or reference applicable requiromunto, material

-7-
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I
'

!specifications, tests or inspections necessary for
the sub-tier supplier to fulfill the requirements !

of this purchase order. |
,

(3) The supplier shall comply with the reporting

; requirements of 10 CPR Part 21 as applicable.

The NRC inspectors determined that MD had supplied the requested
NAMCO limit switches and MD air sets to KG&E along with CoCs, of
March 18, 1986 and June 12, 1986 respectively. The NRC '

inspectors reviewed the March 18 CoC for the NAMCO limit switches
and found that the coC expressed conformanco to KG&E PO 512092.
The June 12 CoC for the air sots expressed that the air sets woro
HMado In Accordance With Bochtel Specification 10466-J-601A, i

Revision 15, 10 CFR Part'21, 10 CPR part 50 Appendix B."
However, the NRC inspectors received no adequate objectivo
evidence to substantiato any of the KG&E PO requiromonts of any
of the MD CoC statomonts. The inspection team characterized
these problems as deviations to the KG&E procuromont documents :

and identified then as Violation 91-01-01 above.
t

3. 4 - Valvo Accessory Parts
,

cortain valvo accessory compononts, such as the MD manufactured'

air sets, are produced by MD under a CG QA program using CG sub-
parts. The KG&E PO requirements discussed in Section 3.3 above ;

require several controls, such as ensuring that replacement parts
are identica1'to-those originally qualified. In response to this
NRC concern, MD provided the inspectors with a documented
evaluation of all design rovisions performed on MD air set
Model 74-209. MD' transmitted this ovaluation of August 3, 1989,
by an MD internal memorandum. The inspection team reviewed this
report and found the following statomont:!

Careful consideration has boon taken to datormine whether
those changes. would affect the qualification of this
regulator. Due to the fact that there was no material
chango (base material) or structural chango, I fool that

'

those revisions did not affect the regulator's
qualification.

MD revisions performed on the air set assembly may not have
affected the critical characteristics of the original design.

'

However, this evaluation did not provide sufficient detail for
the inspection team to establish assurance that the materials or
quality of thu-numerous sub-assemblics have not changed. MD
procures these subparts from subtior vendors as commercial-grade
: items . - Thoroforo, MD's design controls were not sufficient to
ensure that the air sot rogulatorn supplied to Wolf Crook under
PO 512092 woro liko-for-like replacements for those components
originally qualified under-the Bechtel Po discussed in
Section 3.3.

-8-
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3.5 Notice of yongsnfpInance 88-01-02

Honconformanco 88-01-02 in NRC Inspection Report 99900094/88-01
|identitled MD's failure to process licensoo-identified safety-;

'

related non-ASMC Codo parts in accordanco with its safety-related |

,

QA program controls that would moet Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 ;
requirements. ASME parts do not include any valvo assembly parts
other than valvo body, valvo bonnet, plug / disc, and body to :

bonnet bolting. MD's ASME Codo QA Manual (ASME-QAM) stated that ;all non-ASME Codo parts would bo processed under commercial grado ;
component controls. However, as discussed in this section, tho ;'

inspection team reviewed tno MD cortificatos of conformance and ;
the licensoo's purchase order requirements, specifications, and. '

MD shipping invoices and found that the components woro processed
as commercial-grado components even though the MD Coc's indicated 4

that the components woro processed as safety-related.
'

En its'ictter of February 27, 1990, addressing Nonconformance
88-01-02,_ MD stated the followings

i

For Codo and'non-Codo-safety-related material, (defined
by Masonellan as the body, bonnet, plug, and body to
bonnot bolting), Masoncilan accepts the requirements of
10 CFR part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. All
other parts of the valvo are commercial-grado, (asdefined in 10 CFR Part 21; Section 21.3) and Masoncilan
takes exception to the 10 CFR requirements. This'

exception by Masonellan is taken during the quotation
stage and must be a part of our. customers purchaso order,
beforo Hasonollan will process the material,

iDuring the 1991 inspection the NRC inspectors identified that MD
Cc0 before May 1989, would typically indicate that the MD non-
ASME-Code _ supplied-parts mot the-requirements of a licensoo's
safety-related Po, even though they were not controlled under an
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 program.- Consequently, before May ,

1989, MD supplied parts to NRC-licensed facilitics that would
appear to have been supplied and controlled as safety-related *

parts, when actually they woro not. Thoroforo, MD has committed
to inform all applicable purchasors in accordance to 10 CFR
Part 21. On the basis that licenscos will be informed of this
matter, and that MD has established additional internal controls
and policios to prevent recurrence, Nonconformance 88-01-02 is
closed. Violation 91-01-01-was identified in this area.

3.6- M higuous Cortificat12D_ Documentation for Saf_ qty-RedalpA
91ARD1

While reviewing licencoes'-documentation packages, the inspection
team observed that on some past safety-related orders, MD had

-9-
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provided one or more items as commercial-grado, while
certification documentation provided for the entire order
indicated safety-related. The inspectors believed that this
concern could be serious because nuclear licenscos receiving the
material may have installed commercial-grade items of
indotorminato quality in safety-related applications baued solely
on the safety-related documentation that MD provided for the
ordor. The inspection team also expressed concern that normal
nuclear plant audits and inspections conducted by licenscos or
the NRC would probably not identify a concern with theuw items
because of the safety-related certification provided by MD. The
following are examples of licensecs' safety-related orders to MD
supplied with safety-related cortification that contained one or
more commercial-grado items

i

a. New York Power Authority (ritzpatrick) Po 86-2820 of
August 13, 1986 ordered a temperature control valve and
actuator assembly (Serial H56236-129-1). This order was
safety-related and invoked 10 CTR Part 50, Appendix B, ANSI
N45.2, and 10 CFR Part 21.

F

(1) MD CoC dated April 30, 1987, for PO 86-2820 certified
conformance to specifications cited in the PO.

(2) The electro-hydraulic actuator (Drawing 976015-049-A,
Revision B) provided on the order was part number (P/N)
976015-049. The MD part number indicates that MD
supplied and controlled the item as commercial-grado.

b. Northeast Utilities PO 912663 of June 7, 1988, ordered a
replacement assembly consisting of the following:

Valve, Sorial 35-35112*

* Model 4612 Positioner
* Model 77-4 Air Set

The order was safety-related and invoked 10 CFR Part 21 and
the MD Near-Nuclear QA Program and required the items to be
equal to or botter than the original Atoms.

(1) MD CoC of September 1, 1989, for PO 912663 certified
that the items supplied to the purchase order
requirements were equal to or better than the original
items.

(2) Both the 4612 positioner and the 77-4 air set are
commercial-grado items manufactured by MD.

c. Louisiana Power and Light Po-17222 of March 26, 1988,
ordered a 8012-3-C electropneumatic positioner. The order
was safety-related and invoked 10 CPR Part 21 and the

-10-
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;

requirement for the items to be equal to or bottor than the
original items.

(1) MD CoCs of June 9, 1908, and June 10, 1988, for
PO 17222 certified complianco to the purchase order and
stated that the items woro equal to or botter than the
original items.

(2) The original design was environmentally qualiflod. The
documentation did not provide the basis by which MD
datormined that the replacement item was identical to
the original item.

3.7 Masonellan Qua.lity AEpurance Progrann

MD maintains two QA manuals. The MD Valvo and Valvo Part QA
Manual is used for ASME Codo safoty-rolated orders and for Non-
code safety-related orders. The MD Commercial QA Manual is used
for commercial orders. MD personnel refer to the ASME Codo QA
program as the Nuclear Quality Assurance Program and the Non-
Codo QA program as the Noar-Nuclear Quality Assuranco Program.

3.7.1 Ong1Lty assurance manni noligv concernin9_EDf oty-relatrd
orders

The introduction to the Masonollan Quality Assuranco Manual,
Revision 1, Second Issue, of April 16, 1990, states the
following:

a. This manual describes the Quality Assuranco Program required
to assure comp 11anco with the ASME Doller and Prosaure
Vossel codo, Section III, Division 1. This program outlines
controls for the construction of valve and valvo parts in
accordance with ASME Section III of the ASME Code. Non-
Codo non-safety related natorials are produced and
controlled by the Commercial Quality Assuranco Program,

b. Non-Code safety related applications to the requirements of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B or ANSI /ASME HQA-1 are supplied
in accordance with this manual loss ASME Code specific items
as mutually agrood betwoon Masonellan and the customer.

3.7.2 Summary of discussions with Mp renres_entativos concerninq
nolicy for qcfotv-related orders

Durin; various discussions with the NRC inspection team, the MD
QA Program Manager and other MD representativos provided an
explanation of MD's past policy and practico concerning supplying
items in response to a licensco's safoty-related order. The
following is a summary of that explanation:

-11-
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a. MD stated its policy in the QA manual for its nuclear j
program. Safety-related orders for components or parts that j

aro designated safety-rolated by the ASME Codo (that is, '

pressure boundary parts such as body, bonnet, plug, and i
;

bonnot bolts) are procconed as safety-related in accordanco '

with the Masonallan Nuclear Quality Assuranco Program and
the Codo. The remaining parta of the assembly are proconned ,

in accordance with the Masonoilan commercial QA Program. ;

,

j b. On certain orders as agrood to with the customer, MD
'

processou some non-codo parts in accordance with the nuclear
quality assuranco program, except for itoma specified in tho -

Codo such as the authorized nuclear inspector (AN1) chocks."
r

Parts processed in this mannor includo valvo stems or seat ;

rings that may be designated safety-related by the customer. i.

MD stated that it has never considered parto of an assembly i

.

such as actuators, position indicators, or limit switches to r

be safety-related, even though they were supplied on a
'

"
,

safetyarelated purchase order.

c. The NRC team asked MD to explain how it justified supplying-
undedicated_ commercial-grado parts with safety-rolated
cortification in rerponse to customer purchase orders

.

invoking _10 CFR part 21 and nucioar safety-related quality
i standards such as 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The MD

~

,

manager stated MD believed this to be acceptable becauso, in'

accepting and certifying to 10 CFR Part 21, MD also accepted
and were entitled to uoo the commercial-grado exclusion ;

,

stated in 10 CFR Part 21.3(a-1) for the commercial-grado i

parts it provided on a cafety-related ordor. The entiro
explanation is their understanding that the provisions of !

10 CFR Part 21 did not apply for commercial-grado items
supplied on a safety-related ordor. MD balloved it did not ,

have to process those items under a safety-related QA
program.

'

d. The NRC team stated that an original valvo accombly design
or item design is often initjally qualified using a special
test program auch as thoco-found in many original -

procurcmont documents. Typically, if testing is required to
environmentally qualify a valvo assembly to IEEE 323 and/or
IEEE-344, commercial-grado items in the assembly are testod
to qualify the design of the assembly and the design of all
parts used in the assembly, including-the commercial-grado
parts that are now conditioned by the qualification testing.

,

Tho qualification. testing 13 then-_used as a basis, and
,

'possibly the only basis, for dedicating of the commercial-
grado parts for safety-related applications. These
qualified commercial parts ior the assembly are now
safety-related parts, not commercial-grado-parts. The MD OA
Panager acknowledged the NRC team's position ca th4s matter.

over, he indicated that this position differed from MD's'

,

-12-
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previous poultion that commercial parts tested in an ;,

assembly are still commercial parts. ,

c. The MD QA manager stated that following the December 1988
NRC inspection, MD recognized that its position regardinga

commercial-grado items on safety-related orders could load
f

to confusion. As a result, MD modified its policy for ,

nuclear licensee orders to ensure that either the customer
purchase ordor, the MD quotation, or the MD cortification
documentation clearly identified any items being supplied as

.

'

commercial-grade. The NRC team indicated that the safest
way to avoid confusion was to ensure that this clarification ;

was evident on the order's cortification documentation. The
MD QA manager stated that, MD will now only provide safety-
related cortification for the following type of itemst

(1) Manufactured as safety-related undar MD's nuclear
quality (Appendix B) program

(2) Procured as safety-related under MD's nuclear quality
(Appendix B)_ program

(3) Manufactured or procured commercial-grado and
subsequently upgraded to a safoty-related status using ,

;
an MD dedication program. The MD QA manager stated I

that MD-is developing this dedication program, i

To avoid future confusion on nuclear licensee orders for i

; commercial parts, MD began to includo an explicit statomont on
: commercial certificates of conformance that 10 CFR Part 21 and
! 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, do not apply. MD believes this will

ensure that all parties understand that the licensee is
responsible for any subsequent dedication of these commercial-
grade items for a safety-related application. Section 3.6
provides a detailed discussion of this matter.

'
4.0 PERSONNEL CONTACTED at MD:

Elm 2 Title

John Kord QA Manager-Massachusetts Operations
1111a comc4 Quality EngineerW'

Joseph 11 'tet no Quality Engincor.

J o e C h 2 2.1 i Applications Engineer
Frank Vulpr Applications Engineering Manager
Ernie Kraner Product Engineer
Brenda Fe';hoco Nuclear Order Administrator
W.T. Al len - II I Quality Manager-North American

operations
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*

$ t W A&HINGTON, D C 20tbt

$A %, f f
% '... / NOV 0 51931

Occket Nos. EO-245
50-330
50-423

hr. John F. Opel6
Executive Vice Pre'.ident - Nucleer
Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company
llortheast Huclear Energy Corrpany
Pest Offict Evx 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

Dear Mr. Opeka:

SUBJEcl: ASSE5Sf'ENT Of THE PPOCUREMEfiT AIT COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION
FROGLAf S AT THE !!!LLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, 011115 1, 2, AhD 3
REPORT N05. 50-245/91-201, 50-336/91-201, AND 50-423/91-201

Tbit letter transnits the report of the assessment performed June 3 through 7, <

1991, et the Northetst Nuclear Energy Compery's (NNECO's) Hillstone Nuclear
Po nr Stetion (MHTS), Units 1, 2, and 3, and at the Northeast Utilities Service
Compar.y's Berlin Of fice, by R.P. McIntyre, K.R. Heidu, B.H. Pogers, and L.L.
Carpbell of the U.S. huclear Regulatory Cormission's (MRC's) Vendor Inspection
Drench and D.L. Caphtori of liRC Region 1. At the conclusion of the assessment,
wc discussed our_findirgs with Stephen E. Scace, Director,flillstone Station,
end the inerbers of your staff identified in the Appendix to the enclosed
report.

The essessment was performed to review NNECO's prograrr. for the procurenent and
dedicatiori of correrciel-grade itets used in safety-related applications at
MHPS in accordance with Appendix 0 to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulatier,s (10 CFR Part 50) and to determine the extent of the
inplernentatior, of the Nucleer Managenct t and Resources Council (NUMARC)
iritiatives ir this area.

NNEC0 had raade a significant effort to strengthen its corroercial-grade
deoication program and its overall program description was generally consistent
with the dedication approachts described in Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) Repert lip-5052, " Guideline f or the Utilization of Corr.ercial Grade Iters
it, huclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG C7).'' However, the program
descriptien did net ccepletely cddress tbt' issues contained in NRC Generic
Letter 89 02, " Actions to Irprove the Detection of Counterfeit and
Fraudulently l crketed Prcducts," dated March 21, 1989, which specifies ccrtain
restrictions or conditions concerning the use of EPRI 11P-5652 dedication
riettods to achieve compliance with Appr. dix B to 10 CFR Part 50. k'i t h
appropriett modifications to 4.dc'ress this concern, tht progren, if properly
ir+1erented, stculo provide adequate control oser the cometrcial-grace
procurcrtnt prote:c. Specific strengths ar.d weaknesst! are discusteo in detail
't. itc entloscd retort.
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1Pr. John F. Opeka 2-
!

ilNECO had tr. ace good progress with resHct to its review and asstssment of the
comprehensive procurement initiative improvements suggested in NLHARC 90-13,
'huclear Procurement Program improvenents," dated October 1990. The initiative
calls for licensee review to be completed by July 1,1991, and implementation
actions to be completed by July 1,1992. Your progress in this area should
enable hkECO to neet these dates. ,

!
|

hhECO's implementation of the corrnercial grade dedication program was the nest
significant arta requiring increased attention. The assessment team idet.tified
sever 61 procedural weaknessts, as well as isnplementation weaknesses, concerning
the improper identification of appropriate design criteria, safety functions,
critict1 characteristics, and methods for verifying the critic 61 characteristics
as part of the dedication process. These dedication activities were perforced
by outsice contractors working for the HNPS Procurement Engineering Group.
Implementation weaknesses appeared to be the result of a lack of adequate
training to P,hP5 program requirenents, cornbined with a lack of applicable
technical background experience related to current industry procurement and
comercial-prade dedication practices.

In accordante with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosures '

will be placed in the .E Public Document Roon.

Althcugh no response to this report is recuired, we expect you to consider the
conceri.s raised herein and to tcie appropriate measures. Should you have any
questions concerning this assessment, M will be pleased to discuss them with
you. lh6nt you for your cooperation in this assessment process.

Sinc ere ly,

ni di.[nIW '71
,,

Steven A. Varga, Director
Division of Reactor Projects 1/:1
Office of Nuclear Reactor Pepulation

Enclosure: Au essment Report 50 245/91-201, 50-330/91-101
and 50-423/91-201

cc: See next ragc

-
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fir. John F. Opela Millstone Nuclear Pciter Station
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company Unit 1

,cc:

_G(reld Garfiele, Esquire R. M. Kacich, Manager
Oty, Berry and Howard Nuclear Licensing
Counselors at Law Northeast Utilities Service Company
City Place Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06103 3499 Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

W. D. Ronterp, Vice President D. O. Nordquist i

huclear Operations Director of Quality Services
Northeast Utilities Service Cotfany Northeast Utilities Service Company
Pcst Office Bcx 270 Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141 0270 Hartford, Connecticut 00141 0270

Levin McCarthy, Director Regional Administrator
Pediation Control Unit Region 1 ;

Department of Environmental Protection U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission f

State Offict Lu11 ding 470 Allendale Road
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Pradford S. Chase, Under Secretary first Selectmen
Energy Division Town of Waterford
Office of Policy and Management Hall of Records :

LC Washingten Street 200 boston Post Road ;
'

Hartfctd, Connecticut 06100 katerford, Connecticut 05386

S. E. Scace, Nucle 6r Statiot Director W. J. Rayrond, Resident inspector ,

M)ilstone Nuc1(ar Power Station Millstone Nuclear Power Station
hortheart Nuclear Energy Compary c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Con:.ission
Post Office 00x 125 Post Office Box 376
Waterford, Correcticut CC355 Waterford, Connecticut 06385 0376

H. F. haynes, Nuclear Unit Dir r. tor
Millstone Unit No. 1
Ncrtheast liuclear Energy Company
Post Office Ecx 128
Waterfcrd, Connecticut OCOL5

Nichoics S. Reynolds
Winston & Strawr
1400 L Street, im
Leshington, 0C 20005-3!02

|
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Mr. John F. Opeta Millstone Nuclear Power StationNortheast Nuc)(ar Energy Company Unit No. 2

cC.

Gerald Garfield, Esquire R. M. Katich, Manager
Dcy, Berry and Howard Nuclear Licensing
Counselors et Law Northeast Utilities Service CompanyCity r1 ace Post Office Box 270Hartford, Connecticut 06103 34% Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

W. D. Rombert,, Vice President D. O. Nordquist
Nuclear Operations Director of Quality Services
Northeast Utilitits service Conpany Northeast Utilities $ervice Conpany
Post Office Bcx 270 Post Office Box 270liartforc, Connecticut 00141 0270 Hartford, Connecticut 00141 0270

revin McCarthy, Directer Regional Adn.inistrator
Radiation Control Oritt Region !
Cepartraent cf Invironn. ental Protection U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrission
State Offitt Building 475 A11endalo Road
hartforo, Connecticut L0106 King of Prussia, Ftr.nsylvania 19406 t
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FXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Between June 3 and 7,1991, thc Nuclear Regulatory Comission's (NRC's) Verdor
inspection Branch conducted an assesstncnt of Northeast Nuclear Energy Company's
(NNECO) attivities related to the procurement and dedication of
commercial-grade itens (CGis) used in safety-related applications at the
Killstone Nuclear Powcr Station (l;NPS), Units 1, 2, and 3. The assessment team
reviewed fiNECC's procurement program in order to assess the company's
compliance with thr. qualit; assurance (QA) requiremcnts of Appendix B to Part
50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CfR Part 50) ar.d to
assess the status of NNECO's impit.nentation of the Nuclear Managernent and
Resources Council (NUltARC) initiatives on procurer.ient and commercial-grade
dedication.

The NUf ARC Board of E.irectors has approved the grocurement initiatives as
described in NUPARC 90-1?, " Nuclear Procurement Program improvements," dated
October 1990, whien comit licensees to assess their procurement programs and
take srccific action to strengthen inadcquate programs. The first phase of
thest initiatives addresses the dedication of CG!s and was scheduled to be
implenented by sary 1,1990. Licensecs are to meet the intent of the guid-
ar.ce previdsd - .. ric Power Research Jr.stitute ( EPRI) Report flP-5652,

'

"Cuideline for w 'lization of Comercial Grade items in Nuclear Safety
'? lated Appl ,e e: NCIG-07)," dated June 1988. The imC has conditionally
endoried thi; - ! .. deline in Generic Letter (G ) E9-02, " Actions To Improve
the Dc tect ion t '. M erfeit ard Fraudulently flarketed Products," dated
f! arch 21, 1989. Me ! #cond phase of the initiatives is identified as the
conprehensive p r . ment initiative and addresses vendur audits, tests and/or
inspections, obsolescence, informat *n exchange, and general procurement.
Licensees -are to review their. programs by July 1,1991, to determinc, cri the
t, asis of guidance in NUMARC 90-13, if improvements arr teded in the atove
areas, and to complete suen improvements by July 1,19.._

'This assessment was perfo rned to determine the current status of the activities
to improve the procuremet program in relation to the industry cornitments dis-
cussed atove and NRC re " wents in this area. The assessrent focused on a
review of procrzdures r 1resentative records; interviews with NNECO staff,
ircludinn ser.ior mar , and observations by the assessment team members.
The NPC assessment tr e s s held meetings with NNECO's corporate and plant
u nagement to discush re Ryant aspects of comerciai-grade dedicatior, and to
identify areas requiring additional information. The assessment team discussed
its observations with NUECO representatives and senior management at the exit
toeeting on June 7, 1991,

f.NECO has mnde a significant effort to strengthen its commercial-grade dedicatier
program and, currently,:its overall program description is generally consistent
with the dedication philosophy described in EPRI NP-5650. However, the progran
including many of the pertinent implementing procedures did not completely
address the issuc-s contained in NRC GL 89-02 which specified certain restrictions
or conditior.s-in using CPOI NP-5652 dedication nethods to achieve compliance
tith Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. With appropriate modifications to address
the concerns noted herein, the existing program, if properly implemented, should
providt adequate controls over the NNEC0 procurement and dedication process.
Two art.as of weakness were identified:

1
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-The most significant weakness concerned inadequate implementation of the'

dedication process as described in Administrative Control Procedure ACP-
- 0A-4.03A, " Upgrading Spare Parts for Use in QA Application - Comercial
Grade item Procurement and Dedication," and documented on the Comercial
Grade Dedication Form (CGDF). Specifically, design criteria, safety
function ( s), critical characteristics, and the verification inethods for
the fritical characteristics were improperly identified. In inany ca se s
thest attributes were being used interchangeably, which indicat ed a lack
of understanding of overall programatic requirements as well as the
dedication process in general.

The team attributed this weakness to a lack of formal training to program
requirements contined with a lack of 4plicable techaical background
experience related to current industry procurement and commercial-grade
dedication practices. These dedication activities were being perfornied
by outside contractors working for the Millstone Procurement Engineering
Group.

In addition, Procedure ACP-QA-4.03 did not include provision and guidance
for the dedication of- services although PSPS was currently dedicating
comercial-grade services.

Of several procedural weaknesses and inconsistencies, the most significant*

was ttat the procedures did not address the Gl. 89-02 issue concerning
traceability of commercial-grade itens to the original equipment manufacturer
(OEft) when f;ethod 1 alone cannot deconstrate. suitability and manufacturer
certifications were used as part of the dedication process. Also,
crocedures did not include provisions to address the detection of fraudulent
products.

A significcr.t strength in the development and inprovement of the NilEC0 procurement
and comercial-grade dedication program was the involvement of Assessment Services
and its audits of procurement activities and the comercial-grade dedication-
prcgrau at MNPS. Also, the Combined Utility Assessment Group's findings and
obscrvations of the comercial-grade program for t*ECO aided the program
developnent. These audits and assessnents directly led to many improvements ard
revisions to both the dedication program and the implementing procedures and
have been an ongoing activity during program evolution.

NNECO's utchanical anc' iretallurgical testing f acilities at Berlin, Connecticut,
and at the Mt;PS site were well equipped and staffed. These capabilities should
provide in-depth and accurate testing for EPRI !!cthod I acceptance activities
(special tests and inspections)-for its commercial-grade dedication program and
should help to detect and screen the receipt of fraudulent or misrepresented
items,

it!'ECO prnvided management support and sufficient resources to improve its
commer cial-grade dedication program. The NNECO staff displayed a great deal
of Irterest in the fiRC team's assessment effort, and site and corporate
management were available for consultation during the assessirent,

11
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NNECO's itiplementation of the NUMARC comprehensive procurement initiative should
enable it to meet the July 1,1991, review date established in NUtiARC 90-13.
NNECO hed completed its review and had developed a draft report containin9 its
recoerendations. The final report was scheduled to be presented to senior
managecient by the end of June 1991,
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a INTRODUCTION

The NRC's Vendor Inspection Branch assessed Northeast huclear Energy Company's
(t;hECO's) efforts to improve programs for procuring and dedicating corrercial-
grade itents (CG!s) used in safety-related applications. The NRC assessment
teau (team) reviewed the NhECo program to assess its compliance with Appendix B
to 10 CFR Part 50 and to assess the status of implementation of the Nuclear
Management and Resources Council (NU!PRC) procurement initiatives for ~the
Millstone Nuclear Power Station (MhPS), Units 1, 2 and 3. The assessment was |

performed between June 3 and 7, 1991. The assessment methodology incisded
observations, discussions with licensee managers and tite and corporate
personnel, and a review of records and procedures associated with the licenset's
procurement and dedication program.

The NRC staff is presently conducting assessments at selected licensees'
fecilities to review their implementation of improved prograns for dedicating
CGis and to assess the improvements made in the creas covered by the NUMARC
conprehensive procurercent initiative program. This initiative, approved on
June 28, 1990, by the NUMARC Board of Directors, directed licensees to adhere

'to the guidance provided in Electric Pen * Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5052,
and to review and strengthen their proct w nt programs in accordance with
specific guidancc provided in NUMARC 90-13.

The-specific areas reviewea and the team's observations are described in Set-
tions 2 through 4 of this r2 port. The conclusions, strengths and weaknesses
are surrarized in Section 5. Section 6 addresses the exit meeting, and persons
tor.tected during the assessment are listed in the Appendix.

2 COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION PROGRAM REVIEW

2.1 Procurement Progran Overview

The team reviewed NNECO's programs and related commitments associated with the
implementation of the NUMARC initiatives to assess the program for procurerent
and dedicniun of CG!s in safcty-related applications at MHPS. " Dedication" is
genercily understood to mean the process by which an item, not manufactured and
supplied unter an approved 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, quality assurance (QA)
program, is verified to be suitable for use in a nuclear saf ety-related
applic6 tion.

Criteria Ill and Vll of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B are fundamentally applicable
to the actual process of dedication for CGls because that process is the means
of satisfying the revie'w for suitability requirenent and the requirements for
design review and verification (such as by a suitable testing program) of
Criterion 111. " Design Control." The dedication process also is used to satisfy
the requirements of Criterion Vll, " Control of Purchased Material, Equipment
and Services," by ensuring that purchased materials for safety-related
applications conform to the procurement documents.;

|
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In the-current organization at the NhPS, site dedication activities are
coordinated by the Procurement Engineering Group (PEG) of the MHPS with tech-
nical assistance, when requested, from the Unit Engineering Department (UED),
and quality assurance coverage from Procurement Quality Services (PQS). The
Northeast Utilities Services Company (NUSCO) Nuclear Plant-Operating Company
(NUPOC) Engir,eering Department located in Berlin, Connecticut, supported MkPS
comercial-grade procurement attirities primarily associated with plant modifi-
cotions. NUPOC engineering acti"itaes were similar to those perfomed by PEG,

and UED. Procedures used by both UED und PE0 personnel for dedication activi-
ties generally were consistent with the. requirements contained in the NUPOC
procedures. The team, however, identified some instances in which site
procedures had not been revised to incorporate new and improved requirements
contained in the NUPOC corporate icvel procedures.

2.1.1 comerci61-Grade Dedication Evolution

Before June 1987 CGis were purchased and receipt uspected with the acceptance
crittria primarily based on verification of the torrect part nunber. NUSCO
corporate level Nuclear Engineering and Operations Procedure NE0 6.11
"Comercial-Grade Items," Revision 0, and the HNPS site Administrative Control
Procedure ACP-QA-4.03A, " Upgrading Spare Parts for Use In OA Application-Comercial
Grade Iter. Procureuent and Dedication," Revision 5, became effective June 1989
and interporated the guidance provided in EPRI NP-5652, " Guidelines for the
Utilization of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety-Related Applications
(NCIG-07)," June 1988. These procedures identified the actions required before
a CGI was used in a safety-related application. The procedures addressed such
elements of the dedication process as identifying the characteristics that an
iteri must have to perform its safety function, methods that may be chosen to
verify those characteristics, and the point at which the item was dedicated for
safety-related application. In June 1990,-Revision 6 of ACP-QA-4.03A was
implemented to provide additional guidance on performing inspections and tests
assnciated with the dedication process, to provide improved guidance on upgrad-
ing items for safety-related applications, and to provide new definitions for
several terms used in the dedication process. In October 1990, Revision 1 of
NEO 6.11 was 1npleraented to incorporate lessons learned from the initial imple-
mentation activities and to utilize one comon dedication forn for all NUSCO
plants. Revision 1 of NE0 6.11 also incorporated the NRC exceptions to EPRI
NP-5652 identified in NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-02, " Actions to Improve the
Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed Products," dated March 21,
19C5 and added guidance on using the fourth EPRI Acceptance Nethod, " Acceptable
Supplier / Item Performance Record," and a provision.for dedicating a commercial-
grade service. In November 1990, shortly after Revision 1 of NE0 6.11 was
issued, Revisich 7 of ACP-QA-4.03A was implemented to incorporate the require-
ments of NE0 6.11 and to add a requirement to document and attach a brief
descripticn of the rationale used in the evaluation process, including safety
function (s), criticti characteristics, acceptance method criteria, and any
additiencl pertinent te'chnical information.

-2.1.2 The Comercial-Grade Dedication Process

Various departments and groups at MNPS initiated purchase requisitions and FEG
processed then in accordance with ACP-QA-4.02C, " Preparation and Review of

-2-
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Purchase Requisitions," Revision 6. If the purchase requisition was for an
iterr that was not required to perform a safety-related function or was a
safety-relatt-d iteni that will be purchased from an Appendix B supplier that
accepts Part 21 reportability responsibility, the requisition was processed ir
accordance with the requirements of ACP-QA-4.02C. ACP-QA-4.03B, * Material,
Equipment and Parts Lists for Inservice Generation Facilities," Revision 3,
dated April 8, 1989, and corporate procedure NE0 6.01, * Material, Equipment,
and Parts Lists for Inservice Generation Facilities," Revision 4, dated April
13, 1991, provided requirements for determining the safety function (s) and
classification of items. The classification of items was not performed by FEG
but by Unit Engineering personnel and is further discussed Section 2.4 of this
report. If the iten performed a safety-related function and met the criteria
to be purchased as a CGI and was dedicated for safety-related application, PEG
perscrbel processed the purchase requisition in accordance with the requirerents
of ACP-QA-4.C3A.

Purchase requisitions received by PEG for a CGI normally contained such minimut
information as the item descriptien, its application, quality category, and any
kr.cwn technical requirements, with provisions for the initiator to prepare the
corriercial-grade dedication package. PEG personnel reviewed the purchase
requisition and verified the quality category, verified cr determined technical
requirerants, prepared or reviewed the comercial-grade dedicaticn package
(including identifying inspection, test and storage requiretrents), and reviewed
other related activities such as the approved supplier list, status of environ-
nental and seismic qualification, and the Nuclear Operations Defective Items
List (NODIL).

As a rule, these purchase requisititons for CGIs forwarded to PEG were evaluated
as pe fort 1og a safety-related function and classified as Category 1. FEG used
the production maintenance manageneent systen (PMMS) data base to determine
appropriate quality ir.dicators such as applicable design documents, environmental
qualification, seismic qualification, and category for the parent component,
which then are passed on to the component part, if the part had been classified
as safety-related. PEG identified the safety-function of the item and determined
the critical characteristics on the basis of the CGl's application and intended
safety function (s). Methods to verify critical characteristics and their
acceptance criteria were identified, typically including reccipt inspection and
test and source verification. hethod 2, Comercial-Grade Survey of Supplier,
was seldom used for verifying characteristics and Method 4, Acceptable
Supplier /! ten Performance Record, had not been used to date. The use of
cor.r.ercial. grade surveys, rec.eipt inspection and test and post-installation
testtog are respectively addresseo in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 of this report.

2.2 Procedures Review

The team reviewed the dccumentation that prescribed the MkPS program for
dedicatien of CGis for~use in safety-related (Class IE for electrical) applica-
tions. The tcam reviewed, in detail, the following MNPS site procedures and
NUSCO and QA corporate procedures in order to assess the MhPS program controls
for conducting commercial-grade dedication activities and to determine if
NNPS's commercial-grade dedication program for identifying the safety function
of CGls, classifying CGIs, and identifying the CGls' critical characteristics
and teethods for verifying those characteristics were consister.t with the guidance
proviced in EPRI HP-5652 as conditionally endorsed by NRC GL 89-02.

_3_
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* Administrative Control Procedure ACP QA-4.03A, " Upgrading of Spare Parts
For Use In QA Application--Cormiercial-Grade item Procurement and Dedica-
tion", Revision 7, dated October 23, 1990

' Nuclear Engineering and Operations Procedure NEO 6.11, " Processing,
Dedication, Upgrading, and Utilization of Corr:ercial-Grade items,"
Revision 1, dated October 8, 1990

" ACP-QA-4.03B, " Material, Equipment, and Parts List for Inservice Nuclear
Generation facilities,' Revision 3, dated April 8, 1989

* Quality Services Department Procedure QSD 3.08, " Performance of Receipt
Inspection Activities," Revision 5, dated November 12, 1990

* ACP-QA-4.02C, " Preparation and Review of Purchase Requisitions,"
Revision 6, dated April 4, 1991

* ACP-QA-3.10, " Preparation, Review and Disposition of Plant Design Change
Records," Revision 3, dated September 9, 1990

* QSD 3.04, " Performance of Commercial-Grade Periodic Surveys," Revision 1,
dated July 10, 1989

Although NUECO had made a significant effort to strengthen its comercial-grade
dedication program at HNPS, there were several areas that needed improvement.

Section 4.30 of ACP-QA-4.03A defined a "like-for-like replacement" the sar.e as
thet for a " direct replacement item" in Section 4.19 of the procedure. A
direct rcplacement item was defined as "an item that is identical to the
original iten, in that documentation is available to confirm that: The replace-
rent item is the same (model/ style / type / series) as the original item and is
mar.ufactured using the same controls, materials, and design and the replacement
item possesses the same critical characteristics as the original item."

This definition for the most part, was consistent with the definition of a
like-for-like replacement provided in HRC GL 91-05, " Licensee Comercial-Grade
Procurement and Dedication Programs,' dated April 9, 1991. The term " direct
replacement item" as used in the text of ACP-QA-4.03A and on Commercial-Grade
Dedication Form, SF 1417, implied that the replacement item meets the definition
of a like-for-like/ direct replacement item. However, when a replacement item
was identified on Form 1417 as a direct replacement, there were no procedural
requirements to obtain objective evidence and to include documentation in the
dedication package to confirm that the replacement item was manufactured using
the same controls, material, and design as the item it was replacing.
Section 6.1.2.e of ACP-QA-4.03A not only required the preparer of Ferra 1417 to
determine if the item was a direct replacement, but also to determine if the
item hcd been changed by the manufacturer from the original item supplied by
the manufacturer. There were no requirements to document the basis for this
determination. The review of several completed dedication packages, as well
as discussions with PEG personnel, indicated that the items were being incorrectly
identified as direct replacement items on Form 1417 and were actually replacement
items of the same roodel, style, type, and series as the original, which possessed
the necessary critical characteristics for the items to perform their intended

-4-
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safety function (s). The team concluded that the text of ACP QA-4.03A and the
format of Form 1417, incorrectly used the term direct replacement.

The terms " design criteria," "comercial-grade services," and " safety function"
were not defined, but were used both in the text of ACP-QA-4.03A and were
required to be entered un Form 1417. Although lie 0 6.01, ' Material Equipment,
and Ptrts Lists for in-Service Nuclear Generation Facilities," Revision 4,
dated April 13, 1991, provided the guidance and methodology for determining the
safety function of an iten, ACP-QA-4.03A did not. The team concluded that
6dditional guidance should be provided to the preparers of dedication packast:
in these areas.

Section 6.1.2.F of ACP-QA-4.03A required that the critical characteristics to
ensure the original qualification of the component was maint6ined should be
identified if a corrercial-grade item was intended for installaticn in a seis-
mically or environrentally qualified component. UED was responsible for per-
forring and docurrenting the environnental and seismic reviews for all
procurenents. However, ACP-QA-4.03A did not specify interf ace requirenents fcr
the LED to perform environmental and seismic reviews and did not require
envirowental or seismic considerations to be identified as part of the dedica.
tion process. Also, Fom 1417 provided no signoff to indicate that environ-
mentel and seisteic qualifications had been evaluated and were considered
maintained on the basis of satisfactory acceptance of the critical
characteristics.

The scope of ACP-QA-4.03A included the deoication of items and services. bcw-
ev a , throughout the text and attachments of this procedure reference was made
tc item and nct to items or services, although the requirements, in many
instances, were applicable to items or services being dedicated. The terri
"comercial-grade service" was not defined nor were any examples of critical
charactcristics or methods for verifying the service provided in ACP-QA-4.03A.
The first page cf Form 1417 dio not provide for identifying the appropriate
consicerations associated with dedicating a service and ACP-QA-4.03A did not
provide guidance for these activities.

Faragraph 6.1.2.f.2.c and Attachnent 9.3 of ACP-QA-4.03A provided guidance for
the use of a comercial-grade survey of a supplier as a method to verify criti-
cal characteristics. Comercial-grade surveys of suppliers were performed in
acccrdanct with Coality Services Dep6rtment procedure QSD 3.04, " Performance of
Comercial-Grade Periodic Surveys," Revision 1, dated July 10, 1989, and
results were documented on the Commercial-Grade Suppliers List (CGSL). The
CGSL identifieu those characteristics that were not confirmed during the
initici or periodic survey, but did not identify those characteristics confirmed
as being control M . ACP-QA-4.03A provided no guidance on how to determine if
a supplier coulc be used to verify critical characteristics. PEG personnel
inf cirrd _ the tean that commercial-grade surveys to verify critical characteristics
were used very infrequently and required PEG to cbtain and review a copy of the
survey in order to determine which characteristics the supplier could verify.

Although QSD 3.08, " Performance of Receipt inspection Activities," Revision 5,
dated November 12,'1990, provided for the use of sampling to verify critical
characteristics, no guidance on when to apply sampling to verify critical
chartcteristics was provided or referenced in QSD 3.08 or ACP-QA-4.03A.

_s.
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Justification for sanpling may include batch or lot traceability and homogeneity,
and confirming the supplier's method for maintaining traceability and homogene1ty.

The commercial-grade dedication progran did not address the fact that in certain
instances EPRI Method 1, inspection and test, may not be sufficient alone to
verify all critical characteristics. Some critical characteristics may require
verification of traceability to the manufacturer. This is true for instances
where suitability for application is based at least to some extent on testing
nctivities or special processes performed by the original equipment manufacturers
(GEM). For example, in the case of molded case circuit breakers (MCCBs)
manufacturers /UL tests are relied on to ensure adequate interrupting capacity.
In order to take credit fer such testing being performed on representative
samples of equipment > traceability to the OEM must be ensured. This verifiable
traceability to the circuit breaker manufacturer, which is necessary to verify
the critical characteristics, which the circuit breaker manufacturer relied
on (e.g., interupting capacity), may be confirmed by audit / survey and by review
of shipping documents and verification of the proper UL label, or other
appropriate means.

The team concluded, bascd on information discussed in the previous paragraphs
ard numerous minor procedural discrcpancies, such as attachments not bcing
referenced in the text of the procedure, lack of definitions and guidance, and
inappropriate references to organization (e.g., the lead department), that
ACP-QA-4.03A needed improvements in the text, as well as in the forms and
attachments used for the cedication process.

2.3 Design Control--Equivalency Evaluation

The tear,. reviewed the following procedures for controlling design activities
supperting the commercial-grade procurement and dedication process:
* ACP-QA-4.03A, "Upsrading of Spare Parts for Use in QA Application--Commer<:ial-

Gr6de Item Procurement and Dedication," Revision 7, dated October 23, 1990
' HE0 6.11. " Processing, Dedication, Upgrading, and Utilization of

Cormercial-Grade Items," Revision 1, dated October 8, 1990
* ACP-QA-3.10. " Preparation, Review and Disposition of Plant Design Change,"

Revision 3, dated Septenber 9, 1990

* llE0 3.03, " Preparation, Review, and Disposition of Plant Design Change
Records,'' Revision 7, dated August 3,1990

PEC.-during the preparation of the CGI dedication package, determined if the
item being procured had been changed by the manufacturer from the original item
supplied. If there were any differences between the criginally installed item
and the item being procured, the item was ccr.sidered a substitute and required
an evaluation to be documented in accordance with ACP-QA-3.10 or NEO 3.03.
Nornally MNPS Unit Engineering perforud the evaluation, however NUPOC and
HUSCO also may perform this evaluation. The evaluation was documented on a
Plant Design Change Record (PDCR) form with applicable documents and analyses
referenced and/or attached. The PDCR process appeared to be in accordance with
Criterion Ill, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and addressed
the essentici elements of design control such as the 10 CFR 50.59 safety

-6-
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evaluation screening, design reviews,-design verification, and the update of
engineering documents including the generation of drawing change notices (DClis).

NE0 3.03 required that a DCh be written during the PDCR process for changes
'

that-effect specifications or drawings, lie 0 5.11 required that the DCN be
signed off as the. work was completed. This signoff was performed prior to Unit

'Engineering releasing the substitute item for operations. The DCN was-then
posted as a completed DCll and was available at controlled drawing stations.

However, PEC was interpreting ACP-QA-4.03A as permitting the commerical-grade
dedic6 tion process,-including preparation of Form 1417, to continue without
having a completed PDCR te:hnical evaluation for the substitute replacement
iten. ACP-CA-4.03A required the evaluation to be completed before the
substitute replacemeat item was accepted during receipt inspection because the
evalatior. could identify additional considerations and verifications required
fur-the substitute item. There were no programatic controls to require the
quality and technical requirements on the purchase order or the design
criteria, safety function, critical characteristics, or verification methods
identifiec on Form 1417 be' reviewed against the technical evaluation contained
in the.PDCR. -FEG personnel stated they were aware of this weakness and were in
process of_ implementing interim instructions to address deviations and
inconsistencies between the PDCR evalu6 tion, the dedication package and the
purchase crder._ In aodition, certain portions of Form 1417 needed improvement

.to address the'use of. substitute items and to evaluate the need for initiating
required rcvisions to the form as a result of PDCR evaluations for substitute
items.

Althcugh there were some areas that-needed improvenent, the team concluded that
the PDCk process. if properly implemented, should provide ' adequate assurance
that an equivalent-or substitute replacement item will satisfactorily perform the
safety function of the item replaced.

2.4 Parts Classification Systen,

The team reviewed the following procedures applicable for the safety
classification of-items:

_

| ACP-QA-4.03B, " Material, Equipment, and Parts Lists 1 For Inservice Nuclear''

Ger.eration facilities (NEO 6.01)", Revision 3, dated April 6,1989

b NEO 6.01, * Material Equipment, and Parts Lists for In-Service Nuclear''

Generation Facilities", Revision-4, dated April 13, 1991

|
Hl4ECO used the Material, Equipment, and Parts List (MEPL) to identify
structures', systems, and components to be covered by the NNECO quality
assurance progran. The HEPL, a conbination.of paper documents and computer
dct6 base was controlled at MNPS by ACP-QA-4.038. When a component or part of a
safety-related'(Category 1) system was required to be procured, the component
and the system were identified and the liEPL was checked to determine if the
item was' listed and if a quality assurance determination had previously been

- made es to whether the- part was safety-related or non-safety-related.

:lf a component or part was not identified in the MEPL, steps were taken to
detern.ine if the iten was safety-related. If the item was bounded by the set
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of safety-related systems, structures, and corrponents specified in the Category 1
section of Attachment 8. A of ACP-QA-4.03B, the item was safety-related, if

the item's safety-related status was undetermined, a failure rode analysis
determined what the consequences would be if the item / activity failed to per-
forro as intended or if credit was taken in the safet
item / activity to perform specific safety function (s)y analyses for thisAfter the safety-related.

status was determined, a verification was performed by a second individual and
the liEPL was changed, as required.

ACP-QA-4.038 was deficient because it did not require a determination of the
system function that components support, the component function, the comper.ent
functional mode, and it had no specific previsions for parts citssificatier,
in addition, a failure modes and effects analysis (FNEA) was only required if
on ittm's safety-related status could not be deternined by reviewing the system
bourdaries provided.

However, NEO 6.01 Revision 4, was consistent with industry guidelines providtd
in EPRI hf-6406 (HCIG-11) and contained instructions to identify system func-
ticos that cumponents support, component functions, component functional modes,
and had specific provisions for parts. It 61so required perforr4nce of a FMEA
for both components and parts. The PEG supervisor indicated that it was nornal
practice to incorporate the revised NEO procedurcs into the ACPs and MNPS
planned to incorporate NEO 6.01 into ACP-QA-4.03B in the near future.

INECO started its MEPL in 1981 to provide information on the safety classifica-
tion of the various components and associated parts installed at MNPS Units 1,
2, ar.d 3. Sonic items were classified undetermined because NNECO personnel did
not need to evaluate the safety sigtificance of that particular item. When a
specific systen, component, or part thereof was required to be procured, then
PEG consulted the liEP; to ensure that the purchase order had the correct
tiessification of the item. If PEG determined that the item was either not
listed or listed as urdetermined, PEG requested the responsible systen, engineer
from the respective hillstone Unit to detennine the quality assurance applic-
ability in accordance with ACP-QA-4.03B and by filling in the attachment
(Figure 7.2) to it.

One of the several evaluations performed to determine the classification cf
iteras/ components installed at MhP5 was MPMD-947 for the classification of two
pressurizer safety valves (2-RC-200 and 2-RC-201) manufactured by Dresser
Industries. The evaluation was performed using the Determination of QA
Applicability form from ACP-QA-4.03B, Revision 1, dated May 5, 1986. However,
MP2-CD-947 was prepared on May 9 and approved on June 23, 1989, which irdicated
that ACP-QA-4.03B, Revision 3, effective April 8, 1989, shculd have controlled
the review and approval of the evaluation, in addition ACP-QA-4.03E and
liPi-CD-947 iridicated several weaknesses in the process for classifying parts.

ACP-GA-4.03E, Revision 3, identified several administrative controls for
processing the classification evaluation, but provided minimal guidance and
requirsments for performing technical activities for the parts classification
process. For example, in the area of determining the failure modes and
analyzing the effects of the failures, the procedure provided no direction as
to the types of failure modes to be considered for piece parts (such as those
associated with normal operations, pcstulated accidents, aging, degradation
resulting from radiation, temperature, exposure, material compatibility or the
'effectsofcontaminants). The methcdulogy used to determine if any postulated

_e.
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failures of the part being classified would prevent the parent or associated
corponents/ systems from performing their safety-reiated functions was not
discussed.

Misleading information contained in an example provided ir) Appendix B to
Attachment 8.A of ACP-QA-4.03B resulted in the inlet and outlet gasket for the
pressurizer safety valves being classified without considering the effect of
con t an.i r.a nt s . The control of contaminants by inspection and testing, which arc
elcrents of a bcsic component as addressed in 10 CFR 21.3(a)(3), requires that
the chemical composition be verified as being within allowable limits normally
identified in a specification or other engineering documents. if allowable
limi's for contatinants are identified as being applicable for safety-related
systems and their ccmponents, verification that the allowable limits have been |

met shculd be controlled in accordance with a program that meets Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50.

ACP-QA-4.03E did not consider the failure effects resulting from the failure of
a replacement item on surrounding compcrents or the effects that the failure of
surrour.cing itens may have on tre parent component if the replacerent item
fciled. For example, itens such as 0-rings or gaskets were not considered as
being required for a safety-related component to perform its safety-related
function, thus the failure of these items were not considered as preventing the
parent component or system from performing its safety-related function.

'The staterert in Item 4 of Appendix B to Attachment 8.A of ACP-QA-4.03B that a
valve sten is Category I if it is part of pressure boundry in a Category I
system was questionable because the disc may form the pressure boundary in scrae
valves, with the stem placing and securing the disc. In the case of active
valves, those that must change position to perform their safety function, valve
sters that are not part of the pressure boundary may perform a safety function
and have to be classified as Category 1 if their failure may cause the valve
not to open or close.

Eoth the text of ACP-0A-4.03B, Revision 3, and Figure 7.2 only required that
the failure modes (Section 7 of Figure 7.2) be addressed when the quality
determinations supporting the classification process are identified as
" undetermined.'' _ As such, ACP-CA-4.03B peruitted the system engineer to declare
an item as non-safety-related without performing a failure analysis. These
documents were written for classifying a corponent and did not address parts
classificaticn in which several parts of a component were being classified
under one MEPL corponent.

The team concluded that ACP-QA-4.03B as currently implemented was a progran
weakness. If, and when, Revision 4 of NEO 6.01 is incorporated in the ACF, it
could teccre a program strength.

2.5 Comercial-Grade Sopplier Selection, Qualification, and Survey

The teart reviewed the process for selection, qualification, maintenance, and
surveys of corrercial-grade suppliers used to support H!iPS procurements. The
tear, discussec the use of cornercial-grade surveys with the Manager of Procure-
ment Quality Services, the Supervisor of Procurement Vendor Services, and the
Supervisor of the Peocurement Engineering Group. The team also reviewed selected
comercial-grade surveys and the following procedures to assess the use of
EPRI Method 2, Corroercial Grade Survey of Supplier:

-9-
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* ACP-QA-4.03A, " Upgrading Spare Parts for Use in QA Application-Connercial

Grade Iten Procurement and Dedication," Revision 7, dated October 23, 1990
*

050-3,04, "Perforr.ance of Connercial Grade Periodic Surveys," Revision 1,
dated July 10, 1989

* 05D 3.05, " Issuance and Control of the Approved Suppliers List and
Comercial Suppliers List," Revision 2, dated Octcber 6,1989

' QSD-5.02, " Supplier Evaluations," Revision 3, dated December 20, 1969
* QSD-2,10. " Joint Vendor Audits," Revision 2, dated flovember 9, 1989
*

QSD-2,12, "Perf.orming, Reporting and Follow-up of Procurement Audits,"
Revision 0, dated July 3,1989

2.5.1 Supplier Selection

Typically, MNpS procured replacemer.t items from the original equipment r.anuf ac-
turer or authorized distributor whether the item was a direct replacerent
(like-for-like) or a substitute equivalent item. If the item perfumed a
safety-relatcd function, 6u attempt was made to purchase the item from a
supplier who had a quality assurcr'ce progran that net the requirerients of
Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and who accepted 10 CFR Part 21 reportat.iiity
re s por.51b 111 ty . If the iten net the definition of a comercial-grade item and
the supplier would not accept 10 CFR Fart 21 requirements, the item was
prchased corrercial-grade and dedicated for safety-related application.

2.5.2 Supplier Qualification and Survey

!;USCO Procurement Quality Services (PQS) periodically (at least annually)
performed comcrcial-grade surveys of suppliers to verify that a manuf acturer
or distributor of comercial-grade items or services controlled the technical
4r.c quality characteristics critical for satisfactory performance of
specifically designated comercial-grade items or services. The
comercial-grade survey of a distributor also included the comercial-grade
manufacturer. Comercial-grade surveys of vendors who offer services are per-
forced ir c like manner for comercial and nuclear industries in acccrdance
with standards, specific 6tions, or procedures that are not unique to the
nuclear industry (e.g., diesel fuel analysis in accordance with an ASitt
standard).

Three recci.tly perforred comercial-grade surveys were consistent with the
guidance provided in EPRI NP-5652 for confiming that the supplier was
controlling each critical characteristic of the item to be purchased. This
confirr4 tion was acccmplished by direct observation, surveillance, recore
review (when appropriate), or a combination of these activities. The objective
evidence for confirming that the supplier was controlling the item's critical
characteristic (s) was well docurented and clearly identified those
characteristics that were not being controlled by the supplier. Although the
ccrrercial-grade survey reports were generally good, the process for conducting
corrercial-grade surveys of suppliers and audits of Appendix B suppliers
contair,ed some weaknesses.

I
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PQS performed audits and comercial-grade surveys using a limited amount of
; perforuance-based audit elements and as a rule did not. include the use of
engineering / technical specialists. However, PQS relied on' Nuclear Procurement
- Issues Comittee (NUPIC) audits, which were performance based and used
- engineering / technical specialists, for two-thirds of the. audits used for quali-
fication and maintenance of Appendix B suppliers. PQS told the team that as
part of the NUMARC comprehensive procurement initiative, plans were proposed to
increase the-use of performance-based elements and engineering / technical spe-
cialists for' performing audits and comercial-grade surveys.

PQS reaction to adverse findings associated with comercial-grade surveys was
inf ormal but satisf actory in practice and- resulted in revising the Commercial-
Gradt Supplier List (CGSL) and evaluating any effect on items in the warehouse
or insttiled in thc plant. The methodology for processing adverse findings
resulting f ron comercial-grade surveys was not proceduralized or formally
described in the comercial-gradc dedication program.

The proceduit for performing comercial-grade surveys, 050-3.04, did-not
require the lead auditor to identify the item's critical characteristics to be
verified or. the comercial-grade survey checklist (Attachment 8.1). Although
the attachment was-patterned after the 18-point criteria of Appendix B to 10
CFR Part 50, there are no forms provided for the lead auditor tu list the item,
the i_ tem's critical characteristics, and the methods and accepance criteria
that should be used to verify the critical characteristics.

~ QSD-3.C4 had not been updated since July 1989 and prestnt methodology for
conducting the comercial-grade surveys.and for reflecting lessons learned was
not eddressed.- The PQS-supervisor indicated that he was aware that Q50-3.04
needed updatir.g to incorporate lessons learned and items identified by the team
as needing improven;ent and such concerns would be considered during the
scheduled biar.rual update of QSD-3,04

The team concluded that the performance and documentation of ~comercial-grade
surveys by suppliers was a strength in the filiPS commercial grade dedication
process, but the procedure for the process needed improvement.

6

2.5.3 Use of Third-Party Audit

PQS _had not.used any third-party audits or surveys to qualify and i:.aintain the
suppliers on the CGSL. However, the audit procedures, if properly implemented,.
thould provide-adequate controls-for screening third-party audits althcugh
there.were no provisions in the comercial-grade dedication program for screen-
ing and using third-party comercial-grade surveys. The PQS supervisor told
the team that procedure revisions would be made in the future to provide
requirements for screening and using NUPlc comercial-5,rade_ surveys.

:2.6 Receipt Inspection'

PCS contained two sub-tier organizations: Procurement Inspection Services
(FIS)'with 10 inspectors and one supervisor and Procurement Vendor Services

~(PVS) with 10 inspectors and one supervisor. The team focused on PIS, which
performs receipt inspections, purchase requisition reviews, and specification
reviews, and participated in the CGI dedication and upgrade process.

-
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Q50-3.08, " Performance of Receipt Inspection Activities," Revision 5, established
the mininum requirements for performing quality related receipt inspection
activities for both H111 stone and Haddan lieck. The procedure was used to cover
all receipt inspections et all NUSCO or vendor locations and required P15
receipt inspectors to be certified under requirements established by other 45D
procedures. The team noted that Q50 3.08 did not address non-homogeneous lots
of belts (e.g., with different heat nut.ters). The FIS supervisor stated that
he would submit a revision to handle this apparent procedural weakness.

05D-4.07, " Commercial Dedication," Revision 0, provided requirerents and
responsibilities for the PQS personnel performing CGI dedication activities et
!!fJS. PIS ensured that corrnercial-grade dedication forms (CGDFs) were complete,
that appropriate QSD organizations were involved. (e.g. PIS receipt inspectior.);
and that appropriate inspection / test procedures and/or quantitative acceptance
criteria had been specified. The critical characteristics of CGls were verified
threugh inspection, testing, or a combination of both as identified on the
CGDF. Pls perforir,ed testing and inspections as part of the receipt inspection
process. PV! performed testing and inspections at vendor facilities. If
specific expertise or specialty equipment were required for an item, a war L
order fer testing and inspections would be issued to the appropriate organizction.

During rtteipt inspection of CGDF No. HPS-0092, the team roted that several
ilaptrtant critical characteristics for the valves had been critted from the
CGDF. The CGDF specified a pressure test on the valves but failed to specify a
valve seat test including the directiori to apply the pressure test to the valve
seat. The CGDF also did not specify the test nedium or provide cleanliness
requirements. Q5D revised the CGDF to incorporate these findirigs.

The team toured and assessed the capabilities of NUSCO's Metallurgy Laboratory
facilities located in Cerlin, Connecticut. The capabilities of the leboratory
not duplicated by Mhf 5 testing included meti.11ography, replication, tensilt er.d
charpy testir,g, and radiography. The test laboratory was used approxinately
coce a month. The team considered the testing capability at the laboratory to
be a potentici strength, if combined with the itNPS capabilities to verify
criticcl characteristics.

Receipt inspection capabilities at MitPS had undergone several beneficial
improvements. The MNPS receipt inspectors had a new enclosed facility. The
f acility's equiprent was being enhanced and included micrometers, gage blocks,
a netal sorter, a shadow graph, and a variety of electronic devices. However,
the team concluded that additional ernphasis was required to ensure an ef fectise
everall receipt inspection process included neasures for the detection of
counterftit or fraudulently marketed products.

'

2.7 Fraud Detectio,n

The NRC staff issued GL 89-02, " Actions to Inprove the Detection of Counterfeit
and Fraudulently t'arketed Products," on April 12, 1909. The staff issued it.
89-70, "Possible Indications of Hisrepresented Vendor Products" on October 11,
1969, and its Supplement 1 on April 26, 1990. Although these documents were
rcuted for information to cognizant organizations, no formal licensee actions
were initiated. Receipt inspectien procedure Q5D-3.08 contained no specific
guidunce addressing the cetectior. of fraudulent products. However, 450 receipt

I

I
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inspectors and supervisors were aware of comon characteristics of misrepresented
vendor products discussed in the _lil and no one interviewed was aware of any -
fraudulent product issues at MNpS. _MilPS made all purchases from approved
suppliers / vendors. The receipt inspectors were iequired by procedure to verify i

at the titae of the receipt irispection that the supplier / vendor status had not
been downgraded frotn the approved supplier / vendor list. Appendix C, *!dentifying
Substandard /Traudulentitems,"toEPRI.HP-6629(1101G-15)wasavailableto

~ receipt inspectors for use as guidance.

:An:inprUved receipt inspection facility and improved testing and inspection
equiprent had enhanced the capability of the receipt inspection process tu
detect misrepresented parts, equipment, and materici. PEG has the potenti&l.to
provice ~it.: proved receipt inspection and testing acceptance criteria, thus
triproving-the capability potential for detection of_ counterfeit and fraudulently ,

'
marketed products.

The tear concluded, however, that lack of any formal procedural guidance to
receipt and source inspectors regarding detection of counterfeit or fraudulently
saarketed products was a weaktress in the MHPS program. Action had been taken
to ir. prove the- receipt inspection / testing capability and interaction with PEG.

2.8_ProcurementPac!jeeReview ,

The tean reviewed several procurement dedication packages for both the electrical
and mechanical disciplines to determine if the critical characteristics for CGIs
had been properly icentified and verified ed if the necessary procedural controls ;

were in place to ensure that criticel characteristics would be correctly
translated-into the procurement documents.

,

|1) The CGDF 1:01-0483,.to dedicate a filter (Y3-04) for the gas _ turbine lube
cli-fuel shutoff valve contained several questionable entries. For
example, the filter's design criteria were improperly listed as the
outside; diameter and length. The design criteria-for the filter appeared
to be in-GE Technical Manual GEK75E7 and on' drawings L14004,'and were not
identified as design criteria. The CGDF1 identified the safety function of
the filters as removal-of small impurities from the-lube oil, if the
filter.were to fail, either-entrapped impurities or the filter media
itself cculd carry over, causing. accelerated wear and possible eventual
rechanical' failure, which could render the gas turbine inoperable.
~Although the gas turbine, along with the diesel generator, provides power
to all the necessary auxiliaries important to the engineered safeguard:;
systens and provides all power needed during the shutdown mode of operation,
this-was not mentioned. In' addition, the critical characteristics were
also icettified on the CGDF as outside diameter and length (ensuring that
the filter will fit securely _in its housing, ensuring no oil can bypass
thefilter). Acceptance criteria were verified by tests and inspections
in accordance with~the part upgrade form dimensions and tolerances were
obtained f rota the manufacturer. The length and the outside diameter were
inspected and verified as being correct, flo tests were identified on the
CGDF as being required.

(2)_ Thc CGDF MP1-0374, to dedicate 16 inch butterfly valves 2-SW-180BC and
2-SW-181BC, for use as service wcter stop v61ves for vital ac switchgear
rooc coolers and ac chilltrs also contained inappropriate entries. The
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team discussed a number of entries on the CGDF with PEG personnel. Thc
most significant concern the team exaressed to PEG were the methods used
to verify the material of the valve aody, the vcive disc, and the valve
shaft. An elloy sorter was originclly identified to be used to verify
body, disc, and shaf t materials, but were actually verified by valve body !markings and verification that the valve disc and shaft material is !sir;ilar to monel using a magnet. i

Verification of naterials by only looking at a marking on a component is
not ccnsistent with the guidance provided in EPRI hP-5652. A marking on 6
valve body, when used to verify a critical characteristic such as the
naterial of the valve body, should be supported by a comercial-grade
survey thet confirms the process of material control and marking as b(ing
properly mtrelled by the manufacturer. The teau also questioned how
ductility w o a consideration for a 150 pound service water valve. The
use of a magnet to determine if material is monel is insufficient, because
a magnet only gives an indication whether the material is magnetic.
Nonmagnetic caterials include a number of materials such as aluminun
alloys, magnesium alloys, copper and copper alloys, titanium and titanium
alloys, and austenitic stainless steel. In addition, the use of an alloy
sorter only sorts material and does not analyze the chemical properties of
the material; therefore, it was not sufficient to verify an item is a
given material with specific properties.

The CGDF improperly listed design criteria as "this valve is a maintenance
stup." This would be part of thc safety function. No piping code, stancard,
or specification was listed in the design criteria section of the CGDF.
Alst, the CGDF listed hydrostatic test ano seat lealage tests as critical
characteristics. These tests are methods to verify critical characteristics.
Material was not listed as a critical characteristic.

(3) The CGDF-MP2-0168, to dedicate a diesel generator fuel injection nczzle
icr use in the Unit 2 'B' diesel engine was reviewed. The design criteria
was improperly listed as inject fuel oil into combustion chamber with
proper spray pattern. The design criteria for the fuel injection nozzle
sppeared to be in Equipment Spec. N-160 and on Vendor Drawing 16200743
Revision 0, which were not identified.

The CGDF identified the safety function of the fuel injection nozzle to
open at set pressure providing proper cone shaped fine mist spray pattern
for diesel fuel. The critical characteristics and verification nethods
listed on the CGDF were (1) set pressure; verify set pressure of nozzles
ct 2200 PSI (4100 PSI - 0 PSI) and (2) verify proper spray pattern once
upen and spray pattern to be cone shaped fine mist. HNPS Procedure No.
Form 27010-12 was used to perforn the verifications; however, it is
unclear how NNPS verified that the spray pattern was 4 cone shaped fine
nist when the test, according to PEG, is a post installation test.

(4) CGDFs Ucs. MP1-0320 and MP3-0127, for various model SE molded case circuit
breakers (NCCCs) were reviewed. Dimensions and operability were identified
as critical characteristics in both cases. The verification of the critical
characteristics was done by test. MP3-0127 used test procedure SP3712T,
revision 4, and MP1-0320 used test procedure PT1421A, Revision 0. These
test procedures had different testing requirements.

-14-
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For example, PT1421A, " Testing of Molded Case Circuit Breakers in
Acccrdance with NPC Bulletin 66-10," required rated current hold-in test,
while SP3712T did not. In addition, the critical characteristic of
operability would be dependent upon the safety function and the actual
plant application of the MCCB. In one case the MCCB safety functior, was
just to act as a switch, it was not clear to the team what MCCB procedure
shoulc be specified for the verification of critical characteristics
during dedication activities, since operability covers a wide spectrum of
MCCB functions.

The team concluded that the identification of an item's design criteria, scfety
functions, critical characteristics, and the niethods for verifying critical
characteristics were improperly identified and not consistent with the guidar,ce
of EPRI hP-5652 or the requirenents of li!J5 procedure ACP-QA-4.03A. In many
cases these attributes were used interchangeably, which indicated a lack cf
understanding of overall programatic requirements as well as the dedication
process in gereral. Additional training, procedural guidance, or technical
experience by the contractors perforining the dedication of CGls appeared
necessary.

2.9 Assessment Services Audits

The team reviewed audits of the hhp 5 precurement and comercial-grade
decication prograu performcd by NNECO's Assessment Services, the Combined
Utilit) Issessnent group, and Nuclear Energy Services (NES), a contractor to
MNPS. Various audits by these groups had been ongoing since mid-15ES, with the
most recent audit report dated February 27, 1991 (Audit A60503). This
con.prehensive, detailed audit of procurement activities at MNPS identified 39
findir.gs and 10 observations. The responses to the findings and observations,
including the currective action for several of the findings, were reviewed by
the team. These self-assessments conducted over the last three years had
identified significar.t weaknesses in certain areas and directly led to
iraproveuents in the comercial-grade dedication program.

The teat concluded that the involvement of Assessment Services and the other
two outside groups was instrumental in the overall evolution of the procurement
and comercial grade dedication program and was a significant program strength,

i 2.10 Haragement involvement

An HRC Region i letter dated Septenber 1, 1989, requested f*PS to provide its
program plar, outline and implementation schedule to ensure cedication cf CGls.

| A November 0,1969, H!iECO response letter stated that a Material Control Group!
| Procurecent Engineering Section (MCG/ PES) had been established under the Super-

interdent of site Services and that staffing would be provided by outsidc cco-
|

tracter:. starting January 1,1990. As of January 18, 1990, three people and a
supervisor were perforriins procure'icnt engineering and comercial-grade dedica-|

tions for the hillstone site. The contrector staff has been increased to nine
peopic by the tine cf this assessnient.

Recent managener t involvement has centered around reeting the NUMARC comprehen-
sive procurerent initiative (CPI). A neraorandura dated April 8,1991, f rom the
Executive Vice President of Northeast Utilities (NU) directed six coir.pany

I directors and one supervisor to establish a steering contilttee to oversee
f.USCO's review and assessment of the cpl. A draft CPI assessment report was in
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final stages of preparation at the tine of this assessment. A neeting had been
scheduled with the cornpany's vice presidents to review and act on the report's
recomendd t ions. HNPS management stated that they were comitted to meet the
NUPAT.C CPI schecules.

The team concluded that manageinent involvement in the CGI issue appeard to be
at a measured pacc, heavily dependent on contractors for program
implecentation. Management had n.ade resources available to provide for an
effective CGI dedication progran. Additional improvement and control over the
CGI dedication process should be realized when full staffing of the Procurerent
Ergineering Group is completed.

2.11 Installed Comnercial-Grade item Review Project

PEG performed a review of comercial-grade items previously procured and
installed at all three MHPS units. Initially 50 items were identified for each
unit fron 1985 to 1989. Packages were assembled for each item, including the
purchase order, receipt inspection information, installation work order, and
the time in service was determined. The information was reviewed and evaluated
in accordance with current HNPS procurement procedures, to determine if the
item purchased was acceptable for its safety-related application. The critical
characteristics were identified for cach item and the appropriate docunents
tere re)fewed to determine if the combination of procurement, receipt, and
maintenance activities verified those critical characteristics.

Af ter completing the reviews of the packages, MNPS determined that no operability
concerns existed, although sona discrepancies were noted. The discrepancies were
being evaluated by engineering through the NCR process. At the completion of
the review, each item was placed in one of three classes: fully acceptable,
acceptable with coment, or unacceptable. A total of 143 packages were reviewed
for all three un_its, with 9 being classified as unacceptable, 54 as acceptable
tnth coment, and 80 as fully acceptable.

The PEG stated that until all NCR's had been processed by engineering, MHPS
could not make a final decisiun if any further action needed to be taken on
installed or warehoused comercial-grade items.

3 PROCUREMENT TkAINING REVIEW

The tcan, reviewed the indoctrination and training of-the PEG personnel who
performed the procurement ard dedication of comercial-grade items for use in
safety-related applications at MNPS. PEG was staffed with three lead engineers
who were permanent station employees and nine procurement engineers who were
contractor crployees. In addition, the contractor. supplied a program manager
for approximately 20 hours a week whose duties includcd reviewing the procure-
ment engineers' work and acting as a liaison to MNPS.

Training for the PEG was controlled by Nuclear Training Manual NTM-3.202,
" Technical Staff and Manager Training Program Implementing Procedure," Revision 2,
dated May 10, 1990. HTM-3.202 was applicable to the technical staff and
manager (TSM) population, defined in Section 4.2 to include permanent station
engineers and contractors who served in TSH job functions and were expected
to be on site greater than one year. Section 5.5 assigned the responsibility
to the cogr.izant supervisor to ensure that personnel requiring training
participate in the TSH training program.

-16-
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NTM-3.202 listed one course related to the dedication of comercial-grade items,
DCC 01, "Dedicction of Cot.vaercial Grade Components." The five hour course
described the process of procuring, dedicating, and utilizing comercial> grade
coeponents in safety-related applications.

The General Nuclear Training Group had developed a new 32-hour " Procurement
Course," which was a comprehensive course covering the MEPL, the procurement
process, technical evaluations, the dedicotton acceptance methods, and
performance-based audits. Course outline and topics indicated the course to be
much more extensive than the DCG.01 course. The Procurement Courte could be a
program strit.gth if properly implemented anc utilized. NNECO had not yet
deterrnintd which PEG einployees would be required to attend the course that was
scheduled to be initillly offered July 15, 1991.

There is no minir.:um fornal training requirements for PEG persunnel before they
performed CGI dedications. This was considered a program weakness. Personnel
were required only to complete Attachment 1 to Departmental Instruction PEG
2.01, "New Employee Training for The Procurement Engineering Group," Revision
0, dated February 22, 1990. The attachment required a self-study read-a id-sign
of various acn.inistrative and technical procedures including ACP-QA-4.03A and
ACP-QA-4.03B, After the team discussed these weaknesses in required training,
the PEG supervisor indicated that PEG 2.01 would be revised to require per-
sonnel to discuss topics pertinent to procurement with a fully qualified
procuremer.t engineer before preparing procurement documents.

FEG personnel training files indicated that the lead engineers had received
extensive training including some specific to the area of CGI dedication. The
trainin5 received by procurement engineers varied. All procurement engineers
nad cor.pleted attachment 1 to PEG 2.01, most had received some technical train-
Ing, such as plar,t systems, and five of the nine had attended the 5-hour
corrercial-gracc dedication course, DCG.01, although attendance in this course
did nct occur typically until 7 months after employment. The PEG supervisor
and the prograr manager indicated that the contractor had provided a 2-day
training session on comercial-grade dedication in October 1990 to all
procurement er4ineers employed at that time.

The team' concluded that training of the PEG was lacking because no minimum
forral training was required before employees and contractors performed dedica-
tions of comercial-grade iteras. The new procurement course, if properly
implemented, would be a prcgrau strength.

4 NUMARC COMPREHENSIVE PROCUREMENT INITIATIVE IMPLEltENTATION

NUltARC CPI, as described in NUMARC 90-13. " Nuclear Procurement Program Improve-
mes.ts," approved by_ the nut %RC Board of Directors on June 20, 1990, comits

! licer. sees to asscss their prucurement programs and take specific action to
strengthen inadequate programs. It calls for licensees to complete thet.-

|.

! review and assessment by July 1, 1991, and their implementation of improvements
by July 1,1992. These guidelines are sumarized in the enclosure to a
Commission paper, "hu!' ARC Initiative on Procurement," (SECY 90-304), dated
August 24, 1990.

A memorandum dated April 8, 1991 from the Executive Vice President of NU to six
company directors and one supervisor established a steering comittee to overse.e
NUSCO's review and assessment of HUMARC's CPIs. The steering comittee initiated

-17-
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a nceting on Narch 8, 1991. In addition, a working group of 13 people was
formed to support the steering comittee. The working grcup divided assessment
responsibilities among sub-groups, each sub-group was assigned one or more of
the following CPI elements for assessraent:

* iencor Audits
* Apptodix B and CGI Test / Inspections
* 00solescence

Information Exchange*
* General Procurement

An overall schedule was established to include the mandate from the Executive
Vice President to present the developed plans to him by June 14, 1991. A
working group Lickoff meeting was held on April 4, 1991. At the tine of this
assessnent, a draft report was partially completed reflecting the output f rcn
the working group. The team concluded that the CPI review and assessment was
progressing on schedule to meet the NUMARC completion date of July 1,1991.
Additionally, MNPS planned to inplement approved CPI recomendations by the
hul:AP.C implerxntation date of July 1,1992. Although the team could not judge

-the effectiveness of the licensce's CPI program, if the recomendations
docuuented in the draft report are implenented, it should considerably er, hance
the procurement and dedication program at MhPS.

5 C0hCLUSIONS

HNPS hsd trade a significant effort to upgrade its comercial-grade dedication
progran; however, a number of areas need to be improved. Most significantly
the I;l.ECO implerentation cf the comercial-grade dedication program needs
increased attention. The assessment team identified several procedural weak-
resses and implementation weaknesses involving the improper identification of
design criteria, safety function (s), critical characteristics, and methods
for verifying the critical characteristics. These dedication activities are
perforned by outside contractors working for the Millstone Procurement
Engineering Group, and it appeared that the implementation weaknesses rcsulted
fron, a lack of adequate training to program requirements combined with a lack
of epplicable technical background experience to current industry procurement
and corecrcial-grede dedication practices.

The assessment team found strengths and potential strengths in such areas as
receipt inspectic testing capabilities at the Metallurgy Laboratory Facilities
in Berlin, Connecticut and at MNPS site, self assessments of the corrercial-grade
cr.dication program, the new 4-day procurement and comercial-grade dedication
training course, the review project of previously installed CGis at MMPS, and
the general consistency of the progran with the dedication approaches of
EFki llP-LEL2. In particular, audits by both Assessment Services and the Combined
Utility Assessment Group of the comercial-grade dedict. tion program resulted in
many pertiner.t findings and observations that directly led to upgrades of the
prograr.. and procedures. In addition, the quality, attitude, and dedication of
tM. licensee's personnel were evident.

-18-
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6 EXIT MEETING

Or, Ane 7,1991, the assessment team conducted an exit meeting with members of
the NhECO staff and management at the MNPS site. Persons contacted during the
assessment are listed in the Appendix to this report. During the exit meeting,
the team sumn;arized the scope of the assest. ment and the observations.
Throughout the assessment, the team met with PHPS management and staff to i

'

discuss concerns. The licensee did not identify any information as
proprieta ry.
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APPENDIX

PERSONS CONTACTED

flortheast Utilities

* 5. Scace, Director, Millstone Station
* J. Keenan. Director, Hillstone Unit 2 (MP2)
* C. Clem nt, Director, Millstone Unit 3 (MP3)
* f. Dacimo, Director, Site-Services
* L.fdohnson, Director, Field Services

'

*:G. Baston, Director, Nuclear Production Materials
* C. McCory, llenager, Procurement Quclity Services-

.

* R. Asafayco, Manager, Nuclear Production Materials
.

* 5. McKissick, Supervisor Site Purchases
-

M. Suprenant, Supervisor, Procurement Vendor Services
* M. Ahern, Supervisor, Procurerrent Engineering Group (PEG)

' c* E.;McNatt, PEG
* S. Kane, PEG,

:
.

* A. Labrecque, PEG
* S.:Hodge,-Supervisor, General Nuclear Training

. D. Pascal, Jr., Nuclear Trainin_g
* B. I:cleish, Nuclear Training
* J. Coleman, Procurement inspection Services '

* 5. Orefice, Project Engineer
* G. Bohn, MP3 Engineering --

_

* J. Festa, Technical Programs
.

* W.. Richter,~ Supervisor, MP3 Engineering
|b. D.uffy, MP2 Engineering
J.: Harris, MP3 Engineering
!A. Brockner, Stores
N. Thomas, General-Electrical-Engineering,

* B. Thomas, Administration Supervisor;
.

;L.-Laime, Welding' Program Coordinator
J. Ely. Supervisor, Welding and Materials Test Engineering
R. Hurlburt, Engineering Specialist

i

i

* Attended exit meeting

p
i
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Nuclear Regulatory Comission

* W. Rayrend, Senior Resident' Inspector, HitPS
K. Kolaczyk, Resident Inspector HNPS

_

* U. Potapovs,; Acting-Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch, hRR
* R. ficlntyre, Team Leader, NRR- ,

t* K. Naidu,:St.nior Reactor Engineer, NRR
_

* L.-Carpbell, Reactor Engineer, HRR
* 8. Revers, Reactor Engineer, NRR .

* D. Caphton,' Senior Technical Reviewer, Region !
* E. Wer.2inger, Chief Project Branch f4, Region I-

_

,

* G._Vissing, Millstone Project Manager, NRR
->

'NUMARC.

* B. Bradley, Senior Project Manager
'

OTHERS

* F. Phillips, Con Edisor,of New York
* R._'Rossnan, Yankee Atomic Electric Company

_

*- S. Buchwald, liew Hampshire Yankee
" T.- Keen 6n, Vice President, Nuclear Energy Services (1<ES)

.

* D.JScott, Project Manager..NES
R. Regozinski, Connecticut Yankee
S. Leclerc, Maine Yankee

* Attended exit neeting,

,
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*,,,,, October 11, 1991

Docket No. 99900779

Mr. William J. Eckert, Chairman of the Bo,-a
Nutherm International, Incorporated
501 South Eleventh Street
Mount Vernon, IL 62864

Dear Mr. Eckert:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT 99900779/91-01)

This letter addr' esses the inspection of your facility at Mount
Vernon, Illinois, conducted by Mr. R. C. Wilson and other members
of this office on August 19-23, 1991, and the discussions of
their findings with you and members of your staff on August 23,
1991. The purpose of the inspection was to determine if safety-
related electrical components have been supplied by Nutherm in
accordance with nuclear utility specifications and Nutherm's
quality assurance (QA) program. The inspectors reviewed your
dedication of commercial-grade equipment for safety-related
applications and the qualification of equipment for harsh
environments.

Areas. examined during the NRC inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. This inspection consisted of
an examination of procedures and records, interviews with
personnel, and observations by the inspectore. The inspection
identified that the implementation of your QA program failed to
meet certain U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) require-
ments. Specifically, Nutherm's purchase orders did not contain
or reference controls necessary to ensure adequate quality of
the analytical services supplied by the laboratory performing
material identification services. Because the material analyses
were used to dedicate commercial grade components for safety-
related applications, the results of the analyses must themselves
be of high quality. In additior Nutherm's procedures did not
contain adequate instructions f3: performing activities affecting
quality. Specifically, these p.ocedures did not address the
content and frequency of Nutherm's surveys of commercial grade
suppliert or the nethod used to determine sample lot homogeneity
during the dedication of commercial-grade components.

The specific findings and references to the pertinent require-
ments for the above nonconformances are identified in the
enclosed Notice of Nonconformance.

|
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Mr. William J. Eckert -2-

The response requested by the enclosed Hotice is not subject to
the clearance procedures of the office of Management and Budget
as-required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law
No. 96-511.

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of
Practice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

j. ___
,

.Hohr iefB1
Vendor Inspectidn Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report 99900779/91-01

.

!
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

Nutherm International, Inc. Docket No.: 99900779/91-01Mount Vernon, Illinois

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
conducted at Nutherm International, Incorporated, in Mount
Vernon, Illinois, on August 19-23, 1991, the NRC inspection team
determined that certain activities were not conducted in accord-
ance with NRC requirements that were contractually imposed on
Nutherm by purchase orders from NRC licensees. The NRC has
classified these items is nonconformances to the requirements of
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reaulatieng, Part 50 (10 CFR
Part 50), Appendix B.

A. Criterion IV of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
requirements necessary to ensure adequate quality shall be
included or referenced in the documents for the procurement
of services.

Section 3.3 of Nutherm's Quality Assurance Procedure
QAP-4-02-00, Revision 1, dated July 14, 1989, states that
"the Engineering Manager is responsible for ensuring all
Purchase Order descriptions and requirements, for purchases
of commercial grade items, materials and services to be
utilized as basic components in a nuclear safety related
application, are delineated on a Purchase Requisition."
Scction 6.1 of the same procedure states that "upon the

. receipt of an approved-Purchase Requisition, the Purchasing
Agent shall initiate a Purchase Order Typing Request
identifying the applicable quality requirements for that
order. The purchase requisition and purchase order typing
request shall be utilized to prepare the purchase order."

Contrary to the above, Nutherm's commercial-grade Purchase
Order No. 4507-02-001 to the Chemir Laboratory did not
include or reference the controls necessary to ensure the
adeanate quality of material analysis services. These
services were used to verify the material identity of a
gasket being environmentally qualified as a spare part for
safety-related service in a temperature switch. Gasket
failure could result in loss of the temperature switch's
safety function (91-01-01).
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B. Criterion V of Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
activities affecting quality be orescribed by dscumented
instri.tions or procedures.

Seccxvn 5.1 of Hutherm's Quality Annurance Manuti
QA .. 10179-5, Revision 4, dated October 5, 1990, states that
activities affecting quality will be implemented in
accordance with documented instructions or procedures.

,

Contrary to the above, Hutherm's documented instructionr. and
procedures did not specify adequate controls for (1) the
content and required frequency of surveys of commercial- '
grade suppliers and (P) the acthod used to determine sample
lot homogeneity during the dedication of commercial-grado
componento for safety-related applications (91-01-02).

provide a written statement or explanation to the U. S.P1( 4 w:
Nuclu ar Regulatory Con aission, ATTH: Document Control Desk,

Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the chief, Vendor Inrpec-
tion Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards,
Office cf Fuclour Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
of the lev.cr transmitting this Hotice of Nonconformance. This
reply shoald be clearly markad as a " Reply to a Notice of Honcon-
formance" and should include for each nonconformancot (1) a
description of steps that have been or will be taken to correct
these items; (2) a description of steps that have been or will be
taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the dates your cotrective
actions and preventive measures were or will be completed. ,

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
thir 11th day of October 1991.

-2-
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ORGANIZATION: NUTilERM IliTER!JATIONAL, INCORPORATED
| MOUNT VERHON, I LL11101 S

REPORT NO : 99900779/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE Mr. William J. Eckert, Chairman of the Board
ADDREE- !Jutherm International, Incorporated

501 South Eleventh Street
Mount Vernon, IL 62864

ORGANIZATIONAL Laurence D. Patterson, Quality Assurance
CO!1 TACT: Manager

11UCLEAR INDUSTRY Dedication and qualification of electrical
ACTIVITY: components for nuclear safety-related

applications, and the design and manufacture
of safety-related syntems.

INSPECTION August 19-23, 4991
CONDUCTED:

SIGNED M ' ba. /. I-

Richar(1 C. Wllson, Team Leader Date
~

Reactive Inspection Section No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

OTilER I!1SPECTORS: Randolph N. Moist, VIB
Billy H. Rogers, VIB
Mark J. Jacobus, Consultant, Sandia
National Laboratories

#1 I"/ %APPROVED:
__Chris A. VanDeriburgh ] Chief Date

t --

t
Reactive Inspection. Section No. 2
Vendor Inspection BrLnch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21, 10 CTR 50.49, cnd 10 CPR
Part 50, Appendix B

INSPEOTION SCOPE: To review the dedication and qualificatiori
activities conducted under Nutherm's quality
assurance program, and review Nutherm's
corrective actions for nonconformancoc and
open items from previous NRC inspections.

PLANT SITE Numerous.
APPLICABILITY:
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1 INSPOCTION SUMMARY

1.1 [h2RCRDLQIRARC111

1.1.1 Contrary to Critorion IV, " Procurement Document Control,"
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Nutherm's commercial-grado
purchase order to Chemir Laboratory did not include or reference
the controls necessary to ensure adequate quality of material
analysis services (Nonconformance 91-01-01, see Section 3.3.2 of
thic report).

1.1.2 Contrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings," of 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix B, Nutherm's documented
instructions and procedures did not specify adequate controls for
the (1) content and frequency of surveys of commercial-grade sup-
pliers and (2) method used to determine sample lot homogeneity
during the dedication of commercial-grado components for safety-
related applications (Nonconformance 91-01-02, see Sections 3.3.2
and 3.5 of this report),

1.2 Unresolved Itgra

1.2.1 Nutherm had not completed evaluating several differences
between newly received Potter & Brumfield relays and a reference
specimen that Nutherm had previously scismically tested
(Unresolved Item 91-01-03, see Section 3.6 of this report).

1.2.2 Nutherm had not completed determining the revised quali-
fled lifetimes of certain relays which were subject to a self-
heating temperature rise caused by continuous coil energization
(Unresolved Item 91-01-04, see Section 3.7 of this report).

1.2.3 Nutherra had not completed evaluating possible additional
problems involving control panel overheating and component self-
heating (Unresolved Item 91-01-05, see Section 3.8 of this
report).

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 Nonconformance D 900779/DJ-01-01 (Clq0Adl

Nonconformance 88-01-01 stated that, contrary to Criterion V,
" Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of 10 CFR Part 50,
Apperidix D, Hutherm's environmental qualification test specifi-
cations lacked sufficient component-specific detail to adequately
control testing. ,

Concerning a test record that lacked an acceptance or rejection
signature, Nuthern revised data sheets in October 1989 to include
such a signoff. Two instances were cited of unclear acceptance
and rejection criteria, and in one instance an inappropriate test

2
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Instrument had been colected. Hutherm file CWE-3455, which
involved concerns of lionconformanco 88-01-01, and other flien
reviewed during thic inspection indicated no further examples of
this nonconformanco. Baced on these observations the inspectorn
closed Nonconfort.ance 88-01-01.

l
2.2 Rentenintmanst.hSMll2HF - 01 - EL_lCl tEndl

Nonconformanco 88-01-02 ntat ed that, contrary to Criterion III,
" Design Controi," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Nutherm's
program for upgrading or dedicating commercial-grado molded-cane
circuit breahors (MCCBs) did not alwayn adequately evaluate
material or design changen and their effect on environmental or
seinmic qualification. In addition, Hutherm's method of uaing,

reports of previous qualification tento to qualify now production
items was considered invalid.

To correct this co.)cern Nutherm locued Procedure QAP 4-02-00,
" Procurement of Commercial Grado Items, Materials and Services,"
Revision 0, dated January 3, 1989, requiring documented trace-
ability to the original equipment manufacturer (oLM) for all
Nutherm-qualified itoma for which liut herm relied in part on the
manufacturer's informatfoi for design control. The inopector
reviewed Revision 1, dates July 14, 1989, of QAP 4-02-00 and
found that it adequatoly complied with Nutherm'a previous
commitments.

As a service to customers subject to NRC Bulletin 88-10 who had
purchased dedicated MCCDs, aiutharm reviewed its purchaco recordo
for all MCCDs back to 1981 to determine whether it had documented
traceability to the OEM. Where Nutherm recorda did not document
:raconbility to the OEM, Nutherm renearched the distributor's
shipping and receipt recordo to establish traceability. When
traceability was established this information was provided to the
custtmer. Where Nutherm was unable to establish traceability,
the MCCB wan replaced with one traceable to the OEM. Nutherm'a
records associated with its research on MCCD traceability showed
that Nutherm had dedicated significant resources to thoroughly
researching purchase recordo. Based on these corrective actions
the inspector c)osed 11onconformance 88-01-02,

2.3 Open Item 9990077.9,L88-El-03 (Clontd1

Open Item 88-01-03 involved Nutherm'a disposition of anomalieu
that occurred during and after radiation testing for environ-
montal qualification. An flRC review during the present inspec-
tion of 22 Record of Anomaly and Roaolution forms, covnring the
period from April 1989 to July 1991, chowed that mont of the
anomalica dealt w'th the failure of tcat specimens to moot post-
radiation acceptanco criterit. In most casco, the acceptance
criterion was not violated by a largo amount, and in each cane,
Nutherm's ovaluation of the anomaly concluded that the

3
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discrepancy was not significant. llowever, 11utherm's documenta-
Nuthermtion of the basis for acceptance was generally cursory.

indicated that the acceptance critoria usually were based on part
manufacturer's specifications which were not intended to apply to
post-radi8 tion performance. Additionally, the acceptance
criteria for most part applications did not require tolerances
nearly as restrictive as the manufacturer's specifications.
Hutherm's parts qualification activities involved customer pur-
chase orders for either individual parts or f or 11utherm-designed

In either case, the Record of Anomaly and Resolutionsystems.
forms were included in the documentation packages provided to
customers and required specific customer approval. The actual
test data were also supplied. Decause the customer was alerted
to the discrepancy, the customer could evaluate further the
actual results of a parts procurement or could question 11utherm -

about a system procurement. 11utherm's qualification activities
for individual parts often appeared to be generic rather than
application-specific. 11utherm certified the demonstrated capa-
bility of the part, rather than certifying that the part met the
pre-determined performance criteria for a specific application.
Although the inspectors concluded that 11utherm's evaluation of
test anomalies was satisfactory, they suggested that flutherm

judicious selection of test acceptance criteriaconsider (1) morefor parts, rather than simply repeating manufacturer's specifi-
cations and (2) more detailed documentation of the basis for
accepting parts used in 11uthnrm-designed systems. r,ased on these

actions the inspector closed open Item 88-01-03.

2.4 Qren Item 99900779D 8-01-04 ( C MEoJR

open Item 88-01-04 indicated that 11utherm's procurement and
receipt inspection control should be reviewed during a future NRC
inspection because lionconf ormance 88-01-02 related to procurement
and receipt inspection control of MCCBs. On the basis of the
review described in Section 3.3 of this report, the inspectors
concluded that Nutherm had taken adequate corrective action and
open Item 8L-01-04 was closed.

3 I!1SprCT1011 FIllDI!1CS A11D OTilLR COMME 11TS

3.1 EntarJAcq.ADillElidCeMD9H

In the entrance meeting on August 19, 1991, the liRC inspectors
discussed the scope of the inspection, outlined areas of concern,
and established interfaces with liutherm's management and staff.
In the exit meeting on August 23, 1991, the inspectors discussed
their findings and concerns with 11utherm's management and staff.

4
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3.2 Innpfetion ScQDC

Huthern supplies safety-related electrical panels, racks, and
small systems; performs the dedication of commercial-grade
equipment; and provides qualification services. Hutherm has
approximatoly 50 employcos. Its business is entirely nuclear-
related and includes several U.S. commercial nuclear plants, the
U.S. Department of Energy, and some foreign facilities. The
NRC's most recent inspections of Nutherm were documented in
Inspection Reports 99900779/87-01, issued January 25, 1988, and
99900779/88-01, issued January 31, 1990.

The inspoctors examined the finding- .amaining from the previous
NRC inspections and reviewed the dt i g t. 5 % 9 ment, manufac-
turing, dedication, and qualificati'a ac. iot conducted under*

Nutherm's quality assurance program n"5<a o ^; .he requirements<.

of Appendix B to 10 Cl"R Part 50.

The inspectors reviewed ten dedication pachsges covering ship-
ments made since mid-April 1991 to examino c7mmercial-grado and
safety-grade parts procurements, harsh and mild environment
applications, system design efforts, and efforts restricted to
dedication. The packages included dedications based on similar-
ity and traceability to previously dedicated parts, as well an on
newly performed dedication evaluations included in the package.

3.3 Oua 1i tylaimraJ1gg_Agliyii;Jfn

Nutherm's Qualit's Assurance (QA) Manual QA-N-10179-5, Revision 4,
dated October 5, 1990, governs its QA program. Hutherm's QA Pro-
cedurca Manual QA-p-10179-3, dated August 1, 1991, impicments and
supports the QA Manual. The impicmenting procedures controlled
activities affecting quality during design, supply of electrical
components, environmental testing, commercial-grade dedication of
electrical components, and calibration. The inspectors' review
determined that Nutherm's control of purchased material was
satisfactory. In addition, a review of sample personnel quali-
fication documents showed that Nutherm's personnel woro qualified
to perform activities that affected quality.

3.3.1 Design Control

The NRC inspectors' review determined that Nutherm's design
control was adequately addressed by QA implementing procedures.
A review of several technical data packages showed that the
customers' technical and quality requirements were translated
into such design documents as test procedures, qualification
plans, or component dedication planners for those activities
involving commercial-grade dedication. The NRC inspectors
concluded that appropriate personnel reviewed and approved design
and QA documentation. A review of Nutherm's calculations showed
that Nutherm's methodology was adequate.

5
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3.3.2 Procurement and Audits

Nutherm procured nuclear safety-related components from vendors
on its Nuclear Approved Vendorn List ( AVL) , and commercial-grade
components or services from vendors on the Commercial-Grade AVL.
Nutherm procured almost all its commercial-grade components
directly from the manufacturers. The inspectors verified that
all of Nutherm's purchase orders were reviewed and initialed by
the QA department. Nutherm's purchase orders indicated that
to CFR Part 50, Appendix B, suppliers must meet the QA require-
ments described in the Nutherm document, " Quality Ansurance
Procurement Requirements ior Nuclear Vendors." The inspectors'
review of several technical data packages verified that customer
requirements, including 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and 10 CFR
Part 21, were passed on to the suppliers for safety-related
procurements. In one minor exception, the NRC inspectorn noted
that the file for safety-related Purchase Order 4378-01-000 to
ASEA Brown Boveri did not contain the QA procurement requirements
sheet. However, during the inspection Nutherm obtained a copy of
the sheet from ASEA Brown Boveri and placed it in the file.

Although the inspectors concluded that Nutherm's implementing
procedures for procurement activities affecting quality were ade-
quate, the inspectors noted that Nutherm's commercial-grade Pur-
chase Order 4507-02-001 to Chemir Laboratory for gasket material
analysis by infrared spectroscopy did not impose adequate quality
requirements on Chemir's analyses. The gasket was being environ-
mentally qualified as a replacement part for use in a safety-
related temperature switch. Gasket failure could result in loss
of the temperature switch's safety function. Criterion IV of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states that requirements necessary
to ensure adequate quality shall be included or referenced in the
documents for the procurement of services. Nutherm's failure to
include requirements necessary to control quality in the Chemir
purchase order was identified as Nonconformance 91-01-01.

The inspectors' review of several Nutherm audits of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, suppliers showed that Hutherm's audit
checklists were adequate to assess all activities affecting
quality. Nutherm's procedures required audits to be performed
for all 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, suppliers every 3 years as
shown on the AVL.

In one example, the NRC inspectors noted that Nutherm's QA de-
partment conducted a commercial-grade survey of Chemir Laboratory
on September 10-11, 1990, reviewing their calibration methods,
personnel qualifications, and the laboratory control program
document Chemir/MI 9/10/90. The NRC inspectors' review deter-
mined that the required coope and frequency of these commercial-
grade surveys were not documented in any Nutherm procedure.
Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that

6
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activition affecting quality shall be proscribed by documented
instructions or procedures. Nutherm's failure to specify the
content and frequency of surveys of commercial-grado suppliers is
the first example of Nonconformance 91-01-02. (The second
example is identified in Section 3.5 of this inspection report.)

In rosponse to the inopoctors' concerns, Nutherm's QA manager
stated that, although Chemir/NI 9/10/90 did address laboratory
.procndures and practicos specifically developed by Chemir for
Nuthorm contracts, he did not know if it was a quality assuranco
document. Thorofore, Nutherm had not established the suitability
of Chemir/NI 9/10/90 for use in procuromonts intended to verify
components' critical characteristics. During this inspection,
Nutherm scheduled another survey for September 11, 1991, to
verify Chemir's program implementation and compliance as
applicable to the requiroments of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

3.3.3 Document Control

The inspectors compared soveral docu.nonts from technical data
packagos against the document control log to verify the revision
numbers. The inspectors datormined that two project travelers
(NSP-4429-01 and NSp-4429-02) woro both listed as Revision 0 in
the document control log; however, the project traveler cover
shoots showed Revision 2 for NSP-4429-01 and Revision 3 for
NSp-4429-02. The inspectors also noted that a Nutherm internal
QA audit for design control had identified the same type of
nonconformanco. The NRC inspectors did not cito this examplo as
a nonconformance, because there were no other discropancion of :

this typo and Nutherm's QA department had identified this concern e

during their internal audits. In addition, Nutherm had schaduled
corrective action for August 26, 1991. The inspectors concluded
that the implomonting proceduros for document control wore

,

adequate and wore being followed.

3.3.4 Corrective Action
The inspectors' review found that Nutherm's corrective action '

requests were controlled, well documented, and woro forwarded to
uppor .nanagement as required by procedure. However, the inspec-
tors noted that'in one instance the production department did not
respond-in a timely manner. The original due date for Corrective
Action Roquest (CAR) No. 40 was May 28, 1991, but_the production
department did not respond until August 7, 1991. In addition,
the QA department submitted throo overduo notifications to the
' production department requesting that they implement correctivo
action.- Nuthorm's slow disposition of CAR No. 40 was regarded as
unusual, and :ttua inspectors concluded that Nutherm's nonconform-
anco notices were controlled, well documented to support conclu-
sions, and were generally closed on a timely basis. In addition,
adequato implomonting procedures were in place and were being
followed.

7 +
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3.3.5 External Audits
The inspectors' review determined that Nutherm's responses to the
findings of Nuclear Utilitieu Procurement Issues Council Audit
A-SE-90-13, conducted October 16-19, 1990, and Arizona public
Gorvico Company Audit 91-004-506, conducted May 14-16, 1991, woro
natisfactory and timely.

3.4 C_QDnCIcia1-GEA@_DhllM_tiOD

The inspectors found that Nutherm procured commercial-grade items
by three methods: (1) directly from the manufacturor, (2) from
distributors, with provision for shipping the parts and related
documentation from the manufacturer directly to Nutherm, and
(3) from distributors who have boon qualified by a Nuthern survey
to provido a valid cortification that the items shipped were
obtained from the manufacturer and bhipped without alteration.
Nuthorm's QA manager stated that 99.9 percent of all commercial-
grado items were procured directly from the manufacturer.

The engineering department identified project input requirements
on a Component Dodication Planner form by considering the
required performance and design basis for the item or component.
The form accompanied tho item from receipt inspection to uhipping
inspection. It identified all of the itom's critical charactor-
istics that were to be verified, under the headings of " Product
Identification," " Physical Attributes," and " Performance." The
engineering department selected the critical characteristics by
determining the item's complexity, safety function, and perform-
anco requirements, including any customer-specified critical
characteristics. Hutherm verified each critical characteristic
by special tests and inspections, a commercial-grado survey of
the supplier, or a source verification.
During receipt inspection, Hutherm applied a stickor to the item
bearing a code traceable to the purchase order number, revision
number, line item number, and unit number. A Specimen Comparison
Roquest form was then initiated to compare observable physical
characteristics of the items. After the receipt inspection and
specimen comparisons were completed, the items were stored in a
warehouse location identified by the purchase order number.

Nutherm dedicated items na basic components (1) by comparing the
items identified on the purchase order to a Hutherm test labora-
tory (NTL) item previously qualified or (2) by performing quali-
fication testing on a sample of the items. In the first method,

Nuthern documented all the differences between the items being
dedicated and the NTL item on the comparison request form. Qual-
ified personnel evaluated each difference to determine its offect
on soismic and environmental qualification. If any differences
woro found, Hutherm attempted to obtain the manufacturor's

8
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material list to identify the material and design changes thati

had occurred sinco the item was qualified. Alternatively, a
'

material samplo could be sont to a test laboratory for analysis.
If the manufacturer's material list was used, Nutherm's QA de-

i partment audited the manufacturer to ensure that the commercial-
'

grado c;ntrol of the matorial list and product were adcouato.

If identified differences provented dedication based on the NTL
item test data, Nutherm required tho item to be requalified. If i

differences were noted, but the item was still considered to be i
-

satisfactory for uso as a basic component, then a record of
dedication was written to document the basis for acceptability.
Tho-record was reviewed and approved by appropriato personnel.

' If-an NTL-item did not exist, then Hutherm dodicated by the
,

second method--performing qualification testing of sampic items ;

from the purchaso order. The test item was etched with the pur-
chase order number for identification before testing and stored
in the testing laboratory's " library" as a standard for future4

comparisons after type testing was completed. The qualification !

methodology was documented in Nutherm's implomonting proceduros. '

i
All_ nuclear-qualified items woro testod to demonstrato their
functional performance before shipment, and the manager of
dodication issued a-Cortificato of Dodication which cortified the ,

items as basic corponents,
e

i

3.5 Hamnie llomoneneity

The NRC inspectors questioned how Nutherm addressed possible .

variations among items being dedicated or qualified. The manager '

of dedication indicated that suppliers were unable or unwilling ;

to comply with Nutherm's requests to establish-homogeneity--such '

as sequential serial numbers, same dato codes, same lot, or same
quality control inspectors--so these requests were usually not
included-in-Nutherm's purchase orders. The inspectors noted that
Nutherm performed several independent actions to verify lot .'

homogeneity. Using parameters such as dato codes,-Nutherm
visually compared the items being dedicated to the NTL item as
required by Procedure QAP 9-7-10-19, " parts Comparison for
Similarity," Revision 7, dated September 27, 1990.

If the lot to be dedicated did not appear to be homogeneous,
Nuthern compared items within the lot by nondestructivo dio-
-assembly and visual examination. If the date codes were spaced
in' time, one item (typically the oldect) would be disassembled

-

and compared to-the NTL item. Any differences would be evaluated
in terms-'of perfocmance and scismic capability, and a material
analysis would be performed if the item was intended for use in a
harsh environment.

-

"
9

!
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!

If the dato codes for the items received were similar within the
lot but different from the HTL item, Hutherm disassembled one
item and compared it to the MTL item. Nutherm tried to obtain !

design change information from the supplier. If the information
was not available, Hutherm performed a material analysis on the
item boing dedicated and on the HTL, if necausary. Nutherm pur-
chased extra items as necessary for this testing and analysis.

During this review tha inspectors noted that, although those
additional actions taken to verify homogenoity among parts were
important to Nutherm's dedication and qualification processes,

^

they were.not prescribed by Hutherm procedures. In spito of the
additional actions Nutherm had taken to verify lot homogeneity,
Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that activi-
ties affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions
or procedures. Nutherm's failure to specify adequate controls in
their documented instructions and procedures to establish uomple
lot homogeneity is another example of Nonconformance 90-01-02
(identified in Section 3.3.2 of this report).

3.6 Examnlo_of Parts Comparicon

'The NRC inspector observed Hutherm's rocciving inspection and
comparison of five Potter & Brumfield MDR 138-8 relays which were
purchased as commercial-grade items for subsequent dedication.
-The Hutherm receiving inspector used the implomonting procedure,
Dedication Planner form, and Potter & Drumfield data shoot at the

,

inspection station to verify that the relays were in accordance '

with the purchase order requirements and the implementing pro-
cedure. A technician from the material department compared the
relays using Production Standard 5001-55629-13, " Comparison to
Determine Similarity," Revision 3, dated December 11, 1990. The i

packing list showed that the relays were shipped directly from
Potter & Brumficid.

The comparison activitics determined that the newly received
relays slightly differed in several respects from the HTL item
that Nutherm had previously seismically tested. Specifically,,

the color of materials, sealing locations, the scrow projection
from nuts, and insulator board patterns were different; the screw
bottoms were beveled instead of flat; the height from the bell
housing to the bottom of the first insulator was different; there
was no_ coil housing gap between the bottom metal cap and what
appeared to be plates; there was a different coil wire sloove
material; the relay weights were different; and an " AMP Incorpo-
rated" notation on the label was missing.

-The Nutherm technician documented the differences on the Compar-
ison Request. form and forwarded it to the manager of. dedication.
The manager of dedication stated that each difference would be
evaluated to determine its effect on seismic and environmental'

qualification, and if the evaluation results permitted the

10

.
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dedication to be completed they would be documented in the Hocord I

of Dedication. Hutherm would also rosaarch their records for
additional test data to nupport dedication. If the differences
did not permit the dedication to be completed using the original ,

:

test data, requalification would be required. Because of the
numerous changes found in the relays, this issuo is designated as
Unrosolved Itom 91-01-03, and Nutherm's actions concerning the
differences will be reviewed during a futuro NRC inspection.
3.7 Oualification Testina

,

Nutherm Purchaso order Filo CWE-3455 covered switches, auxiliary
relays, overload relays, circuit breakors, and indicator lights
supplied to commonwealth Edison Co.'s LaSalle nuclear power ;
plant. Nutherm purchased commercial-grado items, and seismically *

and environmentally qualified them. Nutherm contracted the
seismic testing to Wyle Laboratorios and the radiation exposure
to Radiation Sterilizaro. Nuthorm performed the remainder of the
qualification work, including the steam and temperature testing.
Nuthorm test report CWE-3455R, Revision 1, dated February 14,
1991, revealed a thermal aging qualification concern similar to
one recently identified at Southern Tosting Services, Inc. (sco
NRC Inspection Report 99901223/91-01, issued September 4, 1991,
pagos 8 and 9, for further details). The concern related to
continuously-onergized components which experience less solf- '

heating temperaturo riso at olevated temperatures than at room
temperature because the resistivity of copper coil wire increases
at elevated temperaturo. Since Nutherm used a room temperature
measuromont pf the self-heating temperature rise in performing
the thermal aging analysis for General Electric NMA series
relays, the Nutherm test exposed the relay to a lower-than-
intended-temperature. -Thorofore, the qualification test resulted
in a nonconservativo estimate of the relay's qualified life.

Because of this concern Nutherm reviewed its records for other
thermal aging tests of energized components, and found only two.
In both cases customer purchase order changes documented that the
equipment would be used in mild environments where it is not
subject to thermal aging concerns. *

Nutherm planned to measure the actual elevated temperaturo and
recalculate the qualified life of the LaSallo relays with an
estimated completion date of September 9, 1991. The inspectors
concluded that this was satisfactory because the~ equipment in
question was not shipped until February 21, 1991, and Nutherm
estimated the true qualified life to be at least 5 years. This
issue will be followed as Unresolved Item 91-01-04. The NRR-
project managers have boon informed of this discrepancy. This
issue-will be reviewed as part of the NRC's ongoing evaluation of .

self-heating temperaturo effects on thermal aging analysis.

4
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In addition, the inspectors found inconclusive test results in
Nutherm File CWE-34SS for leakage current measurements during
design basis accident testing of General Electric SBM-type
switches. Shorting of the ground test lead from the test fixture
to the leakage current monitoring fuse could invalidato the
ability of the fuse to demonstrate that leakage did not exceed

Measurements taken near the end of the test showed0.4 ampero.
abnormally high leakage currents (50-00 milliamps) that were
attributed to heat shrink material on the test leads. Without
other measurements, even if the test 1 cads were defective, the
actual Icakage of the cwitch itself cannot be determined. Since
the customer had only requested leakage current measurements for
information, no acceptance critoria were violated and no notice
of anomaly was generated. The NRC inspectora noted that although
this discrepancy was not a nonconformance, a Hotice of Anomaly
would have helped to direct the customer's attention to the high
leakage currents actually measured.

3.8 lutther_m 10 CFR hrt 21 ActiX111cn
The NRC inspectors reviewed Nutherm Procedure QAP 15.0, " Control
of Nonconforming Items," Revision 0, dated January 25, 1991,

which provided instructions and requirements for Nutherm's iden-
tification, control, and documentation of nonconformances.
QAP 15.0 referenced QAP 19.0, " Federal Regulations and Responsi-
bilities Thereunder," Revision 3, dated July 14, 1989, which
contained the requirements of 10 CPR Part 21, in addition, the

inspectors noted that Nutherm reviewed and maintained a file of
other vendor and licensee 10 CFR Part 21 notifications, NRC
information noticos, and URC bulletins.

Nutherm had made only one 10 CFR Part 21 notification to the NRC
before the inspection. In a notification dated August 9, 1991,

Nutherm identified that it had designed and supplied filtration
ventilation system heater control panels under Nutherm project
A-1276 to the American Air Filter Company as environmentally-
qualified (radiation was the only harsh environment parameter),
safety-related equipment. The equipment had experienced blown
fuces and discolored wire insulation at the Hope Creek nuclear
power plant. On July 25, 1991, the Public Service Electric & Gas
Company provided panel internal temperature distribution data to
Nutherm. Nutherm submitted a potential deviation report to the
NRC on July 30, 1991, an oral 10 CPR Part 21 notification to the
NRC (and written reports to its customer and the licensee) on

August 7, 1991, and the formal written 10 CFR Part 21 notifi-
cation on August 9, 1991. The July 30, 1991, report advised that
satisfactory interin operation could continue with the panel
doors open until Nutherm's investigation was completed.

Nutherm's evaluation of the concern was addressed in Corrective
Action Request No. 42 dated August 16, 1991, and internally
approved and accepted on August 19, 1991. Nutherm evaluated the

12
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panel componento against the temperaturo data provided by the
licensoo. During the NRC inspection Hutherm was ovon-tosting
four components whose qualified lives could have boon reduced
below the specified life of the panel to determine their now
qualified lives. Hutherm identified that the root cause for this
problem was the failure to adequately conoidor the heat generated
in the cable bundles and the heat transfer ourfaco reduction duo
to components mounted on the sides and bottom of the panols.
When Nutherm performed the calculations in 1985, an indopondent
review was not performed.

As a correctivo action, Hutherm subcoquently revised Proceduro
;

QAP 3-0-02, "Proparation and Review of Calculations," to requiro '

such an independant review. Hutherm also initiated a review of
'

the calculations in all qualification efforts that includod
determination of in-cabinet temperaturco, and for all other harsh
environment qualifications. The review also included the
component self-heating concern discussed in Section 3.7 above.
Completion of thoso reviews was scheduled for September 9, 1991.
Nutherm also reviewed its records to identify other possibly
affected projects. Although no harsh environment concerns woro
identified, two mild environment projects woro found which
involved panola of similar design. Evaluation of the cultability
of thoso panels for their onvironment was also scheduled for
complation by September 9, 1991. Completion of both those
reviews will be followed as Unrosolved item 91-01-05.

The inspection team concluded that Nutherm was adoquately
addressing the notification requirements of 10 CFR Part 21, and
that the correctivo actions taken for the only notification
provided to dato have been thorough and timely. The inspectors
had no further concerno in this area.

4. PERSONNEL CONTACTED

* W. J. Eckert, Chairman of the Board and Troasurer
* L. F. Hinson, President
* L. D. Patterson, Manager of Quality Assuranco

I. Gunin, Vice President and Manager of Equipment Qualif.*
* D. Stephens, Vico President and Manager of Engincoring
* T. Stomborski, Vice President and Manager of Saloo
* L. Duncan, Manager of Dedication
* R. Elliott, Manager of Production
* H. D. Boyd, Manager of Purchasing
* D. R. Mikow, Manager of Test Laboratory
* F. Starr, Quality Assuranco Engincor

C. Overocker, Laboratory Supervisor
B. Hudson, Receiving Inspection
T. Wright, Materials Control

Attended both the en'tranco and oxit mootings of August 19*

and 23, 1991
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"% , ',', , 4' November 15, 1991

Docket lio. 50-323

Mr. J. D. Shiffer
Senior Vice President
fluclear Power Generation
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street, Room 1451
San Francisco, California 94106

Dear Mr. Shiffer:

SUBJECT: IllSPECTIOli OF Tile PROCUREMEliT AllD COMMERCI AL-GRADE
DEDICATION OF THE SIXTil (2-3) EMERGE!1CY DIESEL
GEllERATOR SET FOR DI ABLO CA11YO!1 11UCLEAR POWER PLAllT,
UllIT 2 (IliSPECTIOli REPORT 110. 50-323/91-202)

We are transmitting the report of the U.S. liuclear Regulatory
Commission (11RC) inspection conducted April 29 through May 3,
1991, et the corporate offices of Pacific Gas and Electric
Company (PG&E), San Francisco, California. Messrs. Steven M.
Matthews, Richard P. McIntyre, Walter P. Haass, and Michael R.
Snodderly of the 14RC's Of fice of 11uclear Reactor Regulation and
Mr. William J. Wagner of the NRC's Division of Reactor-Safety,
Region V, evaluated PG&E's procurement and commercial-grado
dedication of an emergency diesel generator (EDG) set for Diablo
Canyon liuclear Power Plant (DC11PP) , Unit 2.

The llRC views pG&E's decision to install the sixth EDG as an
enhancement to the safety of DC11PP. PG&E procured the sixth EDG
as commercial-grado equipment, similar to the EDGs currently
installed, intending to dedicate it for safety-related service.
The 11RC inspection team focused on the procurement and
commercial-grade dedication activities of the EDG's diesel engine
component. The team had several unresolved concerns with PG&E's
procurement and commercial-grado dedication program and,
therefore, with the resulting quality and reliability of the EDG.
PG&E did not adequately demonstrate through its procurement and
commercial-grade dedication program that all critical
characteristics specific to the EDG's ability to perform its
intended safety-related function had been verified and that thn
bases of the original seismic qualification had been maintained.
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f Mr. J. D. Shiffer -2-
.

During the exit meeting on May 3, 1991, your staff expressed the
desire to provide any additional information that would clarify
the team's concerns and facilitate the team's review and
eval'1ation of the EDG's procurement and dedication activities.
The team prepared a list of questions and concerns as a followup
to the ir'pection effort and gave pG&E the opportunity to present
ad ition data, as requested. This report, therefore,
incorporates (1) the team's review of the additional
documentation that pC&E submitted on June 7 and 20, 1991, and
(2) PG&E's presented response to the team's questions, including
the reference documentation, on July 15, 1991, at ths NRC's
headquarters in Rockville, Maryland.

While this inspection report identifies findings with the pG&E
commercial-grado dedication process, the NRC also recognizes that
the findings were made at a particular point in the dedication
process and that progress continues to be made and additional
information may have been developed to resolve some of the
identified concerns. Consequently, the staff nuggests that
following your review of this inspection report a meeting be
scheduled to work on resolution of the issues. If all of these
issues cannot be completely resolved, it may be necessary to
consider performing additional testing to establish the
reliability of the EDG to perform its safety function. The above
items will be reviewed by the NRC regional office for any
enforcement actions.

Also, we have conducted inspections of your supplier of the A.C.
power generator for the EDG set, NEI peebles - Electric products,'
Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio and NEI peebles Limited, poebics
Electrical Machines of Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom.
These inspections raised additional specific technical concerns
regarding the use of appropriate rotor pole magnet wire and the
use of a Bakelite electrical separation ring as a potentially
load bearing component-part of the rotor shaft support assembly.
PG&E's selection of critical components and characteristics, some
of which were specified after the generator was assembled and
shipped, were also of concern. The reports of these inspections
will be issued in the near future and the inspection findings
will be reviewed with pG&E's staff during future inspection
activities.

We believe a meeting between your staff and the NRC inspection
and review staff to discuss these matters would be appropriate in
the near future. This meeting would focus on the safety
functions of the synchronous generator including PG&E's ability
to maintain the bases of the original seismic qualification as
well as the matters in this report.
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Mr. J. D. Shiffer -3-

In accordance with 10 CTR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the
enclosure vill be placed in the liRC's Public Docurrent Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, ve vill :

be pleased to discuss them with you. Thank you for your |

cooperation during this inspection.
Sincerely,

V~
Bruce A. Boger, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

III/IV/Vof fice of fluclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosuret
Inspection Report tio. 50-323/93-202

cc w/ enclosure: See next page

,

m
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cc w/ enclosure

HRC Resident Inspector Mr. John Hickman
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Senior Health Physicist

Plant Environmental Radioactive
e/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Management Unit

commission Environmental Management
P.O. Box 369 Branch
Avila Deach, California 93424 State Department of Health

Servicen
Dr. R. B. Terguson 714 P Street, Room 616
Energy Chair Sacramento, California 95814
Sierra Club California
6715 Rocky Canyon Regional Administrator, R-V
Creston, California 93432 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Ms. Bandra A. Silver 1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Mothers for Peace Walnut Creek, California
660 Granite Creek Road 94596
Santa Cruz, California 95065

Mr. Peter H. Kaufman
Ms. Jacquelyn C. Wheeler Deputy Attorney General
3303 Barranca Court State of California
San Luis Obispo, California 110 West A Street, Suite 700

93401 San Diego, California 92101

.tanaging Editor Ms. Nancy Culver
Thp .. Cou nty_IttegrAlt Tribup2 192 Luneta Street
1321 Jrhnson Avenue San Luis Obispo, California
P.O. Box 132 93401
San Luis Obispo, California

93406 Michael M. Strumvasser, Esq.
Special Assistant Attorney

Chairman General
San Luis Obispo County Board State of California

of Supervisors Department of Justice
Room 370 3580 Wilshire Boulevard,
County Government Center Room 800
San Luis Obispo, California Los Angeles, California 90010

93408

Richard T. Locke, Esq.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
P.O. Box 7442
San Francisco, California

94120
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INSPECTION REPORT
i

U.S. HUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
00010E OF HUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

DIVISION OF REACTOR INSPECTION AND SAFEGUARDS

Docket No.: 50-323

Report No.: 50-323/91-202

Licenso No.1 DPR-82

Licenseos Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Boulo Stroot, Room 1451
San Francisco, California 94106

racility Name: Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2

Inspection Locationt San Francisco, California

Inspection Datest April 29 through May 3, 1991

Lead Inspectort - O // ICF |__

Steven M. Mattiio'ws', Team Leader 'Da(o
Reactivo Inspection Section 1 (RIS1)
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

Other Inspectorat Richard P. McIntyre, RIS1, VIB
Walter P. Haass, Special Projects

Section, VIB
Michael R. Snoddorly, RIS1, VIB
William J. Wagner, Division of

Reactor Safety, Region V

C li

4 4Ag - |O - 3o q ['

Approved By: Uldis Potapovs', Chich, RISI Date
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards

Summary: The announced inspection of the procurement
and commercial-grado dodication activities
for the 2-3 emergency diesel generator
(EDG) set resulted in identifying
deficiencies and unresolved items.
Additional information is necessary to
ascertain whether the EDG's quality
complies with the requirements of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Vendor
Inspection Branch, Division of Roactor Inspection and Safeguards,
Offico of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, with Region V
participation, conducted an announced inspection at the corporato
officos of the licensoo, Pacific Gas and E3ectric Company (PG&E)
in San Francisco, California, April 29 through May 3, 1991. The
inspection team ovaluated the 11conson's procuromont and
commercial-grade dedication activ''8 0s for the omorgency diosol
generator (EDG) set for the lice ato's Diablo Canyon Nuclear
PoWor Plant (DCNPP), Unit 2. According to PG&E, the now cinth
(2-3) EDG will be identical (i.e., liko-for-like) to DCNPP's five
existing EDGs.

The team focused on the procuromont and commercial-grado l

dedication activities for the diosol engine (DE) componant of the
EDG sot. The licensco procured the DE for the EDG as a
commercial-grado component. The licensco based the commercial-
grado dedication on the performanco history of identical des, and
because_of certain concerns, identified by the licenson, the

.

'

performance history was lator-supplemented witi, a commercial-
grado survey of the DE manufacturer utilizing selected mechanical
components.- Again, additional concerns Woro identified by the
licensco and the commercial-grado survey was augmented by
par orming sourco-verification of selected activition and specialr

tosts an? Inspections.

The team had several concerns with the licenson's procuromont and
commercial-grade dedication program and, thoroforo, with the
resulting quality and reliability of the EDC. Tho licensoo did
not adequately demonstrato through its commercial-grado
dedication program that all critical characteristics specific to '

the EDG's ability to perform its-intended safety function had
boon veriflod and that the bases of the original soismic
qualification had been maintained.

,

- 11 -
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1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection team
evaluated Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E'S) procurement
and commercial-grade dedication program activities to determine
if the quality and reliability of the sixth (2-3) emergency
diesel generator (EDG) for Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
(DCNPP) Unit 2 had been adequately verified. The EDG set
consisted of (1) a Model 18-251-F commercial-grado dicaci engine
(DE), including power-train parts and mechanical components,
manufactured by GE Locomotive (GE-L) of Montreal, Canada; (2) *

safety-related synchronous generator manufactured by NEI Peeblos
- Electric Products, Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio, and NEI Peebles
Ltd., Peebles Electrical Machines, of Edinburgh, Scotland, United
Kingdom; (3) a commercial-grade static exciter voltage regulator
system and panel manufactured by Basler Electric Company of
Highland, Illinolo; (4) panels, instrumentation and control
components, and piping supplied by PG&E; and (5) the assembly of
the EDG by GEC Alsthom of Toronto, Canada.

The team focused their inspection on the licensee's procurement
and commercial-grade dedication of the Model 18-251-r, DE
manufactured by GE-L. According to the licensee, GE-L's facility
in Montreal, Canada, had been manufacturing des for approximately
40 years. When the licensee procured the five original des for
DCNPP in 1969, the DE manufacturer was Worthington Corporation,
Alco Engine Division (ALCO). Before the licensee placed the
order for the 2-3 EDG, the company had experienced two buyouts:
the first by Bombardier, Inc., the second by GE-L. GE-L obtained
the company in 1989.

At the time of the inspection, the licensee reported that its
commercial-grado dedication activities were not complete.
According to PG&E, the break-in test of the DE at GE-L's facility
in Montreal, Canada, had been completed on February 11, 1991, and
the DE had been shipped to GEC Alsthom's facility in Toronto,
Canada, for assembly and functional performance testing of the
completed EDG. The licenseo also reported that it had performed
source verification activities during the assembly of the EDG
set. The EDG assembi; 'in.ists of crid-anonting the DE, the
synchronous generator, and the auxiliary systemu and a..eciated
piping in preparation for the functional performance testing by
GEC Alsthom. The licensee also was evaluating and revising the
documentation of the commercial-grade DE dedication to
incorporate the results of material testing, source verification
reports, and PG&E engineering's review of GE-L's nonconforming
material reports. PG&E also reported that the review and
compilation of all GE-L design changes since it had purchased the
existing five ALCO des were not complete.

3-
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The team observed activities, hold discussions with the
I licensoo's staff, and reviewed records and proedduros associated

with the procuromont and commercial-grado dedication program.
This report also incorporates the team's review of additional
documentation submitted by the licensco on June 7 and 28, 1991,
and the licensco's presented responso to NRC's questions,
including the reference documentation, on July 15, 1991, at NRC's
headquarters in Rockvillo, Maryland.

The team has charactorized its findings within this report as
deficiencies or unrosolved items. Doriciencias are either
(1) the apparent failure of the licensco to comply with a
requirement or (2) tho apparent failure of the licensoo to
satisfy a written commitment or to conform to the provisions of
applicable codos, standards, guidos or accepted industry
practicos. Unronolved items involvo a concern about which more
information is required to ascertain whether it is acceptable or
deficient. Those items will be reviewed by the NRC regional
office for any enforcement actions.

The specific areas and documentation reviewed, and the team's
findings are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this report.
Section 4 addressos the exit mooting and the persons who
participated in and who were contacted during the inspection are
listed in Appendix A. A listing of those persons attending the
licensee's presentation to the NRC staff on July 15, 1991, is
given in Appendix B.

2 PROCUREMENT REVIEW

The licensco's Purchase Order (PO) No. ZS-1539-AA-9, dated
January 30, 1990, was issued to GE-L for a 2600-kW EDG set,
including a Model 18-251-F, stationary, oil-fueled, water-cooled,
four-cycle, 18-cylinder, "V" diosol engine with cylinder liners.
Although the team reviewed revision No. I to the PO, issued
March 8, 1990, it did not appear to chango the basic technical
and quality procuroment requirements as originally speciflod by
the licensoo. The PO ir. posed on GE-L the licensoo's Design
Specification No. 1539, Decign Sneci h qjon for PSEninhing,Jnd
Deliverino_Dippel 'Ano Generator _ Unit at Diablo Canyon Powgr

_

Plant. VnjA_1, RakL ton No. 1, dated January 19, 1990. The
design specification stated that the DE shall conform to GE-L's
ALCO Specification No. GS5100F, Specification, Dipsel Centrating
E2ta, dated June 9, 1970, and to the licensco's Specification
No. CG-P-Diosol, Specification for Supnlier's Cortification
Program (CG-P-Dio7el), Revision No. 1, dated December 21, 1989.

-2-
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CG-p-Diosol requiros, in part, that unless otherwise noted in the
specification, the supplier (GE-L) chall plan, establish,
implomont, and maintain a quality assuranco program in accordanco

'with the requirements of CAN3-Z299.3-85 of the Canadian Standards
Association's (CSA's) CAN3-Z299, Quality AcEnranto l m ten
Etanslania.

The CAN3-Z299 quality standards serios providos the minimum
requirements for a supplior's quality program, according to the
quality lovel specified. The standard gives four levels of
quality assurance (QA) programs, each with decreasing
comprehensivoness and sophistication. The CAN3-Z299 lovels of
quality assuranco pr9 grams are described below.

The Z299.1 QA program lovel is intended to provent the*
occurrence of nonconforming products or services because
failure in service could result in extremo cost or unduo risk
to health and safoty, or both. ;

The 2299.2 QA program level aims at reacting to nonconforming i*

products or services to provent their recurrence because
failuro in service could result in serious cost or significant
risk to health and safety, or both.

The Z299.3 QA program lovel proposes a program for verifying*
the conformance of producto or services throughout the process
because failure in service could result in significant cost or
some rick to hoalth and safety, or both.

The Z299.4 QA program lovel suggests a program for sorting the*
good items from the bad; it need not be documented.

Tablo 4 of CAN3-2299.0-86 describes the relationship of the four
levels of QA program with other quality programs. The table
providos a generalized comparison of the olomonts of a quality
standard but not its applicability. The table states, in part,
that Appendix B to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Requlationg
part 50 (10 CFR part 50) correlatos to Galy the CAN3-Z299.1 QA
program standard.

Appendix B to 10 CFR part 50 applies to all activities affecting
the safoty-related function of systems and components, or parts
thoroof, necessary to ensure (1) the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, (3) the capability to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the
capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in potential offsito exposure. Moreover, the
CAH3-Z299.1 QA program level is the only level of CAN3-Z299 that
addresses the loss of a safety function to the extent of a major
reduction in the degroo of protection to the public health and
safety. The licensee, however, imposed the CAN3-Z299.3 QA
program standards for the DE and its coniponents, without

-3-
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,

demonstrating an adequato bauls for specifying the loss rigorous
,

quality level (i.e., the factor rating method or the program
'

elomont method for datormining the appropriato quality level, as
described in CAN3-Z299.0-86, Guide for Selectino and Implementina '

the CAN3-2299-85 Ouality Assurance Procram Standards). Also,_

CAN3-Z299.0-86 states that the CAN3-Z299.3 QA program standard
imposed by the licensoo does not provido controls for design
planning, design processes, design verifications, or design
reviews. This issuo applies to the adequacy of the licenson's
procurement requiremonts and in discussed further in section 2.1
of this report.,

The licensoo's procuromont documents for the DE specified certain i

requirements for critical and non-critical components of the DE,
as described below.

^

2.1 Critical comoonents (Power Train Parts)
The licensce's design specification stated the critorion for-
determining if a component is critical and also defined the DE's
critical components that are subject to the quality requirements
specified in CG-p-Diesel. The critorion for datormining if a
component-is critical was based on whether the functional
performance testing adoquately demonstrated the components'
proporties or attributos regarding the offects of long-term
degradation and cyclic fatiguo (i.e., a component is a critical
component if the functional performanco testing will not
demonstrate the adequacy of the component's proporties or

.

"

attributos to withstand the offects of long-term degradation and
cyclic fatigue).

The critical components listed in the design specification were
later defined by the licenseo as power train parts in its <

transmittal of March 27, 1993, to the NRC. The listing of power
train parts in the transmittal also included valvo inserts,
connecting rod bolts, and connecting rod nuts, that woro not

,

listed in the design specification as critical compononts. The '

licensee's list of 14 power train parts groupings from its
transmittal of March 27, 1991 (a total of 424 parts), is given
below,

engino block piston caps
crankshaft connecting rods
cylinder liners connecting rod nuts ->

cylinder heads connecting rod bolts >

valves:- air.and exhaust main bearings - shall
-valvo inserts main'boarings - thrust
piston bodies camshafts

-4-
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The licensoo, however, did not reviso the PO to include the valvo
inserts, connecting rod bolts, and connecting rod nuts in its !

'

procurement documents as critical components, or demonstrato an
ongineering analysis of the long-term degradation and cyclic
fatigue offects for these components during the functional
performance testing. The licensco also failed to demonstrato an
engineering evaluation of the DE that substantiates that the list i

of power train parts included all parts that are required for the i

DE to perform its safety functions and that are also critical
components, bated on the critorion stated in the design
specification; those components that will not adequately
demonstrato during the functional performanco testing tho
proporties or attributos to withstand the offects of long-term

,

,

degradation and cyclic fatigue. Thin is Unrosolved Item .

50-323/91-202-01.
In its_ transmittal of March 27, 1991, the licenson described the ,

commercial-grado dedication methodology for the DE and the
I

special- qup;lity requirements imposed on GE-L for criticalcomponents also known as power train parts, au designated by :
'

the licensoo in its transmittal. The special quality
requirements were that (1) GE-L shall evaluato all suppliers of
power train-parts-to ensure their technical and quality
capability to provide items or services, (2) GE-L's ovaluation of
suppliers shall be documented, and (3) GE-L's evaluation shall t

include an annual audit of the suppliers' facilities to assess
the implomontation of the suppliers' quality program in
accordance with CSA's Standard CAN3-Q395 or equivalent. However,
the team's review also determined that the licensoo's design
specification and CG-P-Diesel imposed additional special quality
requirements on GE-L for power train parts, da discussed in tho ,

paragraphs below.
,

(1) Desian Control

Paragraph 4.2.1 of CG-P-Diesel required GE-L to (1) define
the critical parts for which the quality requirements of the

~

specification apply, (2) obtain concurrence from PG&E on the
critical parts list, (3) identify the critical
characteristics for each critical part (e.g., form, fit, >

function, material, and process; according to the licensoo),
and (4) obtain concurrence from PG&E on the critical >

characteristics applicable to each critical part. Although
this section of CG-P-Diosol requires GE-L to define the
critical parts for which the quality requirements of the
specification apply, PG&E had previously specified the

IThe licensee did not attempt to distinguish between the term
" critical component," as - used in the design specification, and
" critical part," as used in Specification No. CG-P-Diosol, and
therefore, the terms were considered synonymous.

-5-
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critical components in Section 14 of its design'

; specification. The list of critical parts was verified by
' th. licensee during its audit of GE-L performed on December

12 through 15, 1989, and documented in Supplier Commercial
Qualification Audit No. 89297S.
Paragraph 4.5.3 of CG-P-Diesel requires GE-L to perform and
document a design verification when changes are made to
either material, manufacturing process, or the design of
tower train parts to ensure that critical characteristics
are not adversely affected. Paragraph 4.5.4 requires GE-L
to perform and document an evaluation when changes in design
are made to non-critical parts to ensure that the changes in
design will not adversely affect power train parts.

The licensco's Supplier Commercial Qualification Audit
No. 89297S showed that GE-L's engineering procedure for
processing engineering change notices (ECNs) was not located
or reviewed during the audit. Although the ECN form was
reviewed to ascertain the adequacy of the controls for
design changes, the ECN form did not address the design
verification and evaluation required, respectively, by
paragraphs 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 of CG-P-Dioscl.

The licensee imposed these additional design controls on
GE-L because the CAN3-Z299.3 QA program, also imposed on
GE-L by the licensee, does not provide controls for design
activities. Ilowever, PG&E's Supplier Commercial
Qualification Audit No. 89297S did not substantiate that
GE-L's quality program was adequate to ensure that the
additional design controls imposed in CG-P-Diesel would be
achieved.

(2) liud.ity_qLS up p l i e r s a n d_EU bc o n t r a c t o r s
=

The licensee imposed through CG-P-Diesel several special
requirements pertaining to GE-L's audit, evaluation, and
selection of suppliers of power train parts. For example,
paragraphs 4.7.2, 4.10.1, and 4.10.4 require GE-L to
(1) perform annual audits of suppliers and subcontractors
providing items or services for power train parts, (2) apply
the quality requirements specified in CG-P-Diesel to all
subcontracted work and services pertaining to power train
parts, and (3) evaluate subsuppliers of power train parts
prior to the start of work.

According to the licensee's presentation to the NRC on
July 15, 1991, GE-L has responsibility to ensure material
traceability for all power train parts, as specified in the
PO. According to PG&E, GE-L is required to maintain
material traceability and submit documentation to
substantiate material traceability. The licensee also

-6-
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stated that material traceability is not specified, nor is
documentation required for parts, other than power train
parts. However, the team's review of the Po, design (specification, and CG-P-Diesel did not confirm the
licensee's assertion regarding the material traceability
requirements for all power train parts.
Although PG&E's special requirements for subsupplier
qualificati.on and selection required GE-L to perform audits
and evalrations of subcuppliers before the start of work, as
specified in paragraphs 4.10.4 of CC-P-Diesel, this special
requirement did not substantiate the quality of those power
triin parts which were taken from GE-L's existing parts
inventory; parts which were not purchased directly for
PG&E's DE (e.g., connecting rod bolts, connecting rod nuts,
cylinder heads, valves - air and exhaust, valve inserts, and
the engine block and its material components).

(3) Productl2D

Paragrcph 4.17.2 of CG-P-Diesel required GE-L engineering to
review changes in production procedures for power train
parts for acceptability before implementation. However, the

licensee's Supplier commercial Qualification Audit
No. 89297S did not substantiate that GE-L's QA program was
adequate to ensure that the additional process control
imposed in CG-P-Diesel would be achieved.

The licenseo imposed the CAN3-Z299.3-85 QA program and additiona?
special quality requirements, specified in its design
specification and CG-P-Diesel. However, the CAN3-Z299.3-85 QA
program requirements are not sufficient to assure adequato
quality of the DE, and the licensee's Supplier Commercial
Qualification Audit No. 89297S did not substantiete that GE-L's
quality program would adequately control the additional special
quality requirements specified in its design specification and
CG-P-Diesel. Therefore, the licensee failed to include in the
procurement documents for the DE the quality requirementL, or

substantiate GE-L's ability to control the quality requirements
that were specified, necessary to assure adequate quality and
reliability expected by the NRC's regulations in Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50. This is Deficiency 50-323/91-202-01.

2.2 Non-Critical Patts (M.echanica) Components)

The licensee's design specification and CG-P-Diesel did not
provide a description or definition of non-critical parts, or

parts other than power train parts. However, the licensee's
transmittal of March 27, 1991,-described the remaining engine
parts (i.e., those parts other than power train parts), as
mechanical components. The licensee-defined mechanical
components as mechanical equipment associated with the diesel

-7 -
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engine assembly up to the safety-related boundary, includingi

(1) individual parts of the engine, (2) engine-mounted equipment
(e.g., governor, fuel oil pressure control valve, lube oil
pressure control valve, and piping), and (3) skidsaounted
auxiliary components (e.g., filters, strainers, luno oil pum;,
air start motors, and couplings). Baced on th. licensee's PO.
all parts that were not identified as power train parts were non-
critical compcnents; which were later redefined by the licensee
as mechanical components and evaluated in the licensee's
commercial-grade dedication activities as components critical to
the DE performing its intended safety-related function,

iht licensco selected 14 representative sample parts from the
total population of f.316 parts that were not power train parts.
On the basis c:t the 14 representative s: 1ple parts previously
selected, the : licensee defined 14 associated product types. The
14 product types of mechanical compone<.ts listed below are
intended by the licensee to represent the remaining engine parts,
other than power train parts, which were also referred to in the
design specificaticn and CG-P-Diesel as non-critical parts,

engine mounted rotating precision machined parts
components springs

skid mounted rotating inechanical controlling
components devices

special fasteners heat exchangec
castings commodity - metallic
components from special commodity - non-metallic

manufacturing processes gaskets
engine driven or skid valves
mounted pumps

The licensee's procurement documents referenced only critical
components (power train parts) and non-critical components which
were later redefined as mechanical components, however, the PO
was not revised. to identify these components or their safety-
related function. The procurement documents did not specify the
technical description of the mechanical components, and the
technical and quality requirements for the mechanical components.
The licensee did not demonstrate a basis for considering the
mechanical components in the procurement documents as parts that
are not critical to the EDG performing its intended safety-
related function. Moreover, the licensee failed to evaluate the
mechanical components with regard to the criteria used to
identify critical components; those components that will not
adequately demonstrate during the functional performance testing
the properties or attributes to withstand the effects of long-
term degradation and cyclic fatigue.
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Therefore, the licensee failed to (1) establish the basia for
considering the mechanical components as non-critical parts in
the PO and procurement documents, and (2) specify the technical
and quality procurement requirements for the mechanical
components to ensure that the components and DE perform their ,

. safety-related function.- This is Deficiency 50-323/91-202-02.

3 COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION REVIEW

To conduct the commercial-grade swdication and qualification of
the DE, the-licensee utilized thu tour acceptance methods
described in the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's)
document NP-5652, Guideline for the Utilization of Commercial-
Grade Items in Nuclear Safety-Related Annlications (NCIG-07), and
-the recommendations outlined in the Nuclear Management and
Resourcea Council's (NUMARC's) document 90-13, Nuclear
Procurement Procram ImnrovaEgnia. The NRC conditionally endorsed
EPRI NP-5652 in its Generic Letter (GL) 89-02, Actions to Improve
the Detection of Coynterfeit_and Fraudulently Marketed Prodygta,
dated March 21, 1989. EPRI NP-5652 described the acceptance
methods for commercial-grade iteras as follows:

Method 1 - Special Tests and Inspactions

Method 2 - Commercial-Grade Survey of Supplier

Method 3 - Source Verification

Method 4 - Acceptable Supplier / Item Performance Record

The licensee.used Method 4 for the commercial-grade dedication
and qualification of the DE's power train parts. The licensee
qualified the use of Method 4 by performing an audit of GE-L's
facility in Montreal, Canada, December 12 through 15, 1989. The
audit results, documented in Supplier Commercial Qualification
Audit No. 89297 addressed GE-L's ability to control changes in,

Cesign, materials, and manufacturing processes, in accordance
with the NRC's GL 89-02 and to validate the use.of Method 4.
Because of the concerns it identified during the audit, the
licensee augmented acceptance Method 4 for power train parts with.
acceptance Methods 3 and 1.

The: commercial-grade-dedication.and qualification of the DE's
mechanical components were.also based on acceptance Method 4.
The licensee supplemented Method 4 with Method 2. Commercial-
Grade Survey No. 90216SS, performed at GE-L's facility September
17 through 20, 1990, was based on the licensee's 14
representative sample parts from the total population of
mechanical components. Because of the concerns it identified
during the survey, the licensee augmented acceptance Method 2
with Methods 3 and 1.
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The licensee's application of each of the accept?nce methods for
the commercial-grade dedication of the power train parts and
mechanical components is discussed in the following sections.

3.1 Mgthod 4 - Acceptable Supplier / Item Performance Rgqqrd

PG&E evaluated several sources of performance history data to
determine whether documented failures of power train parts or
mechanical components could be attributed to GE-L's manufacture
of the DE (i.e., identify failures that are not attributed to
normal wear, adjustments of equipment, or poor maintenance and
testing practices). The sources of performance history data and
the team's review of the licensee's evaluation of the performance
history data is given below.

(1) DCNPP's ALCO DE Failure Histoty

The licensee's review of the documented maintenance history
for the five existing ALCO des at DCNPP identified 33
mechanical-type component failures (i.e., parts that failed
as a result of long-term degradation or fatigue cycle
effects). Of these 33 failures, PG&E claimed that only 3 of
the failures (a jacket water return line Icak, a cylinder
head coolant passage leak, and a turbocharger casing-to-
flange joint cracked weld) could not be atcributed to normal
wear or maintenance and testing ractices.

However, the licensee failed t adequately demonstrate that:

* the technical bases used to select the 33 mechanical-type
component failures were directly applicable to the des
performance history

* the technical bases used to evaluate the 33 failures and
that led to the conclusion that only 3 of the component-
part failures cot 4d not be attributed to normal wear or
maintenance and testing practices were directly applicable
to the des performance history

no other failure types (i.e., other than mechanical-type*

failures) nad occurred in the history of DCNPP's ALCO des
that could not be attributed to normal wear, adjustments
of equipment, or poor maintenance and testing practices

(2) HBC Bulletins, and Information Notices (ins)

PG&E reviewed 80 NRC Bulletins and ins to determine their
effect on the procurement and commercial-grade dedication.
PG&E identified two documents, ins 86-07 and 89-84, that
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were applicable to the performance history of the des.
IN 86-07 described the overspeed and subsequent DE damage
that resulted from the failure of a Woodward governor.
IN 89-04 described the failure of Ingersoll Rand air start
motors at DCNPP.

(3) Ipatitute of Nuclear Power Onorations (INPO) Nuclear Plallt
Reliability Data Systems (NPRDS) Data, and Sianificant
Qperatina.Exnerience RJports (SOERs1

In its transmittal dated March 27, 1991, PG&E stated that
the initial review of the NPRDS data, and SOERs indicated
that a cracked cylinder head at Indian Point, Unit 2,
Consolidated Edison Company, and two turbocharger failures
at Salem, Unit 2, Public Service Electric and Gas Cottpacy,
were the only reports of mechanical problems with ALCC DCs,
or its auxiliary systems, that were not attributed to normal
wear, adjustment of equipment, or poor maintenance and
testing practices. PG&E concluded that the NPRDS failure ~

data did not affect the procurement and commercial-grade
dedication of the DE.

However, the team found that on May 20, 1985, Consumers
Power Company's Palisades plant experienced a cracked
cylinder head on an ALCO DE. The NPRDS report of the
Palisades event indicated that a possible cause of the
failure may be the design of the cylinder head and that ALCO
would modify the cylinder head design.

The licensee had not evaluated the NPRDS failure data for
the Palisades event. Therefore, the licensee had not
adequately demonstrated that the technical bases used to
evaluate the NPRDS data were adequate to identify the
critical components relevant to the EDG's ability to perform
its intended safety-related function.

(4) EPRI NP-4264. " Failures Related to Surveillance Tegtina of
E%andby Eaulement," Volume 2. " Diesel Generators"

EPRI NP-4264 describes EDG problems that were relasp to
surveillance tests and presents recommended methods of
alleviating those problems. The evaluation period was just

over 4 years, January 1979 through early 1983. A total of
136 EDGs were surveyed and 585 failures evaluated.
Surveillance testing appeared to have contributed to 70 of
the 585 failures, or 12 percent of the total failures. Of
the 136 EDGs evaluated, 18 were ALCO des, or 13.2 percent of
the total. The nuclear power plants with ALCO des and the
number of EDGs at each plant are listed below.

- 11 -
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I

Plant Name EDGs

Ginna 2
Indian Point 2 3
Indian Point 3 3
Palisades 2
Pilgrim 1 2
Salem 1 3
Salem 2 3

Total 18

EPRI evaluated failures related to the surveillance testing
as they applied to each DE manufacturer. According the
report, the number of surveillance test-related failures for
ALCO des were an order of magnitude less than the number of
failures for other DE manufacturers during the same
timeframe.

However, the EPRI evaluation did not include surveillance
test-related failures that occurred within the first 2 years
after the date of a licensee's operating license (i.e., the
first 2 years of an EDG's operational life as a safety-
related component). Those failures were not included
because, according to the EPRI report "beginning-of-life"
failures vote expected with large complex equipment such as
EDGs. Therefore, the evaluation did not include the five
ALCO des at DCNPP because the date of DCNPP's operating
license was not within the evaluation period, even though
DCNPP's des were installed within the timeframe of the
survey. Additionally, the EPRI report evaluated only
surveiliance test-related failures, which were only 12
percer.t (70 of a total of 585) of the total failures that
occurred during the reports evaluation timeframe.

The licensee's use'of the EPRI NP-4264 performance history
data did not adequately demonstrate:

* that it had adequately evaluated the failures of ALCO des
that were not included in the report (e.g., beginning-of-
life failures), or determined if those failures adversely
affected the acceptance resulta

that it had evaluated the other types of failures (e.g.,e

failures related to unplanned demands) for ALCO des during
the same timeframe

that the technical bases used to evaluate the EPRIo

NP-4264 data were adequate to establish the performance
history of critical components relevant to the EDG's
ability to perform its intended safety-related function.
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(S) EPRI/NSAC-108, "The Reliability of Emeraency Diesql
Ggnerators at U.S. Nuclqar Power Plants"

The report presents a survey of the EDG success / failure
experience during 1983, 1984, and 1985, to develop EDG
reliability values that accurately indicated the
contribution of EDG unreliability tc plant risk during the
three year timeframe. Each reported event was evaluated to
determine if the EDG would have fulfilled its mission in a
real emergency. For the purpose of determining the impact
on plant risk, the report considered EDG reliability to have
two elements or phases of operation; (1) start phase
reliability, and (2) load-run phase reliability. The
nuclear power plant experience for the 3 years evaluated
showed that overall EDG reliability was excellent: 98.6
percent reliability for test and unplanned demands, and 97.8
percent reliability for unplanned demands only.

However, the EPRI/NSAC report did not include the
reliability data for the ALCO des at DCNPP2, did not include
failures occurring within an EDG's " initial shakedown
phase," and did not identify the ALCO des at Salem Units 1
and 2. The licensee's use of the EPRI/NSAC-108 performance
history data for ALCO des did not adequately demonstrate:

that it had adequately evaluated the start phase and load-e .

run failures of ALCO des that were not included in the
report (e.g., initial shakedown phase failures), or
determine if those failures adversely affected the
acceptance results

e that it had evaluated the other types of failures (e.g.,
surveillance test-related failures) for ALCO des during
the same timeframe

e that the technical bases used to evaluate the
EPRI/NSAC-108 data were adequate to establish the
performance history of critical components relevant to the
EDG's aoility to perform its intended safety-related <

function.

(6) PG&E's Survey of Industry-Wide Performance Data

The licensee performed an independent survey of nuclear
utilities with ALCO des to determine their reliability to
start during surveillance testing for the years 1987 and
1988. However, the licensee's survey results failed to
include (1) reliability data from Ginna and Indian Point
Units 2 and 3, (2) performance data for 1986, and
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(3) performance data for the timeframes not included in the
,

performance data reported in EPRI NP-4264 and EPRI/NSAC-
108. Therefore, the licensee's survey was not industry-
wide performance data and it failed to demonstrate:

1

an established Acceptable Supplier / Item Performancee

history on the basis of industry-wide performance data

e that the technical bases (i.e., failures to start during
surveillance testing) used by the licensee in its survey
to determine EDG reliability was adequate to establish the
performance history of critical components relevant to the
EDG's ability to perform its intended safety-related
function.

(7) Non-Nuclear railure History of ALCO des

The licensee determined that the best source of non-nuclear
ALCO DE failure history was GE-L's equipment bulletins. In
a letter to PG&E, dated October 30, 1990, GE-L stated that
equipment bulletins were issued to all customers if the
problem was general and if it resulted in a design change.
PG&E determined that 12 of the 88 GE-L equipment bulletins
reviewed were applicable to PG&E's procurement and
commercial-grade dedication of the Model 18-251-F DE.

PG&E did not identify the 12 equipment bulletins it
considered applicable to the DE procurement, or the status
of the 16 additional equipment bulletins to be written by
GE-L. .Tho' licensee failed to demonstrate that the technical i

bases it used to evaluate the equipment bulletins as a
source of performance history data were directly applicable
to verifying the EDG's ability to perform its intended
safety-related function.

(8) The Government Industry Data Exch.anca Procram (GIDEP)

As a member of GIDEP, a government-sponsored information
exchange program that includes data on material problems,
PG&E's search of the GIDEP data base did not identify any
failures of ALCO des.

(9) PG&E's Sunnlier Commercial Oualification Audit of GE-L

The licensee qualified the use of Method 4 by performing an
audit of GE-L's facility in Montreal, Canada, December 12
through 15, 1989. The audit results, documented in Supplier
Commercial Qualification Audit No. 89297S, addressed GE-L's
ability to control changes in design, materials, and
manufacturing processes, in-accordance with the NRC's
GL 89-02 and to validate the use of acceptance Method 4.
The licensee's CG-P-Diesel invoked additional design
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controls that are not prescribed by QA program standard
CAN3-Z299.3-85 (see Section 2 of this report on page 2),
The licensee's audit identified seven deficiencies in GE-
L's quality program and its implementation,-and issued an
audit finding report (AFR) for each deficiency.

The licensee followed up on Audit No. 89297S by visiting the
GE-L facility June 26 through 29, 1990, to assess GE-L's ;

'

corrective actions taken for the AFRs issued as a result of
the audit performed in December 1989. A summary of the AFRs
issued by the licensee and the status of each at the
conclusion of the licensee's followup visit to GE-L is given
below. 4

!

AFR 89-171: GE-L failed to document a program for the
qualification of personnel performing welding and did not i

document personnel qualifications to perform welding. I

Status OPEN: The licensee verified corrective action and
found it acceptable. However, the item remained open for
PG&E's review of the welding qualification procedure and
the weldors qualifications.

AFR 89-172: GE-L failed to calibrate test equipment used
to measure and document the essential variables of welding ;

procedures and welding machine settings.

Status OPEN: GE-L's corrective action was not fully
implemented. The equipment identified in the AFR was
calibrated but was not incorporated into the calibration
program and additional equipment was found to be overdue
for calibration.

AFR 89-1731 GE-L failed to (1) require customer approval
or concurrence before implementing design changes, and
(2) document the bases for not imposing all quality
requirements on subsuppliers or_for using subsuppliers not
capable of complying with the quality requirements.

Etatus OPEN: The licensee imposed these requirements in
CG-p-DioscL and removed the requirement for customer
approval or concurrence before implementing design
changes. For those subsuppliers whose program or methods
cannot meet the licensee's quality requirements, GE-L will
provide a description of its activities to ensure that the
requirements are met, or deviations controlled.

AFR 89-174: 'GE-L failed to record the measuring and test
equipment used to perform inspections and tests.
Therefore, the validity of previous inspection and test
results can not be verified when measuring and test
equipment is found to be out of calibration.
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Etatus OPEN: According to PG&E, verifica*. ion of
corrective action could not be performed dering the
followup visit because GE-L had not performe1 any
inspection activities on the licensee's items with the-
exception of NDE' performed to assess the adequacy of the
welding discussed in AFR 89-171 and receipt f rispection of
subsuppliers' parts.

AFR 89-175: GE-L failed to specify the quality
requirements for companents and parts in procurament
documents to subsuppliers.

Status OPEU: Verification of corrective action revealed
that GE-L's PO issued to Auburn Technologies Inc. (ATI) of
Auburn, New York, did not contain quality requirements,
even though the licensee determined that the original PO,
retained by GE-L, contained the quality requirements.
Therefore., since the copy received by ATI did not contain
quality _ requirements, ATI did not impose quality
requirements on its subsuppliers of power train parts or
mechanical components supplied to GE-L. According to the <

licensee, the quality requirements imposed on the power
train' parts taken-from GE-L's existing inventory-were also
indeterminate because GE-L could not verify what, if any,
quality requirements were imposed on orders to ATI before
establishing the quality program.

AFR 89-176: GE-L failed to demonstrate that the use of
engineering change noticos (ECNs) and the performance of
associated activities are accomplished in accordance with
documented procedures.

Status CLOSED: The licensee verified correctivo action
and found it acceptable.

AFR 89-177:- GE-L failed to implement an external audit
program for all of its subsuppliers. This deficiency
includes the evaluation of subsuppliers before the start
of work and the annual audits of subsuppliers to maintain
their qualification as required by paragraphs 4.7.2,
4.10.1, and 4.10.4, respectively, of CG-P-Diesel.

Status OPEN: GE-L's schedule for auditing subsuppliers
did not contain all subsuppliers to which GE-L had issued
POs for items or services for the licensee's DE.
Additionally, GE-L used power train parts from existing
inventory and could not identify the PO, receipt
inspection, and quality requirements for the parts.
Therefore, the licensco could not reasonably ensure that
the power train parts comply with its design specification
and Specification No. CG-P-Diesel.
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During the followup visit to GE-L in June 1990, the licensee
accompanied GE-L's staff on its followup visit to ATI to
verify ATI's corrective actions for four deficiencies GE-L
had identified during its audit of ATI on January 10, 1990.
ATI-was GE-L's major subsupplier of power train parts.
Before GE-L bought out Bombardier'Inc., ATI and GE-L were
the same company. ATI is a machining and assembly facility
that provided GE-L with the power train parts listed in
Table I.

Table I - power Train Parts Supplied by ATI

Power' Train' Parts ATI's Source

Cylinder Liners * Lynchburg Foundry -
liners

* Chromium Corporation -
chrome plating and acid
etch

Camshaft Assemblies * Copperweld
(right and left side)

Piston Bodies * Alcoa - aluminum body

Piston Caps * Ladish - steel caps

Connecting Rods * Voest-Alpine

A summary of the. deficiencies that GE-L identified with
ATI's quality program and its implementation, and the status
of each-deficiency at the conclusion of the licensee's
followup visit to GE-L and the joint followup visit to ATI
by the licensee and GE-L are given below.

* ATI failed to establish documented instructions for the
inspectors' use of stamps to identify acceptable parts.

Status CLOSED: Procedures were established and verified.

* ATI failed to establish documented instructions for
conducting audits of subsuppliers.

Status CLOSED: Procedures were established and verified.

* ATI failed to conduct periodic audits of its current
subsuppliers.
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Status OPRH: ATI had not performed audits of subsuppliers
as required.

* ATI failed to perform final inspections of power train
parts. ATI's quality control group performed in-process
inspections with the machine operator and asserted that
this activity constitutes full inspection. ATI's quality
department audited the operator's inspections of camshafts
on a sampling basis but did not audit all product lines.

Status OPEN: ATI had not performed corrective action as
required.

The licensee also noted that ATI purchased the connecting
rod nuts and connecting rod bolts in large volumes and
verified them at receipt inspection, before adding them to
its inventory. However, traceability was not maintained and
material certifications were not available. P.lthough
material certifications were available for the power train
parts listed in Table I, the licensee concluded that the
validity of the material certifications was injeterminate
because ATI had not audited its subsuppliers.

GE-L's audit of ATI and the results of its followup visit
identified weaknesses in GE-L's ability to control changes
to design, materials, and manufacturing processes.
Moreover, the licensee's audit and followup of GE-L's
corrective actions substantiated the identified weaknesses
in GE-L's quality program and, therefore, the licensee
failed to demonstrate that GE-L adequately controlled
changes in design, materials, and manufacturing processes
necessary to support the use of acceptance Method 4 as the
basis for the commercial grade dedication.

The team found that the licensee's evaluation of and conclusions
with regard to several of the sources of performance i story data
contained weaknesses which were directly related to the
licensee's DE and its safety-related performance history.
Several of the sources of data did not represent industry-wide
performance history because of either omissions in the specific
source, or gaps in the collective timeframe of the data.
Additionally, the licensee's audit findings and conclusions
regarding GE-L's corrective actions, and the results of GE-L's
audit of its major subsupplier (ATI) did not substantiate that
GE-L adequately controlled changes in design, materials, and
manufacturing processes necessary to support the use of
acceptance Method 4, as the basis for the commercial-grade
dedication. Moreover, the weaknesses identified in the
licensee's performance history data were of such a nature to
question whether industry-wide data could be established that
would adequately substantiate the licensee's use of acceptance
-Method 4 as the overall basis for the commercial-grade dedication
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of the DE. Although the licensee supplemented acceptance Method
4 with other methods of commercial-grade dedication, the licensee
did not adequately establish performance history data that would
be acceptable as an overall corrective action to resolve
weaknesses found-in the licensee's other methods of commercial-
grade dedication. This is Unresolved Item 50-323/91-202-02.

3.2 Method 2 - Commercial-Grade Survey of Supplier

Commercial-Grade Survey No. 90216SS documented the licensco's
survey of GE-L's facility, September 17 through 20, 1990.
Although a commercial-grade survey is a means by which the
licensee can take credit for GE-L's commercial quality controls
by confirming that the mechanical components and their critical
characteristics are adequately controlled, the licensee did not
specify in its PO the acceptable GE-L commercial quality controls
for supplying mechanical components. The licensee was unabic to
specify in the PO the controls considered adequate because the PO
was issued in January 1990, before the license performed the
commercial-grade survey. In its procurement documents, the
licensee did not specify the acceptable quality requirements
(1) to ensure the adequacy of the characteristics of the
mechanical components necessary for the EDG to perform its
intended safety-related function, and (2) ensure that the
mechanical components were technically identical to the
mechanical components of DCNPP's five existing ALCO des and that
the bases of the original seismic qualification were maintained.
This concern will be evaluated as a part of Deficiency
50-323/91-202-02, as discussed in Section 2.2 on page 7 of this
report.

3.2.1 Representative Parts

The team reviewed Attachment Q, Suonortina Documentation for the
Commercial Grade Survey Representative Sample and Critical
Characteristics, to the Spare and Replacement Parts Evaluation,
RPE M-6602, Revision No. 1. PG&E Nuclear Engineering and
Construction Services documented its evaluation for the DE
' dedication in RPE M-6602. The mechanical components consisted of
a total population of 6316 parts, which included, as a single
item,-those compononts and parts purchased by GE-L as
subassemblies. In August of 1990, the licensee developed a
matrix identifying critical characteristics for a selected number
of parts-from the total (6316) of all mechanical components to
provide specific technical input for the commercial-grade survey.
The licensee used the following selection criteria to identify
the mechanical components to be included in the matrix: (1) the
subsupplier; (2) the product type, complexity, and function;
(3) the construction process; (4) industry experience with
fraudulent items; and (5) the performance history. This activity
resulted in the licensee's selection of 14 representative
mechanical components. The licensee correlated the 14
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l representative mechanical components to the ALCO Model

| No. 18-251-P, REDAWD1 Parts Ligt No. 942, dated July 1982, to
determine if the 14 sample mechanical components previously
selected would adequately represent all of the DE's 6316 total
mechanical components. This activity resulted in the licensee
defining 14 product types which were represented by the 14
mechanical components that were previously selected. The 14
product types and the 14 representative mechanical components and
each part's associated critical characteristics, as identified in
the licensee's commercial-grade survey plan, are described in
Table II of this report.

The 14 product types of mechanical components defined by the
licensee did not represent (1) an established batch or lot
homogeneity, particularly with respect to the control of critical
characteristics, (2) mechanical components furnished by the same
subsupplier, and (3) mechanical components with traceability to
subsuppliers with an acceptable quality program, verified through
audit or survey. In its selection of the 14 mechanical
components to utilize in conducting the commercial-grade survey,
the licensee failed to demonstrate that:

the mechanical component selected adequately represented all*

of the other mechanical components within the product type or
adequately established a bases for accepting the remaining
mechanical components in each product type (e.g., the piston
rings, selected to represent the " casting" product type, were
used to accept the water and air piping cibows, and the lube
oil strainer; the fuel injection pump, colected to represent
the " engine driven skid mounted pump" product type, was used
to accept the lube oil pump, and jacket water pump; the fuel
injectors, selected to represent the " precision machined part"
product type, were used to accept the push rods, piston pin
assemblics, and the fuel pump rack control assemblies,
including lifters, control shafts and associated parts)

* the critical characteristics identified for the 14
representative mechanical components adequately represented
all of the properties or attributes essential for the sample
mechanical components, and all other mechanical components in
the product type, to perform their design functions directly
applicable to the EDG's ability to perform its intended safety
function

* the critical characteristics of the 14 representative
mechanical components ensured that the part, and all other
mechanical components in the product type, were technically
identical to the mechanical components in DCNPP's five
existing ALCO des and that the bases of the original seismic
qualification were maintained.

This is Unresolved Item 50-323/91-202-03.
- 20 -
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Table-II - Representative Parts for the Commercial-Grade Survey

Reorosentative Part Critical
Product Tvoe and Sucolier Characteristics

Engine-Mounted Turbocharger - ATI * Part No.,
Rotating Component configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Functional
testing and
operability

Skid-Mounted Air Start Motor - * Part No.,
Rotating Component -Ingersoll Rand configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Functional
testing and
operability

Special Fastener Cylinder Head Stud - * Part-No.,
GE-L-manufactured configuration,
from commodity dimensions,
purchased bar stock and workmanship

* Material
* Mechanical
properties

Casting Piston Rings - * Part No.,
Kaydon Ring & Seal configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Material
* Mechanical
properties

Components from Radiator - * Part No.,
Special Young Radiator configuration,
Manufacturing dimensions,
Process and workmanship

* Functional
testing and
operability

-* Special-
manufacturing
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Table II continued
Reoresentative Part Cr_Ltigal

Product Typs and Supplier Characteristiga

Engine-Driven or Fuel Injection Pump * Part No.,
Skid-Mounted - Lucas Bryce

~

configuration,
Pump dimensions,

and workmanship
* Functional
testing and
operability

Precision Machined Fuel Injector - * Part No.,
Part Lucas Bryce configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Functional
testing and
operability

* Material

Spring Valve Spring - * Part No.,
Associated Spring configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Material
* Mechanical
properties

Mechanical Governor - e part No.,
Controlling Device Woodward Governor configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Functional
testing and
operability

Heat Exchanger Lube Oil Cooler - * Part No.,
(this product type McRae Engineering configuration,
has only one part) dimensions,

and workmanship
* Material
* Special
manufacturing

Commodity, Metallic Exhaust Manifold * Part No.,
Stud - configuration,
Eric Bolt dimensions,

and workmanship
* Material
* Mechanical
properties
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Table II continued
*

Representative Part Critical
Product Tvog' and Supplier Characteristics

Commodity, Flex Hose - * Part No.,
Non-Metallic Aeroquip configuration,

dimensions,
and workmanship

* Functional
testing and
operability

* Material

Gasket Valve Cover Gasket - * Part No.,
Joints-Etanches configuration,
supply dimensions,

and workmanship
* Material

Valve Fuel 011 Pressure * Part No.,
Control Valve - configuration,
Fulflo dimensions,

and workmanship
* Functional
testing and
operability

3.2.2 Commercial-Grade Survey Results

The licensee evaluated five quality program elements and their
associated quality criteria from Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
during its' commercial-grade survey of GE-L. The commercial-
grade survey of the 14-selected mechanical components identified
several deficiencies in.GE-L's quality program and its
implementation. Several of the deficiencies identified during
the commercial-grade survey should have been identified by the
licensee 1during its-Supplier commercial Qualification Audit
No. 89297S and its followup visits to GE-L and ATI; other
deficiencies identified during the commercial-grade survey were
previously identified by the licensee during its audit and
followup visits. The deficiencies identified during the survey
are summarized by quality program elements and are given below.

(1) Desian Control

* The survey did not describe an evaluation of GE-L's design
documentation for the radiator or the lube oil cooler.
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* The traceability of a part's design evolution from the
original purchase of DCNPP's five existing des to the
current order was not readily available or retrievable.
(The licensco's PO specified that the DE shall conform to
GE-L's ALCO Specification No. GS5100F, dated June 9, 1978,
however, the licensee asserted that the DE will be
identical to its five existing des; which were purchased
in 1969 to the applicable specification for that
timeframe.)

* Where obsolete parts were replaced by a new part from the
same subsupplier, GE-L relied on the subsupplier's
assertion that the replacement part was equivalent to or
better than the original. GE-L did not perform an
engineering evaluation to substantiate the adequacy of the
replacement part.

ECNs did not adequately substantiate engineering*

evaluations of substitutions and modifications to
component parts for like-for-like form, fit, and function
considerations.

(2) Procurement Conte 212

* GE-L's procedures for procurement document control,
supplier evaluation and selection, and receipt inspection
were adequate. However, the survey showed that GE-L did
not implement the program requirements.

* Procurement documents to subsuppliers did not provide the
quality requirements for the component part.

* GE-L engineering specified the subsupplier for the air
start motor, piston rings, fuel injection pump, fuel
injectors, governor, and flex hose. However, GE-L did not
evaluate any of the subsuppliers of these items.

* GE-L performed sampling receipt inspection for the piston
rings, valve springs, exhaust manifold studs, and valvo
cover gaskets. However, GE-L's sample size did not comply
with the requirements of MIL-STD-10SD for acceptable
sample size requirements, specified in the inspection and
test plan.

* GE-L did not verify the quality documentation at receipt
inspection for the governor, as required.
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(3) Identification and Conttpl of Material. Parts, and
Components

* GE-L's procedures for the identification and control of
material, parts, and components were adequate, llowever,
the survey showed that GE-L did not implement the program
requirements.

* Component parts in GE-L's existing inventory were
traceable to Pos for the same items surveyed. However,
traceability to a specific PO or subsupplier, where more
than one subsupplier was involved, was not possible.

* The turbocharger had been received from ATI and placed in
the warehouse and released for use without GE-L performing
a receipt inspection.

* GE-L manufactured 1,000 cylinder head studs from stock
material; 126 cylinder head studs were for PG&E's DE.
During manufacturing, the process sheet that contained the
material identification disappeared and groups of
unidentified studs were removed 1. rom the manufacturing
area to perform other processes such as magnetic particle
tencing and final dimensional inspection. Other groups of
cylinder head studs were installed in the DE without
dimensional and acceptance inspection, which could not be
performed after installation.

* The fuel injectors, exhaust manifold studs, and the valve
cover gaskets were received and placed in the warehouse
without being identified with an acceptance tag.

* The flex hose could not be located, even though GE-L's
computer tracking system indicated that it had been
received.

* The radiator, lube oil cooler, and fuel oil pressure
control valve were not at GE-L's facility and therefore
not considered in the survey.

(4) Inspection and Test

* The in-process inspections of primary parts and
subassemblies were not defined by an in-process inspection
procedure and the status of the inspections were not
required to be signed off to indicate completion of the
inspection activity.

* GE-L did not have documented inspection instructions and
test instructions for the 14 representative mechanical
components surveyed.
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* GE-L did not have documented qualification records for its
inspectors.

* GE-L performed the hydrostatic test of the engine block
without a documented test procedure.

(5) Control of.Nong_gnfpfmances

* GE-L did not perform adequate engineering evaluations to
justify the corrective actions taken, especially on
repetitive problems. The survey identified 23
nonconforming material reports (NMRs) specific to the
licensee's DE. Of the 23 NMRs, 8 addressed mis-drilled
holes and only 1 of these NMRs documented an engineering
root-cause analysis.

* GE-L did not submit the NMRs to the licensee, as required.

* GE-L did not adequately segregate nonconforming items to
be evaluated.

* GE-L did not adequately define the activities of the
material review board as it relates to the disposition of
NMRs.

In its transmittal of March 27, 1991, the licensee claimed that
the survey showed GE-L had an excellent commercial program for
the production of diesel engines, and also stated that its
approach to the commercial-grade survey will provide reasonable
assurance that the DE meets the PO requirements.

However, Attachment R, Encineerino Resolution to Open Items
Identified in Commercial Grade Survey No. 90216SS, to RPE M-6602
did not establish an adequate bases for accepting the 14
mechanical components chosen for the commercial-grade sarvey
because it did not adequately evaluate the findings of the survey
with regard to the specific critical characteristics of the
mechanical components selected for the survey. In Attachment R,
the licensee stated that the radiator and the lube oil cooler,
two of the 14 mechanical components selected for the survey, were
purchased, received, and installed by GEC Alsthom of Toronto,
Canada, and that resolution of the open survey issues for these
items was contingent on GE-L's audit of GEC Alsthom. The
licensee's procurement documents, however, showed that GE-L was
responsible for the overall design and performance of the
completed EDG assembly, in addition to supplying the DE.
Therefore, GE-L had the design responsibility for the radiator
and lube oil cooler, which were not evaluated by the licensee
during the survey. The licensee also failed to demonstrate its
bases for utilizing GE-L's audit of GEC Alsthom as its
commercial-grade survey of GE-L for the radiator and lube oil
cooler.
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The findings of the licensee's commercial-grade survey failed to
substantiate that GE-L's quality program and its implementation
provided reasonable assurance that the quality program elements
surveyed were adequate to control the 14 selected mechanical
components and raised concerns regarding-the adequacy of the
quality program to control the remaining mechanical components
that were not evaluated during the survey. The survey identified
deficiencies in GE-L's quality program and its implementation
that also adversely effect the power train parts. Several of the
deficiencies that were identified during the survey had not been
identified previously by the licensee during its audit and
follovup visit to GE-L. This is Unresolved Item
50-323/91-202-04.
Because of the deficiencies identified during the commercial-
grade survey, the licensee concluded, as stated in Attachment R,
that the following compensatory actions would resolve all of the
survey's open items: (1) develop QC Surveillance Plan 6602-1
using acceptance Methods 3 and 1; (2) obtain GE-L's commitment to
sign the manufacturing process sheets for the licensee's DE; and
(3) develop Action Request A0206904 to track followup actions to
resolve the survey's open items.

3.3- Method 3 - Source Verificati2D

Acceptance Method 3 consisted of the licensee witnessing GE-L
perform quality activities that are intended to confirm that
GE-L adequately controlled the quality requirements that assure
the components meet their design specifications and the critical
characteristics that ensure the component will perform its
safety-related function. The licensee's source verificution
activities-for power train parts and mechanical components are
discussed below.

3.3.1 Power Train Parts

In its presented response to the NRC staff on July 15, 1991, the
licensee provided a reference document identified as XI Summary
of Uniaue Safety Related Encine and Auxiliary System Mechanical
Parts and Their Independent Verification. This document appeared
to be part of RPE M-6602 and listed parts from the ALCO Model 18-
251-F, Renewal Parts List No. 943, dated July 1982, included in
Attachment Q, Eponortina Documentation for the Commercial Grade
Survey Representative Samnle and Critical Characteristics. The
notes to the listing showed.that power train parts were
independently inspected and tested for configuration and material
acceptability according to the requirements of the licensee's
Inspection Plan No. DC-271, dated August 23, 1990. The
inspection plan divided the licensee's source verification
activities into the following three groups:
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Source verification activities consisted of dimensional and*

documentation checks that were identified as inspections for
configuration in Attachment D to the licensco's transmittal of
March 27, 1991. The critical characteristics chosen by the
licensee for this portion of its source verification
activities are given in Table III on page 29 of-this report.
The critical characteristics for the engine block, although
described in Table III, were not included in the licensee's
inspections for configuration bccause the engine block was not
included in this portion of the source verification
activities.

Source verification activities during GE-L's manufacture of*

the DE consisted of the following licensee witness points:
engine block and base welding
engine block machining
cylinder liner hydrostatic test
engine block assembly
crankshaft deflection
inspection of cylinder head section
torquing activities
bumping clearance
engine test
lube oil and fuel oil analysis

Source verification activities during assembly of the DE,*

generator,_and auxiliary systems and associated piping by GEC
Alsthom consisted of the following licensee witness points:

skid welding and heat treatment
instrument tubing installation
pressure tests
critical piping and fastener dimensions
radiator alignment checks
system cleanliness and flushing
electrical connections
painting
ASME' certification for applicable tanks
break-in test
final running test and inspection
diesel auxiliaries test
final packaging

Inspection Plan.No. DC-271 did not include (1) the GE-L quality
control elements to be verified by the. licensee during the source
verification activities and that were specific to the power train
part's critical characteristics, (2) the surveillance methods or
verification activities to be performed, and (3) an evaluation to
determine the adequacy of the supplier's (GE-L and GEC Alsthom)
controls that were verified during the source verification
activities. This is Unresolved Item 50-323/91-202-05.
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Table III - Critical Characteristics for source
Verification of Power Train Parts

t

e

Power Train Parta Critical Characteristiqa
.

Fabrication / weldingEngine Block *

* Wold fusion
Weld continuity*

Crankshaft * Dimensions: diameter at
bearing and crankpin
journals, length at |
thrust 'oearing f ace,
length at center of
crankpin |

Dimensions -inside-Cylinder Liners *

diamotor after plating, ,

outside diameter at top
land, thickness of liner
flange

* Dimensions: overall. Cylinder Heads
length, overall height,
location of four valve
guide bores, location of
seven bolt holes, bolt
hole size

Valves - Air and Exhaust * Dimensiens: overall
length, diameter at stem,
diameter at seat

a fusion of stem to seat
Surface continuity for*
stem.and seat

Valve Inserts * Dimensions: outside
. diameter, thickness

Piston Bodies * Dimensions: overall
length, diamotor, bottom
oil ring location, top
compression ring location

* Dimensions: diameter at-Piston Caps
the top, top compression
ring location
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| Tablo III continued

Power Train Parts Critical Charactorin11sp

connecting Roda * Dimensions: contor piston
pin bore to contor
crankpin bore, diameter
of piston end with
bushing, diamator at
crankshaft end without
bearing, location of bolt
holo conterlino

Connecting Rod Nuts * Dimensions: diamotor,
thread pitch, threads por
inch

Connecting Rod Bolts * Dimensions: overall
longth, diamotor at
shank, pitch diameter at
each end, major diameter j
at big end, threads por
inch, thrend taper

:

Main Bearings - Shell * Dimensions: thickness at
contor, two thicknessos
5/8 inchos from the
parting lino, free spread
diamotor, surface finlah,
blowhole limitation

Main Beari.ngs - Thrust * Dimensions: thickness at
conter, two thicknesses
5/8 inch from parting
line, free spread
diameter, overall width,
inside width, surface
finish, blowholo
limitation

.

'
Camshafts * Dimonsions: longost

length with a toleranced
dimension, diamotor at
bearing location

.
.
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For the purposes of this report, the team's review and evaluation
considered only selected portions of the licensee's first and
second groups of source verification activities from Inspection
Plan No. DC-271. The team reviewed the documentation of source
verification activities for~only selected power train parts
because the licensee's dedication documentation was stamped
" Preliminary," and the documentation reviewed by the team was
incomplete and being revised, as discussed in Section 1 on page 1
of this report. The completed dedication documentation for the
power train parts is subject to review during a future
inspection. The team's observations for the power train parts
described below are not contddered complete because of the
preliminary status of the licensee's documentation, and
therefore, are subject to change on the basis of future
inspections of completed documentation. The crankshaft,
connecting rod bolts, and main bearings (ehell and thrust) were
not reviewed fcr inclusion in this report.

(1) Encine Block
The licensee procured two engine blocks with serial nos. 14
and 15. One of the engine blocks will be used in the
completed DE and the other will be a spare. The engine
-block was manufactured by welded construction and consisted
of forgings and low-carbon steel plates that were
manufactured in acc7rdance with the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) A-36. The saddle, the main
bearing caps, and the foundation plate were manufactured in
accordance with the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)
-1021, -1045, and -1018, respectively. GE-L's Engineering
Evaluation No. DE-35692, identified the following methods
used to verify the critical characteristics and the critical
components of the engine block:

machining inspection
dimensions
stress relief
hydrostatic testing
magnaflux inspection
heat numbers of steel plates

GE-L verified the critical characteristics using associated
QC procedures. The licensee witnessed only a sampling of
G2-L's verification activities during its source
verifications, as documented in the licensee's inspection
reports and provided for in its inspection plan. The
licensee's inspection plan,-however,_did not address all_of
the critical characteristics identified by GE-L in its
Engineering Evaluation No. DE-35692.

|

GE-L's QA report Nos. M-03202 and M-03203 state that the
material used to manufacture the middle deck plate,_ water
plate, and the inside wall section, were different from the
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I material required by the design specification and drawings.
The reports further stated that the material supplied had a
higher tensile strength than the material required. GE-L's
ovaluation, however, did not address (1) the increased
hardness associated with the higher tensile strength,
(2) the substituted material's susceptibility to tho offects
of long-term degradation and cycle fatiguo, or (3) the
differences betwoon the chemical and mechanical proporties
of the two materials.

GE-L's welding program, used to assemble the engine block,
did not cooply with the requirements of the CAN3-Z299.3-85
QA program standards, imposed by the licensco's Po, in that
GE-L failed to document a program for the qualification of
personnel performing welding and did not document the
individuals' welding performance qualifications, as
identified during the licenseo's nudit of GE-L. Although
the licensee identified GE-L's weakness regarding welding
and woldor performance qualification, the licensco did not
witness any of the actual engino block fit-up or welding of
the ongino block. The licensco chose to witness only a
sampling (30 percent) of GE-L's nondestructive examinations
(NDE) of the completed engine block weldmonts, using the
magnetic particle examination (MT) method, and only six
weldmonta using the ultrasonic testing examination (UT)
method.

The licenseo did not witness the actual welding of the
engine blocks, or the wolded repairs made to numerous
woldmonts on both engine blocks. Gd-L had completed the
welding of the engine block, repaired numerous woldments,
and performed all of the NDE of the weldmonts when the
licensec arrived to perform its witness activities. The
licensee witnessed only the repeated NDE of a portion of the
weldments on engine block no. 15. The licensco failed to
demonstrate (1) that the NDE sampling of woldments was
adequate to accept all engine block weldmonta, given the
deficiencias in GE-L's wolding program, and (2) that the MT
examination for surface discontinuities was an adequate
bases for accepting those weldments that did not receive a
volumetric examination.

(2) Cylinder Liners

The cyli.ider liner is a cast iron cylindrical shell with an
inner diameter of approximately 9-inches and a length of
about 2-feet, with a flange at the upper end to facilitato
installation. The cylinder liner forms the pressure
boundary of the combustion chamber volume over which the
pistons move; the cylinder head forms the upper portion of
the boundary and the piston itself forms the lower boundary.
The DE contains 18 cylinder liners, one for each cylinder.
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The-licensee's source verification activities for the-36
cylinder 111ners manufactured (18 of which-were spares),
_showed that (1) 5 cylinders liners did not satisfy the . ,

inside diameter requirement, (2) 3 cylinders liners did not
satisfy the outside diameter requirement at the top land,

~

and (3)13 cylinders liners did not satisfy the liner flange
thickness requirement. Although the dimensions of the
cylinder liners had prev 3ously been checked and found -

acceptable by ATI, the licensee stated that the following
factors may have contributed to the apparent dimensional
-deficienciest

a change in the cylinder liner temperature at the time ofe

the second measurement

use of a different measuring _ device |e
.

performance of.the second measurement at a differente

location _on the cylinder liner

The. licensee concluded that the apparent' oversized and
undersized dimensions.did not affect the proper functioning
or_ installation of the cylinder liners and that no
programmatic quality-problem existed.. Although the cylinder-
liners were found acceptable, the licensee did_not-
: demonstrate an engineering evaluation-(1) to substantiate ,

the acceptance of the cylinder. liners with dimensional
deviations from their design requirements, and (2) that
analyzed the dimensional-deviations of the cylinder liners
-with regard _to their effects on long-term degradation and
Jcyclic fatigue.-

(3) _ Cylinder Heads

LThe cylin' der-head _is a cast iron-block that forms-the upper
boundary of_the' cylinder _and contains the inlet and exhaust
valves that' controls the ingress of combustion air and the-
egress of the products of combustion.- The cylinder head-
also provides;the penetration for fuel oil injection into-
the_ cylinder. The cast iron block is machined to a
thickness of approximately'10-inches with a cross-sectional --

| ' area of approximately'll-inches x 8-1/2-inches. The .

J cylinder head-is bolted to the engine block, forming a
! pressure _containing seal with the cylinder liner, i

The licensee used-GE-L's manufacturing drawings to verify
L the'following dimensional requirements:

* The "x" and "y" coordinates of the bore locations for-the
~

valve guides were measured using a coordinate measuring
machine (CMM). Of the:18 cylinder heads measured, 5 had
at-least one oversized dimension.-
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The "x" and "y" coordinates of the hole locations for thee

mounting bolts were measured using the CMM. Dimensional
discrepancies were found with all 18 cylinder heads.

* The overall length, width, and thickness of the cylinder
heads were measured. Dimensional discrepancies were found
with the air and exhaust flange location on 11 cylinder
heads.

Although GE-L's Engineering Evaluation No. DE-35692 had
determined that there was no programmatic concern and that
all cylinder heads were acceptable, the licensee's source
verification activities identified several dimensional
deficiencies with many of the cylinder heads. The licensee

j did not demonstrate an engineering evaluation that analyzed
the dimensional deviations with regard to their effects on
long-term degracation and cyclic fatigue.

(4) Valves - Air and Exhaust
The air and exhaust valves controls the proper sequence of
the ingress of fresh combustion air and the egress of the
products of combustion from the cylinders during the engine
cycle. The air and exhaust valves were manufactured by
Eaton Corporation and consisted of a stainless steel head
(commercial designation 21-4N) welded to an alloy steel
stem. The licentee's source verification of Eaton's
activities, as described in its Inspection Report No M-18,
consisted of verifying the following:

e the diameter of the stem and seat

the overall length of the head and stem assemblye

the NDE of the flash welded bi-metallic joint between the*

head and stem using UT, in accordance with GE--L's ALCO
Manufacturing Specification No. 31P5773

e the NDE of the valves' surface using liquid dye penetrant
testing (PT) in accordance with GE-L's ALCO Manufacturing
Specificatiora Nos. 31PS670 and 31P5651

the chemical analysis of one intake valve and four exhauste

valves using an alloy analyzer

GE-L's UT examination required the use of a specific setup
valve standard for calibrating sensitivity rather than a
flat-bottomed hole standard. The licensee's inspector
observed that the setup valve standard was less sensitive
than the flat-bottomed hole standard because the flat-
bottomed hole standard would establish a rejection criteria
based on a 0.030-inch flaw diameter in contrast to the setup
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;

i
valvo standard that would establish a rojection critoria
based on a 0.050-inch flaw diamotor. Although the !

licensee's inspector cited the u8o of the loss sensitivo -

rejection critoria, the licensoo accepted the air and |

exhaust valvos without addressing this concern.

(5) 231ve InsnEta
Valvo insorts are mounted in the cylindor head to form a

'
hard seating surfaco for the air and exhaust valves and
encuro a leak-tight cylinder during the compression and
combustion phases of the engina cycle, GE-L purchased the
air and exhaust valvo insorts to ALCo Purchasing Practico
No. 31P5441, which requirod the valvo insorts to be high- ,

temperature, cast alloy material. The licansoe's sourco
verification Inspection Plan Hn. DC-271 specified witnessing

>

of the dimensional chocks of all valvo insorts to verify
their compliance with GE-L's drawings and the air and
exhaust valvo insert check lists.
Although the licensco verified the outsido diamotor and
thickness of the air and exhaust valvo inserts, the licensen
did not verify all verr dimensiont (e.g., insido diamotor
and longth) specifio^ oy GE-L's drawings, as required in the ,

inspectior lan. The licensoo did not demonstrato an -

engincori- valuation to substantiato that only those i-

dimenLions iJified are critical with regard to the offects
of long-toi, degradation and cyclic fatigue on the valvo
insorts.

(6) Piston Bodica
The piston body, or the main portion of the piston, is an ,

aluminum alloy casting approximately 11-1/2-inches long and :

9-inchos in diameter. A piston pin assembly connects the
rod to the body and the piston cap is attached at Yhe upper '

end to form the piston assembly. The piston assembly
contains 5 Lings, 2 of which are located on the piston body.
The licensee's sourco verification Inopoction Plan
No. DC-271 specified witnessing the dimensional checks of
the overell-length, diamotor, bottom oil ring location, and ,

top compression ring location. *

The licenseo found that all of the dimensional measuromonto
verified were within the tolerance values specified, except
for.the location of the bottom oil ring on the no. 15 piston-
body which was out of tolerance by 0.003-inch. ATI had
previously inspected and accepted the piston bodjes without
identifying any dimensional discrepancies. -
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Although thw licenso accepted the piston bodies on the basis
nf GE-L's Engincoring Evaluation 110. DE-35692, the licensco
did not demonstrato an engineering evaluation that analyzed
the dimensional doriations of the piston bodies with regard
to the offects of long-term degradation and cyclic fatigue.

(7) Eiginn_Cann

The piston cap forms the upper portion of the piston
assembly and is constructed from a stool forging with
machined grooves for thrco compression rings. The piston
cap is subjected to the effects of loads and thermal
stresses encountered when the fuel and air mixture explodes
during the compression phase of the combustion cyclo. Each
piston cap la approximately 3-inches thich and 9-inches in
diamoter and is fastened to the piston body by a central
stud and nut arrangement.

The dimensional measuremont verifications woro taken with
the piston caps assembled to the piston bodich The
liconaco found all dimensions verified to be within the
tolerances specified on tho desizn drawings.

(8) Connectino Roda

The connecting rods provido the mechanical linkage between
the piston assembly and the crankshaft, and are used to
convert the translational motion of the piston assembly to
the rotational motion of the crankshaft. ATI manufactured
the connecting rode from stool forgings that are
approximately 2-foot long, 8-inches wide at the crankpin
bore, and 5-inches wide at the piston pin bore. The DE
contains 18 connecting rods, one for each cylinder.

The licensco verified the dimensions of the 36 connecting
roda (18 are spares) using the CMM. Of the 16 connecting
rods identified with dimensional deficiencies, 15 connecting
rods had diameter dimensional deficienciou at the pin bore
on the crankshaft ond. GE-L's factory repair service
proceduro defined an acceptable boro dimension to be in the
range of 6.4105-inches to 6.4130-inches, which is a larger
range than that specified in GE-L's design drawing that
specified the bore dimension to be within a range of 6.411-
inches to 6.412-inches. The licenseo accepted the
connecting rods on the basis of the boro dimensional range
given in the repair service proceduro (used to repair worn
connecting rods), even though the dimensional deficiencies
that were found are relativo to the design requirements for
new connecting rods. The licensco did not verify tho
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centarline locations of the bolt holes used to mechanically !
-join the connecting rod cap with the connecting rod which
forms the attachment to the crankshaft. The tolerance for
the bolt hole location was +/- 0.0001-inches. ;

3

Although the dimensions of the connecting rods had been !
previously checked and accepted by ATI, the licensee stated !

that the following factors may have contributed to the [
apparent dimensional deficienciest y

a change in connecting rod temperature at the time of the ie
'second measurement

usefor a different measuring devicee r

performance of the second measurement at a different io
*

location on the connecting rods

PG&E concluded that the dimensional deficiencies did not
affect the proper-functioning or installation of the
connecting rods-and that no programmatic quality problem ,

existed. Although the connecting rods were found !

acceptable, the-licensee did not demonstrate an engineering ,

*

evaluation-(1)'to substantiate acceptance of the deficient
connecting rods relative to their design requirements, and |

-

(2)-that analyzed the dimensional deviations with regard to i

their effects on long-term degradation and cyclic fatigue, i

i

- (9) ggnnectina Rod Nuts
,

Connecting rod nuts are used to fasten the lower end of the [
connecting rod to the connecting rod cap which forms the

'

mechanical attachment to the crankshaft.- The nuts are
1-3/8-inches in diameter with 7/8 - 14 N.F.3 threads.- ;

The-licensee's inspection plan specified the verification of ,

!the nut diameter and thread parameters (thread pitch and'
-threads per-inch) for all of the-144 nuts required for the
DE. The connecting rod nuts were-taken from GE-L's existing

.

''inventory, as discussed in Section 2.1-(2) on page 6 of this
. report., contrary to the_ inspection plan,-the licensee
verified the nut diameter by sampling only 40 connecting rod

^

nuts. The licensee did verify the thread parameters on all
connecting rod: nuts.

!

Although.the' licensee found-the-connecting-rod nuts
acceptable, the licensee did not demonstrate an engineering ,

evaluation that established - (1) the bases for accepting-the
'

connecting rod nuts that were not verified, as required by.- |

v
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! the licensee's inspection plan, or (2) the relevance of
' those characteristico bst were verified to the effects of

long-term degradatn *% cyclic fatigue on the connecting
rod nuts.

(10) Camabatin

The camshafts extend along the length of the engine with one
located on each side. The camshafts consisted of
eccentrically arranged cams, or lobes (one intake lobe and
one exhaust lobe for each cylinder), and concentric bearing
journals. The redial orientation of the lobes provido the
proper sequencing motion of the push rods that activate the
rocker arms, causing the intake air and exhaust valves to
open and close. The lobe arrangement on the shaft
determines the firing order of the cylinders, while the
contour of each lobo controls the time and rate of the
valves opening and closing. The camshaft is e forged stee),
segmented unit (10 total segments per engine, 5 in the left
camshaft and 5 in the right camshaft), and are approximately
15-feet long and 4-1/2-inch diameter at its bearing journal
locations.

ATI randfactured 3 camshaft assemblics to ensure that 2
correct camshaft assemblics would be available for the
licensco's DE. The licensee's inspection plan identified
the " longest toleranced dimension" as a critical
characteristic. The longest toleranced dimension was found
to exceed the allowable dimension on three camshaft
segments. Although the dimensions of the camshaft segments
had been previously checked and accepted by ATI, the
licensee stated that the following factors may have
contributed to the apparent dimensional deficiencies:

a change in camshaft segment temperature at the time ofe

the second measurement

* use of a different measuring device

performance of the second measurement at a differente

location on the camshaft segmentr

The licensee concluaed that the apparent dimensional
deviations did not affect the function or installation of
the camshafts and that no programmatic quality problem
existed. Although the licensee found all of the camshaft
segments acceptable, the licensee did not demonstrate an
engineering evaluation (1) that established the bases for
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accepting the camshafts with dimensional deviations from
their design requirements, and (2) that arialyzed the
dimensional deviations with regard to their effects on long-
term degradation and cyclic fatigue.

The licensco selected specific dimensional measurements as the
critical characteristics of the power train parts. The licensee
did not demonstrato its banes for determining that these
dimensions (cc3tica1 characteristics) were relevant to the power
train parts' (1) eradibic failure modes and its ability to
perform its safety-related function, and (2) properties or
attributes necessary to withstand the effects of long-term
desgradation and cyclic fatigue.

The results of the licensco's dimensional source verification
activities identified nuncrous dimensional deficiencies in many
of the power train parts. The licensee accepted theco
dimensional deviations without evaluatitig their effect on the
power train parts' properties or attributes to withstand long-
term degradation and cyclic fatigue. Moreover, the licensee
accepted these dimensional deviations based, in part, on the
quality activities of GE-L and ATI, even though the licensco's
audits and surveys of both organizations identified significant
deficiencies in their respective quality programs that were
directly applicable to the power train parts. Additionally,
where the source verification activities consisted of dimensional
verifications that were accepted with identified deviations from
the design specification and the drawings, the licensee did not
substantiate or confirm that GE-L adequately controlled the
quality of the manufacturing processes for power train parts;
which was the purpose of the licensco's source verification
activities, and was intended to ' contribute to the licensee's
demonstration of reasonabic assurance that the power train parts
meet the quality and reliability requirements of Appendix B to 10
CFR Part 50.

The licensee failed to demonstrate reasonable assurance that the
technical bases for the critical characteristics chosen and
verified during the source verification activities adequately
(1) ensures that the power train parts and the DE will perform
their safety-related function, (2) ensures that the power train
parts have the properties or attributes necessary to withstand
the effects of long-term degradation or cyclic fatigue, and (3)
ensures that the power train parts are technically identical to
the critical components of DCNPP's five existing ALCO des and
maintains the bases of the original seismic qualification. This

is Unresolved Item 50-323/91-202-06.
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3.3.2 Mechanical Components

PG&E developed QA Surveillance Plan No. 6602-1, Revision No. O,
dated November 6, 1990 (described in Attachment Z of RPE
M-6602), to perform source verification activities for mechanical
components. This plan will be reviewed and evaluated during a
future inspection.

3.4 Method 1 - Soecial Toots and Inspections

Acceptance Method 1 consisted of the licensco verifying the
selected critical characteristics of components and parts by
performing special tests and inspections that confirm that the
components and parts meet their design specificationa and enuuru
that the components and parts will perform their safety-related
function. In its presented response to the NRC staff on July 15, i

1991, the licenseo provided a reference document identified as i

item XI Summary of Uniaue Safety Related Enqine and Auxiliary
System Mechanical Parts and Their Indonendent Verific.ation. This
document appeared to be part of RPE M-6602 and listed parts from
the ALCo Model 18-251-F, Renewal Parts List No. 943, dated July
1982, included in Attachment Q, Suonortina Documentation for the
C2matrplal Grade Survey Renresentative Samnle and Critical
Characteristics. The notes to the listing showed that power
train parts were independently inspected and tested for
configuration and material acceptability according to the
requirements of the licensee's Inspection Plan No. DC-271, dated
August 23, 1990. The inspection plan divided the licensee's
source verification activities into three groups, as discussed in
Section 3.3.1 on page 27 of this report. However, Inspection
Plan No. DC-271 did not address the licensee's special test and
inspection activities and the licensee did not demonstrate a plan
for these activities.

The licensee's transmittal of March 27, 1991, identified the
following functional performance testing to be performed for the
DE and the completed EDG:

break-in test
performance test
control and alarm test
diesel auxiliaries test !

rated load-test
rated rejection test
margin test
acceleration test
dead load pickup test
starting capacity test

The break-in test for the DE was completed at GE-L's facility on
February 11, 1991. GEC Alsthom will perform the remaining
integrated system tests listed above at its facility in Toronto,
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Canada, after the DE, the emergency synchronous generator, and
the DE's auxiliary systems and associated piping have been skid-
mounted and the EDG has been completely assembled. However, the
licensee did not demonstrate the acceptance critoria specific to
the critical characteristics to be verified during the functional
performance testing, and the documentation requirements for the
inspection and test results. The licensee did not identify a
dccumented plan to control and prescribe the special tests and
inspections that GEC Alsthom will perform, and the test methods
and inspection techniques that GEC Alsthom will use to confirm
the acceptability of the functional performance tests. This is
Unresolved Item 50-323/91-202-07.

The livasiace'& Opccial t :t: and inepec&4nn. activltin9 for oower
train parts and mechanical components are discussed below.

3.4.1 Power Train Parts

The special tests and inspection activities for the power train
parts consisted of selected material testing of power train
parts, as identified in Attachment E to the licensee's
transmittal of March 27, 1991. The license stated that the
applicable GE-L material specifications or drawings were used as
the acceptance criteria for all material testo, even though the
licensee did not demonstrate a plan to perform the special test
and inspection activities, as discussed in Section 3.4 above.
The critical characteristics chosen by the licensee for the
special tests and inspection activities are described in Table IV
on page 42 of this report.

For the purposes of this report, the team's review and evaluation
considered only selected portions of the licensee's special tests
and inspection activities. The team reviewed the special tests
and inspection dedication documentation for only selected power
train parts because the licensee's dedication documentation was
stamped " Preliminary," and the documentation reviewed by the team
was incomplete and being revised, as discussed in Section 1 on
page 1 of this report. The completed dedication documentation
for the power train parts is subject to review during a future
inspection. The team's observations for the power train parts
described below are not considered complete because of the
preliminary status of the licensee's documentation, and
therefore, are subject to change on the basis of future
inspections of completed documentation. The crankshaft,
connecting rod bolts, and main bearings (shell and thrust) were
not reviewed for inclusion in this report.
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Table IV - Critical Characteristics for Special !
Tests and Inspections of Power Train Parts ;

Power Train Parts Cr.itical Charictorintica
t

Engine Block Materials top dock plato,*

saddle, foundation plato,
and main bearing cap
Material-strength top i*
dock plate, saddle,
foundation plato, and
main bearing cap

Crankshaft * Material
Material strength*

i

Cylinder Liners * Material
Material strength*
Chrome plating Internal*
surfaces

cylinder Heads * Material
Material strength*

,

Valved - Air and Exhaust * Material
.

Valve Insorts * Material

Piston Bodies * Material
Matorial strength*

Piston Caps * Material .

Material strength*

Connecting Rods * Matorial ;

Material strength*

Connecting Rod Nuts * Material
Material strength*

Connecting Rod Bolts * Material ,

Material strength*

Main Bearing - Shell * Material

Main-Bearing - Thrust * Material

Camshafts * Material
Material strength*
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(1) Ensinn_Hinsk
GE-L identified nine structural members of the engine block i

that it considered critical to the engino block's function. |
The critical characteristics selected by the licensoo ,

consisted of the material and its strength for only four of
the nine structural members identified by GE-L. The nino i

structural members are listed below; thono tested by the i
'

licensco are identified with an actorisk.
* saddle

main bearing cap*
camshaft bearing i

* top dock plato
- middle dock plato

-* foundation plato
inside wall
outside wall
rib plato

GE-L did not have material cortifications for several of the
structural members. Material traceability for the
structural-mombers with matorial cortifications was not I

adequato because the basis of the material cortifications ;

had not boon verified by GE-L performing an audit or survey '

of its supplier.

The main bearing cap was purchased to AISI-1045,.which ;

specifies a carbon content requiremont of 0.43 to 0.50
percent. . The licensou used filings from the main bearing 4

cap to determine its carbon content by performing an x-ray
fluoresconce analysis. The chemical composition test report
- showed a carbon content of only 0.386 porcent (+/-0.008)
which was bolow the 0.43 porcent minimum specified for
AISI-1045 material. j

The licenseo performed an ovaluation to justify the use.of
the discrepant material and utilized a carbon content of
0.42 to 0.50-percent (not the 0.43 to 0.50 porcent specified
by AISI-1045).- The evaluation referenced Tablo 2.9,
" Product Analysis Tolerance for Carbon and:High Strength Low
Alloy Stools," from Steel Prqducts Mangal. American Iron and
Steel'Instituto, dated March 1986, which stated that the
tolerance for a specified-range ofH0.43 to 0.50 porcont for
a material.nample loss that loo-cubic inchos was 0.03 ,

percent over the maximum or-under-the minimum-limits. The
evaluation concluded that the minimum carbon limit including
the tolerance of +/-0.03 percent is 0.39 percont; which is
equal-to the measured carbon value of 0.386 porcent after it
was. rounded off to the next higher value, or 0.39 porcent. ,

- The-licensee accepted the material-on this basis.
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The licenace's evaluation, however, did not subatantiate an
adequate basin for taking credit for the tolerance of
4/- 0.03 percent, which applica to a product analysis using
wet chemistry that van compared to an x-ray fluorescence
analynis that had an associated tolerance of 4/- 0.000
percent. The licensco's evaluation did not adequately
oubstantiato the use of 0.42 porcent carbon, versus the 0.43
percent carbon, au specified for AISI-1045 forgings found in
Tablo 10 on page 125 of the American Society for Motalo
pu bl i c a t i o n 1] An@RDkLYolwne_idronent irJLanLItclRcti9n L
lEQulU|LIU1_IltSS10, Copyright 1978.

Although some material specifications for the engine block
sp6cified fino grain material, the licencou did not perform
any npocial tout and inspection activities to verify
material grain sito. The liconaco did not octablish an
adequate basis for using the +/-10 Rockwoll B conversion
deviation for the Equotip hardness tenting data. Where
material traceability wan not oubatantiated by a material
cortification, verified by audit or survey of the
subsupplier, the licensco's material tento woro not adoquato
to identify the material used in its engine block or confirm
that the material mot CE-L'o design specification.

The preliminary test proceduro for the DE required all
external valves to be in the correct running position,
however the proceduro did not list the valven or the correct
running ponition. The proceduro also required checks of
vital parta, but did not identify the vital parts to be
checked. GE-L performed the hydrostatic tent of the engine
block without documented proceduros to identify and control
the test paramotoro.

(2) gylinder Liners

The licensco testod all cylinder liners, using proceduro
QCp-10.7 to verify material chemistry and checked for weight
(donsity), magnetism, visual appearanco, spark test, and
system scientific test to determino whether the material
characteristics woro connistent with thoco required for a
non-specific cast iron. Even though the material
specification noted that the maximum contents of sulfur and
phosphorus woro mandatory requiremento, thn licensco did not
determino the specific elemental composition of sulfur and
phosphorus, or for carbon, oilicon, manganoso, chromium, and
molybdenum.

To determine the material strength, L hardness values woro
measured at 5 locations of each cylinder linor; which were
averaged and corrected to a single Brinell hardness number
(BHN). All BHN values were in the rango of 190 to 269,
which met the acceptance criteria.
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Although the licensee determined that the results for the
cast iron and chromium plating analysos Voro acceptable,
the licensee failed to establish an adequate technical basis
to substantiato its conclusions and did not evaluate the
effects of long-term degradation and cyclic fatigue on the
cylindor liners with rogard to the chemical elements that f
were not analyzed.

;

(3) gylinder Heads

The liconso performed special tests to verify the material
chemistry of the cylinder heads relative to cast iron.
Material filings.taken from 9 of the 18 cylinder heads (50% |
sample size) were analyzed by the x-ray fluoresconce method.
.The analysis showed that (1) the content of the silicon was
below the minimum allowable for every sample, (2) the !
manganese was below the minimum allowable for eight of the j
nino samples, (3) the chromium was below the minimum
allowable for five of the nino samples, and (4) the nickel
was below the minimum allowable for four of the nino
samples. The carbon and molybdonum contents were
acceptable.

Although the licensoo accepted all of the cylinder heads on
the bases that the associated analytical error precluded
excluding the material on the basis of measured values, the
licensee failed to establish an adequate technical basis for
its conclusions, and did not ovaluate the long-term
degradation and cyclic fatigue offects on the cylinder heads
with regard to the material discropancies, specifically
those olomonts where the discrepancy measured exceeded the
analytical error tolerance.

(4) Valves - Air and Exhaust

The. licensee analyzed the chemical content of all exhaust
valves and determined that the incorrect material was !

supplied and, therefore, rejected all 36 of the original
exhaust valves. .The licensoo verified the material
chemistry of only throo of the replacement exhaust valves.
All three-were found acceptable and the licensee accepted
the remaining exhaust valvos on the basis of Eaton's letter
dated-November 13, 1990. The letter stated that all
supplied exhaust and intake valves were inspected for head
and stem material using a material analyzer and that the
valves conformed to the requir monta of the material
specification.

3
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However, since the 36 original exhaust valves had also been
inspected and found acceptable by Eaton, and were ,

subsequently rejected by PG&E, the licensoo did not
substantiato an adequate basis for sampling only 3 valvos !
from the replacement set and accepting the romaining :
replacement valves.

-

(5) Valvo Insorts

The licensoo chemically analyzed only four air valvo inserts
and only four exhaust valvo inserte using tho x-ray
fluorescence method and combustion-infrared techniques. The
licensoo determined that the material mot the chemical
requirements of the ALCO specification for the olomonts
analyzed. Although the ALCo-specification stated that the
silicon content shall not exceed 1.5 porcent, the licenseo
did not analyze the samplos for their silicon content or
datormine that only the characteristics examined were
important. Although the ALCO specification required a
minimum-hardness of 50 Rockwoll-C (RC), the licensco did not
verify the hardness of the valvo insorts. The licensoo,
thoroforo, failed to establish an adoquate basis for
accepting the valvo inserts.

.

(6) Piston Bodiqa

The licensco chemically analyzed 9 of the 18 piston bodios
using the x-ray fluorescenco technique. PG&E datormined
that the material was acceptablo although only six of the. ,

elemental constituents were analyzed and found to be within
_

the acceptable range. The licensoo, however, did not i

analyze the material content for chromium, magnesium, and
'

silicon.

The licenseo measured the hardness of all la piston bodies ,

using the Equotip technique that resulted in L values in the
range of 435 to 449, which were converted to 104 - 109 BHN.
Those hardness values were below the minimun acceptanco
value.

The licensoo, therefore, failed to establish an adequato
basis for accepting the piston bodios and failed to evaluate
the effect of those deficiencies on the long-term
degradation and cyclic fatigue of the piston bodios.

(7) Piston cans
.

The licenson chemically analyzed material filings from all
18.plston caps using the x-ray fluorescence technique.
Although none of the piston caps were analyzed for silicon
content and four caps woro found to have a carbon content '

below the. material specification requirements, the licensoo
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accepted all of the piston caps. The licensee, therefore,
failed to establish an adequate basis for accepting the
piston caps and failed to evaluate the effect of long-term
degradation and cyclic fatigue of the caps with regard to
the material deficiencies.
Hardness values were measured on the conter post and the
upper rim using the Equotip method. The licensco measured
hardness values of 285 - 321 BHN on the piston caps, which
were converted to values of 30 - 35 RC.

(8) Connectina Roda

The licensee chemically analyzed material filings from 9 of
the 18 connecting rods using the x-ray fluorescence
technique. PG&E determined that the material chemistry was
acceptable, although the analysis showed that the chromium
content was excessive for all nine rods tested and the
manganese and nickel did not comply with the material
specification (AISI E86345 steel) for three of the rods
tested. Only the molybdenum content was verified to be
correct. The licensee did not verify the material content
for carbon, silicon, and boron. PG&E accepted the
connecting rods despite the composition discrepancies
because it believed the associated analytical error was
greater than the amount exceeding the limit.

Although the material hardness values for 14 of the 18
connecting rods tested were below the lower limit of
acceptability, the licensee accepted the connecting rods on
the basis of using the Equotip conversion chart.

The licensee, therefore, failed to establish an adequate
basis for accepting the connecting rods and failed to
evaluate the effects of the deficiencies on the long-term
degradation and cyclic fatigue of the rods.

(9) Connectina Rod Nuts

The licensee chemically analyzed spare nuts to avoid the
destruction of parts to be used in its DE. A sample size of
10 percent was selected for testing. The licensee's
analysis determined that the connecting rod nuts were
AISI E-4140H steel, complying with all elements of the
material specification with the exception of sulfur. The
sulfur content exceeded the 0.025 percent maximum level for
all test specimens but one. PG&E tested only 8 nuts rather
than the 14 to 15 that would be required to meet the 10
percent sample size requirement.
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The material strength of the connecting rod nuts was
verified by the licensco performing hardness moacurements
using the Equotip device to determine an L value that was
converted to RC. The measured values were within the range
of 26 - 37.5 RC and acceptable. The licensee tested a
sample size of 28 nuts; 8 initially, supplemented by another
batch of 20. The sample size examined by the licensee,
however, was smaller than the sample size specified for
examination.

GE-L's audits of ATI showed that the connecting rod nuts
were procured in large volumes and commingled with existing
inventory, following acceptance so that traceability to a
specific PO or material certification was not maintained by
ATI. The licensee failed to evaluate this condition in its
acceptance of the connecting rod nuts.

The licensee, therefore, failed to establish an adequate
basis for accepting the connecting rod nuts and failed to
evaluate the effects of the material deficiencies on long-
term degradation and cyclic fatigue of the nuts.

(10) CalLMiqLtg

The licensee chemically analyzed material filings taken from
the end flange of one of the camshaft segments. The
material chemistry verification, as compared to the material
specification for AISI-E1000, showed that the manganese
content met the specification requirement. Although the
licensee concluded that the camshaft material met the
material specification for the elements analyzed, the
licensee did not evaluate any other elemental components,
except for chromium, which was identified as a trace
element. The licensee, therefore, failed to establish an
adequate technical basis for accepting the camshafts and
failed to evaluate the effects of long-term degradation and
cyclic fatigue of the camshafts with regard to the
deficiencies.

The material strength was verified by the licensee
performing hardness tests at five lobe locations on each
camshaft assembly. An average L value was determined and
converted to Rockwell C values. The values were within the
acceptance criteria and therefore acceptable.

The licensee selected specific chemical elements from the
allowable constituents specified in the material specifications
as the critical characteristics of the power train parts. The
licensee did not demonstrate its bases for determining that these
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chemical elements (critical characteristics) were relevant to the
power train parts' (1) credible failure modes and its ability to ,

perform its safety-related function, and (2) properties or
attributes necessary to withstand the effects of long-term
degradation and cyclic fatigue.

The results of the licensee's special tests and inspection
activities identified numerous deviations in the chemical
composition and hardness, or strength, in many of the power train
parts. The licensee accepted these deviations in material
requirements without evaluating their effects on the power train
parts' properties or attributes to withstand long-term
degradation and cyclic fatigue. Moreover, the licensee accepted
these deviations in material requirements based, in part, on
material certifications that were not traceable to the power
train parts, and had not been verified by audit or survey of
GE-L's or ATI's subsupplier. In other instances the licensee
accepted the power train parts without material certifications
and without performing a comprehensive material test to ensure
that it complied with the material specifications required by the
design specification. Additionally, where the special tests and
inspection activities consisted of an analysis of a specific
chemical element or hardness that were accepted with identified
deviations from the material specifications required by the
design specification, or without material certifications, or
without verified material traceability, the licensee did not
substantiate or confirm that GE-L adequately controlled the
material used to manufacture the power train parts; which was the
purpose of the licensee's special tests and inspection
activities, and was intended to contribute to the licensee's
demonstration of reasonabic assurance that the power train parts
meet the quality and reliability requirements of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50.

The licensoo failed to demonstrate reasonable assurance that the
technical bases for the special tests and inspection activities
(1) ensures that the power train parts and the DE will perform
their safety-related function, (2) ensures that the power train
parts have the properties or attributos necessary to withstand
the effects of long-term degradation or cyclic fatigue, and
(3) ensures that the power train parts are technically identical
to the critical components of DCNPP's five existing ALCO des and
maintains the bases of the original seismic qualification. This
is Unresolved Item 50-323/91-202-08.

3.4.2 Mechanical components

PG&E developed QA Surveillance plan No. 6602-1, Revision No. O,
dated November 6, 1990 (described in Attachment Z of RPE
M-6602), to perform special tests and inspection activities for
mechanical components. This plan is subject to future
inspection.
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4 EXIT MEETING
,
,

The team expressed its concerns regarding PG&E's procuremont and I

commercial-grade dedication of an EDG set for DCHPP2 to the PG&E !

staff on May 3, 1991. Attending staff are listed in Appendix A.
During the exit meeting, PG&E staff said it would like to provido

'

,

any additional clarification or information that would facilitate
the team's final evaluation of the EDG procurement and dedication
activities. The team prepared a list of questions and concerns |
as a followup of the inspectjon effort and provided PG&E the '

opportunity to present additional data, as requested. PG&E ,

provided its responso during a prosentation to the NRC staff on
'

July 15, 1991. This report, therefore, incorporates the team's |
review of (1) the additional documentation submitted by PG&E on '

June 7 and 28, 1991, and (2) PG&E's presented response to NRC's I

questions, including the referenco documentation, on July 15,
1991.

t

f

;
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APPENDIX A

PERSONS CONTACTED

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff participating in the
inspection of the procurement and commercial-grade dedication of
the emergency diesel generator for Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant (DCNPP) and the persons contacted during the inspection are
listed below.

3

Pacific Gao and Electric Cor.nanyt
!
'* Anderson, Richard C. Manager, Nuclear Engineering and

Construction Services (NECS) !

* Barkhuff, William DCHPP/QC )
Bhattacharya, Shan Chief, Civil Engineering (CE), NECS*
Chu, Winnie Equipment Dynamic Analysis Group,* *

Equipment Qualification Group
(EQG), Nuclear Engineering (NE),
NECS

Clark, Rich Assistant Project Engineer, NECS i* *
e * Connell, III, E. C. Project Engineer, NECS

.

~

Dalal, Korsi Group Leader, Piping Engineering*
Group, Piping Group, NECS

deUriarte, Thomas G. Director, Nuclear Safety Assessment*
and Regulatory Affairs (NSARA)

Dobrzensky, Michael Supervising Engineer, Project* * 1

Quality Assurance (PQA)
Parradj, Usama Group Leader, Safety Systems Group,* *

Mechanical Systems (MS), NECS
* Frederick, Spencer Technical and Ecological Services

(TES)
Fujimoto, Warren Vice President, Nuclear Technical*

Services :
Hardesty, Dan Safety Systems Group* *
Hartz, Chris Quality Assurance Engineer,*

DCHPP/QA
Hepponstall, Burt R. EDS Group, Electrical Engineering*

Group, NECS
* Hoch, John B. Menager, NSARA

111sko, Harry Process Control Group, Instrument*
and control Group (I&CG), NECS

Kahler, Edwin R. Group Leader, Procurement Design* *
Engineering Group, EOG/NE/NECS

Khan, Mohsin R. Group Leader, Equipment Dynamic* *

Analysis Group, EQG/NE/NECS
* * Love, Brian F. Quality Assurance Engineer, PQA
* * Nicholson, Alan Regulatory Compliance Engineer,

NSARA

A-1
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* * O'Connell, Michael L. Operations Licensing Engineer,
HSARA '

Ovadia, David Supervising Engineer, CE/NECS*

* Pons, Lou Group Leader, Power Block Group,
CE/NECS

* * Tatoosian, Dave Supervising Engineer, MS/NECS
* Tibbles, Paul TES

Tidrick, Gary Supervising Engineer, NE/EQG/NECS*
Trosler, Mike Project Engineer, NECS

* Waligora, Marik TES
* * Walters, Ed Replacement Part Evaluations Group,

MS/NECS
Wiggs, Bruce D. Process control Group, I&CG/NECS*

* * Young, Jay C. Director, PQA

U.S. Nuclear Renulatory Cormission

* * Haass, Walter P. Senior Reactor Engineer, Special
Projects Section, Vendor
Inspection Branch (VIB),
Division of Reactor Inspection
and Safeguards (DRIS), Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)

* * Matthews, Steven M. Team Leader, Reactive Inspection
Section 1 (RISI), VIB/DRIS/NRR

McIntyre, Richard P. Senior Reactor Engineer, RIS1/* *

VIB/DRIS/NRR
* Potapovs, Oldis Acting Branch Chief, VIB/DRIS/NRR

* * Snodderly, Michael R. Reactor Engineet, RIS1/VIB/DRIS/NRR
Wagner, William J. Reactor Inspector, Division of* *

Reactor Safety, Region V

-

* = Attended the Entrance Meeting
* = Attended the Exit IMeting

A-2
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APPENDIX B

PERSONS ATTENDING JULY 15, 1991 MEETING

On July 15, 1991, the NRC staff met with representatives of the
PG&E in Rockville, Maryland to discuss PG&E's presented response
to the staff's questions that resulted from the April 29 through
May 3, 1991, inspection of the procurement and commercial-grade -

dedication of the 2-3 EDG for Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
U"it 2. The attendees ars listed below.

EAcific Gas and Electric Company

Anderson, Richard C. Manager, Nuclear Engineering and
Construction Services (NECS)

deUriarte, Thomas G. Director, Nuclear Safety Assessment
and Regulatory Affairs (NSARA)

Farradj, Usama Group Leader, Safety Systems Group,
Mechanical Systems (MS), NECS

Freund, Mark C. Procurement Quality Assurance
Kahler, Edwin R. Group Leader, Procurement Design

Engineering Group, Equipment
Qualification Group, Nuclear
Engineering, NECS

Walters, Ed Replacement Part Evaluations Group,
MS/NECS

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory CommissioDi

Dummer, Ann Division of Reactor Projects III, IV, V
(DRPW), Project Directorate V (PDS),
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR)

Haass, Walter P. Special Projects Section, Vendor
Inspection Branch (VIB), Division of
Reactor Inspection and Safeguards
(DRIS) , NRR

Huey, Randall F. Region V, NRC
Matthews, Steven M. Reactive Inspection Section 1 (RIS1),

VIB/DRIS/NRR
Norrholm, Leif J. VIB/DRIS/NRR (Chief)
Rood, Harry DRPW/PDS
Runyan, Michael F. Region IV, NRC
Zech, Gary G. DRIS/NRR (Deputy Director)

B-1
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'h NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
t; e WAsHmotoN,0 c. rosu

\ . . . . . ,o October 10, 1991

Docket No. 99900839

Mr. Robert Arnold, President
Rotork Controls, Incorporated
19 Jet View Drive
Rochester, New York 14624

Dear Mr. Arnold:

SUBJECT: NOTICE Of NONCONf0RMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99900839/91-01)

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Rochester, New York
conducted by Mr. Uldis Potapovs of this office on August 5-7, 1991 and the
discussion of his findings with you and other members of your staff at the
conclusion of that inspection,

The purpose of this inspection was to review the status of corrective actions
for nonconformances identified during the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
inspection of September 12-13, 1989, to assess the progress of your
implementation of a connercial-grade dedication program as connitted in your
letter of November 8, 1990, and to review the interfaces between Rotork
Controls, Incorporated and Rotork Controls, limited in Bath, England.

_

Details of this inspection are discussed in the enclosed report.

During this intpection it was determined that your quality assurance (QA)
program failed to meet certain NRC requirements. The specific findings and
references to the pertinent requirements are identified in the enclosed Notice
of Nonconformance.

We are concerned that the nonconformance is repetitive of a deficiency
identified during the previous NRC inspection of your facility. We are also
concerned that the implementation of your commercial-grade dedication program
has not progressed in accordance with the schedule described in your letter of
November 8, 1990, and urge that additional emphasis be directed to this
important activity.

The response requested by the enclosed Notice is not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork
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'

Mr. Robert Arnold -E-

Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511. In accordance with
10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice" a copy of this letter >

and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room,
r

Sincerely,
'

.

t

LeifJ!N rholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Recctor Regulation

.

I

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report No. 99900839/91-01 ,

:
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE Of NONCONf0RMANCE

Rotork Controls, Incorporated Docket No. 99900839/91-01
Rochester, New York

During an inspection conducted at the Rotork Controls, Inc. facility in
Rochester, New York, on August 5-7, 1991, the Nuclear Regulatory Comission
(NRC) inspector determined that certain activities were not conducted in
accordance with NRC requirements which were contractuelly imposed on Rotcrk
Controls, Inc. by purchase orders (P0s) from NRC licensees. The NRC has
classified the item described below as nonconformance to the requirements of
Title 10 of the Code of federal Regulations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50) Appendix B,
imposed on Rotork Controls, Inc. by contract and the supplemental requirements
of its nuclear utility customers.

Criterion Ill, " Design Control " of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states in
part: " Measures shall be established to assure that applicable regulatory
requirements and the design basis...are correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions. These measures shall
include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are specified
and included in the design documents... Measures shall also be established for
the selection and review for suitability of application of materials, parts,
equipment, and processes that are essential to the safety-related functions of
the structures, systems, and components."

List of Parts, LOP 050, requires item 69, the 3/8" diameter, 1" long,
sockethead capscrews that hold the thrust ring in place to have a tensile
strength of 70 tons / square inch.

Contrary to the above, on May 22, 1991, Rotork Controls, Inc. ordered 4000 of
these capscrews from Rochester Screw & Bolt Co. as commercial-grade items
without specifying any tensile requirements and did not perform any activity
to assure that the capscrews received are suitable for the intended
aaplication (91-01-01). This is a repeat of nonconformance identified during
t1e September 1989 NRC inspection.

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555
with a copy to the Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor
Inspectiot, and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30
days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformance.

This reply should be clearly marked as a " Rep (ly)to a Notice of Nonconformance"and should include for each nonconformance: 1 a description of steps that
have been or will be taken to correct these items; (2) a description of steps
that have been or will be taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the dates your
corrective actions and preventive measures were or will be completed.

Dated at Ro kville, Maryland
this (d day of Oc febe r , 1991.

'
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OKCANIZAT M : Rotork Controls, Incorporated
Rochester, New York

REPORT 140. 99900839/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE Mr. Robert Arnold, President
ADDRESS: Rotork Controls, Incorporated

19 Jet View Drive
Rochester,llew York 14624

ORGANIZATIONAL Mr. Doug Matla, QA Manager
CONTACT: (716) 328-1550

NUC.. EAR INDUSTRY
ACTIVITY: Electric and Hydraulic Valve Actuators

ll4SPECT10N
CONDVCTED: August 5-7

491 )
Mi lo kw -- |D- t 0-91

1s Potapovs, 3ectton Thief Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and 10 CfR Part 21

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review status of corrective actions for nonconformances
identified during a September 1989 inspection and to assess
Rotork Controls, Inc. progress in implementing a
conrnercial-grade item dedication program.

PLANT SITE
APPLICABILITY: Numerous
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1 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 Nonconformance

1.1.1 Contrary to Criterion 111 of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and List of
Parts, LOP 050, Rotork Controls, Inc. (Rotork) purchased 3/8" diameter,1"
connercial-grade sockethead capstrtws to hold down thrust rings without
verifying that these copscrews met the 70 tons / square inch tensile strength
requirernent specified on LOP 050. (91 01-01) This is a repeat of
nonconfortnance identified during the September 1989 inspection.

2 STATUS Of PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 (Closed) Nonconfortuance 89-01-01

Contrary to Criterion 111 of Appendix B to 10 CfR Part 50 and Rotork QA Manual,
Rotork personnel had failed to route Nonstandard product Request forrns to
the QA Manager for review and approval.

Corrective action was accernplished during the 1989 inspection. To prevent
recurrence, training has been acrainistend to affected individuals.

2.2 (0 pen)Nontonformance 89-01-02

Contrary to Criterion 111 of Appendix b to 10 CfR Part 50 and Rotork specifi-
cations, Rotork purchased 3/8" dieracter,1" connercial-grade sockethead
capscrews to hold down thrust rings without verifying that the capscrews inet
the required tensile properties.

Rotork's November 9,1990 response stated that corrective action would be
accornplished through.a program to dedicate connercial-grade items which was
being developed for innediate irnplementatiori.

Review of Rotork's activitiet in these areas determined that a connercial-grade
dedication program had not been implemented (see paragraph 3.3 for additional
discussion) and that Rotork had recently procured additional thrust ring
capscrews as commercial-grade items without verifying the specified tensile
properties (91-01-01). This item remains open pending specific corrective
action and implementation of a commercial-grade dedication program.

2.3 (Closed) Nonconformance 89-01-03

Contrary to Criterion IV of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, Rotork's QA manual
did not require that suppliers to Rotork pass QA requirernents down to their
suppliers.

Rotork has revised Section 7 of its QA rnanual to state that if lower tier
procurement is required, the vendor ruust invoke the applicable OA
requirements. Review of recent purchase orders indicated compliance with this
change.

-2-
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2.4 (Closed)Honconformanc689-01-04

Contrary to Criterion IV of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and Rotork's QA manual, i

two purchase orders to ASCO were not att a .i by the QA manager and did not |

include appropriate QA requirements.
'

Corrective action was accomplished during the 1989 inspection. To prevent
recurrence, appropriate training was administered to seven affected

r
individuals,

2.5 (Closed)Nonconformance 89 01 05 ,

Contrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, Rotork had no docu-
mented instruction or procedure on how items returned from customers were to be :

handled. ,
,

was issued on November 1, g of Service and Returned items Related to Nuclear,"The procedure adequately addresses processing|
Procedure QC 330, "Handlin :

1990.
of returned items. ,

i

2.6 (Closed)Unresolveditem 89-01.06

Rotork's procedure for reporting defects under 10 CFR part 21 did not include .:
orovisions to notify customers of a deviation when Rotork can hot perform an |

aaten to determine if a defect exists. .

>

'cedure has been revised to require notification of customers when
is unable to perform a Port 21 evaluation. No such notifications have
de since the procedure was revised. !

~

ECT10N FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS
,

;rance and Exit Meetings

pector informed Rotort of-the scope of the inspection and established -

ig interfaces during the entrance meeting on August 5, 1991. It was
tvely agreed at the entrance meeting that:the report of this inspection
be combined with. ins >ection report of Rotork Controls, Limited 3ath,

Eng.and (Rotork Ltd.) whici wat scheduled for Septenter 1991. The Rotork Ltd.
inspection has since been postponed and will be reported separately. On
August 7, the inspector summarized the inspection findings, observations and
concerns to Rotork management.

3.2 LAProgramInterfaces-

Domestic nuclear sales of Rotork actuators are processed by Rotork. Rotork
assembles:and tests the actuators at their Rochester, New York facility using
mostly component parts supplied by Rotork, Ltd. although some items such as -

fasteners and paints are procured in the United States. Rotork considers

,

3-
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! Rotuit Ltd. a qualified subcontractor with a QA prograin roeeting 10 CFR Part 50,

Appendix D requireinents. Rotort, Ltd. is also responsible for all design and
qualificaticn activities including the control of design changes.

An tiRC inspection of Rotork Ltd. during October 9-10, 196.', identified several
nonconformances and unresolved items related to control of design and saaterial
changes and the effect of these changes on environmental qualification of the
operators. Potork's corrective action to these findings (at both the Rotork
and r,otork Ltd. f acilities) included a commitment to develop and irnplement a
commercial-grade dedication program. The pregt:ess of this effort at the Rotork
facility was reviewed and is discussed in the following paragraph.

3.3 Corrercial-Grade Dedication Program

As 6 result of the corrective action commitments discussed above, Rotork
contracted for consulting services to develop a comtoercial-grade dedication
program for its product line. Although this work has been completed, the
proposed dedication program had tiot been incorporated into Rotork's QA manual
or procedures at this time, lhe proposed dedication program consisted of four
volumes:

" Methods Statement for Dedication of liAl Actuator Range i

Part Level Specifications for fion-Metallic Parts used in hAl*

Actuator Range
' Justification of flon-Metallic Parts Used in l4Al Actuator Range
" Dedication of hon-fietallic Components.

The itispector performed a cursory review of these docutaents and made the
following observations:

* The aedication methodology was not clearly defined. While the
Methods Statement specified a ccmbination of methods 1 (testing)
and 2 (survey) as the pref er red dedication approach, " Dedication of
flon-Metallic Components" stated that supplier audit or survey -

(method 2) was the preferred acceptance method (methods 1 and 2 refer
to twinvlogy used in Electric Power Research Institute publication
f%%%,

* The documents did not contain adequate guidance for the use of
method 2 (survey). for example, guidatice for verifyisig teatiinal
block material was limited to checking vendor's procurement control
to ensure that correct n.aterial was cidered and checking the vendor's
n.aterial receipt and storage controls. lio provisions wer e
established to verify that the vendor's supplier actually provided
the correct material.

* Some of the justifications for acceptance of non-metallic parts were
very u sk, for example, the justification for accepting uaterial
substitution for Syncroset terminal blocks stated that based on
comparison of materiti properties in BIP Chemical, Ltd telefaxed
information, there will t4 no impact en environmental qualification.
The justificaticn did not address additichal inforroution supplied

4-
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by BlP Chemical, Ltd. which specificolly states that the twu
naterials (0908 GB and 01% h7B) "are similar in some areas t;ut the
raaterials are not similcr to each other" and that no inf ormation is
available on radiation resistants of the substituted material,

i

If was not citar whether mt tallic material., such us capstrews were'

to be included in the scope of this trogram.

Rotork inanagetiierit indicateo that the proposed prograin was s'.ill being reviend
and appropriate revisions would be made tefore incorporating it into kotort's
QA system.

3.4 Document Review

Recent purchase orders (P0s) for critical components were examined to evaluate
corrective actions on previous inspection firdings and to assess the adequacy
of current procurement practices.

PO 36808 dated May 22, 1991, was placed with Rochester Screw 1. Dolt Company,
Tonawanda, New York f or 4000 capstrews which were to be used for thrust ring
hold down application. The design requirements for these ca
specified as 70 tons / square inch ultimate tensile strength (pscrtws areLOP 050, Item (9).
The P0 only specified P/N 06-023 eapstrews 3/8 UNC r 1. Ho material or
tensile requirtments were included.

The inspector interviewed the buyer responsible for this order who stated that,
as standard practice, when capstrew material is not specified, the supplier
provides " standard alloy" which is supposed to havc a minimum tensile strength
of 160 Ksi which exceeds the 70 ton / square inc h requirement.

Failure to assure that design requirements wrce adequately translated to
procurement documents was identified as nu .ontormance 91-01-01.

This is a repeat of similar nonconformatice identified during the August 1989
incpection. The inspector was shown an Engineering Department memo dated
March 5, 1991 which was also identified as a 10 CFR Part 21 evaluation related to
the original nonconformance. This memo stated that Rotork had been ordering
these capscrews as alloy steel in conformance with ASTM A574 having minimum
tensile strength of 180 Ksi therefore these capscrews are acceptable as

- ineeting design requirements. The inspector noted that, in view of the
procurement practice discussed above and the fact that no evidence was
presented to demonstrate that the capstrews conformed to ASTM A574, Rotork
should reevaluate the reportability of this issue.

4 PERSONNEL CONTACTE0

Robert Arnold President*

Doug Matla QA Manager*

William Cortney Buyer

Attended entrance and exit meetings.*

5
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November 27. 1991

Docket No. 99901229

Mr. Albert E. Riesen, President
Tolodyne Wah Chang Albany
1600 N.E. Old Salem Road
Albany, Oregon 97321

Dear Mr. Riesent

SUBJECTt NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99901229/91-01)

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Albany,
Oregon conducted by Messrs. R. L. Cilinberg, G. p. llornseth, and
R. K. Frahm, Jr. of this office on October 7-10, 1991 and the
discussions of their findings with Mr. T. E. Cordier and other
members of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection. The
purpose of the inspection was to determine if the supply of
material by Telodyne Wah Chang Albany (TWCA) is in accordance
with nuclear utility specifications and the TWCA quality
assurance (QA) program. The inspectors were especially
interested in whether TWCA had shipped nonconforming zircaloy 2+

(Zr2) tubenhells to customers who were using this material to
manufacture fuel cladding to be used for nuclear fuel rods for
supply to the U.S. nuclear industry. The NRC has received
information which alleged that TWCA had shipped Zr2 tubenhells
that had been improperly heat treated and which subsequently
resulted in leaking fuel in reactors.

Areas examined during the NRC inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. This inspection consisted of
an examination of procedures and representative records,
interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspectors.
During this inspection it was found that the implementation of
your QA program failed to meet certain NRC requirements which are
summarized as follows: (1) the TWCA QA manual did not state that
activities affecting quality were to be prescribed in documented
procedures and performed in accordance with these procedures; (2)
TWCA did not issue a Product Condition Information Request (PCIR)
to document deviations of. samples of Zr2 heat 228821 which had
been exposed to the nodular corrosion test. The NRC inspectors
did not substantiate the allegations concerning improper heat
treatment. Inspection of corrosion samples and observation of
heat treating of Zr2 billets determined that TWCA tubeshells were
in accordance with customer requirements.

213
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Mr. Albert Riesen -2-

The specific findings and refetences to the pertinent
requirements for the above nonconformances are identified in the
enclosed Notice of Nonconformance.

The responses requested by tb ., letter and the enc 1 cued Notice
are not subject to the clearanco procedures of the Office of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

P

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of
Practice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document m.

dg
i L
' eif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office n! Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
Notice of NonconformLnce
Inspection Report 99901229/91-01

214 ,
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

Toledyne Wah Chang Albany Docket No.: 99901229/91-01
Albany, Oregon

During an inspection conducted at the Teledyne Wah Chang Albany
(TWCA) facility in Albany, Oregon on October 7-10, 1991, the
inspection team from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
determined that certain activities were not conducted in
accordance with Nhc requirements, which are contractually imposed
on TWCA by purchase orders (POs) from nuclear fuel manufacturers.
The NRC has classified these items, as set forth below, as
nonconformances to the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50) Appendix B, imposed
on TWCA by contract and the supplemental requirements of its
nuclear customers,

A. Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
activities affecting quality are to be prescribed by
documented procedures and be accomplished la accordance with
these procedures.-

Contrary to the above, the TWCA Quality Control Manual
(QCM), Revision 1, dated February 15, 1991, does not state
that activities affecting quality be prescribed by
documented procedures and be performed in accordance with
these procedures (91-01-01).

B. Criterion XV of Appendix B to 10 CFR P8rt 50 requires
that nonconforming items be reviewed and accepted, rejected,
repaired or reworked in accordance with documented
procedures.

Section P.3 of the TWCA QCM, dated October 23, 1989,
requires that deviations from process specifications and
written procedures are to be documerted using the Product
condition Information Request (PCIR).

Contrary to the above, TWCA did not issue a PCIR to document
deviations of samples from Zircaloy 2 heat 228821 which had
been exposed to the nodular corrosion test (91-01-02).

Please provide a written statement or exp2anation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Chief, Vendor
Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformance. This
reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of

1
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Nonconformance" and should include for each nonconformance: (1) a
description of steps that have been or will be taken to correct
these items; (2) a description of steps that have been or will be
taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the dates your corrective
actions and preventive measures were or will be completed.

-Dated at pockville, Maryland
this tb day of'{)gc Q 1991.

-2-
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ORGANIZATION: TELEDYNE WAH CHANG ALBANY
ALBANY, OREGON

REPORT NO. 99901229/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE
ADDRESS: Mr. Albert Riesen, President

Teledyne Wah Chang Albany
1600 N.E. Old Salem Road
Albany, Oregon 97321

ORGANIZATIONAL
CONTACT: Dr. J. R. Wille, Director, Quality Control

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
ACTIVITY: Materials supplier for nuclear, military, and

commercial application.

INSPECTION
CONDUCTED: October 7-10, 1991

A ss 4">t +1f' || M 9/
R. L. Cilimberg, Teq%' Leader 'Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

Geoffrey P. Hornseth, Engineering Materials
& Chemical Engineering Branch (EMCB)
Ronald K. Frahm, Jr., VIB
Phillip V, Jou"off, OI Region V

$Ab
~

DateUldis Potapov's',
~rLA%k # 0 ~ 25- %
Ch(ef

Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Part 50, Appendix B

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review the Teledyne Wah Chang Albany
(TWCA) QA program relative to the supply of
material to the nuclear industry.

PLANT SITE
APPLICABILITY: Numerous.
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1 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 Nonconformances:

1.1.1 Contrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50,
the TWCA Quality Control Manual (QCM), Revision 1, dated February
15, 1991, does not state that activities affecting quality be 1

Iprescribed by documented procedures and be performed in
accordance with these procedures (91-01-01).

1.1.2 Contrary to Criterion XV of Appendix B to 10-CFR Part 50,
and Section P.3 of the TWCA QCM, dated October 23, 1989, TWCA did
not issue a Product Condition Information Request (PCIR) to
document deviations of samples of Zircaloy 2 (Zr2) heat 228821
which had been exposed to the nodular corrosion test (91-01-02).

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPPPTION FINDINGS:

There were no open findings to address as this was the first NRC
inspection of TWCA.

3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS:

3.1 Entrance and Exit Meetinos

The Fuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspectors informed TWCA
staff of the scope of the inspection, outlined areas of concern,
and established working interfaces during the entrance meeting on
October 7, 1991. On October 10, 1991, the NRC inspectors
summarized the inspection findings, observations, and concerns to
TWCA management during the exit meeting.

3.2 Allecation

The NRC received information which alleged that TWCA had shipped
Zr2 tubesnells to fuel manufacturers which were susceptible to
nodular corrosion and resulted in leaking fuel rods in nuclear
reactors. The corrosion susceptibility was alleged to have
resulted from improper heat treating of billets which were used
to make the tubeshells. The improper heat treating was alleged
to be indicated _by samples of Zr2 heat 228821 which failed
corrosion testing in the TWCA laboratory. The improper heat
treating was allegedly caused by problems with the Mark II
induction furnace. The allegations could not be substantiated
because inspection of corrosion samples from heat 228821 and
review of heat treating of Zr2 billets determined that the
billets which were shipped complied with customer requirements.
Furthermore, the customer used the tubeshells from heat 228821
for water rod applications only. Since water rods do not contain
fuel, no fuel-leakage could have resulted from the use of this

2
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material. Additionally, allegations concerning the Mark II
induction furnace (Mark II) could not be substantiated as
discussed in sections 3.5 and 3.6 below.

3.3 Document Review

The_ inspectors determined by reviewing the TWCA QCM dated
February 15, 1993, that the QCM does not contain a definitive
statement that activities are to be prescribed in written
procedures and performed in accordance with these procedures.
Dr. Wille-agreed-that the QCM could be more specific with respect
to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. (See
Nonconformance 91-01-01)

| The inspectors determined that a nonconformance report (PCIR) was
not issued by TWCA to document nonconforming tubeshells from Zr2
heat 228821. TWCA-wrote extensive documentation on this material
but failed to meet the PCIR requirement of the QCM dated October
23, 1989. (See Nonconformanck 91-01-02)

3.4 Corrosion Testina

TWCA performs 500*C steam corrosion tests on samples of
tubeshells in.accordance with customer requirements to provide
assurance that the tubeshells have been properly heat treated.
Zr2 is an alloy of pure zirconium and small amounts of tin,
chromium, iron and nickel. The enhanced corrosion resistance of
Zr2 is due to the presence of these elements, and corrosion
resistance is maximized when the elements are dispersed
throughout the crystalline structure of the zirconium. When Zr2
-is heated above 980*C, the zirconium is transformed from an alpha
phase to a beta phase and these elements are dissolved rapidly in
the beta phase. If-the temperature of the Zr2 is then rapidly
reduced by quenching in water, the Zr2 is transformed to the
alpha phase with a fine precipitation of_the alloying elements
which provides enhanced corrosion resistance to the Zr2. This
heat treatment is called-beta quenching and it is performed on
Zr2 billets prior to the extrusion of the billets to make
tubeshells. If the beta quench of a billet is performed
improperly,_the corrosion test samples obtained from the

tubeshell extrudei from that billet will not pass the corrosion
test. Samples which have been exposed to 500 C steam are
compared to a visual standard to determine if the samples meet
the required limit for nodular corrosion appearance.

The NRC inspectors examined one lead end and one tail end sample
from each of the'121 tubeshells produced from Zr2 heat 228821.
This examination determined that one sample from tubeshell 84
failed to meet the 1002 visual stendard which does not allow a
nodule greater than 0.007 inches. The sample from tubeshell 19 ,

3
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could pass or fail depending on the judgement of the examiner.
TWCA did not accept these 2 samples in addition to samples from
14 other tubeshells which exhibited varying degrees of frost
which is not a basis for corrosion test failure. TWCA shipped
105 tubechells from thic heat to be manufactured into water rods
by Kobe Steel. The NRC inspectors confirmed that the samples of
each of the tubeshells that had been shipped to Kobe Steel passed
the corrosion test. The numbers of the 16 tubeshells that were
scrapped by TWCA are 1, 3, 7, 10, 19, 26, 34, 46, 52, 54, 56, 58,
84, 119, 120, and 121. The TWCA staff who perform corrosion
testing are well trained and conservative in their determinations
of whether the samples meet customer imposed test criteria. They
were not aware of any problems with a large number of failed
samples which could be associated with the improper heat treating
in the subject allegation.

3.5 Mark II Induction Furnace

The Mark II is used by TWCA to heat Zr2 billets for beta quench
heat treating. The inspectors reviewed two subject areas
.-toncerning the response and accuracy of thermocouples (T/Cs) used
Nor setting up and controlling the furnace, and the evenness and
drepeatability of the furnace in producing a heat of 120 billets.

3.5.1 T/C Resconse in the Mark II

The T/C response to the Mark II environment was examined with
respect to alleged inaccuracies related to furnace / billet
temperature measurements as follows: (1) use of uncalibrated T/C
and associated instruments; (2) induction heating of the T/C by
the furnace; and (3) differential heating of the T/C instrumented
profile billet at the T/C holes due to geometric effects.

An examination of instruments dedicated to the Mark II did not
reveal any instruments with stickers past the calibration due
date. This observation was consistent with observations made
elsewhere in the plant which support the conclusion that TWCA
adheres to its instrument calibration QA program. Discussion
with Mr. W. Meeks, instrument repairman, indicated that the
instrument shop personnel possess a high degree of expertise in
their field as confirmed by information which Mr. Meeks provided
in answer to questions by the inspectors. The inspectors
determined from this discussion that TWCA ensures the maintenance
of properly operating instrumentation.

A Zr2 billet is similar to a heavy walled pipe with dimensions
equal to 7 inches outside diameter (OD), 2 1/4 inches wall
thickness and a 21 inch length. Several profile billets contain
three pairs of T/C in holes drilled in the billets which are used
to set up the Mark II prior to a production run. One T/C of each
pair is located 1/2 inch from the billet OD while the other T/C
from each pair is located 1/2 inch from the billet inside

4
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diameter (ID). The T/C pairs are located 1/2 inch from each end
of the billets and one pair near the mid-length. T/C holes are
not drilled in production billets, but furnace T/Cs are suspended
in the center of the billet bore to measure the temperatures near
the ends and mid-length of the billet and control the heating.
Before each production run in the Mark II, a profile billet with
embedded T/Cs is used to adjust the temperature distribution
within the billet until the appropriate temperature tolerances
are reached and correlated with the furnace T/Cs. The furnace
T/Cs are then used for temperature control for the induction
heating beta quench heat treatment of production billets.

The inspectors observec tests in the Mark II to determine the
effect of induction heating on the new T/Cs embedded in a Zr2
billet. This profile billet was heated to 1160 F using the
billet T/Cs for control while comparing them to the furnace T/Cs.
As expected and as previously experienced by TWCA personnel, the
billet T/Cs indicated a higher temperature than the furnace T/Cs.
This temperature differential is due to known effects in the
induction furnace. The billet is exposed directly to the
induction field and the billet T/cs sense the heat from this
exposure directly. The furnace T/Cs in the bore of the hollow
billet are not significantly heated by the furnace. They sense
the heat radiating from the ID of the billet. Since radiant heat
transfer is a relatively inefficient process, the furnace T/Cs in
the bore experienced a temperature lag during the heating
process. When the furnace power was switched off, the billet T/C
sensed a gradual fall in temperature. The bore /furnaco T/C
continued to register increasing temperatures for some time as
the radiant heat of the billet continued to warm these sensors.

The inspectors determined from these observations that any effect
of the induction heating directly on the T/Cs was insignificant.
This conclusion was made because no step change occurred in the
T/C temperature versus time plot when the furnace power was
switched off. Secondly, a correlation could be made between the
T/Cs imbedded in the billet and the T/Cs in the bore even with a
60 F differential between the furnace and billet T/Cs. Thirdly,
any preferential heating of the T/cs was not supported. If the
billet T/Cs had been preferentially heated, the large mass of the
billet would act as an efficient heat sink and absorb any excess
heat. Similarly, the furnace T/Cs in the bore would experience
excess heat that would radiate to the mass of metal in the
billet. When the furnace power was switched off the furnace T/Cs
would have indicated a drop in temperature rather than the rise
that was observed by the inspectors.

The inspectors performed independent temperature measurements to
compare with the temperature being indicated by the billet and
furnace T/Cs. An infrared pyrometer measured a billet surface
temperature of 675"C at the same time that the mid-OD billet T/C

5
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measured an internal metal temperature of 686 C. A contact
pyrometer _ measured a surface temperature of 630 C compared to a
T/C reading of 629'C. An 1100*F temperature indicating crayon
(Tempilstik) melted to indicate a temperature in excess of-1100 F
while a 1200 F crayon did not melt which indicates. a billet
surface temperature between 1100-1200*F and similar to the range
measured by the billet T/C. The inspectors did not observe any
billet _ incandescence when the 1100-1200 F measurements were made
which agrees with typical heat treating experience for the
ambient lighting which prevailed in the Mark II environment at
the time.

'

Previous to this inspection, TWCA performed a test to determine
if any furnace induced T/C effects existed, and provided a time-
temperature plot of the results for review. With a cold furnace
and starting from room temperature, five minutes of induction
heating produced a 10-15 C temperature rise of the furnace T/C.
This is a small amount of heating of the T/C when compared to the
significant amount of heating which occurs.to a massive billet
being heated in the heat treating range of 1050-1200 C.

An additional experiment was performed.to assess the allegation
that the drilled holes in-the profile billets caused uneven and
excessive heating around the holes drilled in the billets due to
geometric' effects on the induced current. A profile billet was
heated normally to the beta quench range of 1050-1200 C and
lowered from the furnace for observation. In this temperature
range the billet exhibits a bright orange incandescent glow. Any

,

significant temperature variation would be visible as a color and'

brightness difference. Several heating cycles were observed on
two different profile billets. The area around the T/C holes was #

closely observed by the NRC inspectors and several TWCA
employees. No color / intensity difference was seen at the holes
compared to the rest of the billet which supports a conclusion
that no significant temperature difference exists. The
inspectors reviewed a series of colored photographs with known
temperature differentials between opposite ends of_a billet. At
a difference of 30 C, a noticeable color / brightness change was
apparent. Further confirmation that there exists no large
temperature difference at the T/C holes is provided by the
pyrometer experiment described previously_which did not detect
any large (>100 F) temperature differences. The NRC inspectors
could not substantiate the allegations concerning improper or
inaccurate temperature measurement.

3.5.2 Mark II Heatina/ Uniformity and Repeatability

Allegations concerning the uniformity and repeatability of the
Mark II were reviewed. An inconsistent process would affect
final product quality which would result from improper heat
treating temperatures during production runs. Auide from the

6
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profile billets, only the first few billets of any production run
I have T/C embedded in holes in the billets. The correlation

between the billet and furnace T/C is expected to be constant and
accurate during production runs.

TWCA has taken corrective action on problems related to the Mark
Il such as packing the top of the furnace with insulation to
eliminate drafts due to the chimney effect. Furnace operators
verify the placement of this packing before each billet heating
cycle. The base block upon which the billet is supported is
preheated prior to a cycle to avoid any chilling of the billet
due to conduction through a cold base block. Billets are
machined to minimize the effect of variabic billet lengths on
induction heating uniformity. Furnace operators were observed
verifying billet length against the specified limits for each
run. A random sampling of billets awaiting heat treating were
verified to conform to the specified length tolerance.

The billet position in the Mark II must be carefully controlled
to maintain uniformity of heating, because a change of 1/10 of an
inch can adversely affect the temperature profile within the
billet. Before each production run the Mark II is tested and
adjusted with profile billets. The operstor loads the profile
billet into the Mark II and proceeds to induction heat it in the
same manner as a production billet. When the temperature has
reached the required range, a record / profile of the temperatures
are made. The profile is evaluated for uniformity of heating
within the desired range. Adjustments are normally required to
obtain an acceptable profile or uniformit', -f neating. Profile
changes are made by adjusting the billet position (height) within
the Mark II. The height adjustment within the furnace is the
significant variable while side to side or radial position has
little effect. The sensitivity and repeatability of the height
poaition can cause significant changes in temperature along the
length of a single billet. A large variance in position from
billet to billet can cause nonuniform heating between billets.

The inspectors observed that the operators were familiar with
this sensitivity and were able to estimate the effects of billet
position adjustments on the billet temperature profile. Position
adjustments were on the order of tenths of an inch. After an
adjustment was made, another temperature profile was obtained and
evaluated until several cycles of adjustments had obtained an
acceptab3e profile.

The inspectors noted that billet height in the Mark II was
monitored by a computer control system to assure that this
sensitive variable is being monitored for process control. This
approach ensures that a significant deviation is discovered at
the time it occurs rather than during later processing or
testing.

7
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The inspectors did not verify accuracy and repeatability of
billet positioning due to time limitations for observing a
sufficient number of billets to ensure statistical validity
during the inspection. The furnace profiling operation was
observed to be a position sensitive process, and TWCA is aware of
this as exhibited by ongoing refinement of the Mark II and
associated instrumentation. The current Mark II and control
configurations are not identical to those in operation at the
time the al:egations were made. Changes to the system have been
made as-a result of TWCA initiated process improvements and
response to the allegations. The difficulty of furnace profiling
has prompted TWCA to plan for future replacement of the existing
Mark II with a different design.

3.6 C.ustomer Requirements

The inspectors determined by reviewing Zr2 purchase orders for
the period 1987 to 1991 that customer requirements for the number
of corrosion test specimens vary from 0 to 100% for a production
run of 120 billets. When no samples are specified, the customer
assumes responsibility for performing the heat treatment and the
corrosion testing and no reliance is placed on heat treating
performed by TWCA. When 2 samples are required for each
tubeshell (100% sampling), the corrosion testing discussed in
section 3.4 above ensures that the beta quench heat treating of
the billets has been performed properly and that it achieved the
required metallurgical structure. If a customer requires that-3
samples per heat are to be subjected to corrosion testing, the
potential exists for that customer to receive tubeshells which
have been improperly heat treated, and the heat treating
consistency part of the allegation would be substantiated.
However, the NRC inspectors did not find any orders for
tubeshells to be used for BWR fuel cladding in the United States
that would not have the proper heat treating as substantiated by
corrosion testing.

The inspectors reviewed orders for tubeshells which were used to
fabricate tubes for water rods which do not contain fuel and are
not pressure boundary components. Improper beta quench heat
treatment of billets for this material would not result in fuel
leaks. Heat 228821 was used by Kobe Steel to make water rods as
discussed in 3.2 and 3.4 above.
3.7 10 CFR Part 21

The inspectors determined that TWCA has maintained the required
postings in six locations and implemented procedure QCI-B-7,
" Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance," Revision 0, dated
September 18, 1991 and instruction QCI-P-2, " Product Condition
Information Request," Revision 6, dated June 28, 1990. No
violations were found during this inspection.

8
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4 PERSONNEL CONTACTED

+ * G. Arbolbide, Audit Coordinator
M. Aspinwall, Assistant General Counsel
D. Brown, QA Representative
T. Burgess, Process Analysis Technician

-* T. Cordier, Vice President of Technology
T. Danielson, Metallographer

* J. Denham,.TWCA Counsel
+ * C. Eucken, Manager of Process Development
+ * L. Findley, Director of Fabrication Division

- + R. Graham, Manager of Process Engineering
M. Halfman,. Lead Technician

* R. Hickman, Manager of Metallurgical Laboratory
P. Justice, Beta Quench Operator
W. Meeks, Instrument Repairman

* L. Moody, Manager of Extrusion
T. Nelson, QA Representativo

+ A. Riesen, President
T. Scaltreto, Metallographer

+ J. Schlewitz, Laboratory Manager
* J. Tosdale, Manager of Process Analysis
* B. Valder, Product Sales Manager

+ * N. Vaughn, Director of Plant Engineering
+ * J. Wille, Director of Quality Control

+ Attended entrance meeting on May 13, 1991
Attended exit meeting on May 17, 1991*
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Docket No. 99900761

Mr. Martin Smith, President
United Controls Division of Hub, Inc.
1554 Litton Drive
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083

Dear Mr. Smith:

SUBJECT: NOTICES OF VIOLATION AND NONCONFORMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 99900761/91-01)

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Stone
Mountain, Georgia, conducted by Messrs. Bill Rogers and Steve
Alexander of this office on October 9 through 11, 1991, and the
discussions of their findings with you and other members of your
staff at the conclusion of the inspection. The purpose of the
inspection was to determine if safety-related electrical compo-
nents have been supplied by United Controls in accordance with
nuclear utility specifications and United Control's quality
assurance program. The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
inspectors reviewed the implementation of your 10 CFR Part 21
reporting program, including your recent 10 CFR Part 21 notifi-
cation to the NRC, and your dedication of commercial grade
equipment for safety-related applications.
Areas examined during the NRC inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. This inspection consisted of
an examination of procedures and representative records, inter-
views with personnel, and observations by the inspectors. The
inspection identified that certain of your activities appeared to
be in violation of NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed
Notice of Violation. The violation was of concern because United
Controls' procedures adopted pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21 did not
contain provisions for informing customers of deviations that
United Controls was not able or willing to evaluate with respect
to substantial safety hazards, nor did the procedures contain
provisions for notifying directors or responsible officers of
defects or failures to comply.
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Mr. Martin Smith -2-

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed Notice of violation when
preparing your response. In your response, you should document
the specific actions taken and any additional actions you plan to
prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the
results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether
further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance
with NRC regulatory requirements.

In addition, the inspection found that the implementation of your
QA program failed to meet certain NRC requirements. Specifi-
cally, the procedures United Controls developed for the dedica-
tion of commercial grade items did not provide sufficient assur-
ance that commercial grade items were adequately verified to be
suitable for their safety-related applications. A principal
deficiency found in United Controls' commercial grade dedication
program related to the lack of requirements to define and
document the safety functions (and other safety-related appli-
cation requirements) that commercial grade items must perform.
Also, the definition of critical characteristics, i.e., that they
provide reasonable assurance that the item received is the item
specified, although consistent with EPRI NP-5652, did not state
that critical characterisites are those attributes that are all
necessary to be verified to demonstrate that the item will
perform its safety function (s) and is otherwise suitable for its
intended safety-related application, as discussed in NRC Generic
Letter 91-05, " Licensee Commercial Grade procurement and
Dedication Programs."

Please provide us, within 30 days from the date of this letter, a
written statement in accordance with the instructions specified
in the enclosed Notice of Nonconformance. We will consider
extending the response time if you can show good cause for us to
do so.

The responses requested by this letter and the enclosed Notices
are not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of
Management and Budget as required by the paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the
NRC Public Document Room.
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Mr. Martin Smith -3-

If you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will bc
pleased to discuss them with you.

<

Sincerely,

e -

)x, {, /i ---

- uh q. _

Leif 8. crrholm, Inief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. Notice of Nonconformance
3. Inspection Report 99900761/91-01
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Enclosure 1 -

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

UNITED CONTROLS DIVISION Docket No. 99900761
Stone Mountain, Georgia

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
conducted at the United Controls Division of Hub, Inc. on
October.9 through 11, 1991, the NRC inspection identified the
following violation of NRC requirements. In accordance with
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement
Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violation is
listed below:

A. Section 21.21(a) of Part 21 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Reoulations (10 CFR Part 21) states, in part, that
each individual, corporation,-partnership, or other entity
subject to the regulations in this part shall adopt
appropriate procedures to (1) provide for evaluating
deviations or informing the licensee or purchaser of the
deviation in order that the licensee or_ purchaser may cause
the deviation to be evaluated unless the deviation had been

| corrected; and (2) assure that a director or responsible
'

officer is informed if the construction or operation of a
facility,-or. activity, or basic component supplied for such

-

| facility or activity fails to comply with the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, or any applicable rule, regulation,

| order or license of the Commission relating to a substantial
| safety hazard, or contains a defect.

| Contrary to the above, the United Controls procedures
! adopted pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21 did not contain
i provisions for informing customers of deviations that United

Controls was not able or willing to evaluate with respect to
| substantial safety hazards. In addition, United Controls'
; procedures did-not contain provisions for notifying
| directors or responsible officers, as defined in

10 CFR Part 21, of defects or failures to comply.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement VII).
!

!

! Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, United Controls is
I hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control
Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Chief, Vendor

| Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards,
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-2- Enclosure 1

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation. This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation"
and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the viola-
tion, (2) the corrective-steps that have been taken and the
results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken. to
avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance
will be achieved. Where good-cause is shown, consideration will.
be given to extending the response time.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this '2 / day of Ah. v0s s o_ 1991,
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Enclosure 2

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

UNITED CONTROLS DIVISION Docket No. 99900761
Stone Mountain, Georgia

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
conducted at the United Controls Division of Hub, Inc. in Stone
Mountain, Georgia, on October 9 through 11, 1991, the NRC
inspection identified that certain of your activities were not
conducted in accordance with NRC requirements that were
contractually imposed on United Controls by purchase orders from
NRC licensees. The NRC has classified these items as
nonconformances to the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Recu]ations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50), Appendix B.

A. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that activities
affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings, appropriate to the circumstances.
In addition, Criterion III, " Design Control," and
Criterion VII, " Control of Purchased Material, Equipment,
and Services," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, require that
for items intended for use in safety-related applications,
the important design, material, and performance charac-
teristics be identified, acceptance criteria be established,
and reasonable assurance be provided that the items conform
to the-acceptance criteria.

Contrary to the above, United Controls' Quality Control
Procedure 3.4, " Commercial Grade Item Dedication Procedure,"
which described the method United Controls used for the
dedication of commercial grade items for nuclear safety-
related plant applications, was not appropriate to the
circumstances. Specifically, the_ procedure did not ensure
that the dedication program would provide sufficient
assurance that commercial grade items dedicated for safety-
related use would be adequately verified to be capable of
performing their safety functions or ctherwise be fully
suitable for their safety-related plant applications under
all design basis conditions.

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commiction, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Chief, vendor
Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformance. This
reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Nonconformance" and should include for each nonconformance: (1)
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-2- Enclosure 2

a description-af steps that have been or will be taken to correct
these items; (2) a description of steps that have been or vill be
taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the dates your corrective
actions and preventive measures were or will be completed.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this ?/ day of /W m, , c 4 1991,
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ORGANIZATION: UNITED CONTROLS
STONE MOUNTAIN, GEORGIA

REPORT NO :. 99900761/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE Mr. Martin Smith, President
ADDRESS: United Controls Division of Hub, Inc.

1554 Litton Drive
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY Dedication and qualification of
ACTIVITIES: commercial grade electrical components for

nuclear safety-related applications.

INSPECTION October 9 - 11, 1991
CONDUCTED:

h (HS-91SIGNED:
Bill H. Rogers, Teamdaeader Date
Reactive Inspection %ction No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

OTHER INSPECTORS: Stephen Alexander, VIB

" 'APPROVED: 11-(9-91
Chris A. VanDenbyrgh, Chief Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21, 10 CFR Part 50.49, and 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review the implementation of United
Controls' 10 CFR Part 21 program and its
dedication of commercial grade items for
safety-related use under its 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, quality assurance program.

PLANT SITE Numerous.
APPLICABILITY:
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1 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 Violations

Contrary to the_ requirements of Section 21.21(a) of 10 CFR
Part 21, United Controls'_ procedures did-not contain provisions
for informing its customers of deviations that United Controls
was not able or willing to evaluate with respect to substantial
safety hazards. In addition, the procedures did not contain
provisions for notifying United Controls' directors or respon-
sible officers of defects or failures to comply (Violation 91-
01-01, see Section 2.3.1 of this report).

1.2 Nonconformances

Contrary to the requirements of Criterion V of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, United Controls' Quality Control Procedure 3.4, which
prescribed the dedication of commercial grade items, was not
-appropriate to the circumstances because it did not provide
sufficient assurance that commercial grade items would be
adequately verified to be suitable for their safety-related
applications (Nonconformance 91-01-02, see Section 2.4.1.d of
this report).

1.3 Open Items

The-dedication package for the Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) relays
that United Controls supplied to Turkey Point contained several
discrepancies which tended to confirm the inadequacies of United
Controls' commercial grade dedication program identified as

_

Nonconformance 91-01-02 in Section 2.4.1.d of this inspection
report. Specifically, the package listed testing as the method
of verification of_the relay's seismic qualification; however,
the verification testing performed was-on a sample without
demonstrating the applicability of this testing to the lot
dedicated. In addition, the relay's coil and contact current
ratings.were not included among the critical characteristics for
acceptance. The-resolution of these concerns will be reviewed-
during a future inspection (Open Item 93-01-03, see Section 2.4.2
of this report).

2 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

2.1 ' Entrance and Exit Meetinas

During the entrance meeting on October 9, 1991, the NRC
inspectors discussed the. scope of the inspection, outlined the
areas of concern,-and established interfaces with United
Controls' management and staff. During the exit meeting on
October 11, 1991, the inspectors discussed their findings and
concerns with United Controls' management and staff.

2
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2.2 -Inspection Scope

United Controls.is a wholly-owned division of the Energy and
-Process Division of Hub Incorporated. United Controls supplies
safety-related electrical panels, systems, and components;
performs the dedication of commercial grade equipment; and
provides qualification services, in accordance with their 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, quality assurance program.

The NRC inspectors reviewed United Controls' 10 CFR Part 21
program and a recent 10 CFR Part 21 notification to the NRC
concerning ABB relays. In addition, the inspectors reviewed the
implementation of United controls' program for the dedication of
commercial grade items for safety-related use in the form of
dedication' packages for items United Controls sold as safety-
related components to NRC licensees.

2.3 United Controls' 10 CFR Part 21 Activities
2.3.1 Program Review

United Controls' 10 CFR Part 21 program consisted of two docu-
ments, Quality Assurance Manual-(QAM) 19, "10 CFR Part 21,"
Revision 0, dated April 3, 1991, and Quality Control Procedure
(QCP) 21.1, " Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance," Revision 1,
dated September 23, 1991._ The NRC inspectors' review of these
procedures identified several discrepancies and deficiencies
which are described below.

a) QCP 21.1 required that the Quality Assurance Department post
the required portions of 10 CFR Part 21. However, this
requirement was inconsistent with the posting requirements
of 10 CFR 21.6 which requires the posting of Section 206 of
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, 10 CFR Part 21, and
the procedures-adopted pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21. As an
altornative, 10 CFR 21.6 permits posting Section 206 and
information giving the location where the procedures may be
reviewed as well as the name o' the person to whom devia-
tions are to be reported. Detc. e this discrepancy the NRC
inspectors verified that the actual posting met the
requirements of 10 CFR 21.6.

b) QAM 19, paragraph 3.4, stated that when a sub-tier supplier
would not accept the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21 on a
safety-related order, United Controls would retain all
10 CFR Part 21 responsibilities. United Controls explained
that " safety-related" in this context meant a " basic
component" as defined in 10 CFR Part 21. . Contrary to the
stated United Controls policy, 10 CFR Part 21 requires that
any party supplying a basic component assume the responsi-
bilities of 10 CFR Part 21.

,
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The NRC inspectors were concerned that this policy would
allow the issuance of procurement documents for basic
components which did not state that 10 CFR Part 21 applied
and would violate the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.31.
Only if United Controls' purchase orders for items or
carv3;oc legitimately met the tests for a commercial grade
iteS as listed in 10 CFR Part 21, Section 21.3 (a) (4) (a-1) ,
WFald United Controls be exempt from invoking 10 CFR Part 21
f.n the procurement documents for those items or services. - '

In response to the inspectors' concerns in this area, United
Controls stated that they had not issued any purchase orders
in violation of 10 CFR 21.31. In addition,-the NRC inspec-
tors did not identify any indication of this problem during
their review of the purchase orders which were included with
commercial grade dedication packages reviewed during the
inspection.

c) QAM 19 required United Controls' employees to report known
defects or deficiencies to responsible management while
QCP 21.1 required employees to report defects, noncom-
pliances (not defined), and defects /nonconformances
(nonconformance was not defined) to United Controls'
Director of Quality. However, the procedure did not define
the terms noncompliance and nonconformance. In addition,
the procedures did not use or contain a definition of the
term deviation; a requirement to evaluate deviations; or a
requirement to inform customers of deviations that United
Controls was unable or unwilling to evaluate. United
Controls' definition of defect was consistent with 10 CFR
Part 21 (...could create a substantial safety hazard, cause
exceeding of safety limits...) such that it was not reason-
able to expect United Controls' employees to evaluate
deviations and notify management of defects, nor was it
reasonable to provide any credit for the use of noncon-
formance or deficiencies since neither term was defined,

d) QCP 21.1, paragraph'6.5, required that the employee's report
and United Controls' documentation of evaluations and noti-
fications pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21 be kept on file for a
minimum of three years. However, Section 21.51 of 10 CFR
Part 21,'" Maintenance of Records," requires that after the
delivery of the basic component supplied and before destruc-
tion of any associated records relating to evaluations and
NRC notifications, such records must be offered to the
purchaser of the basic component. This is done so that the
purchaser can either make a determination of whether such
records are related to the creation of a substantial safety
hazard or offer them to the organization to which it
supplied the basic component. The records can be authorized
for destruction only if they are determined not to be
related to the creation of a substantial safety hazard.

4
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Despite this procedural discrepancy, United Controls stated'

that they had made only one determination of a defect (dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.2 of this inspection report). The NRC
inspectors verified that there had only been one notifi-
cation and that the associated records had been acceptably
maintained and dispositioned.

c) QCP 21.1, paragraph 5.1, contained a definition of a commer-
cial grade item which omitted the second of the three tests,
all of which must be met in order for an item to be consi-
dered a commercial grade item. Specifically, QCP 21.1
omitted the test of 10 CPR Part 21, Paragraph 21. 3 (a) (4) (a-
1) (2) , which required that commercial grade items be used in
applications other than facilities or activities licensed
pursuant to various parts of Title 10 of the Code of Federal __

Reaulations.

f) QCP 21.1, paragraph 6.3, required that a committee evaluate
each employee report of a defect and determine its reporta-
bility to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR Part 21. The
makeup of this committee was specified to consist of the
Director of Quality, Engineering Manager, Purchasing
Inspector (Receiving and/or Test), and the General Manager.
Paragraph 6.4 of QCP 21.1 stated that should a defect /
nonconformance be determined to be reportable as defined by
10 CFR Part 21, the Director of Quality shall notify the NRC
and the customer within 48 hours of the determination.
There was no requirement in the United Controls procedures
to notify a director or responsible officer of defects or
failures to comply, as defined by 10 CFR Part 21.

The inspectors reviewed the records relating to evaluation and
notification pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21 discussed in Section
2.3.2 of this inspection report and found no instance in which .

United Controls had failed to evaluate a deviation and upon
determining that it constituted a defect, railed to inform a
director or responsible officer of the defect. However, on the
basis of the procedural deficiencies identified above which would
not assure that the required actions would be taken, the NRC
inspectors concluded that United Controls' procedures did not
meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.21(a). These deficien-
cies are cited as Violation 91-01-01 in Section 1.1 of this
inspection report.

2.3.2 Review of United Controls' 10 CFR Part 21 Notification on
Failed ABD Relays

The NRC inspectors reviewed United Controls' actions regarding
their 10 CFR Part 21 notification made on August 12, 1991. The
notification concerned the failure of a safety-related relay,
manufactured and marketed as a commercial grade item by Asca
Brown Boveri (ABB). The relay was subsequently dedicated for

s
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safety-related use and supplied by United Controls as a basic
component to Florida Power & Light Company's Turkey Point
Generating Station (Units 3 and 4) for use in the emergency
diosol generator bus load sequencing panels.

The failed relay, one of approximately 300 ABB relays (type
RXMH2, models RK22 3068-EA and RK22 3069-EA) , had failed to change
state upon being energized during a preoperational test at Turkey
Point. A failure analysis conducted by ABB indicated that the
relay's coil had suffered a short circuit of the windings at the
points at which the beginning lead of the coil was crossed by the
subsequent windings of each layer of wire as they were wound onto
the coil spool.

The beginning lead and the subsequent windings were to be separ-
ateo by a piece of clear plastic adhesive tape placed over the -

beginning lead to hold it in a channel in the coil spool end
flange. The separation tape would then hold the beginning lead
in place and prevent abrasion from the subsequent windings during
the winding process. However, an ABB examination of the failed
coil determined that at some point during the winding process,
the tape had been pulled back and dislocated away from the
beginning lead it was supposed to hold in the end flange channel
of the coil spool. Some of the beginning lead's varnish insula-
tion was then apparently abraded during the winding process,
allowing insulation breakdown which resulted in the relay's
failure.

ABB had performed an inspection of some of the remaining relays,
none of which had yet failed, to determine if the separation tape
was adequately placed. For the purpose of these examinations,
ABB established an acceptance criterion that the separation tape
must cover the beginning lead with an overlap margin of 1.0 mil-
limeter (mm) or greater. Although none of the relays had damaged
or dislocated separation tape, ABB found that virtually all of
them had less than 1.0 mm of margin.

United Controls and ABB determined that the problem had generic
implications, but that the scope was limited to relays with the
particular coil design in question (ie., type RMXH2, Models
RK223068-EA and RK223069-EA manufactured from March 1989, through
September 1990, bounded by date codes 8909 through 9036). ABB
had identified that the root cadse of the problem was due to the
performance of one particular factory employee who had manufac-
tured relays within the date codes cited above.

ABB made a design change to reposition the separation tape on the
coil spool end flange to more evenly cover the beginning lead and
avoid con /1tions conducive to dislocation of the separation tape
during the winding process. An ABB representative, who was
present at United Controls during this portion of the NRC inspec-
tion in order to participate in the discussion of this issue,

6
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stated that ABB was taking action to ensure that all pertinent
drawings and procedures were updated and correct, and that all
affected-employees received training on the changes. At the time >

of the NRC-inspection, United Controls was in the process of
informing their affected customers of the defect. In addition,
the ABB representative reported that ABB had informed all the ABB
Power Transmission and Dictribution field sales offices of the
defect in August 1991 via an ABB Product Reliability Letter.

On the basis of the review of portinent records, interviews with
cognizant United Controls personnel (as well as the ABB represen-
tative), examination of samples of the affected type of relays,
and observation of functional testing cn) the relays with less;

than 1.0 mm tape margin, the NRC inspectors concluded that the
actions of United Controls and ABB with regard to this issue wero

| appropriate.

2.3.3 Deficiencies in United Controls' Testing Methods

The NRC inspectors reviewed a draft of the United Controls 10 CFR
Part 21 followup report to the NRC entitled " Investigation
Results of Potential Generic Defect of ABB Type RXMH2 Model
RK223068-EA and RK223069-EA Relays," dated September 13, 1991.
This report described'the testing program United Controls
conducted to investigate the failed ABB relay. The report stated
that when 137 volts-AC (VAC).was supplied to the relay coil a
0. 81 n.illiamps (mA) AC ccil current was produced. The inspectors
determined that this value of coil current was incorrect due to
two s)parate_ errors in United Controls' testing methodology.

As part of the revioW of the followup report, the NRC inspectors
observed the testing of an ABB relay (type RXMH2, Model RK223069-
EA) which exhibited less than 1.0 mm of separation tape margin.
The purpose of this testing was to simulate the relay's actual
use and establish the relay's cycling endurance to assess the
susceptibility of the relay's coil to breakdean with less than
the 1.0 mm of tape margin. United Controls had just completed
subjecting the relay to continual cycling with 120 percent of
nominal / rated voltage applied to the coil and still had the
testing apparatus in place.

During the performance of the test, the relay was cycled on for
three seconds and off for two seconds while monitoring coil
current with a digital multimeter. The meter's-display showed
0.84 when the relay was energized, but also showed 0.41 when the
relay was deenergized and observed to be mechanically in the
deenergized state. Examination of the meter revealed that the
range selector switch-on the multimeter was set on the 10-amp
scale, which was inconsistent with the test lead being plugged
into the 2-amp tap. As a result, the value displayed as 0.84 was
meaningless. When the meter's range selector switch was set to
the position corresponding to the current tap being used, the

7
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meter displayed 0.084 with the relay energized, which would be
correctly read as 0.084-amps or 84 mA. This current was more
consistent (within an order of magnitude) with the expected
current for a coil of this size, but was still incorrect due to a
second error in test setup.

The test setup included open and closed indicating lights wired
in series with the relay's contacts.- The NRC review determined
that the open and closed indicating lights were wired such that
the current value indicated when the coil was energized (84 mA)
was the sum of the current through the coil and the ON indicating
light. The current value indicated when the coil was doenergized
(41 mA) was the current through the OFF indicating light. With
the test setup changed to indicate only the current through the
coil, the meter displayed accurate coil currents of 42 mA with
the relay energized and 0.0 mA with the relay deenergized. This
value (42 mA) was representative of the correct value of coil
current in the energized state as opposed to the 0.81 mA cited in
the draft followup report.

The inspectors also noted that the-test setup did not provide for
monitoring the coil voltage, even though the primary purpose of
the test was to verify that the relay coil did not breakdown at
120 percent overvoltage. Based upon this concern United Controls
verified that 137 VAC (120 percent) was being applied to the coil
during the ON cycle of the test.

.In addition, the NRC inspectors identified that this testing was
informally performed without instructions, procedures or draw-
ings. The inspectors concluded that the errors identified in the
test methodology most likely resulted from the lack of adequate
test control. The testing was not considered an activity
affecting quality because it was not performed as part of the
part's commercial grade dedication. However,-this information
was potentially related to the creation of a substantial safety
hazard because the testing was conducted to obtain information
that United Controls intended to provide to the NRC regarding the.
susceptibility to failure of the ABB relays. Accordingly, the
NRC inspectors recommended that in the future United Controls
implement formal controls over all testing in order to ensure
that tests are valid for the information sought, that the results
are accurate, and that the test results are adequately
documented.

2.4 United Controls' Commercial Grade Dedication Procram
2.4.1 Program Review

The NRC inspectors reviewed and evaluated the United Controls
program for the procurement and dedication of commercial grade
items for use in nuclear safety-related plant applications. The

8
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process was controlled by QCP 3.4, " Commercial Grade Item Dedica-
tion Procedure," Revision 1, dated April 1, 1991.

The commercial grade dedication process was documented on the
Commercial Grade Dedication Specification (CGDS) which identified
the critical characteristics of the item to be validated, accep-
tance criteria for the critical characteristics, evaluation of
any changes in the item, and the general methodology for vali-
dating the defined critical characteristics. The CGDS test
results were documented using the Electrical Test Inspection
Report, which listed the test equipment used, room conditions,
and nonconformances found for each test performed; and the
Receiving Inspection Acceptance Criteria Form, which listed the
critical characteristics, acceptance methods, and results, for
each item tested.

United Controls attempted to purchase all items directly from the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Simple items that the OEM
would not supply were purchased from distributors, who were
authorized in writing by the OEM. For more complex items avail-
able from an authorized distributor, but not available fror ~ ~he
OEM, United Controls used engineering judgement to make a deter-
mination on the likelihood that the item could be subject to
refurbishment. United Controls stated that they had refused
customer orders when they were unable to purchase the items from
the OEM or an authorized distributor and they believed that the
item could have been subject to refurbishment.

QCP 3.4, paragraph 1.1, stated that the program was intended to
meet the guidelines of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
report NP-5652, " Guidelines for the U2ilization of Commercial
Grade items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07),"
dated June 198P and to include the mechanisms to assure detec-
tion of poten^ . yy refurbished or fraudulent components listed
in Generic U 89-02 (which conditionally endorsed EPRI NP-
5652). The N .spectors' review of this procedure identified
several concer... which are listed below:

a) Although the description contained in QCP 3.4 for United
Controla' Method 2 (commercial grade surveys) corresponded
to Method 2 of EPRI NP-5652, this description did not fully
reflect the guidance of Generic Letter 89-02 with respect to
restrictions on the use of comm9rcial grade surveys. Even
though QCP 3.4 did require the documentation of a commercial
grade supplier's quality controls, it did not address the
verification of effective implementation. Additionally,
QCP 3.4 did not address verification of the appropriate
controls by the distributor and the manufacturer, when
applicable,

b) QCP 3.4, " Originally Qualified Components," paragraph
6.3.1.1, stated that items from original qualification test

9
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lots were not required to be formally dedicated when trace-
ability to the original procurement documents and quali- !'

fication testing could be established. This statement
implied that if an iten was traceable as a ment'er of a lot
for which one item was previously qualified, that subsequent
commercini grade dedication was not required. United

[ Controls explained that the intent of this paragraph was
that items which woro previously dedicated or qualified in
bulk (such as cable or wire) did not need to have a second
commercial grado dedication or qualification performed.
Only functional testing was required, regardless of the
length of time between the original dedication or qualifi- !

cation and its use.

c) QCP 3.4, " Procurement Lot Qualification Testing," paragraph
6.3.1.2, stated that for items qualified, if one itea of a
homogeneous lot is successfully tested the remaining items t

were to'be considered dedicated. The procedure failed to
require the verification of additionL1 characteristics
importaul to the item's safety function which should be
verified for each item to be dedice.ted. Although the use of i

sampling in the commercial grade dedication process can be
valid, the ability to dedicate by sampling is more difficult
for more complex items. -Additional functional testing for
each item may be needed to verify the item's ability to
perform the' intended safety function under required condi-
tions. The exalpie given in QCP 3.4, paragraph 6.3.1.2,
concerning a re.ay was representative of an item where
seismic and environmental testing of a sample combined with
functional testing of the remaining lot items may not be
sufficient for the adequate dedication. A characteristic |-

such as insulation resistance, which may not be verified >

during_a-functional test but could be'important to a relay's '

safety function under certain operating conditions, might
nood to be verified'for every relay being dedicated..

-

d) QCP 3.4 = did not require that critical characteristics lx2
derived from safety functions and stated that only a subset
of the critical design characteristics need be verified for
acceptance which prov.4ded "... reasonable assurance that the
item recreived was the item .specified. . . . " Therefore QOP 3.4
did not require that the specific subset of desi9h charac-
teristics essential to safety function or. suitability for
safety-related application.be verified by_some_mcans.
Although the procedure provided guidance that safety
functions should be consideiee, che procedure offectively
allowed a subset of critical c'..aracteristics to be selected
for verification that might merely identify the t.ommercial
grade-item as the one specified and not verify its suita-
bility for safety-related service as required by 10 CFR Part '

50, Appendix B.
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The NRC inspoctors conc:cded that the United controls procedure
for tne dedication of commercial grade items was not appropriate
to the circumstances cnd constituted a nonconformance with
respect to Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings,"
of 10 CFh Part 50, Appendix B. This iten in cited as Noncon-
formance 91-01-02 in Section 1.2 of this report.

2.4.2 NRC Review of United Controls' Commercial Grade Dedication
packages

*1 the inspection, the NRC inspectors identified severalai
,Pm concerns and questions regarding the documentation packages

,J Controlo developed for the dedication of commercial grade
.sems for safety-related use. All of these questions were.

'
resolved prior to the exit meeting. However, subsequent to the
completinn of the on-site inspection, a further NRC review of the
commercial grado dedication package for the ABB relays supplied
to Turkey Point (identified as CGI 1261-41/42, Revision 0, dated
March 1, 1991) identified several additional concerns which
tended to confirm the inadequacies of United controls' commercial
grade dedication program previously identified as Nonconformance
91-01-02 in Section 2.4.1.d of this inspection report. The
following conc 9rns were identified regarding the review of this
dedication package.

a) The NRC inspectors noted that the dedication package listed
seismic qualification as a critical characteristic for
acceptance and testing as the method of verification. The
verification testing performed was on a sample of the dedi-
cated lot. However, United Controls had not specified how
similarity between the sample ar.d the other relays being
dedicated had been cEtablished. The technical evaluation
stated that it was not possible to compare contact forces of
the sample that was tested and the relays being dedicated,
and made no further attempt to establish similarity. How-
ever, the NRC inspectors noted that the range of dropout
voltage (which also indicates mechanical freedom and can
indicate contact force indirectly) was not addressed,

b) The NRC ins}octors noted that the coil and contact current
ratings were not included among the critical characteristics
for acceptance, even though the coil current rating was
included as a design critical characteristic. in r.cchnical
evaluation disregarded contact current rating on v.e basis
that there was no physical characteristic which indicated
voltage and current carrying capacity of electrical con-
tacts. This evaluation excluded several common methods used
to verify the ability to adequately withstand given voltages
and currentc such as contact resistance, millivolt drop
tests, heat rise when carrying full rated load, or an
inspection of the contacts for missing or degraded buttons.

11
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Thuso observations woro identified to United Controla during a
tolophone conversation subsequent to the completion of tho ,

inspection. Those concerns woro also discussed with the HRC f

Huclear Roactor Regulation (NRR) Project Manager for the Turkey l
"

Point Generating Station. Because those coricorns wore identified
to United Controls subsequent to the inspection, their resolution i

will be followed as Open Item 91-01-03 and reviewod further
during a futuro inspection. !

3 PERSONNEL CONTACTED

*+ Martin Smith, Prosident
*+ Michnol Charlton, Director of Quality and Technical Services
*+ William Allen, Engineering Manager
* Donald Wennor, General Manager

+ Stovo McElhanon, Quality Control Manager
+ Alan Cono, Product Engineer
4 Dobbio Butler, Quality Assuranco Coordinator 2

+ Marty Smith, Quality Assuranco coordinator
Joannino Dyo, Quality Control Test inspector

* Attended the entrenco mooting of october 9, 1991 ,

+ Attended the exit mooting of October 11, 1991

;
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Docket No. 99900404

Mr. S. R. Tritch, Manager
Nuclear Safety Department
Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division
Energy Systems Business Unit
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Post Office Box 355
pittsburgh, pennsylvania 15230

SUBJECT: NOTICE Or NONCONTORMANCE
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT 99900404/91-02)

Dear Mr. Tritch

Thic Ictter addresses the October 21-25, 1991, inspection of the
Process control Division (PCD) and Nuclear Services Division
(NSD) of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Energy Systems
Business Unit in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, area. The inspec-
tion was conducted by Messrs. R. C. Wilson and R. N. Moist of
this office. The inspection findangs were discussed at the con-
clusion of the inspection with the Westinghouse representatives
identified in the enclosed report. The purpose of the inspection
was to review PCD's program for dedicating commercial-grade items
intended for safety-related applications, and to address the
findings at both divisions identified in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Inspection Report 99900404/90-01 transmitted
April 17, 1991.

Areas examined during the NRC inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. This inspection consisted of
an examination of procedures and records, interviews with person-
nel, and observations by the inspectors. The inspection identi-
fied that the implementation of your QA program failed to meet
certain NRC requirements. Specifically, PCD dedicated commer-
cial-grado components for safety-related applications without
adequate procedures to control all of the quality assurance
activities performed in dedicating commercial-grade items. In
addition, the documentation of this dedication process was
incomplete. Although this is a serious nonconformance in your
program, the inspection noted that PCD was actively implementing
corrective actions to develop an improved program, and PCD had
actually performed the significant elements of the commercial-
grade dedication process.

We were also concerned that PCD still had not implemented correc-
tive actions for the previously identified deficiencies in its
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:

Mr. S. R. Tritch -2-

program for the dedication of commercial-grade items. In 1

December 1990 (Inspection Report No. 99900404/90-01), we noted
several significant deficiencies in PCD's program and stated that
the NRC would delay inspecting this program until PCD had an ,

opportunity to complete and implement its corrective actions. We
expected that Westinghouse would have completed its corrective
action by the time of this inspection.

The specific findings and references to the pertinent require-
ments for the above nonconformance are identified in the enclosed
Hotice of Nonconformance.

The response requested by the enclosed Notice is not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget
as required by the paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law
No. 96-511.

In accordance with 10 CFR part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of
Practice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be
placed in the NRC's public Document Room.

##,f /Sin erel

//N s%

Leif d,. forr|olm,) f L4
'

y
h "l e f

Vendor Inspection Branch
_

Division of Reactor Inspecti(r3
and Safeguards

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report 99900404/91-02
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ENCLOSURE

NOTICE Or NONCONTORKANCE

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION Docket No. 99900404/91-0?
Pittsbutst, Pennsylvania

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
conducted at the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, on October 21-25, 1991, the NRC inspection iden-
tified that certain of your activities were not conducted in
accordance with NRC requirements that were contractually imposed
upon Westinghouse by purchase orders from NRC licensees. The NRC
has classified these items as a nonconformance to the requirements
of Title lo of the spAc of rederal Reaulations, Part 50 (10 CFR
Part 50), Appendix B.

A. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of 10 CrR
Part 50, Appendix B, requires that activities affecting quality
be prescribed by documented instructions or procedures,
appropriate to the circumstances. Section 17.1.5, " Instructions,
Procedures, and Drawings," of WCAP-8370/7800, Revision 11A/7A,
dated December 1988, which implements Criterion V of 10 CTR Part
LO, Appendix B, reyuires that activities affecting the quality of
basic corponents be accomplished in accordance with documented
instructions, procedures or drawings that include appropriate
quantitative and qualitative means of verifying quality. The
actions required and the responsibilities for the preparation,
review, approval and control of these documents are required to
be established in procedures or instructions.

Contrary to the above, PCD supplied safety-related systems and
replacement parts assembled from commercial-grade items without
appropriate documented instructions or procedures. PCD's
procedures did not specify significant portions of the dedication
process, such as identifying the component's critical character-
istics and documenting their verification. In addition, PCD
prepared and twice issued for use a document identified as,
"COMMERCI AL GRADE ITEM (CGI) DEDICATION TP1018 DRAPT," which
lacked approval signatures, a revision level, an issue date, or
any other identification that would ensure that the proper
revision would be used. (93-02-01)

1

1
!
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ENCLOSURE

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTH: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Chief, Vendor Inspection
Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date of the
letter transmitting this Notice of Honconformance. This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Honconformance"
and should include for each nonconformances (1) a description of
steps that have been or will be taken to correct these items; (2) t.
description of steps that have been or will be taken to prevent
recurrence; and (3) the dates your corrective actions and
preventive measures were or will be completed.

Dated 2t gockville, Marylapd
this E day of}ec ub e e 1991.

-

2
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|
ORGANIZATION: WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
|

REPORT NO. 99900404/91-02

CORRESPONDENCE Mr. S. R. Tritch, Manager
ADDRESS: Nuclear Safety Department

Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division
Energy Systems Business Unit
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Post Office Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

ORGANIZATIONAL R. P. DiPlatta, Manager, Operating Plant
CONTACT: Licensing (412) 374-5092

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY Nuclear steam supply systems, components, and
ACTIVITY: services.

INSPECTION October 21-25, 1991
CONDUCTED:

SIGNED: b- B ll 9I
Richard C. Wilson, Team Leader Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

OTHER INSPECTORS: Randolph N. Moist, VIB

N N9I"APPROVED:
Chris A. VanDenburgh, Chief Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21, 10 CFR 50.49, and 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review the Process Control Division's
(PCD's) quality assurance program for ded-
icating commercial-grade items for safety-
related applications, and to address the
findings from NRC Inspection Report
99900404/90-01 at the PCD and the Nuclear
Services Division (NSD) .

PLANT SITE Numerous.
APPLICABILITY:
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1 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 Nonconiprmances

1.1.1 ligaconformance 91-02.-01 ( Op.pn).

Contrary to Section 17.1,5, " Instructions, Procedures, and Draw-
ings," of WCAP-8370/7800, before and during the inspection, PCD
did not have documented instructions or procedures to control all
of the quality assurance activities performed in dedicating
commercial-grade items for safety-related use, and the new pro-
cedure, TP1018 DRAFT, was not identified by approval signatures,
revision level, or issue date. (see Section 3.4 of this report).

1.2 ppresolved Items

1.2.1 Unresolved Item 90-01-08 (Open)

The inspectors did not close a portion of a previous unresolved
item addressing PCD's 10 CrR Part 21 compliance program because
the program was not reviewed during this inspection (see Section
2.6 of this report).

1.3 ppen Items

1.3.1 Open Item 91-02-02 (Open)

This new item was opened because NSD was still considering
whether to conduct contact current interrupt capacity tests for
molded-caso circuit breakers (MCCB). This open item was pre-
viously identified as part of Nonconformance 90-01-02, which was
closed during this inspection. This issue is no longer followed
as a nonconformance because PCD had established that a high
current interrupt capacity was not claimed as a safety function
or specified in purchase documents (see Section 2.1 of this ;

report). |

1.3.2 Open Item 91-02-03 (Open)

This new item was opened because pCD had not completed responding
to findings from recent audits by Westinghouse NSD and a joint
utility group, and had not implemented corresponding upgrades of
its QA program (see Section 3.3 of this report).

1.3.3 Open Item 91-02-04 (Open).

This new item was opened because PCD was not adequately verifying
commercial-grade item's critical characteristics by means of
commercial-grade vendor surveys because the surveys were not
specific to the characteristics being verified and the surveys
were infiequently performed (see Section 3.5 of this report).

2
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2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

' NRC Inspection Report 99900404/90-01-01 identified ten findings
for three divisions of the Energy Systems Business Unit. These
findings were addressed in Westinghouse responses dated May 15
and 16, 1991, and in an NRC letter dated August 22, 1991. The
present inspection addressed eight of the findings; the other two
apply to the Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division and were
not covered in this inspection.

2.1 Ronconformance 90-01-02. NSD (Closed 1 new_Open Item 91-02-02
initiated)

Nonconformance 90-01-02 stated that, contrary to Westinghouse
procedures implementing Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures,
and Drawings," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, NSD dedication
instructions for molded-case circuit breakers (MCCDs) did not
specify four types of tests that must be performed to dedicate
commercial-grade MCCDs for safety-related use. NSD has resolved
every instance except one by adding requirements in the new
commercial Dedication Instruction (CDI) CEB0001, Revision 00,
June 21, 1991.

With respect to contact current interrupt capacity (a very high
current destructive test), NSD had agreed during the 1990 NRC
inspection to witness the commercial-grade manufacturer's
performance of this test, and in the May 15, 1991, letter
indicated instead that NSD would perform the test. During the
present inspection, NSD advised that they are studying the need
to regard interrupt capacity as a critical characteristic for
MCCBs. The manufacturer will continue to perform the test as a
condition for UL listing. CDI CEB0001 clearly indicates that
high-current interrupt capability is not a safety function
addressed by the dedication process, and a survey of recent
customer purchase orders showed no such requirement; thus, the
inspectors agreed that this matter needed further evaluation.
Based on these actions the inspectors closed Nonconformance 90-
01-02 except for contact current interrupt capability testing,
which is now designated as Open Item 91-02-01.

2.2 Nonconformance 90-01-03, NSD (Closedl

Nonconformance 90-01-03 stated that, contrary to Westinghouse
procedures implementing Criterion VIII, " Identification and
Control of Materials, Parts, and Components," of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, available documentation did not adequately verify
traceability to the manufacturer for MCCBs supplied under two
purchase orders. During the present inspection, the NRC inspec-
tors reviewed documents establishing traceability of the subject
MCCBs to either the Beaver manufacturing plant or the Spartanburg
warehouse of Westinghouse. The inspectors concluded that these

3
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actions were sufficient to establish traceability of the MCCBs,'

and that Nonconformance 90-01-03 was closed. ,

2.3 Egntonformance 90-01-04. NSD (Cloggd1

Honconformance 90-01-04 stated that, contrary to Westinghouse
procedures implementing criterion VI, " Document Control," of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, NSD issued h letter dated October 17,
1990, which changed the dedication requirements for MCCBs without
proper approvals. The inspectors verified that NSD issued a
corrected, properly approved letter on January 11, 1991; further-
more, NSD issued instructions to the affected engineering person-
nel on May 6, 1991, emphasizing the appropriate procedural
requirements. Based on these actions the inspectors closed
Nonconformance 90-01-04. ,

2.4 Nonconformance 90-01-07. PCD (Closed),

Nonconformance 90-01-07 stated that, contrary to Westinghouse
procedures implementing Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, {
and Drawings," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Westinghouse;in two
instances failed to document inspection operations during the
manufacture of printed circuit assemblies as required by proco-
dures. The inspectors verified PCD's corrective actions by re-
viewing records relating to training conducted in the correct use
of shop travelers and the purging of PCD's stockroom to review
shop. travelers. The shop-traveler has been replaced with a
process line tag to document inspection operations. The inspec- ,

tors verified proper use of the process line tags in the cabinet
assembly inspection areas. Based on these observations the
inspectors closed Nonconformance 90-01-07.

2.5 Unresolved Item 90-01-05. NSD (Closed)

Unresolved Item 90-01-05 addressed the NRC's concern that NSD did
not adequately document the technical basis for dedicating
commercial-grade items for safety-related use. During the
present inspection the NRC inspector discussed NSD's actions
regarding this concern with management and engineering personnel
and reviewed several relevant documents. HSD issued the proprie-
tary Topical Report WCAP-12885, " WESTINGHOUSE NUCLEAR SERVICES
DIVISION COMMERCIAL DEDICATION PROGRAM," Revision 0, dated
March 28, 1991, to provide a detailed description of NSD's

'
t

dedication process. The NRC inspector also reviewed the new
Commercial Dedication Instruction (CDI) for MCCBs, which replaced
the old Engineering Control Instruction (ECI), and several other
CDIs.

The new documents provide significantly better documentation of
the dedication process than did the ECI-based system. The CDI
provides specific definition of the commercial-grade item's
safety functions, and relates critical characteristics and their

4
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verification methods to the safety functions. Section 2.1 of
this report gives an example of how the improved definition ofi

safety function clarifies the applications covered by
Westinghouse's MCCB dedication. Although the NRC's review of the
new documentation was relatively brief, it provides sufficient
basis for the inspectors to close Unresolved Item 90-01-05.

2.6 Unresqlynd Item 90-01-0L NSD (Clospjl . anstlCD__LQprnl

Unresolved Item 90-01-08 involved NRC concerns regarding the
manner in which NSD and PCD imposed the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 21 on their suppliers. The concern at NSD involved a 1985
purchase order (PO) to Velan Valve Corporation for replacement
parts. Although the po invoked the requirements of 10 CFR'
Part 50, Appendix B, Velan took exception to NSD's attempted
imposition of 10 CFR Part 21, and NSD amended the PO to state
that "10 CFR Part 21 is applicable to Design only." As stated in
Westinghouse's letter of May 15, 1991, Velan now agrees to accept
the imposition of 10 CFR Part 21 in NSD POs. When the inspector
asked about replacement part POs placed prior to this agreement,
NSD personnel pointed out that the replacement parts are for
valve types that Velan supplied to Westinghouse under 10 CFR
Part 21, and Velan would retain reporting responsibility from the
original valve Pos. Based on these observations, the inspectors
closed the NSD portion of Unresolved Item 90-01-08.

The similar concern at PCD involved whether PCD properly imposed
the requirements of 10 CTR Part 21 for printed circuit boards.
The inspectors performed a detailed evaluation of the manner in
which PCD procured commercial-grade printed circuit boards and
subsequently dedicated them, and concluded that PCD had imposed
proper requirements on vendors. Since the inspectors did not
review PCD's program for implementing 10 CFR Part 21, the PCD
portion of Unresolved Item 90-01-08 remains open.

2.7 Qpen Item 90-01-01. NSD (Closgd1 ,

Open Item 90-01-01 stated that the NRC inspection did not address
the manner in which Westinghouse maintained MCCB traceability to
the manufacturer. Based on the detailed investigation of trace-
ability reported in NRC Inspection Report 99900404/91-01 dated
April 10, 1991, the inspectors closed Open Item 90-01-01,

2.8 pppn Item 9_Q_Q1-06, NSD (Parijally_ closed)

Open Item 90-01-06 addressed Westinghouse's commitment to provide
customers with information concerning two types of components:
Copos-Vulcan valve bonnet nuts and Potter & Brumfield relay
contact ratings. Although the NRC inspection report assigned
this item to NSD, the Nuclear and Advanced Technology Division
(NATD) assumed the responsibility to inform Westinghouse's
customers. NATD issued a letter on January 7, 1991, addressing

5
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1

tho.copus-Vulcan valves. However, the Potter & Brumfield lotter
was in NATD's approval chain at the time of the inspection and
was not yet issued, Based on these observations, the inspectors
closed the Copes-Vulcan portion of Open Item 90-01-06, but the '

,

Potter & Brumfield portion remains open.

3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 Entrance and Exit Meetinog

In'the entrance meeting on October 21, 1991, the NRC inspectors
discussed the scopo of the inspection, outlined areas of concern,
and established interfaces with PCD's management and staff. In
the exit meeting on October 25, 1991, the inspectors discussed
their findings and concerns with PCD's management and staff.
Brief entrance and exit mootings at NSD on October 22, 1991,
addressed the resolution of previous concerns at NSD.

3.2 Inspection Scone

PCD manufactures analog and digital instrumentation and control
(I&C) systems for safety- and nonsafety-rolated applications.
NSD providos replacement parts for safety-related systems. This
inspection reviewed PCD's programs for quality assurance and for
dedicating commercial-grado items for safety-related applica-
tions, and sddressed the findings from previous NRC inspections
at both divisions.

3.3 PCD's Ouality Assurance Procram

In 1989, Westinghouse began supplying nuclear safety-related 1&C
systems from PCD (which previously supplied only non-nuclear
systems) and the Instrumentet1on Technology Training Conter
(ITTC) engineering group of the Nuclear Advanced Technology
Division (NATD) merged into PCD. PCD combined the two quality
assurance (QA) programs-into WCAP-12710/TP199, "PCD Quality
Assuranco Program," Revision 0, dated January 1, 1990. ITTC
designed, assembled, and qualified the generic Eagle 21 reactor
protection system in 1987. ITTC also produced the Eagle 21
system for the Watts Bar nuclear plant and shipped it in October
1988. Although ITTC performed some design and assembly for the
Sequoyah nuclear power plant's Eagle 21 system before moving to
PCD in September-1989, PCD completed Sequoyah's system in April

-1990. WCAP 12710/TP199, Revision 5, dated June 30, 1991, governs
PCD's present GA program. Lower tier department and division
technical publications supplement the WCAP.

The NRC inspectors reviewed PCD's corrective actions for the
findings of two Westinghouse Energy Systems Business Unit (ESBU)
audits of PCD conducted on May 8-11, 1990, and August 5-9, 1991.
ESBU closed the first audit on January 10, 1991. The second.
audit remains.open pending PCD's completion of corrective action

6
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implementation, scheduled for January 20, 1992. The open
findings of the audit included the following: control of
purchased material (updating the Approved Qualified Suppliers
list); design control (procedures and training to improve the
drawing change control process); control of measuring and test
equipment (procedures and training to emphasize the importance of
timely response to calibration discrepancy repo s); and document
control (dates in department manuals have conflicted with the
effective or approval dates in the table of contents or approved
pages of the manuals). The NRC inspectors concluded that PCD's
corrective actions were generally timely and adequate and that
the audit findings still open raised no significant technical
concerns.

In addition, the NRC inspectors reviewed PCD's corrective actions
for the findings of two Nuclear Utilities Procurement Issues
Council (NUPIC) audits conducted on May 21-25, 1990, and
January 28 through February 1, 1991. A letter from the NUPIC
lead auditor to PCD, dated June 25, 1991, accepted PCD's
corrective actions for both audits, pending verification during a
NUPIC audit planned for February 1992. The NRC inspectors
concluded that PCD's corrective actions in response to those
external audits appeared to be generally timely and adequate.

The NRC inspectors verified that PCD had revised division and
departmental procedures to clarify anomalies brought out in the
ESBU and HUPIC audits. The inspectors also verified that PCD had
conducted periodic training sessions for systems engineering
personnel to address the design control concerns that were
frequently raised in the audits.

The NRC inspectors verified implementation of PCD's current QA
program by reviewing the implementation of selected criteria from
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, including design control, procedures, _

document control, control of purchased services, identification
of parts, test control, inspection and test status, QA records
and audits. The inspectors addressed a hardware sample including
a printed circuit board built by a supplier, a printed circuit
board built by PCD, a cable assembly, a rack for the Zion nuclear
power plant's Eagle 21 system, and instruments used for testing.

printed circuit boards and Zion Eagle 21 system cabinets.

The inspectors concluded that the QA program complied with the
current PCD procedures, llowever, since the upgraded QA program
will not be completed until January 20, 1992, a future NRC
inspection will review PCD's implementation of the corrective
actions concerning the second ESBU audit and the commercial-
grade dedication program. Completion of upgrading PCD's QA
program to incorporate audit responses will be followed as open
Item 91-02-03.

7
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3.4 P_CD'_s Commncial-Grade _Desli.chion Activities

The NRC inspector performed a detailed review of the manner in
which PCD dedicated two commercial-grade Eagle 21 printed circuit
board types: a loop calculation processor board procured from
Intel Corporation and slightly modified by PCD, and an analog
input board assembled by PCD. The processor board was dedicated,
primarily by extensive testing, before being placed in the store-
room because it was a generic board. The input board was not
dedicated until factory acceptance testing of the syntom in which
it was installed, because the board configuration depended upon
the system rack slot in which it was installed. The inspector
noted that although the processor board was purchased without
software, PCD's dedication testing used special test programmable
road only memories (proms). Type qualification of the hardware-
software interface was covered during type testing of the generic
system and factory acceptance testing of the delivered system.
Drawing controls, inspections, and other activities associated
with dedication appeared to be adequate.

PCD was dedicating the boards for safety-related service in
accordance with the division procedures in effect at the time of
the inspection pending full implementation of a new section-
level procedure, " COMMERCIAL GRADE ITEM (CGI) DEDICATION, TP1018
DRAFT." (As noted below, the new procedure was recently issued
for use by nuclear projects personnel; however, no dedications
had been performed in accordance with it, and the inspectors did
not review it except to discuss a related flow chart.) In
particular, design control was accomplished by the development
engineering orders (DEOs) and DEO notices of TP124, " Development
Procedures Design Control Manual," March 1990. PCD appeared to
be satisfactorily performing all the significant elements of
dedication, and the inspectors found no major omissions in the
activities actually performed. However, the controlling proco-
dures were incomplete and the documentation did not provide
continuity from the requirements to the test and inspection
records.

The NRC inspectors were concerned because the PCD procedures did
not require a specific definition of the dedicated component's
critical characteristics. The test procedure for boards ded-
icated by generic testing appeared to list the applicable design
criteria, but they could not be traced back to their source in
the PO or generic system documentation. Documentation was pro-
vided by DEOs, DEO Notices, engineering permanent record books,
and project auditable link documents for boards whose dedication
was application-dependent; however, the references to pertinent
qualification topical reports were absent. An additional dis-
connect for the Sequoyah project was the failure of the system
configuration drawing to reference the test specifications
contained on A-size drawings.

8
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Critorion V of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, requires that ac-
tivities affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures. PCD's failure to specify or
implomont the definition of critical characteristics, or the
traceability of design requirements and qualification docu-
montation, is the first example of Nonconformanco 91-02-01.

PCD issued dedication procedure TP1018 in draft form because thoJ

;

procedure was new. PCD planned to fully implement the proceduro
by December 31, 1991, and hold biwookly mootings and training
sessions in the interim. The NRC inspectors observed that TP1018
did not contain approval signatures, a revision level, or an
issue date. Different versions were lasued on August 2, 1991,
and October 18, 1991,-for uso by nuclear projects personnel. t

Criterion V of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, requires that activi- i

ties affecting quality shall be proscribed by documented instruc- ,

tions or proceduros. PCD's issue and use of an uncontrolled '

document is the second example of Nonconformance 91-02-01.

3.5 PCD's Commercial-Grade Supplier A4dits

The inspectors noted that PCD's commercial-grado audit surveys of
Intel Corporation, a major supplier of printed circuit boards,
-did not specifically address the critical characteristics to be
verified by the surveys. This practice was contrary to the
guidance of EPRI NP-5652, " Guideline for the Utilization of
Commercial Grado Items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications
(NCIG-07)," June 1988, to which the nuclear utilities are com-

- mitted. This guideline states that the critoria for commercial-
grado surveys of suppliers should depend on the number and type
of critical characteristics of the items being purchased.

PCD personnel stated that they performed triennial surveys of
commercial-grado suppliers, supplemented by annual telephonic
performance evaluations. Triennial surveys are acceptable for
suppliers-with QA programs mooting all of the criteria of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B; however, suppliers with less comprehensive
commercial-grado QA programs may require more frequent surveys.
This frequency depends on such factors as the nature of the
items being procured and their critical characteristics, as well
as the scope of the supplier's QA program and of the survey.

.

Thus, PCD's audit content and frequency would both be unaccept-
able if they were solely relied upon for commercial-grado dedi-
cation or to verify critical characteristics. However, as noted :
above, the NRC inspectors concluded that the PCD dodication
activities described in section 3.4 above were acceptable with-
only minimal reliance on surveys of Intel, pending the completion
of the ongoing program upgrades. PCD's revision of the
procedures-for commercial-grado vendor surveys will be followed
as Open Item 91-02-04.

9
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4 PERSONNEL CONTACTED

WeM inghouse ProcegA_Csntrol_Diyision fPCD):
_

N. Valentin, Total Quality Manager
*+ P. T. McManus, Manager, Quality Assurance

+ A. E. Pauley, Manager, Customer Systems and Projects
*+ A. P. Sahasrabudhe, Manager, Nuclear Projects
*+ W. L. Miller, Manager, Nuclear Process Control Systems

+ R. L. Loving, Operations Manager
+ R. A. Judd, Manufacturing Manager

*+ C. G. Morris, Manager, Nuclear Instrumentation Systems
+ J. C. McCann, Manager, Test Engineering
+ J. Yurechko, Manager, Just in Time Process Engineering

T. S. Houser, Manager, WISCO Manufacturing
+ J. J. Evans, Manager, Quality Assurance, NSD
+ R. W. Riling, Manager, RCS Control Products Engrg., NSD

* J. E. Gourley, Engineer, Quality Assurance, WSD
J. Mears, Quality Assurance, NSD

+ P. J. Morris, Manager, I&C Systems Licensing, NATD
*4 R. B. Miller, Follow Engineer, NATD
* + R. Stein, Senior Test Engineer
* + J. A. Davis, Senior Engineer, Just in Time Process Engrg.
* + M. J. Laubham, Senior Engineer, Quality Assurance
* + F. A. Postava Jr., Engineer, Quality Assurance
* L. Gaussa Jr., Senior Engineer, Nuclear Systems & Projects

P. Federico, Senior Engineer, Nuclear Systems & Projects
R. M. Rump, Associate Scientist, Nuclear Systems & Projecto
J. P. Doyle, Senior Engineer, Nuclear Systems & Projects
C. R. Gilbert, Engineer, Sizewell System Engineering
D. Theriault, Principal Engineer, Sizewell System Engrg.

+ F. S. Davis, Engineer, Quality Assurance
J. E. Leyland, Inspector, Quality Assurance

+ S. J. Martin, Senier Inspector, Quality Assurance
D. M. Rao, Principal Engineer, Product Support Engineering
T. C. Tuite, Consultant, Product Support Engineering
J. J. Patnesky, Engineer, Nuclear Systems & Projects
D. H. Polinski, Scientist, Nuclear Systems & Projects

+ M. McCrady, Senior Engineer, Quality Assurance
+ R. M. Roth, Senior Scientist, Quality Assurance

T. R. Harter, System Test
K. Jacko, Coordinator
R. Williams, Assembly Technician
B. Meyers, Just in Time Process Engineering
E. Caldwell, Test Technician
R. Glasser, Test Technician
S. Morson, Cable Inspector, Quality Assurance

Attended the entrance meeting on October 21, 1991*
+ Attended the exit meeting on October 25, 1991
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4 G. Dillon, Manager, Replacement Component Services
*+ D. E. Rygg, Manager, RCS Engineering
*+ R. W. Riling, Manager, RCS Control Products Engineering
* J. J. Evans, Manager, NSD Quality Assurance
*+ M. A. Kavchak, Manager, Nuclear Products Quality Assurance
*+ G. J. O ' lla r o , Principal Enginnor, RCS CPE
* B. F. Barnott, Principal Engincor, Nuclear Products QA

P. M. Stolinski, Senior Engincor, RCS CPE
R. Grayson, Senior Engineer, RCS CPE (NATD)

* R. D. Miller, Follow Engincor, NATD

~ ~

Attended the entrance meeting on October 22, 1991*

+ Attended the exit mooting on October 22, 1991

11
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!*****. December 27, 1991 i

Docket No. 50-482

Mr. Bart D. Withers
President and Chief Executive Officer i
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation i

Post Office Box 411
Burlington, Kansas 66839

:

Dear Mr. Withers:
,

SUBJECT: - ASSESSMENT OF THE PROCUREMENT AND COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION PROGRAMS
AT THE WOLF-CREEK GENERATING STATION, REPORT NO. 50-482/91-201

!

-This' letter transmits the report of the assessment conducted June 17 through
-June 21, 1991,_at_ Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation's (WCNOC's) Wolf Creek !

Generating Station (WCGS), by R.-L. Pettis, L. L. Campbell, and S. D. Alexander
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Vendor Inspection Branch, and !
L. E. E11ershaw of NRC Region IV. At the conclusion of the assessment, the '

assessment' team discussed its findings with Mr. F. Rhodes, Vice President,
Engineering and Technical Services, and the members of your staff identified in
the appendix to the enclosed report.'

,
,

The staff performed the assessment to review WCNOC's program for the procurement
and dedication of commercial grade items used in safety-related applications in ;

accordance with'the requirements of Appendix B to Part 50 of Title'10 of the- |-

Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50) and to determine the extent of '

implementation of the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) initia-
tives in this area. ,

,

WCNOC has made a significant effort to strengthen its commercial grade:dedica-
tion program since its inception in 1988 and, at this time, the program

~

description.is generally in compliance.with the requirements of Appendix'B to
10 CFR Part 50 and consistent with the dedication approaches described-in Elec--

tric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report NP-5652, " Guideline for the utiliza-
-tion of Commercial Grade Items:in Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07),"
June 1988; as endorsed by NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-02, " Actions.To Improve
the Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed Products," March 21, i
1989, _ and GL 91-05, " Licensee Commercial-Grade Procurement and Dedication ~ ~

Programs " April 9, 1991.- However, the program _did not require the~ verification
of characteristics necessary to demonstrate that:the item is suitable to i

,

?

s

&
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Wolf Creek Nuclear Op2 rating -2-
Corporction

|Bart D. Withers

perform its safety function. In addition, the program description, including
most of the pertinent implementing procedures, did not completely address the
issues contained in GL 89-02, which specifies certain restrictions or conditions
concerning the use of EPRI NP-5652 dedication methods as acceptable methods to '

achieve compliance with 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B. If the program is properly
modified and implemented to address these issues, it could provide adequate
co '*ol over the commercial grade procurement process. Specific strengths and
wee.nesses are discussed in detail in'the enclosed report.

WCNOC has completed its review and assessment of the second phase of the compre-
hensive procurement initiatives suggested in NUMARC 90-13. " Nuclear Procurement
Program Improvements," October 1990. NUMARC suggested that licensees complete
their reviews by July 1, 1991, and complete implementation by July 1, 1992.
Progress observed in this area indicated that WCNOC should be able to meet
these goals.

The assessment team identified weaknesses both in the overall procurement
program and its implementation. Weaknesses identified included WCNOC's
philosophy which allowed for selecting only a subset of critical characteristics
for verification as opposed to requiring verification of all critical characteristics
identified to provide assurance that the item would perform its intended safety
function. Licensees are responsible for identifying these attributes, establishing
acceptance criteria, and providing reasonable assurance of conformance to these
criteria. Additionally, two commercial-grade surveys had been performed
without WCNOC having procedures in place to perform such surveys. The assessment
team also noted that for the procurement packages reviewed, not all characteristics
specified to be verified were adequately verified. Additionally, documentation
was not available to support the basis for using v,endor certifications of
acceptability.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Although no response is required to this report, we expect you to consider the
concerns raised herein and to take appropriate measures. Should you have any
questions concerning this assessment, we will be pleased to discuss them with
you. Thank you for your cooperation in this assessment process.

Sincerely,

,

Bruce A. Boger, Director -

Division of Reactor Projects !!!/lV/V
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: Assessment Report 50-482/91-201

cc: See next page

.
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Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation Wolf Creek Generating Station
Bart D. Withers

CC'
Jay Silberg, Esq. Mr. Gary D. Boyer
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Director Plant Operations
1800 M Street, NW Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Washington, D.C. 20036 Corporation

P. O. Box 411
Mr. Chris R. Rogers, P.E. Burlington, Kansas 66B39
Manager, Electric Department
Public Service Commission Regional Administrator, Region IV
P. O. Box 360 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission :

Jefferson City, Missouri 65102 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

Regional Administrator, Region Ill
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr. Otto Maynard, Manager
799 Roosevelt Road Regulatory Services
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating

Corporation
Senior Resident inspector P. O. Box 411
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Burlington, Kansas 66B39
P. O. Box 311
Durlington, Kansas 66B39

Mr. Robert Elliot, Chief Engineer
Utilities Division
Kansas Corporation Commission
4th Floor - State Of fice Building
Topeka, Kansas 66612-1571

Office of the Governor
State of Kansas
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Attorney General
1st Floor - The Statehouse
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Chairman, Coffey County Commission
Coffey County Courthouse
Burlington,_ Kansas 66B39

Mr. Gerald Allen
Public Health Physicist
Bureau of Air Quality & Radiation

: Control
Division of Environment
Kansas Department of Health

and Environment
forbes Field Building 321
Topeka, Kansas 66620
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DivlSION Of REACTOR INSPECTION AND SAFEGUARDS

Report tio.: 50-482/91-201

Docket No.: LO-4B2

License No.: OpR-80

Licensee: Wolf Creek I4uclear Operating Corporation
post Office Box 411

Burlington, Kansas 66839

f acility Name: Wolf Creek Generating Station

Assessment at: Burlington, Kansas
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LXLCUTIVE SUMMARY

from June 17 through 21, 1991, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's)
Vendor Inspection Branch conducted an assessment of Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Corporation's (WCNOC's) activities related to the procurement and dedication of
commercial-grade items (CG!s) used in safety related appilcations at the Wolf
Creek Generating Station (WCGS). The assessment team reviewed WCNOC's procure-
ment program to assess its compliance with the quality assurance (QA) require-
ments of Appendix 0 to Part 50 of 11tle 10 of the Code of federal Regulations
(10 CfR Part 50) and to assess the status of WCNOC's implementation of the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) initiatives on procurement
and commercial grade dedication.

The NUMARC Board of Directors has approved procurement initiatives as described i
in NUMARC 90-13. " Nuclear procurement Program improvements," October 1990, which *

commit licensees to assess their procurement programs and take specific action
to strengthen inadequate programs. 1he first phase of these initiatives addresses
dedication of CGis and was scheduled to be implemented by January 1, 1990.

.

*

Licensees are to meet the intent of the guidance provided in Electric Power |
Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5652, " Guideline for the Utilization of Commercial
Grade items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07)," June 1988. The

'

-NRC has-conditionally endorsed this guideline in Generic Letter (GL) 89-02,
" Actions 10 Improve the Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed Products,"
March 21, 1989. The second phase of the initiatives provides a comprehensive
procurement review and addresses vendor audits, tests and/or inspections, obso-
lescence, information exchange, and general procurement. Licensees were to '

review their programs by July 1, 1991, to determine, on the basis of guidance
provided in NUMARC 90-13, if improvements are needed in these areas, and are to

,

complete the implementation of such improvements by July 1, 1992.
1

The NRC performed its_ assessment to determine the current status of the activit-
les to improve the procurement program related to the industry initiatives dis-
cussed above and NRC requirements. The assessment focused on a review of proce-
dures and representative records, interviews with WCNOC's staff, including senior
management and WCGS-site personnel, and observations. .The NRC assessment team

.

also held meetings with WCNOC's corporate and plant management to discuss rele- i

: vant aspects of commercial grade dedication and to identify areas requiring
additional information. The assessment team discussed its observations with
WCNOC's representatives and senior management at the exit meeting held on June 21,
1991. The assessment team's specific conclusions are summarized below,

o WCNOC had made a significant offort to strengthen the commercial grade
dedication program and the overall program description was generally in -

'

compliance with the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and con-
sistent with the dedication philosophy described in EPRI NP-5652.
However, certain aspects of the program and its_ implementing procedures,
did not completely address the issues contained in NRC GL 89-02 which
specified certain restrictions or conditions in using EPRI NP-5652
dedication methods, nor did they provide for alternate measures to comply
with 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B. Specifically, WCGS procedures did not *

address all the GL 89-02 restrictions in using EPRI Method 4. If modified
and implemented-to address these concerns, and others noted below, the ,

existing program could provide adequate controls over the commercial grade
procurement process.

i
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:

o WCNOC's program procedures allowed selecting a subset of the critical I
characteristics to verify that the item received is the item specified, as |
opposed to requiring verification of all critical characteristics neces- ;

sary to ensure that the item performs its safety function. While this ;

position may appear consistent with the EPRI NP-5652 definition of critical '

characteristics, the NRC staff's interpretation of " item specified" encom-
passes those attributes necessary for the performance of the item's safety
functions. Licensees are responsible for identifying these attributes, I

establishing acceptance criteria and providing reasonable assurance of |
conformance to these criteria,

o WCNOC's program procedures did not provide for establishing documented
verifiable traceability of CG!s to their original equipment manuf acturer ;

(OEM) as addressed in Criterion Vill of 10 CfR Part 50 Appendix B and NRC !

GL 89-02. The types of OEM information of concern includes: qualification ;

type testing; production sample destructive testing; and information on the 1

history of changes to the design, the material, and the manufacturing-pro- !
cess. This is of particular significance because the WCGS often veri- '

fied critical characteristics against information, including certificates ;
of conformance, supplied by the vendor. '

!
o WCNOC Procedures SMQP 10.2 and KGP-1251 provided controls for the detection

of misrepresented products as identified in NRC Information Notice 89-70,
"Possible Indications of Hisrepresented Vendor Products," October l'1, 1989 i

and GL 89-02. However, SMQP 10.2 also allowed the use of statistical sampling
which negated the ability to effectively screen for fraudulent material.

i

o WCNOC Procedure 5MQP 7.1, Revision 1, did not require that third party audits be ;

reviewed for their impact on warehouse or installed items and compliance -

to any WCNOC unique or special requirements invoked on the supplier by the
purchase order,

o WCNOC's program provided comprehensivo and structured training of
personnel performing quality-related activities, however .no specific
requirements for training in the area of procurement and dedication
activities were identified to the assessment team. Required formal ,

training may be helpful to_ achieve effective implementation of this
program,

o Despite WCNOC's performance of two surveys, procedures did not exist to
describe the commercial grade survey process. Additionally, the NRC
GL 89-02 restrictions concerning surveying'both the manufacturer and
distributor, when using EPRI Method 2, were not employed,

o Procedurally, no engineering guidance was available to identify when
sampling should be performed. As a result, the decision whether_or not
to utilize sampling is left to the discretion of the receipt inspector,

o WCNOC Procedure KPN D-303, and several others, did not provide Guidance
for the preparation or use of generic parts classification packages.

,

o Engineering disposition No. 890253 classified certain gaskets as nonsafety-
related and limited the contaminants to less than 200 parts per million,
which would be verified by sampling. However, the documentation reviewed

11
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by the assessment team identified that sampling had not been performed.
lhe NRC assessment team also questioned the nonsafety-related
classification of the gaskets,

o WCNOC's self-initiated review into the procurement practices used during
the 1983-1989 period was viewed by the assessment team as a major strength
aimed at improving the commercial grade dedication program,

o The use of the supplemental parts level Q list and WCNOC's plans
to develop a Spare Parts Configuration Management data base was considered
a strength by the assessment teatn.

iii
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1 IN1RODUC110N >

The NRC's Vendor Inspection Branch assessed Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating "

Company's (WCNOC's) ef forts to improve programs for procuring and dedicating
commercial grade items (CGis) used in safety-related applications at the Wolf t

Creek Generating Station (WCGS). The program was reviewed to assess its !

compliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part $0 and to assess the status of
implementation of the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) {
procurement initiatives. The assessment was performed between June 17 and 21,

,

1991 at the WCGS site located at Burlington, Kansas. The assessment
methodology included observations, discussions with licensee managers and I

corporate and_ site personnel, and a review of records and procedures associated '

with_the licensee's procurement and commercial grade dedication program.
.

The NRC staff has comnleted its assessments at selected licensa./ facilities |
to review theit imple' mentation of improved programs for the dedication of CGls !
and to assess the improvements made in the areas covered by the NUMARC com- {prehensive procurement initiative program. This initiative, approved on June 28,

i<1990, by the NUMARC Board of Directors, directed licensees to meet the
guidance provided in Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NP-b652 and to r

review and strengthen their procurement programs in accordance with specific
guidance provided in NUMARC 90-13. " Nuclear Procurement Program improvements,"
October 1990.

;

The specific areas reviewed and the team's observations are described in
Sections 2 through 4 of this report. The conclusions, strengths, and.
weaknesses'~are summarized in Section 5, and Section 6 describes the exit
meeting. Persons contacted during the assessment are listed in the appendix.

2 ~ COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION PROGRAM REVIEW
|

.The assessment team reviewed WCNOC's programs and related commitments :
associated with the implementation of the NUMARC initiatives, including the ,

program for procurement and. dedication of CGis used in safety-related applica- '

tions at the WCGS. " Dedication" is generally understood to mean the process by
which an item, not manufactured and supplied under an approved 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix 0 quality assurance (QA) program, is verified to be suitable for use >

in a nuclear safety-related application. Because a commercial grade dedication +

program consists of activities affecting quality, it must be ronducted under a i
10 CFR Part 50_ Appendix B QA program. Therefore, WCNOC's commercial grade '

dedication programs were assessed against this critiera.

2.1 Procurement Process and Procedures !
,

The WCNOC program for the procurement and dedication of CGis was described and
prescribed-in a heirarchy of procedural documentation beginning at the WCNOC |
corporate level with general procedures (denoted KGPs) contained in the Wolf
Creek General Procedures Manual. More detailed guidance was provided in the
Nuclear Plant Engineering (NPE) procedures (denoted KPNs) contained in the NPE
Procedures Manual, with additional guidance contained in the Supplier / Material !

1
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Quality Procedures ($HQPs). lhe overall procurement process was governed by a
general procedure, KGP-1250, " Requisition and Procurement Process," which
covered the purchase of items for safety-related service, from suppliers with
approved 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B QA programs, and from commercial grade
suppliers. General guidance on commerclal grade dedication was provided in
KGP 1251, " Dedication of Commercial Grade items."

In the NPE procedures, 0-series KPNs covered pertinent engineering topics '

including safety classification (KPN-F-303), the Industry Technical Information
Program (KPN-D 308), 10 CFR Part 21 (KPN-0-315), and environmental quali-
fication and fire protection (KPN-0-319. -320, and -316). f-series KPNs
covered procurement and dedication topics including KPN-f-302, -306, and -307 ;

'

on tachnical evaluation of suppliers, bids, and supplier documents; KPN-F-309,
m' iP id -311 on requisitions and procurement; and KPN F-319 on CGI
6ces ;elon.

'
To begin the assessment of the overall procurement process, the team reviewed
the currently effective revision of KGP-1250, Revision 5 released November
1990, with Procedure Change Notices (PCNs) 3, 2, and 3. It was noted that
KGP-1260, in its reference section, did not list 10 CfR Part 21, 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix B, 10 CFR $0.49, regulatory guides and standards, pertinent NRC
generic letters (GLs) or-relevant EPRI documents. However, a strength was
noted in that the procedure did reference KGP-1251 for procurement of CGIs,
Westinghouse Nuclear Services Division (WNSD) Procedure OPR 405-5 for
procurement of safety-related replacement parts from the Replacement Component
Services Operation of WNSD, and General Electric Nuclear Energy (GENE)
Procedure NEDO 11209-04A (GENE QA program description) for procurement of
safety related replacement parts. Additional strength was gained from the use
of detailed material requisitions (MRs) and the requirement to docunent the
suitability of bulk items if used in applications other than those pre-approved
in the procurement documents or the WCNOC Material Manual.

The required elements of the item description for MRs (Paragraph 7.3.2.1.t)
were quite comprehensive except that the commercial grade dedication
specifications and evaluations were not listed and the procedural interface was
not enhanced by a specific requirement under Paragraph 7.3.2.1.y. "Special
Instructions / Remarks " to list applicable receipt inspection plan (RIP)~

numbers. This section did call for inclusion of any requests for supplier
submittals, but Section 7.5, covering review and approval of supplier
submittals, did not address verification through audit or survey.

Section 7.6 on shop inspections did not address or reference other procedures
that cover commercial grade surveys, source verifications, or surveillances.
Also, the use of the terms safety-related and special scope instead of defined-
procurement levels was somewhat ambiguous, such as in Paragraph 7.7.1 in which
it was not clear whether the terms were being used in the sense of the item's
application cr the type of procurement; hence the distinction between safety-
related applications based on a safety classification analysis and
safety-related procurements in which 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix 0;-and 10 CFR

.

Part 21 would be-applicable, was not clear. Section 7.3 on material receipt,

inspection and acceptance made general reference to the procedures of the
Supplier / Materials Quality Department, but the provisions did not appear to
reflect the advent of the commercial grade procurement and dedication program.

2
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The assessment tear, took exception to the position stated in Paragraph 7.11.3.1
that " Procurement with licensed (construction permit and operM.ing) nuclear
utilities is based on the premise that adequate controls have peen developed,
effectively implemented and accepted Dy the regulatory author'ty." Paragraph
7.11.4.1.d pertaining to expedited procurements required that Jocumentary evi-
desce that material and equipment conform to procurement requirements shall be
at the WCGS before se [of the material] and that the documeats shall identify
meeting specific WCNOC requirements. However, no mention was made of
verification of the validity of such documents. The team n3ted that the
definition of emergency situations (Section 7,11.5) did include (although was
not limited to) consideration of the health and safety of 1he plant staff and
the general public. One discrepancy in procedural format was noted in that
contrary to the requirements of Paragraph 6.6.1.9 of Revision 5 of KGP-1140,
Paragraph 10.3, identifying the disposition of Forms KGF-110 and KGF-lll, did
not state whether they were designated as QA, non-QA or f.orporcte records
(ref: KCP-1162), cr "not records. "

The WCGS general procedure that governs dedication of CGls KGP-1251,
" Dedication of Commercial Grade Items," Revision 0, July 1990, was reviewed.

,

The procedure referenced (Section 3.0) EPRI NP-5652, and NRC GL 89-02, as well
as f?RI NP-6406 on the technical evaluation of replacement items. Generic
Letter 91-05, " Licensee Commercial-Grade Procurement and Dedication Programs,
April 9, 1991, was of course not referenced in this revision, but was being
reviewed by WCNOC.

,

A fundamental tenet of the dedication philosophy at the WCGS was expressed in
Section 4.0 of KGP-1251. Paragraph 4.1 defined " acceptance," consistent with
the EPRI concept, as employment of methods to produce objective evidence that
the item received is the item specified. Tha procedure c'efined the term criti-
cal design characterisitics (Section <.a) as critical characteristics for
design as defined in EPRI NP-6406. T' * ;652 term critical characteristics

(Paragraph 4.5.1), which corresponded to Ene NP-6406 defir' tion of critical
characteristics for acceptance, was defined as attributes that provide reason-
able assurance that the item received is the item specified. Although con-
sistent with the EPRI NP-5652 definition of critical characteristics, the NRC .

staff's interpretation of " item specified" encompasses those attributes
necessary for the performance of the item's safety functions. The WCNOL
approach did not ensure that CGis would be suitable for their intended
safety-related applications as is required by Criteria III and VII of 10 CFR
Part 50 Appendix P

Four acceptance methods consistent with EPRI NP-5652 were described in Section
6.4 and it wa', noted that the procedure was strengthened by the implied
prohibition under Paragraph 6.4.1, "Special Tests and Inspections," against the

use of unverified certificates of conformance (CoC) and certified material test
reports (CMTRs). Also, the words " meets the requirements of the item
specified" appeared in the general description of the acceptance methods in
Paragraph 6.4. This concept was restated in a description of post-installation
testing in Paragraph 6.4.1.2.

With respect to addressing the information contained in NRC GL 89-02, the
description of EPRI Method 2, " Commercial-Grade Surveys," did incorporate the
GL provisions regarc'ing documented and ef fectively implemented commercial
quality programs and the verification of controls by both distributors and

3
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manufacturers. However, the description of EPRI Method 4, " Acceptable
Supplier / Item Performance History," did not address the GL 89-02 criterion for
the acceptability of the data to be relied upon. Nevertheless, the

establishment of the practice in the procedures described above of using CGI
procurement specifications and pre positioned RIPS was considered a significant
programmatic strength.

The general procurement provisions of KGP-1250 relating to CGls and the dedica-
tion concepts of KGP-1251 were implemented, in part, by WCGS Procurement Engi-
neering Procedure KPN-F-319, " Commercial Grade Dedication Evaluations." The
assessment team reviewed the currently effective revisi "evision 0,

December 26, 1989, incorporating PCN 1. June 18, 1990 i"s jeneral requirements
..ticalar, those dealingof this procedure added considerable strength to it; -

with safety classification in accordance , to JPN-D-3ba, the evaluation of defi-
ciencies per KPN-B-304, and the design change process of KPN-D-3)S. The
principal function of this procedure was to delineate the structure and contents ~-

of commercial grade evaluation forms and to give more-detailed guidance on their
preparation. However, the sample forms attached to the procedure -re sub- *

stantially unformatted, except for the blocks for the evaluation number and page.
The chief concern identified with KPN-F-319 pertained to the selection and veri-
fication of critical characteristics. Some general guidance was given in
Section 6.2.3 that required consideration of " design characteristics" essential
to function as well as those that mitigate failure effects and , define 30unding
conditions. Also stated was the position that critical characteristics are based
on complexity, safety function, and performance of the CGl. However, the next

sentence stated once again the requirement that it was only recessary t
identify sufficient critical chailcteristics to provide reasonable assurance
that the item received is the item specified.

2.2 Material Receipt, Documentation, and Procedure Contrnl

Procedures SMQP 10.1, " Inspection Planning"; SMQP 10.2, " Receipt Inspection";
and KP-2122, " Material Services Receipt," established the requirements f or
planning and perfomance of receipt inspection activities, while Prncedure SMQP 12.1,
" Material Verification Testing," established the method of material verification -

testing to support the acceptability of procured items and material. In addition,

these procedures, either directly or by reference, endorsed the philosophy pro-
mulgated in NRC GL 89-0; and NRC Information Notice (IN) 89-70, "Possible
Indications of Misrepresented Vendor Products," October 11, 1989. Although these
NRC documents did not mandate specific requirements, they did address actions to
improve the detection of counterfeit and fraudulently marketed p-oducts and pos-
sible indications of misrepresented vendor products, respectively. It appeared

that the licensee expended considerable effort to upgrade and enhance the
implementing procedures that encompassed the commercial grade procurement and
dedication program. The process included the establishment of critical
characteristics that are based on design and quality attributes. The
characteristics were established through a joint effort by Equipment Engineering
(EE) and Material Quality Support and are defined in the applicable commercial grade
evaluations (CGEs) and commercial grade dedication specifications (designated CGD
for commercial grade document). RIPS were developed for CGis and are based on
the estnblished critical characteristics. the plans specify the inspection
3ttributes, required special testing, and the acceptance crite ia. It is the

4
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responsibility of the material verification group to verify, or have verified, "

the characteristics of the RIP. Upon acceptance of completed verification
actions,-the CGI is considered = dedicated and acceptable for safety-related use.
The RIP is a controlled document-and is considered, along with all other-
supporting documentation, to be a lifetime QA record. The assessment team con-1

sidered the. methodology to be proper and appropriate.

However, during procedure _ review, certain weaknesses were identified. NRC
IN 89-70 discussed several methods used by certain distributors or suppliers to
supply misrepresented vendor products to the nuclear industry. One of those
methods dealt with mixing misrepresented products with authentic products.
within the same shipment. Generic Letter 89-02 addressed, among other things,-

product acceptance programs and the use of sampling plans. It stated that for
suppliers with acceptable QA programs, as confirmed by licensee audits,

'

;

sampling-plans are often utilized to perform the required inspections and
tests. The assessment team had been informed that the acceptance method used_
almost exclusively to accept CGIs was EPRI Method 1, "Special Tests and
Inspections," which is one of four acceptance methods given by EPRI in NP-5652.
Since WCNOC rarely used (twice) EPRI's Method 2, " Commercial Grade Survey of
Supplier," it followed that sampling plans would not be used. However
Paragraph 6.5 in Procedure SMQP 10.2 stated that statistical sampling may be
used for CGis in lieu of 100 percent. inspection for the following: types of
attributes: identification _and marking, documentation,-physical damage,
cleanliness, physical properties, dimensions, weld preparations, workmansnip, '-,'

presence of required: lubricants and oils, and electrical insulation. Paragraph
4 defined _ sample inspection as-being a process for examination, test, and
inspection of critical characteristics of one or more homogeneous units of a
product selected at random from the product lot. Therefore, the use of
- sampling,Lwhich is based on the assumption of a homogeneous product lot, does
not lend itself to detecting misrepresented parts mixed in with authentic parts
(i.e., a nonhomogeneous; lot). In addition,.the conditions under which sampling
would.be implemented!were not proceduraily clear. *

As' stated previously,~the procedural-methodology regarding the establishment
,and subsequent verification of critical characteristics-was considered to be
-appropriate. This would be meaningful only.if the characteristics identified
in the CGD and CGE were correctly inserted into the RIP and verified. In an
attempt to ensure' implementation, the assessment team selected three receiving
inspection packages andEcompared the applicable CGD with the RIP-that had been
unix Misspt emomd itm. E nh RIP correctly contained:the critical
characteristics identified by the CGD assiciated with the parts. However, it
was'notedithat in two of the three-RIPS reviewed, the items were' accepted
despite the inspector's f ailure to verify certain of the critical
characteristics identified.

In.the_first case, a shipment of 300, 3/8-inch _ stainless steel cap screws-was
rece'ived lon April 7, _1990, on Material Receiving. Report (MRR) 532352. The cap
screws had been' ordered as commercial grade material on purchase order
(PO) 536000,-April 2, 1990, and were to be dedicated for safety-related
applications. The inspector performing material verification did not use the
cap' screw RIP which had been developed from CGD 008-50002, and which included
alloy verification as a critical characteristic. Rather, the inspector used
the standard receiving. inspection report, whicn did not contain any critical
characteristics; thus, alloy verification was not performed. The receiving
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.

inspection report,-April 11, 1990, addressed _such things as documentation,
damage, cleanliness, and dimensions, all of which were shown_to be acceptable;
thus, allowing the cap screws to be placed in stock and to be issued when
needed, it was also noted that the inspector performed a sample inspection

,using-50 cap screws, WCNOC was able to show that 276 of the 300 cap screws- -

remained in stock and a review was being performed to determine where the 24
cap-screws had been used. The 276 cap screws were placed on hold and
Programmatic Deficiency Report (PDR) QS 91-005 was initiated to evaluate this
condition.

|

In the'second case, three metal _ oxide varistors were received on MRR 536341,
September 26 1990. The varistors had been-ordered as commercial g ude
material on P0 538566, September 17, 1990, and were to be dedicated upon
receipt. In this case, the inspector (the-same individual involved with the
cap screws) used RIP E-121 which had been developed from CGD 061-S0001 and
which contained seven critical characteristics. Review of the RIP, which
-showed acceptance of the varistors on October 17, 1990, revealed that the
inspector failed to verify their capacitance. It was also noted that the RIP
required that_the-actual readings obtained during the measuring of varistor-
voltage and direct current (dc) standby current be recorded. The inspector,
rather-than recording the actual values for each of the varistors, averaged
their values. WCNOC stated that the three varistors in question had not been
issued and were placed on hold, and that PDR QS 91-006 would be initiated to
evaluate-this condition.

WCNOC has established the capability to perform certain confirmation activities
(e.g., dimensional, surface: finish, hardness, weight,_and electrical) and to
conduct metallic material verifications using an x-ray analyzer. Although not
operational during this assessment, WCNOC was preparing an infra-red
spectrometer for use in verifying organic materials. 'The spectrometer is
housed in an environmentally controlled area known as the-Material Confirmation
and Test Station. WCNOC stated that for those verification. activities for
which onsite capability did not exist, theLitems are sent to one of the five-
service organizations. These organizations (Metlab Testing-Services, Herguth
_ Laboratories, Inc., Wyle Laboratories, National Spectrographic Laboratory, and-
Professional Service Industries) have been qualified by.the WCNOC to perform
various services such_as chemical, physical, metallurgical and metallographic
testing, nondestructive examinations, petroleum product testing, failure
analysis, and safety and relief. valve testing. The WCNOC-Supplier Information

-List showed that these organizations were properly qualified and are_ maintained
in an' active status.

23 Design-Control - Equivalency Evaluations.

The assessment- team discussed the use of not like-for-like replacement items
with the Manager of NPE, and members-of EE and reviewed-the following WCNOC
procedures for controlling design change activities supporting the commercial-
grade procurement and dedication process:

o KNP-C-301, " Initiation of Modification Requests," Revision 9, with PCN
'No. 4, January 27, 1990

.

o KPN-C-307, " Plant Modification Request Revisions and Closeouts," Revision 7,
July 24, 1989

6
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o- KPN-C-311, " Preparation of Category 3 Plant Modification Requests,"
Revision 0, with PCN No. 3, June 20, 1990

EE assembles and reviews design documents in order to determine the technical ;

requirements for a replacement item. If the replacement item does not meet the i

current design requirements, then the item is not a like-for-like replacement.
For these cases, NPE prepares a plant modification request (PMR) to authorize
the use of the replacement item. The following describe the design change
process used by_WCNOC EE to determine if an item is a suitable replacement.
The design change evaluation procesh_ includes such elements as: defining the
item's intended application (s); performing safety classification for the item,
including identifying the safety function and performing a failure modes and
effects analysis; determining critical design characteristics, and evaluating
the replacement item against critical design characteristics to original design
basis requirements in_ form, fit, function, functional performance, and

Einterchangeability.
_

*

If, following the oesign change evaluation, the change is determined to De
unacceptable, the proposed replacement item and/or design basis requireNents
are reassessed, If the change is acceptable, the PMR is completed in
accordance with requirements that provide controls for ensuring that the
requirements of Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to-10 CFR Part
50 are met. The PMR process also p,ovides for environmental qualification (EQ)
and seismic reviews, licensing reviews, 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation

.

screening, and the preparation of changes to engineering documents such as
drawings, specifications, procedures, and manuals, to maintain plant
configuration control. Once completed, the PMR design package is processed
through Document Control and transmitted to the implementing organization,
which.then generates work requests and material requisitions and/or warehouse
withdrawals. Once.the replacement item is satisfactorily installed, as-built
drawings are prepared as required by the PMP, and Document Con +.rol -issues
interim-design cnanges. At this time, Configuration Management updates the
configuration data base and-notifies NPE to revise appropriate engineering
documents to incorporate the interim design changes.

The assessment team concluded that the design control process is adequately
defined and contains the essential elements for determining the acceptability
of and maintaining plant configuration for replacement items that are not
line-for-like.

2.4 Parts Classification System

The assessment team reviewed WCNOC Procedure KPN-D-303, " Determination of
Safety. Classification," Revision 6, November 29, 1990, and discussed the
methodology for parts _ classification with the Manager of NPE and senior EE ,

engineers. The methodology and. criteria used to determine the safety
classifications of parts (subcomponents) includes the following:

o In performing a subcomponent classification analysis, the safety classifi-
cation of its parent component is detcrmined. if the parent component has
not been classified, the EE engineer classifies and documents it in
accordance with the requirements of KPN-D-303.

7
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o If the parent component is classified as saf ety-related, an evaluation is
required to determine the subcomponent's classification. The
subcomponent's role in accomplishing each of the parent component's
safety-related functions is evaluated. Those subcomponents that are
required for the parent component to perform any one of it; safety-related
function (s) are classified as safety related,

o The credible failure modes likely to occur under the subcomponent's normal
and design basis accident / event conditions are defined,

o The WCGS history as well as industry data are reviewed and any identified
failure of the subcomponent is evaluated for inclusion in the selection of
the credible failure modes.

Controlled design documents affected by a change in the safety classification
'

of a s'. mponent, are revised as appropriate. As part of the safety
classis..ation process, the assigned engineer updates the Q-List when required.
The subcomponent level Q-list is reviewed and Form KEF-0-303-7, "Q-List Change
Notice - Subcomponents," is generated revising or initially identifying the
classification of-a part on the subcomponent Q-list. The assessment team also
reviewed several safety classification analyses (SCAs) and engineering
dispositions. The following weaknesses were identified in the parts
classification process:

o KPN-D-303, Revision 6, did not address or provide guidance for the
preparation or use of generic safety classifications. Additionally, the
procedure provided no controls for internal site interfaces for special
requirements specified in the SCA, For example, SCA-91-0125 classified
certain packing as nonsafety-related, but addressed technical requirements
for the procurement of the packing as " Packing total leachable chlorides
shall be less than 200 ppm"; or " Packing shall contain a suif.able
corrosion inhiL. tor." The assessment team noted that no procedure existed
to ensure that packing purchased as nonsafety-related would be teuted as
discussed in SCA-91-0125. Similarly, the engineering disposition for
gaskets used in safety-related water and steam systems were classified as
nansafety-related with identified restrictions on leachable chlorides,
fluorides, and sulfur. The assessment team determined that the gaskets
had not been tested for leachable chlorides, fluorides, and sulfur in
accordance with a test program that meets 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B and
may have been installed in systems where such contaminants may degrade the
system integrity. The team also noted that draft Engineering Disposition
90-88-12/0 did not address checking for leachable contaminants.

o Section 6.2.5.3 of K N-D-303, Revision 6, required that credible failure
modes be defined. However, as written, the procedure did not specifically
address the fact that although a part may not be required for the parent
component to perform its safety-related function, the failure of the part
could prevent the parent component from performing its safety function.
The Subcomponent (Part) Classification Flow Chart, Figure KPN-D-303-5, did
address this consideration; however, the procedure only required that the
failure modes be defined. SCA-91-0031 (for lockwire) was identified as an
example where nonprescriptiveness of the text may have misled the preparei
since it did not specifically address what effects the failure of the

i
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lockwire would have on the parent component performing its safety-
function,

The generic SCA and engineering dispositions reviewed contained very broado
statements, such as asserting that the f ailure of gaskets and o-rings
would not affect the operation of safety-related components in the '

surrounding areas, and referencing the ASME Code as the partial
justification for the item being classified as nonsafety-related.

The assessment team concluded that Procedure KPN-D-303, Revision 6, in general,
provided the basic guidance required for performing parts classification.
However, the procedure did not address generic classifications nor did it
provide'for internal departmental interfaces for parts classified as
nonsafety-related'which require safety-related activities such as testing to be
performed on the item. Also, the procedure did not address the need to
document, in some level of detail, the basis to support broad statements in
both the normal parts classification and the generic classification process.

2.5 Comme cial-Grade Supplier Selection, Qualification, and Surveys

The team review 1d the. process for selection, qualification maintenance, and
surveys of commercial grade-suppliers to support WCNOC's commercial grade
dedication process. The team discussed the use of commercial grade surveys

- with both the Manager of Supplier / Materials Quality and the Supervisor of
Supplier Quality. The team also reviewed a recent commercial grade survey and
procedure SMQP 7.1v " Supplier Evaluation," Revision 1, with PCN-1,-March 18,
1991, and KGP-1251, " Dedication of Commercial-Grade Items," Revision 0, March 11,
1991,'in assessing WCNOC's use of EPRI Method 2.

2. 5. 3/ Supplier. Selection-

As a rule,.WCNOC procures replacement items from the original equipment manu-
facturer (OEM) or authorized distributor whether = the item is a like-for-like
replacement or an equivalent _ substitute replacement item. Typically, if the
item performs a safety-related function, an attempt is made to purchase the

-item from a supplier who employs a 10 CFR Partl50 Appendix B QA program and who
. accepts the reporting responsibility of .10 CFR Part 21. If-the supplier will
not accept 10 CFR Part 21 and the item to be supplied meets the definition of a
CGI, WCHOC purchases the. item as commercial grade and dedicates-it for
safety-related use.

2.5.2~ Supplier Qualification and Survey

;0n'the basis-a review of the procedures used by the WCNOC Supplier-Quality
Department, *.he assessment team determined that there were no procedures ~for-
performing-commercial grade surveys of suppliers. WCNOC did'have procedures
for conducting 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B audits and the audits, in general,
were performance-based and often used engineering or other technical
specialists as team members. The guidance and requirements contained in
KGP-1251 to address EPRI Method 2 was determined to be extremely limited. . The
procedure also provided no detail requirements -for identifying in the CGD when
Method 2 should oe used to verify.a critical characteristic, nor did it provide
guidance in performing and documenting the commercial grade survey. The team
concluded that the lack of procedural controls in the area of performing and
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documenting commercial grade surveys was a weakness in the WCNOC's procurement
program. The team also identified that the WCNOC procurement program did not
incorporate the GL 89-02 exception to EPRI NP-5652 that the Commercial-Grade
Survey of Supplier method should not be employed as the basis for accepting
i_tems from suppliers with undocumented commercial quality programs.

EE stated that the only commerc al grade _ survey performed was a sui,0y of the
Richmond, California facility of Chevron U.S.A., Incorporated, on March 1,
1990. However, prior to the exit meeting, WCNOC stated that one additional
survey had been performed.- The Chevron survey was performed to confirm that
penetration,' dropping point, rust preventive tests, and color and part number
(batch) for SRI-2 grease were being properly conducted and controlled. The
team reviewed the survey and determined that it was not consistent with the
guidance provided in E RI NP-5652, as-endorsed by GL 89-02, in the following

;

areas:

o The revision of the Chevron QA manual controlling the critical
characteristics was.not identified in the survey report, nor did the P0
identify the quality p-ogram or controls required during the manufacturing
and testing of tha grease.

o Neither the P0, CGD, RIP, or MR required that the Chevron test-report be
submitted and reviewed. The survey report indicated that the results of
the test were-available to the customer.

.o It was unclear as to how some of the conclusions and statements in the
survey were-verified and confirmed. Many statements appeared to be based
on requirements from Chevron's QA manual and procedures, rather than being

-confirmed by direct observation, surveillance, or record review, when
appropriate.

o Review of the procurement package indicated that the grease was shipped
from a distributor,_0il Distribators, Incorporated, Wichita, Kansas.
There appeared to be no audit or survey performed on the distributor.
-This is not consistent _with the philosphy stated in GL 89-02 nor the
requirements of KGP-1251 that both '.he distributor and manufacturer be
surveyed when using EPRI Method 2.

2.5.3 Use of Third Party Audits

WCNOC Supplier Quality (SQ) qualifies and maintains 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B
suppliers by conducting audits and annual evaluations and using third party
audits performed by the Nuclear Utility Procurement Issues Committee (NUPIC).
Approximately two-thirds of the audits used for evaluating these suppliers are
NUPIC audits. :To date, SQ has not used any third party audits to support using
EPRI Method 2. On the basis of a review of SMQP 7.1, " Supplier Evaluation,"
Revision 1, with PCN 1, March 18, 1991, and discussions with the_ Supervisor of
SQ, the assessment team concluded that requirements were in place for screening
third party audits; however, improvement is required in the following areas:

o SMQP 7.1, Revision 1, did not require that WCNOC's specific commitments be
reviewed and a determination made that the third party audit satisfies
these specific commitments and any unique or special requirements invoked
on the supplier by the WCNOC PD.

10
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The results of reviewi g third party audits are required to be evaluatedo

and the impact that any adverse findings could have on future procurements
i be documented and appropriate action taken such as removal or restricting

the use of the supplier. _There are no programmatic requirements that -
i

req % ire SQ or any other organization to evaluate the adverse findings for,

imr act on _ the use of items in the warehouse or the operability of systemsi

L tN t have the items installed in them. The SQ Supervisor indicated that
.E although not required by procedure, adverse findings are evaluated for

impact on -items in the. warehouse or installed in systems- that- are
operable.

2.6 Spare Parts Configuration Management Data Base

From late 1989 through early 1990, WCNOC studied numerous issues affecting
i procurement activities and identified possible courses of action to address the

issues such as part changes by suppliers, aging of the plant, fraudulent
! suppliers and improved programs for detecting substandard supplier products and

programs,.0 ems leaving the nuclear business, and new guidance from the NRC,
| such as GLs 89-02 and 91-05, EPRI and NUMARC. As a result of this study, WCNOC
| initiated the development of the Spare Parts Configuration Management (SPCM)
| Data Base. Features of this data base will allow the engineer to focus on'

those components with higher maintenance and, therefore,-higher parts usage;
allow the evaluation cf potential vendor part problems for likely replacement

! parts _of components; provide more consistency in the evaluation process;
! centralize all past design changes, part number changes, SCAs, CGDs, and
i- referenced documents; collect known updates of vendor parts lists or changes in

design different from what is installed, and evaluate those parts from problem
vendors that may require additional inspection or testing. The SPCM data base

, should also (1) identify those parts that are industry standard parts and
~

| (2) prepare technical, quality, and documentation requirements more
| consistently.

[ Phase I of the program, a review of approximately 1300 components', has been
approved and budgeted and was scheduled to begin July 8, 1991. Phase-11 will
evaluate an additional 1200-1400 components. Their associated products will

L - then be integrated with performance-based audits and/or critical
characteristics identified for additional receipt inspecting. The assessment
team viewed the program and its intended use as a very progressive action that

| has the potential to strengthen and enhance the WCNOC procurement program.

j- - 2.7 Fraud Detection-
t

L ' As' stated previously, both NRC GL 89-02 and NRC_IN 89.70 addressed the
detection of counterfeit and fraudulently marketed products. WCNOC evaluated
and subsequently improved _ existing procedures in an effort to better detect. the,

'

existence of fraudulent parts. All Supplier / Material Quality personnel
attended group meetings and read required documents-dealing with fraudulent
parts in order to increase their awareness of the problem.

WCNOC's review and evaluation of IN 89-70 discussed certain specifics
associated with the enhancement of the procedures. Procedure SMQP 12.1 was
established to among other reasons, provide for material verification testing
to prevent the acceptance of substandard or fraudulently marketed products.
The critical characteristics delineated in the CGDs and CGEs govern the

11
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attributes- to be verified. One of the basic purposes of the procedure was to
establish a program that would provide assurance that products can be traced to
the manufacturer and are not substandard in design, counterfeit, or
fraudulently marketed. The procedure addressed special receipt inspections
which are to be implemented in accordance with Procedure SMQP 10.2, and'the
development of the RIP, which takes into account the potential for receiving
fraudulent parts. Procedure SMQP 10.2 discussed certain methods to be used for
the detection of: fraudulent parts. One such method is comparative inspection,
particularly useful if fraudulent parts are mixed with genuine parts. The
typical elements to be compared are shape, color, physical appearance (surface

_ condition), and marking. It was noted that Paragraph 6.11.1 of the procedure
addressed the performance of comparative inspection of incoming parts within
the received lot, or comparative inspection of a representative sample from the
received lot to the same parts in stock. However, Paragraph 6.12 only required
comparative inspection to be performed on incoming parts for which there are
some of the same parts in stock. This was identified as a weakness by the
assessment team.

2.8 Review of Procurement Packages

The assessment team reviewed several procurement and dedication packages to
assess the effectiveness of the implementation of the WCNOC dedication program
including documentation of technical evaluations,-identification of safety
functions and critical characteristics, selection of critical characterisitics
for verification and the verification methods chosen, receipt inspection, test
methods and practices, and training. The Procurement Engineering staff
compiled the packages which consisted primarily of the CGD, the CGE, the
procurement and receipt' inspection documents including purchase requisition
(PR), P0, supplier invoice and slip, and the completed RIP.

, 1. CGD 013-50001, Revision 1, September 12, 1990, and CGE 013-E0001,
Revision 1, September 17, 1990 covered molded-case. circuit breakers
(MCCBs) with instantaneous magnetic trips only for Class 1E Motor Control
Centers (MCCs) NG001A and NG002A. The MCCBs_were specified to be ITE type
EF3LO50W/S10EERO manufactured by either Siemens-ITE (Siemens Energy &
Automation, Incorporated,-the manufacturer's parent company since 1986) or

.

Gould-ITE.(a previous parent company). Siemens-ITE MCCBs manufacturered-
since 1986 are 480-Vac rated and were 600-Vac rated before:1986, but it
was'not clear from the_ package that the required voltage ratings were
associated with the correct manufacturer for receipt inspection purposes.
The MCC8s were also to be rated for 50 amps with an adjustable
instantaneous magnetic overload trip feature and the model number suf fix
S10EERO indicated that they_were to be fitted with 125-Vdc shunt trip
attachments ~(STAS). SCA 91-0011 (initiated by CGD 013-50003 for model
number EF3A003 W/S10EERO MCCBs) did not include analysis of the STAS._ A
review of the CGD/CGE identified the "0FF/0N_ operation" as a critical
characteristic which was.to be verified by cycling the MCCB manually six
times and checking for free operation, but verification of trip-free
function was not addressed. Individual pole resistance was to be verified
by a millivolt drop test at one-half rated load. The average of three
readings, cycling the MCCB in between, was not to exceed 70 mV and the
results wera to be for information only, but it was not stated how the
information was to be interpreted or used. A 1-hour, rated-load, hold-in

test was specified to be conducted at room temperature; however, the test
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and temperature. requirement are somewhat meaningless for an MCCB without a
thermal trip mechanism. Instantaneous magnetic overload tripping was
specified to be verified by the pulse or runup method with tripping to 80
to 120 percent of the " setting" as the acceptance criterion, but no
setting was given, nor was provision made for determining the setting and
documenting it. The tolerance of + 20 percent was not consistent with the
field verification guidelines referenced in the National Electrical

Manufacturers Associatien (NEMA) standard NEMA AB-2 1984 which would be
-30 percent of the low end setting and +40 percent of the high end setting
for the adjustable trip range. There was no guidance given for action to
be taken in the event of getting a trip immediately at the lowest test
point (at or just below the lower tolerance limit) where a desired no-trip
result would be expected. _The test as specified was inconclusive with
respect to premature tripping and the 2-to 5-second ramp time was
considered excessive. It was also noted that no post-installation or
preoperational testing was required.

In response to some of these conceral, the cognizant procurement engineer
explained that it was understood that the test was to be conducted in

accordance with WCGS= Procedure MGE-E00P-11, the standard MCCB test proce-
dure. However, the currently ef fective revision, Revision 2, had
different setup procedures and- acceptance criteria and there was no
documented guidance invoking the plant procedure, delineating which steps
to perform, how and in what sequence, and what test values and acceptance
criteria to use.

~

Verification of MCCB insulation resistance was ambiguous in that it was
specified to be measured at 2500 Vdc for 1 minute. However, the CGOs and
CGE referenced the plant standard MCCB test procedure (MGE E00P-11). The '

WCGS staff explained that this procedure is used in conjunction with the -
RIPS for detailed guidance on test methods. The procedure listed a Biddle
Model 21359 Megger which has a maximum output voltage of 1000 Vdc and the
procedure specified 1000 Vdc for the test. Also, CGD 013-50003, for a
similar MCCB, specified 1000 Vdc.

Shunt t rip voltage was to be verified at 94 Vdc or below, but it was not
stated if this was as low as dc bus voltage could be expected to go when
the STA is needed; nor was it specified to be tested at the high end of
the expected range of plant de control bus voltage which (e.g., during
battery charges) might damage a coil with insufficient _ winding and/or
insulation _ resistance, and no separate verification of adequate cutoff
switch operation was specified.

The configuration and markings were to be verified by inspection per the
catalog with no evidence of. tampering, dimensions to be checked against
values provided, but there was no reference to special fraud detection
criteria such as-specified for some other MCCB-dedications, Rated inter-
rupt current (interrupting capacity) was identified in the CGE as a criti-
cal design characteristic, but was not listed in the CGD. Verification
that even the markings indicated an interrupt current greater than that
required for the available short-circuit current of the application was
not prescribed. Also, verifying the validity of the rated values, such as
by reference to any Underwriters Laboratories (UL) markings or the
manufacturer's UL testing program, was not addressed in the listed

13
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critical characterisites in the CGD or the CGE; checking for UL labels was
inconsistently listed in RIPS.

The assessment. team reviewed purchases of MCCBs dedicated under the CGE
and CG0' discussed above. WCNOC-PO 539013, October 24, 1990, was issued to
Consolidated Electrical Distributors, Incorporated, of Wichita, Kansas,
for one of the subject MCCBs, although the shunt trip was not included.
The P0 called for Gould-ITE or Siemens-ITE MCCBs, 600 or-480-Vac rated,
which raised two concerns: (1) the Gould versions had not been produced
for several years; therefore, if they were supplied, they would have come
from the distributor's old stock, and (2) it was not specified (at least
for fraud screening purposes) which voltage rating corresponded with which
vintage / manufacturer. The P0 contained no requirements for the supplier
to certify:and demonstrate traceability to the OEM. Although the P0 did
include the requirement that the seller warrant that the MCCBs are new,
unused, and unrefurbished, the file did not contain evidence that the
supplier's certifications had been validated, such as by commercial grade
survey. Lastly, it was not apparent to the reviewer how seismic and
environmental qualification were addressed, and the P0 did not invoke the
supplier's commercial quality program (at least those portions which would
enable the supplier to maintain traceability to the OEM).

Dedic.ation activities'upon receipt of the MCCBs from the P0 above were
documented on a copy of Revision 5 of RIP E-107, October 24, 1990, and
executed on December 31, 1990. Attached were receipt inspection report
(RIR) 537979, along with Consolidated Electric Supply's Invoice
9444-013804, which was virtually illegible and provided no traceability
information. Review of this RIP and associated documents led to several
concerns. Again the correlation between voltage ratings and vintage or
manufacturer was not specific. Some models are obsolete, but in checking
available information, the team found this was not documented. The RIP
contained a note directing that the MCCBs be serialized if there were more
than one in a lot, which is excellent, although this did not appear in the
governing procedures. The copy of Revision 7 of the RIP included in the

-file'(but not used for these MCCBs)'did require checking for the UL label
(upon which the dedication evaluation was. partially based), but did not
provide adequate guidance on~ checking UL listing numbers against the

.

catalog, if applicable, nor OL letter numbers against date codes. _The-
Revision 5 copy actually used-for these MCCBs did not include a UL_ label

-check. Information on date codes and quality control (QC) marks, both
factory and accessory installation facility (if the shunt trips were not
installed.at the factory), was_not r.aptured, nor were at. tributes like load

end rating marks, lug material and , configuration, case seals, and evidence
of tampering.

Other concerns were identified regarding the' documented testing. The
setting of-the--instantaneous trip was not recorded; therefore, it was not
evident objectively whether the results were within specification (other
than_the annotation of " Accept"), which rendered the results inconclusive
wi_th respect to premature tripping. The closed-contact insulation resis-
tance measurement was specified to be taken "between poles of opposite
polarity," but it was not clear how this corresponded to the poles of a
three phase alternating current (ac) MCCB. This terminology differed from,

the CGE and the CGO. The shunt trip test did not require recording the
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actual minimum trip voltage as did MGE E00P-11, and the actual test
current-that was required to be recorded (by the RIP and the MGE) was
listed as only one current value and without identifying the pole.
Insulation resistance of the shunt trip was not checked. In the check for
markings, the manufacturer's name and voltage rating ambiguity remained.
Absent from the RIP were checks for the supplier's warranty required in
the-PO and evidence of traceability to the OEM. RIR 537979, December 31,
1990, indicated that documentation was acceptable, yet no supplier
warranty or certification was on the invoice or elsewhere in the file.
Finally, the supplemental RIP, consisting of special MCCB fraud-detection
attributes, RIP-E-055, specified on some other MCCB RIPS was not specified
on Revision 7 of RIP-E-107, nor was it specified on the Revision 5 copy
filed with the P0, MRR, and RIR, that was executed on December 31, 1990.

2. CGD 013-50002 specified the Jedication of two "Gould, ITE or Siemens" type -

EF3LO50511 (511 being an obsolete suffix fcr an STA) MCCBs with instanta-
neous magnetic trips only for Class 1E service in 13 "NG" series MCCs.
The CGDS and CGE.were quite similar to CG0 013-50001 discussed previously
and engendered similar concerns. These MCCBs were purchased under WCNOC
PO 535111, February 1,1990, issued to Bernie Electric- Supply Company of
Kansas City, Kansas. This P0 contained some excellent words that would
enhance the screening of fraudulent material, including the following: A
CoC to UL-489 and NEMA AB 1 was required. Standard clause 2.02 required
service advice letters [or equivalent], invoked the cited standards, gave
seller _ deviation requirements, part number change requirements, and
marking requirements that included part number (but not serial number, or
date code, or PO number). The P0 also contained a warranty clause
(presumed to-be complied vith if the PO was accepted) that stated, in
part: "new and free from defects in material, design and workmanship, and=

_

shall not be altered or refurbished without written authorization from the
Manufacturer and the Buyer and shall fulfill satisfactorily the
performance requirements specified herein." However, no CoC was required
to that effect. Pagu "0C01" (meaning "our [WCGS's] copy only"), was not
sent to the supplier and had Clause 3.01 requiring receipt inspection in
accordance with the latest revision of Procedure SMQP 10.2 and RIP-E-107.
With respect to specifying receiving requirements and establishing
traceability to the OEM, Clause 3.02 required that the MCCBs be purchased
directly-from Siemens Energy & Automation, Incorporated, the.0EM, to
ensure traceability or the seller must provide-traceability to the OEM per

.NRC Bulletin 88-10. However, while these requirements were commendable,
they were'not to be transmitted to the seller, nor was the seller required
to certify to traceability. There were specific requirements in the RIP
to check for_these requirements, but not to collect the pertinent
documents.- Although traceability documents were'not specifically required
to be captured, the file did contain the Siemens CoC to UL-489 and NEMA AB
1 and a Siemens packing list indicating that this order of MCCBs had been
apparently drop-shipped from Siemens.

The specification for the instantaneous magnetic trip test was again given
as 80 to 100 percent of the setting. The copy of RIP E-107 (Revision 0),
executed February 2,1990, for the three MCCBs received was annotated to
indicate that this testing was performed at the " low" setting (160 amps),

'but no data were taken at the high setting also (as is recommended in per-
tinent technical documents), nor was the actual application setting tested
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as an alternative. The RIP allowed the use of either the pulse or runup
method, stating that the recommended time for increasing the current was 2
to 5 seconds (excessive), but it was not documented if the runup or pulse
method was used; so without a no-trip result at the lower tolerance limit,
a pulse test would be inconclusive with respect to premature tripping.
The RIP indirectly referred to the WCGS plant test procedure for MCCBs,
MGE E00P-11. Revision 2, June 13, 1989, called for setting the MCCB on
low, adjusting the test set to 25 percent less than the manufacturer's
curve or table value, then stated that the MCCB should trip
instantaneously. Hosever, a trip at that value would be below the RIP
specification, and no guidance was given with respect to which steps or
specifications to use when. Also, if a trip should occur at 25 percent
less than the manufacturer's curve or table value, without a no-trip
result at or below the lower tolerance limit, the test would still be

inconclusive with respect to premature tripping.

RIP E-055 is a special, supplemental RIP, containing attributes for
detecting fraudulent / refurbished ITE MCCBs. This practice is consistent
with the intent of NRC Bulletin 88-10 and the NUMARC comprehensive
procurement initiative and should materially enhance WCNOC's screening
capability for fraudulent MCCBs. The reviewer noted that RIP E-055 did
require examination of UL labels, but gave no guidance on checking UL
listing numbers against the catalog and/or UL letter numbers against date
codes, as applicable. Nevertheless, its use has not been consistently
specified in basic RIPS for MCCBs. Inspection per RIP E-055 was specified
(and ir.dicated as completed) on the copies of Revision 0 of RIP E-107,
February 9 1990, and executed February 7, 1990 iinon receipt of MCCBs
dedicat . der CGD 013-50002, being discussed in this section; although,
a copy oi HIP E-055 reportedly had not been filled out to objectively
document the inspection. However, the Revision 5 (October 24, 1990) copy
nf Rio E-107, executed December 31, 1990, upon receipt of MCCBs dedicated
under CGD 013-50001 did not specify the use of RIP E-055, nor did
Revision 7, June 13,1991. It was also noted that on the Revision 0
(February 21, 1991) copy of RIP E-128, executed April 12, 1991, upon
receipt of MCCBs dedicated under CGD 013-50003, there was a note to
visually inspect for tampering, but RIP E-128 (Revision 0) did not
prescribe i.spection per RIP E-055.

Some other concerns were identified with the receipt inspection as
documented on Revision 0 copies of RIP E-107, for MCCBs dedicated under
CGD 013-S0002. The file documented the acceptability of the new Siemens
model number suf fix "W/510EER0" for the shunt trip but the RIP was not
annotated to this effect and simply indicated " Sat" under inspection
results for verification that the MCCBs bore the superseded part [ catalog]
number EF3LO50511. The actual test data for the shunt trip test were not
recorded objectively on the RIPS (as required by MGE E00P-11), nor were
actual test currents recorded for the individual pole resistance
(millivolt drop) tests as were required by the RIP as well as MGE E00P-11.
Insulation resistance of the shunt trip was not checked. While the
verification of traceability requirements on this RIP per Clause 3.02 of
the PO was excellent, it would imply that only Siemens-ITE, 480-Vac-rated
MCCBs would be acceptable, which was inconsistent with the RIP's allowing
600 or 480-Vac ratings and accepting Gould or ITE or Siemens manufactured
MCCBs.
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TheLRIP (and RIR 530349) documented the practice of stencilling serial
~

numbers (lot number plus a letter identifier) on the MCCBs for
traceability to test reports. While this good practice is consistent with
the requirements of Criterion Vill of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, it was
not found-in the program procedures reviewed.

3. CG0 013-50003,' Revision 0, January 25, 1991, and CGE 013-E0003, Revision 0,
January 29, 1991, covered the dedication of-Gould ITE or Siemens
catalog number EF3A003 W/S10EERO MCCBs with adjustable instantaneous
. magnetic trip feature and fitted with a shunt trip for use in 11 "NG"
series Class IE MCCs. Concerns with this file were similar to those iden-
tified for CGOs 013-5000), and 50002, in particular: The ambiguity with
respect to voltage rating, 480 or 600 vs. manufacturer Gould, ITE, or
Siemens was similar to CGOs 013-50001 and_50002 (CGEs 013-E0001, E0002),
but some- critical characteristics were inconsistent with those f or similar
MCCBs. Added to the markings to be verified were UL listing and conductor
material type (copper). Insulation resistance was specified to t>e tested
at 1000 Vdc_instead of 2500 Vdc and the open-contact readings were to be
taken "between adjacent poles" instead'of between line and load terminals,
as would be appropriate..

The specifications listed under " Method / Acceptance Criteria" for the
critical characteristic of adjustable instantaneous magnetic tripping were
inconsistent with the other dedications of similar MCCBs, being specified
as " Max. Etrip time must be less than 6 cycles at: a. lowest setting
between 75% and 125% of_ current setting b. highest setting between 80% and
120% of current setting." There-was no explanation of the deviation from
the criteria used in other similar MCCB dedications and no test method was
specified where the pulse method would be preferred in order to obtain
accurate-trip-time results (not required in other dedications). Also, the
way of expressing the acceptance criteria in conjunction with the problems
in interpreting them relative to the requirements of the. site procedure
were not conducive to obtaining conclusive results.

PO 540321, issued ' by WCNOC on February 16, 1991, ordered four 480-Vac
rated Siemens EF3-A003 MCCBs with shunt _ trips as described above, along
with a Siemens CoC to UL-489 and NEMA _AB 1. However, the_ copy of Revision 0
of RIP E-128 (February 2, 1991) executed upon receipt of the MCCBs on
April 12, 1991, still allowed 600 or 480-Vac-rated MCCBs from Gould, ITE,
or Siemens. The 91P did not specify RIP E-055 either, but it was the only
RIP among the'three MCCB' dedications reviewed which noted the lack of a
"UL" mark per se and . documented -_the acceptability of the special "UR" mark
used;by UL for certain magnetic-only MCCBs (also known as motor circuit
protectors).

Revision 1 of the RIP included in the file was consistent with
CG0 013-50003, but it was not used'for these MCCBs, and the Revision 0
version that was-usedodid not _ include checking for conductor material.
Also,.the-requirements for the instantaneous trip test were not those of
CGD 013-50003, 'but those of the other two MCCB CGDs and RIP- E-107;
i.e., pulse or_runup, 80-120 percent of the marked tripping current for
the trip setting tested, 2-5 second current increase time.
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-The insulation' resistance test specified in the RIP was-inconsistent with
(although more-correct than) the CG0/CGE in that the contacts-open portion-
included line-to-load readings omitted in the CGD/CGE. However, the con-

__ tacts-closed portion still used the " terminals of opposite polarity"
terminology, inappropriate for a three phase ac MCCB.

i-The individual pole resistance test (by millivolt drop) results were more
completely documented than in other dedications in that the actual test
current was recorded as required. However, although the acceptance cri-
terion was characterized as average results to be used f or comparison
only, and the " expected voltage drop" was expressed as "[approximately] 70
mv - for information only," the millivolt readings obtained were all
consistently around 900 millivolts. Depsite their consistency with each
other and consistency for each pole for the three readings, these
relatively -large voltage drops, more than an order of magnitude greater
than the expected-value and at only 1.5 amps, appeared excessive and
should-have been cause for some investigation and/or explanation, none of
which was documented.

Other problems with the testing as documented on the RIP were that no
actual data were recorded for the rated continous current tests, the

adjustable instantaneous magnetic tripping test, the insulation resistance
test, and the shunt trip test. Therefore with only the annotation
" Acceptable" auditable, objective evidence of the MCCB's ability to

_

;
_ 'perform their safety functions related to these critical characteristirs

was not adequately. documented.

'The assessment team's review of the above described dedication files identified
that'although the procedures called for i Mntification of safety functions,
.uchuas during the safety classification e slysis, and called for considcration
of safety functions in identifying critical design characteristics, it was not
specifically required to identify them in_the dedication evaluations and
although these _were identified, it was not clear how, if at all, they were
derived.-from the safety functions. It was'also noted that-not all critical

. characteristics were identified in all cases and there was inconsistency amon s
' -different files where there should have been consistency. .For the critical

characteristics identified, not all were selected for verification and there
'

were inconsistencies among files for similar equipment in similar applications.
For the critical characterisitics selected for verification, appropriate
methods of verification were not always chosen and/or adequately.specified, and
there_were inconsistencies-among_similar files.

The results of testing and inspection-that were chosen as verification of
selected critical-characteristics for acceptance.were not always documented in
an objective, auditable form', giving actual data or results. Additionally,

some anomalous data recorded were neither questioned nor explained.

4. CGD 017-50001, Revision 0, dedicated a globe valve stem. Some of the
applications _for the valve included containment spray system valves

~

ENV-51,'-52, -60, -89, -90,-and -93 which are mainly used for test
connections and whose safety function is to maintain the system pressure
boundary. The critical characteristics identified for the stem were part

number, dimensions, . configuration, and material. All critical

characteristics and their acceptance criteria were well defined; however,
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[

the team questioned the fact that for the critical characteristic,
material (which was ASTM A276, Type 316, condition B.S.S. ), tha verifica-
tion.eethod was to use an alloy analyzer to verify that the chromium and
nickel content meets the material specification requirements. Other
steels may have a chromium and nickel content that is within the range
specified for the material which has a percent-composition of chromium and
nickel of 16.00-18.00 and 10.00-14.00, respectively. In addition to
chromium and nickel, the carbon content is critical in ensuring that the
material will exhibit the desired properties. Since the material
specification does not require solution annealing..the valve stem, if not
within material specifications, could be susceptible to stress-corrosion
cracking. In addition to the method identified to verify the material of <

the valve stem, the assessment-team was concerned about the selection of
the material which was not solution annealed.

5. CGD 073-50001, Revision 0, dedicated a wormgear for Fisher-type 1073
manual handwheel actuators. The worm gear, in conjunction with the manual
handwheel, is used to position the disc of Fisher butterfly valves,
GNV-001, -002, -003, and -004, to a position that is requir ed for flow
balancing. The. assessment team questioned the critical characteristic
identified as " gray residue from surface" and its acceptance criterion
" gray residue." CGD 073-E0001 identified the part material as ASTM A126,
Grade B, cast iron and the SCA for the worm gear identified the credible
failure moGes as including breskage of gear teeth and binding between the
gear sector and the worm. The assessment team discussed the critical
characteristic " gray residue from surface" with WCNOC EE personnel and
pointed out that other materials also exhibit a gray residue on'the
surface, and that the presence of a gray residue did not provide assurance
that the proper material was received.

6, CGD 01-S0002, dedicated an o-ring for a Masoneilan pneumatic actuator.
,

The o-rings are utilized in the main steam atmospheric relief valve
actuators, and provide an airtight seal between the actuator shaft-and
lower casing. The critical characteristics identified for the o-ring are .
part number, material, dimensions (nominal inside diameter and nominal
cross-section), and hardness. The critical characteristic, dad methods
for verifying the characteristics appeared to be adequate with the
exception that sampling was used to determine that the o-ring material was
Nitrile (NRB) ASTM 01418, Class 1,- One o ring ''s selected from each lot
for material verification. The assessment team questioned the use of
sampling to verify material because.there was no auditlor survey performed
at the supplier's facility to support homogeneity of the lots.

3 PROCUREMENT-TRAINING REVIEW ~

Training activities and associated records are defined in WCNOC Procedures
KGP-1851,."Profa3sional and Supervisory Training Program," Revision 3 through
PCN 1, January _7,1991, and KGP-1800, " Training and Qualifications Records "

,

-Revision 4, through PCN 1, February 1,1991. Procedure KGP-1851 established
.the. minimum training requirements for professional and supervisory employees.
The procedure addressed three categories of training: -formal instruction for
specific topics, position-specific training as determined by WCNOC management,
and professional enhancement. training as determined by division managers. .The

- assessment team did not identify any specific requirements with respect to
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training in the area of procurement and commercial grade dedication activities.
Discussion with sarious engineering and material management personnel revealed
that, to date, there had been one formal, documented, training session which
had been presented to 25 employees drawn from NPE and quality organizations.
This session, " Materials Management Training Program," was presented on
Octobtr 15 and 16, 1990, by ABB Impell. A review of the course material showed
it to be comprehensive aad well structured. An additional course, " Training
Course on Maintaining Equipment Qualification-Engineer's Module," presented on
November 7 and 8, 1990, provided some discussion on dedication of CGis and the
impact on equipment qualification. The records reviewed demonstrated that
various employees in the supplier / material quality group had attended workshops
and, conferences, and had participated in working groups dealing with procurement
ano commercial grade dedication concepts.

The assessnent team noted that there appeared to be heavy reliance on required
reading rather than on a more-formal classroom-type of training. Manucl
WCNOC-46, '' Nuclear Plant Engineering Required Reading Manua'," Revision 3
through Change Request 3, May 31, 1991, implemented the NPE required reading
program. The manual consisted of a series of matrices that outlined, by
position or function, those documents that constituted introductory and
continuing required reading. The manual did show that the procedures dealing
with procurement and dedication of CGIs (KGP-1250 and KGP-1251, respectively)
are a part of the introductory and continuing required reading for the
managers, engineering supervisors, and equipment engineers in the mechanical
ASME-related, electrical, and civil / mechanical non-ASME-related disciplines.
EPRI's NP-5652 was also listed, but only as introductory reading for managers
and engineering supervisors and not for the equipment engineers.

WCNOC also stated that a service requisition (NPE 910044) was initiated on
June 18, 1991, to provide training to 20 EE and contractor personnel in the
area of procurement and commercial grade dedication and was initiated by the EE
manager. Education and experience records of the 22 EE personnel, including
the manager, were also reviewed and indicated an average of 11 years of nuclear
experience, with 3 people having less than 6 years' experience. Of the 22
people, 18 had obtained engineering degrees, 2 were registered professional

-

engineers, 2 were licensed senior reactor operators, and 1 had a senior reactor
operator certificate. The assessment team concluded that WCN0C's training
appeared satisfactory however, formal classroom training may be helpful to
achieve effective implementation.

4 NUMARC COMPREHENSIVE PROCUREMENT INITIATIVE IMPLEMENTATION

NUMARC 90-13, " Nuclear Procurement Program Improvements," approved by the
NUMARC Board of Directors on June 28, 1990, requested that licensees assess
their procurement programs and take specific action to strengthen inadequate
programs. The comprehensive procurement initiative called for licensees to
complete their review by July 1, 1991, and to implement by July 1, 1992. These

guidelines were summarized in the enclosure to a Commission Paper, "NUMARC
Initiatives on Procurement" (SECY 90-304), August 24, 1990.

4.1 Performance-Based Supplier Audits

The guidelines contained in NUMARC 90-13 recommend the use of performance-based
audits, as appropriate, for vendor audits performed by licensees and
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licensee-based auditing organizations consistent with EPRI NP-6630, " Guidelines
for Performance-Based Supplier Audits (NCIG-16)," June 1990. WCNOC stated that
NUPlc audits are being converted to performance-based audits and that the key
elements of NP-6630 will be included in SMQP 18.1 and 18.2 by July 15, 1991.
NUPlc audits are used after a supplier quality review is performed. WCNOC also
participates in the NUPlc joint audit process and has participated in other
licensee organizations. Additional monies have been budgeted for 1991 to allow
for approximately 15 audits in which NPE will participate. Participation by
NPE engineering personnel should strengthen the vendor audit process.

4.2 Tests and Inspections

C(.5?" has inctrporated neveral key elements referenced in EPRI NP-6629,
"We" ;iines for the Procurement and Receipt of items for Nuclear Power Plants;

ii 'st t/ 45)," May 1990, relative to development of procurement requirements,
s ceptance methods, and engineering involvement, into SMQP 10.1, SMQP 10,2, and
5FN-F 3.11. Test and inspection capabilities primarily used for acceptance
have been improved by the purchase of an alloy analyzer, hardness tester, and
infra red spectrometer. Appendix C to EPRI NP-6629 contains guidelines for the
detection of fraudulent material for the procurement of safety-related items.
WCNOC stated that this criterion will be included in an upcoming training
program for personnel involved in the procurement process. Negotiations are
under way with a consultant to provide a 1-day course on identifying
fraudulent / counterfeit material. The course will address the present industry
initiatives now in progress to improve existing procurement activities, QA
programs, and maintenance programs to prevent the further ingress of fraudulent
materials, as well as measures presently available to detect fraudulent vendor
activities.

4.3 Obsolescence

NUMARC 90-13 suggests the consideration of alternate replacements for procure-
ment of obsolete items, where practicable, as a preference to procurement from
the surplus market. However, should the surplu> market be used, product per-
formance through traceability to the OEM, or the performance of tests and
inspections. WCNOC's policy is to only place orders for safety-related items
with qualified suppliers employing 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B QA programs,
NUMARC 90-13 also suggests a review of EPRI NP-6406, " Guidelines for the
Technical Evaluation of Replacement Items in Nuclear Power Plants (NCIG-11),"
December 1539, to improve the technical evaluation process, and NP-5638,
" Guidelines for Preparing Specifications for Nuclear Power Plants (NCIG-04),"
April 1988, to improve procurement specifications. The intent of NP-6406 has
been incorporated into various engineering procedures and, at present,
procurement requirements are extracted from sp?cifications utilized for
construction.

4.4 Information Exchange

NUMARC 90-13 encourages the sharing of vendor audit information through joint
audit forums and to actively share objective procurement information through
designated topics on the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) nuclear
network system. WCNOC participates in the Joint Utility Task Group, EPRI and
NUMARC working groups and INPO's nuclear network.
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- 4.5 General Procurement

NUMARC 90-13 suggests providing necessary reso'urces, including' engineering
resources, to support improved procurement practices; procuring items through
normal supply channels (OEM or authorized distributor); specifying "new" on
P0s; and establishing the acceptance method at the front end of the procurement
process. WCNOC stated that additional resources, including engineering, have-

been provided and that purchasing items through the OEM is preferred. Additional
procurement controls would apply if sources other than the OEM are used.

5 CONCLUSIONS

WCNOC has made a significant effort to upgrade its commercial grade dedication |

program since initial-incorporation of the EPRI guidelines in August 1988. !

However, needs for improvement were identified in a number of areas. A
specific weakness. identified was WCNOC's understanding that not all the |

critical characteristics identified need to be verified.

The assessment team found strengths in areas such as training and industry-

involvement; overall-program consistency with the dedication philosophy
described in EPRI NP-5652; the use of the supplemental parts level Q-list;
plans to develop a Spare Parts Configuration Management data base, and WCNOC's

--self-initiated review-of-its procurement practices during the 1983-1989 period.
Also, achievements in the area of the review and implementation of the NUMARC

.

comprehensive procurement initiatives were excellent.

6 EXIT MEETING

On June- 21, 1991, the assessment team conducted an exit meeting with members of
the WCNOC staff and management at the WCGS site. Persons contacted during the
assessment are listed in the appendix to this report. During the exit meeting,
the team-summarized the scope of its assessment and-its observations. Through-

- out the assessment, the team met with WCNOC management and staff to discuss
concerns. .WCNOC~did not-identify any information as proprietary,

j
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APPENDIX

PERSONS CONTAC'iED

Wolf Creek Nuclear Opera'ing Corporation
B. Withers, Presidene and Chief Executive Officer
F. Rhoders. Vice President Engineering and Technical Services*

* ~J. Bailey, Vice President' Operations-

J. Pippin, Director NPE*

C._ Parry, Director Quality / Safety*
,

O. Maynard, Manager Regulatory Services ;

* L. Payne, Manager Supplier / Material Quality
R. Holloway. Manager Maintenance and Modifications

* N.' Hoadley, Manager EE
* C. Sprout, Manager NPE
* M. Dingler, Manager NP' System

W. Lindsay, Manager QA-
R. Benedict, Manager QC

* R. Olson, Supervisor Expediting
* J. Fletcher, Supervisor SQ
* W. Lockwood, Supervisor Material Verification
* T. Dougan, Supervisor Material / Quality Support
* E. Peterson, Supervisor Audits

D.|Allison, Supervising Engineer*

* H. Chernoff, Supervisor Licensing
* D.-Robinson, Manager QA, NPPD
-*

_

W. Muilenberg, Licensing Engineer
* 5. Wideman, Senior Engineering Specialist
* S. Fellers, Engineer
* 5.~Lucas, Equipment Engineer
* M. Gayoso,-Controller
* 'J. Simmons, Procurement Quality Supervisor
* 'G. Klein,-Materials Engineer
* M. Buel,-QA Engineer

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

* J. Jaudon, Deputy Director, RIV.
* L.-Norrholm, Chief, VIB

'* I. Barnes, Section Chief, RIV
| FL:Pettis, Senior _ Reactor Engineer, VIB-*

L S; Alexander, EQ and Test Engineer VIB-*

! * L. Campbell, Reactor-Engineer, VIB
| L. Ellershaw, Reactor Inspector, RIV*

L' Gundrum, Resident. Inspector ~ WCGS. ,

Nuclear Management and Resources Council

* B. Bradley. Senior Project Manager
.

L * Attended exit meeting on June 21, 1991.
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Selected Bulletins and Information Notices
Concerning Adequacy of Vendor Audits

and Quality of Vendor Products

ISSUED TITLE

1. Information Notice 90-57, Substandard, Refurbished
Supplement 1 Potter & Brumfield Relays

Represented as New

2. Information Notice 91-70 Improper Installation of
Instrumentation Modules

3. Information Notice 91-87 Hydrogen Embrittlement of
Raychem Cryofit Couplings
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CORRESPONDENCE RELATED TO VENDOR ISSUES

,
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....# NOV 151931

Thomas G. Weyenberg
Director of Contracts
Whiting Corporation
15700 Lathrop Ave.-
Harvey, Illinois 60426-5198

Dear Mr. Weyenberg:

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR AMPLIFICATION ' #'

I am responding to your October 18, 1991 letter in which you
requested amplification of my letter of September 27, 1991,
regarding reporting responsibility under 10 CFR Part 21. Your
first question included the following:

Whose responsibility would it be to assure that any
replacement parts which (purchaser) may order are
current rather than obsolete parts which would have
been applicable only to the original crane before it
was modified?

The position of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
staff is that the purchaser, or a designec, is responsible for
ensuring that replacement parts are suitable for use in equipment
that the purchaser has caused to be modified.

The Whiting Corporation's (Whiting's) responsibilities for
reporting under Part 21 of Title 20 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR Part 21) for those items ordered in the
future apply only to those items that are ordered as basic
components. Whiting's responsibility for these items is to
ensure that the purchaser receives the item that it requested and
that the item does not depart from the technical requirements in
the purchase order (deviation). In my previous letter, I stated
'that if Whiting does discover a deviation, at any time, in any
items that it supplied as a basic component, it is responsible
to either evaluate the deviation or report the deviation to the
purchaser so that the purchaser can cause the deviation to be
evaluated.

In your letter, you also state that if a customer ordered a
replacement part, " Whiting would have no way to determine the
appropriateness of the originally specified part to the
reconfigured application." Whiting is not responsible for
ensuring that the item is compatible with a design for which
Whiting was not responsible. Whiting may supply the part as a
basic component since Whiting is only responsible for ensuring

)
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Mr. ThomasiG.cWeyenberg- -2- [

-that the correct part is supplied. However, Whiting is !

responsible for the quality of the replacement parti and, if the
part is a--basic component, Whiting is also responsible for
reporting defects or noncompliance in accordance with 10 CFR
LPart 21.

Your final questions were as follows: *

What control measures will be needed to-assure the
proper part is obtained from the appropriate vendor now
that more than one vendor has supplied parts for the
crane?

Is this an issue that would concern the NRC?

The purchaser is responsible for ensuring that the' proper-parts
are.specified and obtained. If the parts are determined to;be
basic components,1the purchase is governed:by the licensee's
quality assurance-program which is to conform to the requirements
of 30 CFR:PartL50, Appendix B._ The NRC routinely inspects .

'

utilities _and vendors to ensure that these requirements are being
followed..

LIf you have_any;further_ questions on this subject, please-contact:-

me at (301)1492-0961, or Stewart Magrude of my staff at
'

(301)_492-3220.

k-

, s.

'Leif orrholm, Chief.

Vendor Inspection: Branch
Division of: Reactor aspection
-and Safeguards

office of-Nuclear Reactor Regulation

.
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**"* DEC 0 61991

Pr. Gary L. Hauze, Vice President
Sales and rartetino.
Weschler instruments
16900 foltz Parhiay
Cleve'ard, Ohio 44136

-Dear Mr. Hauze:

SilP,'ECT:- COMPETITIVE CONCERNS REGARDING SAFETY-RELATED VS
-

COMMERCIAL GRADE PRODllCTS
>

In your letter of Nover:ber 6.1991, you expressed your concern regardino the
'

effects on.a compe.titive business environment when a manufacturer who makes
a: product to'be used in a safety-related application.under a quality assurance
(OA) program that meets 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. and provides controls that-
satisfy 10 CFR Part PI is forced to compete with a commercial grade
manufacturer who terts its product to-determine conformance with the IEEE
seismic and~ environmental standards. The latter product is then sold.to the
nuclear industry as a qualified item that.can.be used in a. safety-related
appliettion. ,You further state that the cost of~ supplying the product using
the A mer process is clearly in excess of that using the-latter process, and ;

therdare vakes the manuf acturer of the safety-related product non-competitive.

~1n response to-your-concern,:it is important initially to note that NRC J

unambiguously requires that parts and components installed in a nuclear power
: plant be cualified in accordance.with that-item's functional importance-to
saf ety. This means that those parts and components-to be used in a-
safety-related application must either be originally produced under a Part 50,

- Apperdix B OA) program, or be produced =as commercial grade and subsequently -
~ dedicated-to assure proper qualification. NRC--staff positions regarding
commercial grade denication are provided-in Generic Letter 91-05, " Licensee
Connercial-Grade-l'recurement' and Dedication Programs," a copy of which is
enclosed for your inf ormation. - While there may be underlying differences in
the implementation costs associated with each of.the alternatives, the NRC's.

.: primary objective;is to assure that- only qualified parts and components are
utilized in safety-related applications in nuclear power plants.

:NPC requirements for the use of commercial grade parts-and components in
-safety-related applications permit any qualified organization to perform the
. dedication _ activities, including the manufacturer itself, the supplier, the

-.
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Mr. Gary Hauze -P-

utility licensee, or a third party organization. In fact, the total dcdication
activHy could be subdivided anong two or more of thest critities. The
dedicating orgarization(s) must implerent a quality assurance program that
satisfies those requirements of Appendb B pertinent to the activities
perforned, and, of course, must also ir lement Part P1 recuirements.

The dedicatino orcenization is responsible for identifying the ir:portant
desirr, material, and ;erformance characteristics for each part, material, and
service interdcd for sarety-related applications, establishing acceptance
criterit, and providing reasonable assurance of the conformance of items to
those criteria. For compley items with important scfety functions, there are
clear advantages in terms of product quality and reliability to procuring such
itens that tre manufactured under e process controlled by en Appendix f
program. To provide adequate assurerce that a complex iten which is procured
as conmercial grade will be suitable for a safety-related application nay be
en equally costly alternative. However, in cases where a product manufactured
ur. der an Aopendh B process is not available, dedication of a connercial grade
item may be the only alternative.

We are aware that in past years the procurement practices of many licensees
have beer. less than rigorous with respect to safety-related items. The NRC
and the industry have taken a number o' steps to improve licensee _ programs and
their inplerentatier.. The NRC will continue to perform inspections o' nuclear
irdustry vendors regardino their manufacturing and distribution of parts and
components, erd their dedication activities for connercial grade items to be
used for sefety-related servict. NRC inspection activities will also include
the procurement and dedication programs of utility licensees. If you becore
aware of specific products whose attributes are not being properly evaluated in
dedication programs, please inforn the NRC. Should you have further questions
er this matter, contact Leif J. Norrholm, Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch at
(301) 492-0961.

.

b, g

2n~^'

/ t. & .w

Brian K. Grines, Director
Division of Peactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatier

Enclosure:
As stated
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*'* April 9, 1991

10: ALL HOLDERS OF OPERAllt4G LICENSES AND CONSTRUC110N PERMITS FOR
hUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

SUBJECT: LICENSEE COMMERCIAL-GRADE PROCUREMENT AND DEDICATION PROGRAMS
(GENERIC LETTER 91-05)

This generic letter notifies the industry of the staff's pausc in conducting
certain procurement inspection and enforcement activities and identifies a
nut.ber of f ailures in licensees' comercial-grade dedication programs
identified during recent team inspections performed by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comission (hRC). The pause, which began in March of 1990, will
end in late surrer of 1991. The purpose of the pause is to allow licensees
sufficient tine to fully understand and implement guidance developed by
industry to improve procurement and comercial-grade dedication prograns.
This gerrric letter expresses staff positions regarding certain aspects of
licensee comercial-grade procurement and dedication orograms which would
provide acceptable methods to meet regulatory requirements.

During the period from 1900 to 1989, the NRC concucted 13 team inspections of
the licensees' procurement and comercial-grade dedication prograras. During
these inspections, the NRC staff identified a comon, programatic deficiency
in the licensees' control of the procurement and dedication process of
commercial-grade items for safety-related applications, in a number of cases,
the staff found that licensees had f ailed to adequately maintain prograras as
required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, to assure the suitability of
comnercially procured and dedicated equant for its intended safety-related
applications. In addition, the staff identified equipment of indeterminate
quality ir. stalled in the licensces' f acilities.

Because of a decrease in the number of qualified nuclear-grade vendors, the
NRC staff is aware that there has been a change in the industry's procurement
practices. Ten years ago, licensees procured major assemblies from approved
vendors who maintained quality assurance programs pursuant to Appendix B of
Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR). Currently,
due to the reduction in the number of qualified nuclear-grade vendors,
licensees are increasing the numbers of comercial-grade replacement parts
that thaj procure and dedicate for use in safety-related applications. This
is a substantial change from the environment in which 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix D was promulgated. This has necessitated an increased emphasis by-
licensees and the NRC staff to maintain procureinent and dedication programs
that adhere to the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and thus assure
the quclity of items purchased and installed in safety-related applications.
Therefore, dedication processes for comercial-grade parts have increased in
importante and NRC inspections have determined that a number of licensees have.

not satisisctorily performed this procurement and dedication process.

2979104030126
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The industry has been made fully aware of the hRC's concerns in this program
area. In the past, escalated enforcement cases have provided notice to the'

affected licensees and to the industry uf NRC's findings, concerns, and
exN ctations in the implementation of procurement and dedication programs.

further, the NRC staff continues to participate in nunerous industry meetingsi

and conferences at which the NRC's pnsitions in this area have been presented.
The Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) Board of Direc-
tors recentiy approved a comprehensive procurement initiative as described in
NUMARC 90-13 " Nuclear Prewremer.t Program improvements," which conmits
licensees to assess their procurement programs and take specific action to
enhance or upgrade the program if they are determined 'o be " Mequate. The
initiative on the dedication of commercialugrade item., abici i part of

NUMARC 90-13, eas to be implemented by January 1,1990. The taff is monitor-
ing implementation of licensee program improvements by conducting assessments
of their procurement and Commercial-grade dedication programs and maintaining
close interaction with the nuclear industry through participation in conf er-
entes, panels, and meetings.

The staff will continue to perform reactive inspections relating to plant
specific operational events or to defective equipment ar.d, as required, will
tor".inue to initiate resultant erforcement ar,tions, in addition, the staff
will continue to perform inspections of vendors. The staff expects to resume
procurement and dedication inspe: tion activities in the late summer of 1991.
These resumed inspections will be conducted using 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
(not the NUMARC initiatives) as the applicable regulatory requirement.
Licensee programs must assure the suitability of comercially procured and
dedicated equipment for its intended safety-related application.

The staff position is that the staff will not initiate enforcement action in
cases of past programatic violations that have been adequately corrected. in
addition, the staff coes not expect licensees to review all pas' procurements.
However, if during current procurement activities, licensees identify
inartcomings in the form, fit, or function of specific vendor products, or "
f ailure experience or cutNnt information on supplier adequacy indicates that '

component may not be suitable for service, corrective actions are required for
all such installed and stored items in accordance with Criterion XVI of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B. Also in accordance with Criterion XVI, licensees must
determine programati: causes when cctual deficiencies in several products from
dif f erent vendors are identified during current praarement activities and
tnese deficiencies lead to the replacement of installed items as part of the
corrective action. In such cases, a further sampling of previously procured
comercial-grade items may be warrt.nted.

In kRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-02, "Actiens t, improve the Detection of Counterfeit
and Fraudulently Marketed Products," the staff described its perspective en
good practices in procurement and dedication and provided the NRC's end ~ lonal
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r4 cors, rant of an industry stendard (EPRI NP-$602) on methods of corr.ercial-
fede procurerient and dedication. A number of recent inspectior, findings, as

discussed in Lt tlosure 1, indicate th6t licensees have f ailed to include
certain key activities, as approp.iate, in the implementation of the dedication
prutets. The NPC sibff's positions on the successful implementation of
11cer<stes' prograr..s for coa.trcial-grac dtdication with respect to critical
characteristics and like-for-like replacenents 6re as follows. (These are also
included in Enclosurt 1.)

The terr. "criticel characteristic 5'' is not contained in Appendix It 6ho has riu
stetici regulatory sigr.ificence beyond its use and definition in various
ir dustry guirjes oud standards. Tht hkC first used the term critical
charactcristics ir GL 89-02 is ccmstituting those characteristics which need to
bt irJtntifiec cr.d verifieC Curing product acceptchce as part cf the procurti.:ent
trcctss. Thc NPC has nc* toten the position that til dtsign rcquirernents uust
te considertd to be critical characteristics as defined and used in
IFT*, NP 4 0 R . Rather, as 5tt,ted in Appendix B, Criterion 111, licensees inust
assure ths suitability of all parts, materials, and services for thcir intendcd
saf ety-related applichtiens (i.e., therc needs to bt assurance that the itera
will rtrform its intended safety functier, when required). The licensee is
resper sible f or inntifying the important design, n.aterial, and perforstanct
cherectoristics for each pcrt, rnaterial, end service intendtd for safety-
rtleted applications, esta lishing acceptance criteria, and providing
reasonatle assurar.ce of the cor.formance of items to these criterib.

A 11h-f or-line rtplacen.ent is defined as the replactrnent of an iten with an
ittr that is idertical, por exertple, the replacement itern would be toentical
if it was purchased at the same tirae from thf ,anic vendur as the item it is
replacir.g or if the ustr can verify that there have been no changes in the
design, raterials, or raanuf acturir.g proctss since procurement o: the item being
rcplateo. If differences from the original iten are identified in the
reploterent iter., then the ittm is not identical, but s'ailar to the item bcing
rep'v.t d, and an evaluation is r.ecessary to ceterraine if any changes in desigr.,
r.uterial, er the manufacturing process could inipact the functional
characteristics arid ultimately the cornponent's ability to perform its required
561 t ty f urictier.. If the licensee can demonstrate that the replaceraent itera is
idt 11 cal, then the licensee need not ider.tity the safety func.. or review
and verify the design requirernents and critical characteristics, t, ; % ri r<c
involverar.t is recessary in the above activities. heliance on part number
ver111tation and ccrtitisatico documentction is insufficient to ensure the
quality of connercially procured prodcots.

The uther matters discussed in Enclosure 1 du not cor.stitute NRC staff
positions, but provide inforrat. tion on inspection findings snd clarify the
characttrization of effective procurentnt and dedication programs previously
described in GL 89-07.

BAttflT D15Cb5510N:

Based or. Fast ins ction findings and the resulting infurcement actions, the
l&L staff has dtterminec that licenste cornvercial-grade procurement and
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cecicction progrcras needeo to be improved to comply with the existing hRC
requirernents as described in 10 CTR Part 50 Appendir B, Criteriori 111 (Desigri
Cor. trol), IV tProcurernent Docurnent Control),, Vil (Control of Purchased
Materiol, Equipt.cnt and Servicts), and xyllt (Audits). Specificclly, liter, sees
have fsiled to adec,uately rneintain progr6ns to assure the suitability of
cortcretally prccured and dtdicated equiprnent for its intended safety related
epplication. Since the generic lotter preso:ts staff pcsitions re y rding
irpiementation of existing regulatory requireraents, as contained in Appendu L
to 10 Cfk Pait 50, the staf f has concluded, that this is a cor.pliance bac6 fit
tr-d has prepared the ger.cric letter in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109 (a)(d)(i).
In-light of the inadequacies identified in the procurernent *.nd dedic6tien
progrms of a large nurnber of licensees, the issbance of th :. generic letter is c

4tessary to espress the staff's position on the key elen,ent that licensees
ust inc1Lce as part of the dedication process, specifically that corrercial-

grade procuruaent and dodication programs n.ust cssure the suitability cf
sc,uipn.ent for its inter.ded safety-related 6pplic6 tion. This generic letter is
also intended to clarify the elernents of ef fective precurernent ar.d
ccu ercial grade dedication prograns that were previously provided to licensees
tr. GL 69 02. Since licensets' procurement and oecication programs rney contain
programmatic deficiencies, the staff has it.cluded in the generic letter the
necessary licer.see corrective action tu address shortcomings identified in
specific vendor products or colaponents that directly lead to the cernponent not
being suitable for safety-related service.

Although no response to this letter is required, it you have any questions
regarding this n,6tter, please contact the persons lis'.ed below.

Sincerely,

T .>4 ,
Jc mes G. Partlow
Associate Director for Projects
Office of Nuclear Reacter Fegulation '

Ecclosures:
1. Characteristics of Effective Cormercial-Grade

Procurer.ent and Dedication Prcgrams
2. 1ist of Recently Issued Generic Letters

Techriital Contacts: Richdrd P. liclntyre, NRR
(301) 492 3215

Uldis Potapovs, l'RR
(301) 492-0959

1
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[nclosure 1

CHARACTERISTIC $ OF EFFECTIVE COMMic.CIAL-GRADE
PROCUREMTNT AhD % DlCA110N PRTiWAMS

Cackground

Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 contains the 14RC's regulaticns for procuroent
quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) for products to be used in
saf ety-related applications. In addition, the 14RC has provided further
guidance in Regulatory Guides 1.28, 1.33, and 1.123. These requirements and
guides, if properly implemented, provide a measure of assurance for the
suitability of equipment, including comercial-grade items for use in
saf ety " elated systems. Criterion !!! of Appendix B requires licensees to
select and review for suitability of application materials, parts, equipment,
and processes that are essential to the safety-related functions of the
structures, systems, and components. Criterion IV requires that procurement
documents specify the applicable requirements necessary to ensure functional '

performance. Criterion Vil requires licensees to assure that the following are
sufficient to identify whether specification requirements for the purchased
material and equipment have been met: source evaluation and selection,
objective evidente of quality, inspection of the source, and examination of
products upon delivery. The process used to satisfy these requirements when
upgrading commercial-grade items for safety-related applications is commonly
called * dedication." The process of ensuring compliance with 10 CFR part $0,
Appendis E, must include all those activities necessary to establish and
confirm the quality and suitability of comercially procured and dedicated
equipment f or its intended safety-related application. Some of the dedication

before the item is
activities may occur early in the procurement cycle} 89-02, " Actions to improveaccepted from the manufacturer. GenericLetter(GL
the Detection of Counterfeit and f raudulently 14arketed products," discussed
corrercial-grade dedication in terms of engineering involvement in the
procurement process, product acceptance, and the dedication process as
identified in the [PRI I4P 5652 guidelines. Thu enclosure further discutses
the characteristics of effective procurement and dedication programs previously
discussed in GL 89-02 and provides w amples of specific failures by licensees
to ef fectively implement these characteristics for dedicating and ensuring the
suitability of commercial-grade products for safety-related applications.
Appropriate implementation of these characteristics would have avoided many of
the f ailures to meet 10 Cfr 'rt 50, Appendix B requirements in licensee
procurement and commercial e dedication programs which were identified
during past tiRC inspectiort

inspection Observations and findings

f rom 1985 to 1989, headquarters and regional personnel conducted 13 team
inspections of licensees' procurement anc dedication programs. These inspec-
tions have identified a ccmmon, broad programmatic deficiency in licensees'
control over the process of procurement and dedication of commercial-grade
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items. In a r.urber of cases, licensees have not rair.tained programs to ensure
the suitability of equipment for ust- in safety-related applications 65 |

re;udred by 10 CFR Part 50, Appndix B, Criterion 111. These 13 ir.spections ,

resulttu in findin$s with significant safety implications. The staff identified '

eight findings that were considered to be Severity Level 111 violations and
thice findings that were Severity Levtl IV violations. At one plant, the staff
did not assi,n a severity level to iridividual violations. Instead, the stafft

considered the entire group to be a Severity Level 111 probitm and used enferce-
rnent discretion, as provided under the enforcement policy, based on the '

lictr.see's corrective actions (see 10 CrR Part 2,14pendix C, Section V.G.2). i

Only one of the plants that were irispected did not receive violations in this :
progrem area.

|n GL 89-02, thi hRC has condition 611) endorsed the dedication nethods
described in EPRI JP-5652 cuidelines. The staff believes that licensees who
implerncht these dedication methods, in acerdance with the NRC's endorsement,
can estcblish a basis for satisfying the existing requirernents of Appendix b
tu 10 CFR part 50 cs these requirements apply to the etdication process for
corrurcial-grade items. An effective currercial-grade dec1Lction prograra
must ir.cluce provisions to der.costrate that a dedicatto item is suitable for
safety-iciated applications, for a licensee to adequ6tely establish suitab11-
ity, certain Ley activities must be ptrformed, as appropriate, as p6rt of the
dedication process. This generic letter is intended to clarify the ondication
approaches described in GL 89 02.-

During each of the 13 inspections, thc staff ider,tified a ccran.on element in
each of the inspection findings. This element was the failure of the licensee

,

to :ssure that a commercially procured and dedicated itent was suitable for the
it.ter.ded saf ety-related application. A dedicated commercial-grade item raust
be equivalent in its ability to perform its intended safety function to the
same itera procured under a 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B QA program. The follow-
ins is a list of the 13 licensees inspected and the inspection report numbers.
A sur,racry of the ger. tral inspection findings dnd NRC observ6tions on these
findir.gs follows the list of licensee inspections.

LICENSEE and PLAk1 thSPECTION REPORT NO.

1. Tenr,essee Vality Authority (Sequoyah) 50-327/86-61
50-328/86-61

2. Southern C611fornia Edison (San Onufre) 50-200/87 02
50-361/87-03
50-362/87-04

3. Alabama Fewer (f arley) 50-348/67-11
E0-364/87-11

4 Louisiona Power and Light (Waterford) 50-382/87-19

,
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LICENSEE and PLANT 1H5PEC110N REPOR1 NO.

5. Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho Seco) 50-312/88-02

0. Maine Yankee Atomic Power (Haine Yankee) 50-309/88 200

7. Northern States Power (Prairie Island) 50 282/88-201
50 306/8B 201

B. Portland General Electric (1rojan) 50-344/88-39
50 344/88 46

9. Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power (Haddam Neck) 50-213/89 200

10. Washington Public Power Supply System (WNP-2) 50-397/89 21
50-397/B9 28

A
11. Florida Power (Crystal River) 50 302/89 200

12. Gulf States Utilities (River Bend) 50 45B/89 200

13. Comonwealth Edison (Zion) 50-295/89 200
50 304/89-200

1. Inspection findin g

f ailure to identify the methods and acceptance Criteria for verify-d.

ing the critical characteristics, such as during receipt inspection,
deditation process, or post-installation testing,

b. Failure to establish verifiable, documenter 1 traceability of complex
comercial-grade items to their original equipment manuf acturers in
those cases where the dedication program cannot verify the critical
characteristics,

Failure to recognize that some commercial-grade items cannot bec.
fully dedicated once received on site. Certain items are manufac-
tured using special processes, such as welding and heat treating.
Dedication testing of these items as finished products would destroy
them, for these items, licensees may need to conduct vendor sur-
veillences or to witness certain activities during the manufacturing
process.

Discussion

The NRC staff has met on several occasions with NUMARC and licensee
representatives to discuss " critical characteristics" as used in the
context of commercial-grade procurement and dedication. The term "criti-
cal characteristics" is not contained in Appendix B and has no special
regulatory significance beyond its use and definition in various industry
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Suides ar.d standards. The NRC first used the term critical characteris-
tics in GL 89 02 as constituting those characteristics which need to be
icentified and verified during product acceptance as part of the
procurerttnt process. The NRC has not taken the position that all design
requirements must be consiocred to be critical characteristics as defined
6nd used in EPRI NP-5652. Rather, as stated in Appendix B, Criterien 111,
licenst'es must assure the suitability of all parts, raaterials, and
services for their intended safety-related applications (i.e., there netds
to be assurance that the item will perfurra its intended safety fur ction
when required). The licensee is respcnsible for identifyir.g the irnportant
design, material, and performance characteristics for each part, riaterial,
and service intended for safety-related applications, estabitshing
acceptance criteria, and pruviding reasonable assurance of the conforrar4e
of items to these criteria. There is r,o niininium or maximum number of

j critical characteristics that need to be verifief. Further, the criticci
~

characteristics fur an item may vary from application to applicatiori
depending on the design and perfurinance requinn.ents unicue to eachi

applicattun.

A licensee r...y take dif fcrent approaches fur the verificettun of the
critical characteristics, depending on the contplexity of the item. In
r,any cases, the licensee can verify the critical characteristics of each
item durirg receipt inspettion testing. However, for a ccnplex item
with internal parts which receive spccial processing during saanuf acturirg,
the licensee may need to conduct a source verification of the manu.
facturer during production to verify the critical characteristics
identified as necessary for the item to perform its safety function. Whcn
these methcds cannot verify the critical characteristics related to
spettal processes and tests, certification by the original equipment
ranufacturer may be an acceptable alternative provided documented,
strifico traceability to the original equipment manufacturer has been
established and the purchaser has vcrified by audit or survey that the
original equipment manuf acturer has implemented adequate qublity cuntrols
for the 6ctivity being certified.

for items with critical characteristics that can be verified for
ttt most severe or limiting plant application, thc licensee might prefer
to identify and verify the item's critical characteristics to qu6lify that
item for all possible plant applications. Tur complex itenis that wculd be
purchased for speci'ic plant applications, it may be appropriate to
address the acceptance criteria for each item individually. Engineering
irvolvement is irrportant in either roethod because the technical evaluatiot
will ider.tify the critical characteristics, acceptance criteria, and the
teethoos to be used for verification.

2. 1rspection findings

a. Failure to dencnstrate that a like-for-like replacement iteu is
identical in form, fit, and function to the item it is replacing.
Part nucber verification is not sufficient because of the probability
of undocumented changes in the design, material, or fabrication
of comercial-grade items using the same part number.

1
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t, . failcrt to evaluato changes in the design, m&terial, or ranufactur-
ir.g process for the ef fect of these char ges on safety function
perforu a.ce (particularly under cesign t, asis event (ci,oittura) of
r(picconent iterns that are 511.n16r as opposed to identical to thi
ittns being repl6Ltd. ;

c. Icilure to eracie that ittr4 will functior under all design rec, Lire.
rnents. On some occasiens, lictnsees only trisured tho the comrerciti.
gract item would for.ction br.ctr normal operation cor.ditior.5.

d. f tilure to verify the validity of certificates of conforu.or4(
receivtd irom vendors not or, the licensee's list of approved vendrers/
supriiers. Ar. unverified ctrtificate of conformar4e from a contercial.
gradt vendur is not sufficiert.

Discussion

A like-for-like repiccernent is dcfined es the replaceraer.t of an iter, with
u t. iten that is identice1. Ior exerrph, the replacern(nt item wculd be
identiccl if it was purchased et the same time f rorr the total vendor as the
item it is rtplacing, or if the user can verify that there have been ric
cistiges in tht design, mattrials, er r.anufacturing process since
procurunent of tht item being replaced, if differences from the original
ittri tre identified in the replacement item, then the item is litt
identicL1, but similar to the item being replaced, ano evtluation is
racessary to determine. if any changes in design, thaterial, cr the
roanuficturing process coult' irnpact the functional i.haracteristics and
ultir.ttely the cciopenent's ctility to pcrform its rtquired safcty f unc.
tion. If the lictrisee can ott..cnstrate thu the replacerr.ent iten is
icer?1 cal, then the licensee need not identify the safety function or
rev % cnd verify the design tequirernents and critical characteristics.

Engir eering involvtroent is necessary in the above activities. The extent
of this involvement is dependent en the nature, complexity, and use cf
thc items to be dedicated. Participation of engirrering persunnel is
apprcpriate in the procureinent process, 6nd product acceptance, tc
devt1(f purchase cptcific6ticns, deteruint specific testing requiremerits
yplicht.ie to the product:,, and eveluate the test results. When engi-
r.eering ptrscr.nel specify design rcqi'irernents for inclusion on the
pLrthose occupents for rtplacement components, they need not reconstrLct
and rever.iy design adequacy for procurement purposes, but reed only
ensure that the existing design reqrirements (which may reference the-
originel duign basis) are properly transisted into the purchase orctr.

-

Reliar.ce on part nutter verification and certification document 6 tion is
insuf f icient to ensure the qutl1ty of conniercially procured products.
Effective product acceptance progreus have as elements, receipt anc source
inspecticr, appropriete testing criterio, effective vendor audits (no
surveillances (including witness / hold pcints as appropriate), special
tests and inspections, and post-install 6 tion tests. Procedures and
udL4uott (ictlifications ano tr61ning for irnplanenting personnel are 01sv
ntcessary fetturs in successful innplenientatict..
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LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED GENERIC LETTERS

Generic Date of
letter No. Subiect Issuance issued To
MW4 ' TRADE 5 IN TECHNICAL SPECIFIGTTUN SUR- ALL NDLDEE5 0F CI

VEIL!.\NCE INTERVALS TO ACCOMMODATE A 24 O' CONSTRUCTION PER-
MONTH FUEL CYCLE (GENERIC LETTER 9144) MITS FOP NUCLEAP

POWER REACTORS

91 C3 REPORTING OF SAFEGUARDS 03/06/91 ALL HOLDERS OF Ots
EVENTS OR cps FOR HUCLE Ak

POWER REACTORS AND
ALL OTHER LICENSED
ACT!VlilES INVOLVING
A FORMJLA QUANilTY
OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR
MATERIAL (SN")

91-02 REPORTING MlSHAPS INVOLVING 12/*B/90 ALL OPERATORS OF
LLW FORMS PREPARED FOR LOW LEVEL RADIO-
DISPUSAL ACTIVE WASTE (LLW)

DISPOSAL SITES,
WASTE PROCESSORS,

& ALL HOLDERS OF
LICENSE 4 FOR NUCLEAR
FUELS, NUCLEAP
MATERIALS & NCCLEAR
POWER REACTORS

91 01 REMOYAL Of fHE SCHEDULE FOR 01/04/91 AL'. HOLDERS OF Ots
THE WITHDRAWAL OF REACT 0D OR cps FOR NUCLEAP
VESSEL MATERIAL SPECIMENS POWER i LANTS

FROM TECHNICAL SPE*lFICATIONT

90-09 ALTERNATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR 12/11/90 ALL LIGHT-WATER
$NUBBER VISUAL INSPECTION REACTOR LICENSEES

INTERVALS AND CORRECTIVE AND APPLICANTS
ACTIONS

89-10 CONSIDERATION OF THE RESULTS 10/25/90 ALL LICENSEES OF
SUFF. 3 0F NRC SPONSORED TESTS OF OPERATING HUCLEAR

MOTOR-OPERATED YALVES POWER PLANTS AND
HOLDERS OF CONSTRUC-
T10N PERMITS FOR
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

90-0B SIMULATION FACILITY 08/10/90 ALL HOLDERS OF
EXEMPTIONS OPERATING LICENSES

OR CONSTRUCTION
PERMITS FOR NUCLEAP
POWER REACTORS

90-07 OPERATOR LICENSING NATIONAL 08/10/90 ALL POWER' REACTOR
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE LICENSEES AND

APPLICANTS FOR AN
OPERATING L1CINSE

t

89 10 AVAILABILITY OF PROGRAM 08/03/90 ALL LICENSEES Or
SUPP. 2 DESCRIPTIONS OPERATING NPPs AND

306 HOLDERS OF cps FOR
NPPs
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e, /*e.** December 16, 1991

Docket No. 999001232

Mr. Mike Sollin
North Brothers Company
3751 C Peach Orchard Road
Augusta, Georgia 30906

Dear Mr. Sollie:

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO 10 CFR PART 21 INQUIRY

In a letter dated 0; .*ober 1, 1991, you requested that the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory commission respond to two questions concerning
the applicability of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reculations
(CFR). Specifically, you asked whether plants which received
their operating license prior to the issuance of 10 CFR Part 21
are required to abide by its provisions and whether it is benefi-
cial from a quality standpoint for a licensee to perform an audit
or evaluation of a material supplier to determine thet 10 CFR
Part 21 procedures are in place. I have enclosed answers to your
questions which are based on previous staff positions contained
in NUREG-0302, Revision 1, "Public Regional Meetings to Discuss
Regulations for Reporting Defects and Nonconpliance", published
in October 1977.

If you have any further questions, please contact Mr. R. N. Moist
of my staff at (301) 504-2981.

Sincerely,

I
a u < ho m, ac

Leif J. Norr Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated
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Enclosure 1

RESPONSE TO NORT11 BROTilERS COMPANY

QUESTION 1: For those plants which obtained operating licenses
prior to issue of 10 CFR part 21, are they still
required to abide by the provisions of this
document?

HRC RESPONSE: Yes. The obligation to provide the notification
required by 10 CFR Part 21 became effective on
August 10, 1977, for all reactor licensees. The
July 6, 1977, date was changed to August 10, 1977,
by 42 Federal Register 34886. Between this date
and January 6, 1978, entities subject to 10 CFR
Part 21 should have accomplished actions so they
were fully in compliance by January 6, 1978. In
the event that a director or responsible officer
obtains information after August 10, 1977, reason-
ably indicating a defect or failure to comply,
such individual is required to notify the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). This has
been the NRC's position since it promulgated the
10 CFR Part 21 regulation as presented in "Public
Regional Meetings to Discuss Regulations for
Reporting Defects and Noncompliance," NUREG-0302,
Revision 1, published in October 1977 (See Item 3
on page P-2).

QUESTION 2: Would it be beneficial from a quality standpoint
for a licensee to perform an audit / evaluation of a
material supplier to determine that the procedures
are in place and are effectively implemented for
those receiving purchase orders where 10 CTR
Part 21 was invoked,

NRC RESPONSE: Although evaluations of vendors' Part 21 proce-
dures by licensees are beneficial, these are not
required by 10 CFR Part 21. Each supplier is
independently responsible and must assure itself
that the appropriate 10 CFR.Part 21 procedures are
established and adequate posting has been imple-
mented. This has been the NRC's position since it
promulgated the 10 CFR Part 21 regulation as pre-
sented in "Public Regional Meetings to Discuss
Regulations for Reporting Defects and Noncem-
pliance," NUREG-0302, Re. vision 1, published in
October 1977 (See Item 9 on page 21.21(a)-3
and -4).

1
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Enclosure 1

While the supplier is responsible for establishing
and implementing Part 21 procedures, examinations
by licensees may improve the licensee / vendor
interface which the NRC feels is important. Also,
a connection exists between 10 CFR Part 21 and
quality ussurance in that a quality assurance
program would provide assurance that deviations
and noncompliances (such as related to the lack of
a Part 21 program) do not occur and if they do
occur, provide assurance that they are detected
and properly dispositioned.

2
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Dr. Bertram Wolf e, Vice President
and General Manager

GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, California 95125

Dear Dr. Wolfe:

The NRC has recently received a copy of a press release dated August 21 1991
inwhichitisstatedthatasuitwasfiledbythefiveOhioandPennsylvania
utility owners of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant alleging that General Electric
is liable for damages in connection with the design and construction of the
Perry Plant. The five utilities are Cleveland Electric 111uminating Company
and Toledo Edison Conpany (both of which ere subsidiaries of Centerior En'trgy
Corporation), Ohio Edison Company and its 3J sidiary Pennsylvania Power
Company, and Duquesne Light Company. TL a.c. ages, it is alleged, were caused
by the r.eed to correct defective design information provided by General Electric
for the plant's containment building, which need resulted in extensive delays
and cost increases for the construction of the Perry plant. In addition, it is

NRC's understanding that other utilities, including Nebraska Public Power
Cistrict, Washington Public Power Supply System, Long Island Lighting Company,
and Cincinnati Gas ar.d Electric Company, are litigating the same containment
problem with General Electric for their respective nuclear power plants.

Since no safety concerns were identified, the NRC has no position on the
merits of thc licensee >' allegations. However, we wish to remind you of
General Electric's responsibilities under 10 CFR Part 21 for the review and
evaluation and/or any necessary notifications to customers of deviations in
safety-related equipment, materials, and services and the notification to NRC
of defects in such products that may be identified by General Electric at any
time, including during the review and discovery process, resulting from these
and any other allegations.

Since rely , -

d d
Brian K. Grimes, Director
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office ef Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: See nex+. pate
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\*****/ September 30, 1991

Mr. William H. Rasin, Director
Technical Division
Nuclear Management and Resource Council
1776 Eye Street, NW
Suite 300
Washington, DC 20006-2496

Dear Mr. Rasin:

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO NUMARC LETTER

This is in response to NUMARC's letter of June 20, 1991, in which concerns were
expressed regarding procurement issues identified in NRC's Plant Hatch nsess-
ment report and as were discussed during our public meeting on May 30, 1991.
As stated in your letter, NUMARC's general concerns are (1) that NRC generic
letters (GLs) and assessment reports are being used to establish new and
changing regulatory positions, (2) that the latest NRC staff positions relative

assurance, and (3) grams have greatly exceeded the cc cept of reasonablethat upon resumptior, of NRC inspection activity in the fall,
to procurement pro

the evolving nature of '.he staff's interpretations of Appendix B will lead to
confusion and potential enforcement and legal challenges.

As background, the staff has completed eight assessments and, in general, has
determined that licensees have made significant programmatic efforts to upgrade
and strengthen their procurement and comercial-grade dedication programs.
However, implementation of the improved programs was slower and varied depending
on the degree of management commitment, in addition, implementation weaknesses
were identified in each assessment and included inadequate identification and
verification of the safety functions and related critical characteristics of
items purchased commercial-grade; inappropriate application of commercial-grade
surveys; poMy substantiated downgrading of safety-related equipment; and the
use of sampling plans witbut an adequate basis. Even with these deficiencies,'

however, the staff has rancluded that the pause has been successful. The staff
has issued the first four assessment reports and is presently preparing the
balance for issuance.

The following is in response to the three general concerns identified above.
Specific implementation issues regarding critical characteristics, traceability,
sampling and like-for-like replacements are addressed in the enclosure to this
letter by civing additional examples relevant to the positions of previous GLs,
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William H. Rasin 2

i

Assessment resorts are not intended to establish new or changing regulatory
positions. Tae positions expressed in GLs may be used to comply with existing
NRC r(quirements or licensees may adopt alternative measures equivalent to those
referenced in the GLs that are acceptable to the staff for implementing the
requiremen's of Appendix B. The four assessment reports issued to date provide
infortnation to licensees on staff application of the GL positions to the facts
of a specific case. For example, GL 89-02 promulgated staff positions as to
what were considered to be appropriate elements of licensee programs to adequately
address the issue of counterfeit or fraudulent products. It was not the staff's
intention to require that licensee procedures be revised to incorporate all GL
provisions.

Regarding GL 91-05, staff positions were provided regarding implementation
of existing regulatory requirements, as contained in Appcndix B. Since these
positions had not been previously provided to licensees, the staff concluded
th6t this was a compliance backfit and the GL was prepared in accordance with
10 CFR Part 50.109 (a)(4)(i). It was subsequently reviewed and approved for
issuance by the NRC's Corsnittee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) and by
MC management.

With re
items (gard to the concept of rea.onable assurance, dedicated comercial-grade001s) used in safety-related applications must meet the applicable
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B to assure items are capable of perforning
their intended s6fety functicos. It should be noted that commercial-grade
dedication is not a substitute for Appendix B, but is only an alternative
acceptable to tre staf f for complying with existing regulatory requirements.

Section 1.2 of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5652 states that a
technical evaluation in combination with an appropriate acceptance process can
provide the assurance that the specified item is adequate to meet Appendix B
requirements. This philosophy is also depicted in Figure 1-1 of EpR1 NP-5652
and equates a CGI dedicated under the EPRI guidelines to a basic component
purchased under Appendix B requirements. This is one method, acceptable to the
staff, which can be used in meeting the requirements of Appendix B.

During our August 26, 1991 management meeting, NUMARC discussed the
performance of an upfront engineering analysis, in combination with
appropriate acceptance activities, as a proposed method for dedication of
CGis. As stated in the meeting, the NRC would consider this method
acceptable if it provides an adequate basis that the CGI will
perform its ir. tended safety function in accordance with the & ign
requirements (e.g., plant safety analysis and regulatory commit &nts)
appropriate for the specified safety-related application, This appears
to be similar to the EPRI NP-5652 technical evaluation and acceptance process
dcteribed above for meeting Appendix B requirements.
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Upon resumption of NRC's procurement and commercial-grade dedication inspectior
activity this f611, the NRC will continue to inspect the implementation of
licensett' programs against the requirements of Appendix B. As mentioned above,
since th pause in programmatic inspection activity, the NRC has performed eight
essessments to deternine improvements and progress made by licensees in their
procurement and commercial-grade dedication progrens. Specific application
exanples which have resulted from these assessments have been discussed with
f:Ut' ARC and its members on several occasions and have resulted in a useful
exchange of ideas, viewpoints and suggestions,

presently, the staff is developing inspection procedures which will be used to
conduct several pilot inspections over the next six months. NRR will provide
the NRC regional offices training on the new inspection procedures and the
lessons learned f rom the assessments and early inspections prior to transfer of
the inspection effort to the regions. The staff will continue to interact with

p NUMARC to clearly state NRC's expectations and positions on effective licensee
procurement and dedication programs and to receive feedback on industry per-
ceptions of the effectiveness and relevance of the inspection methods used.
The staff, like NUMARC, also believes it is importent to continue our dialogue
to aid in the resolution of the differences in interpretation that have
developcd.

Our previous meetings and industry workshops have been important in developing
an understanding of key concepts which are necessary to ensure effective
inplementation of licennes' procurement and commercial-grade dedication
programs. Thh dialogue, supplemented by the Gt.s, assessment reports, and this
letter, %ne'4 i elp NUtiARC and its members to better understand existing staff

, ture inspection objectives and should help the NRC steffpositit.' .-
maints., .m m ess of the effects of its inspection activities.

The subs' m of this response was discussed with you in a public meeting
.

on At: gust 2,1991, and a follow-up management meeting on August 26, 1991.

Sincerely,

A F

Willi m T. Russell
Associate Director for inspection

and Technical Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
HP.C Staff Respor.ses to specific

Implementation Concerns of HUltARC

|
!
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ENCLOSURE

NRC $TAff RESPONSES TO SPEClflC IMPLEMENTATION CONCERNS OF NUMARC
_

Critical Characteristics

As stated in GL 91-05 and Criterion 111 of Appendix B, licensees must assure
the suitability of all parts, materials, and services for their intended
safety-related applications. Implicit in this requirement is that the item
will perform its intended safety function. The EPRI NP-5652 definition of
critical characteristics states that reasonable assurance must be provided to
assure that the item received is the item specified. Although the staff agrees
with the EPRI definition, we interpret the " item specified* to encompass those
attribstes which are necessary for that item to perform its safety function,
for example, if a particular model circuit breater is specified and the tripping
characteristics needed for an application are enveloped by the catalog descrip-
tion of that CGI, it is not sufficient to only verify the physical attributes
(e.g., part number) as a basis for accepting this item as suitable for service,
implicit in verifying that this item meets the specification is assuring that
it performs within the specified parameters. This position has been stated
previously in Paragraphs 3 and 4 of our February 27, 1990 letter and in GL 91-05.

It should be noted that although the first assessment report identified
impitmtrtation weaknesses in key programatic areas such as critical
characteristics and commercial-grade surveys, the remaining seven assessments
identified licenstes which employed interpretations and positions generally
consistent with the discussion above.

Traccability

Traceability is not aimed at introducing additional or unnecessary paperwork
into the procurement process but rather to validate documentation supplied
from.the original equipment manufacturer (0EM). Generic Letter 89-02 states in
Sectier. E that in addition to receipt / source inspections and tests, effectivt--

licensee programs normally verify traceability to the OEMs of procured
materials, equipment, and components in those cases where OEM certifications
are elements of the licensee's commercial-grade dedication program.

Generic Lttter 91-05 states in Section 2(d) of Enclosure 1 that during NRC's
procurement inspections, performed prior to the pause in programmatic inspections,
the NRC identified several deficiencies including certifications which were
accepted by licensees f rom vendors whose basis had not been verified by the
licensee. Additionally, the basic for employing EPRI acceptance Method 2
activities is based on a supplier certificate of con'ormance (CoC) which has been
verified by audit or survey.
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sanp11ng h t tests

The staff agrees with Section '8.1.3 of [ppl 11p-505? which states t aanf inspectioris may be performed utilizing a sargling plan when appro
priate.

liers with an
Th.- position is also expressed in Section it of GL 89 02 f or suppOne ap-

ecceptable quality assurance progran as confirmed by audit or survey.ith respect

proach is to (1) establish batch or lot homogeneity, particularly wh h audit or survey
to the control of critical characteristics, and (2) verify t rougity. Licensees inay

tte basis for accepting certifications regarding lot homogeneimplernent alternctive measures to audit or survey which would be acceptaOne such rnethod would be the pro-
ble to

;

the staff for demonstratirg lot homogeneity. h sarr e

curement of cor,secutive serial nurabered iterns or iterns produced f rom t eHowever, confidence in the substance of certi-
rnanuf acturing run or tine period.fication to this ef fect wout! have to be established.ih

In the cast of commodity items (resistors, terminal lugs, fuses, etc.), wh cpling
have a generic application and lend themselves to bulk procurernent, samlly

plans could be developed based on statistical methods which are generaAny such plans must provide a high level of
ft lated use.appropriate to such procurements.assurance that the materials / items are suitable for their sa e y-refor their

Li a.isees may adjust their sampling plans accordingly to accountfacture

know hege and past p(rformance history of the supplier's ability to manuSuch judgments should be rational and documented.
and control the itens supplied.

Like-for-Like peplacements l t of
Generic Letter 91-CE defines a like-f or-like replacent ..t

as the rep acemen
time frota

an iten with an ittm that is identical (e.g., purchased at the sameify

that there have been no changes in the design, materials or manu ac usupplier as the item it is replacing, or if the purchaser c6n ver
f t ring

the samt

process sirice initial procurement of the item being replaced).h

If the licensee can demonstrate that the replacement item is identical, t eni nc verify the
tFe licensee need not identify the safety function or rev ew aHowever, if fifferences
design requirernents and criticel characteristics. h item
f rem the origirit1 item are identified in the replacement item, 'iin t ei is
is not identical, but similar to the item being replaced, and an evaluat onf cturing 's
necessary to dettrmine if any changes in design, material, or the manu ah ponent

process could impact the functional cha acteristics and ultimately t e comAcceptance of both identical
ability to perform its required safety functions.d at the same time from the same

tnd similar items (excluding items purchasehpplier) could be based on a documented survey of the supplier's comer
cial

If this approach is
N11ty program end controls for the applicable item.i l requirements of the
%d, it should confirm and document that the techn ca
Yacement item are the same as those of the original item being replaced,hurchase order for the replacement item should also reference and invoke
Dality program and controls surveyed which are cpplicable to the itemhed,andthereshouldbereasonableassurancethatthesupplier'sprogran

4 in-pl6ce, as observed during the survey, are likely to continue.
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survey, the purchaser must (1) cor. firm that the selected CCI's criticalSection 3.2.3 of EPR1 NP-5652 states that when conducting a corrercial grade
characteristics are controlled under the secpe of the supplier's ' commercial
quality system activities, and (2) that the purchaser must also be reasonably
assured tl at the commercial supplier's activities adequately control the CGisAssessment teams identified that some licensees relied on broad-batedsupplied.

commercial-grade surveys for product acceptance (of ten performed by other

organizations) and that such surveys did not provide sufficiert basis th6t thesupplier contro11(d the required critical characteristics of the specific itemssupplied.
Gl. 89-0? states in Section C.1 that acceptance Method 2 of

EPRI ItP-5652 should not be employed as the basis for accepting items from
suppliers with programs that do not ef fectively implement their own necessarycontrols.
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Sanpling

The staff agrees with Section 3.1.3 of EPP.! NP ' Ara which states that tests
and inspections may be performed utilizing a satupling plan when appropriete.
This position is also expressed in Section B of GL 89-02 for suppliers with an
acceptable quality assurance progran as confirmed by audit or survey. One ap-
proach is to (1) establish batch or lot homogeneity, particularly with respect
to the control of critical characteristics, and (2) verify through audit or survey
the basis for accepting certifications regarding lot homogeneity. Licensees may
implement alternctive measures to audit or survey which would be acceptable to
the staff for demonstrating lot homogeneity. One such method would be the pro-
curement of consecutive serial numbered items or items produced from the same
manufacturing run or tine period. However, confidence in the substance of certi-
fication to this effect would have to be established.

In the cast of commodity items (resistors, terminal lugs, fuses, etc.), which
have a generic erplication and lend themselves to bulk procurement, sampling
plans could be developed based on statistical methods which are generally
appropriate to such procurements. Any such slans must provide a high level of
assurance that the materials / items are suitaale for their safety-related use.
Licensees may adjust their sampling plans accordinoly to account for their
knowledge and past performance history of the supplier's ability to manuf acture
and control the itens supplied. Such judgments should be rational and documented.

Like-for-Like Peplacements

Generic Letter 91-05 defines a like-for-like replacencnt as the replacement of
an iten with an ittm that is identical (e.g., purchased at the same time from
the same supplier as the item it is replacing, or if tht purchaser can verify
that there have been no changes in the design, materials or manufacturing
process sinct initial procurement of the item being replaced).

If the licensee can demonstrate that the replacement item is identical, then
the licensee need not identify the safety function or review and verify the
design requirements and criticel characteristics. However, if dif V ences
from the origint,1 item are identified it, the replacement item, thM the item
is not identical, but similar to the item being replaced, and an evaluation is
necessary to determine if any changes in design, material, or the manufacturing
process could impact the functional characteristics and ultimately the component's
ability to perform its required safety functions, Acceptance of both identical
and similar items (excluding items purchased at the same time from the same
supplier) could be based on a documented survey of the supplier's comercial
quality program and controls for the applicable item. If this approach is
used, it should confirm and document that the technical requirements of the
replacement item are the same as those of the original item being replaced.
The purchase order for the replacement item should also reference and invoke
the quality program and controls surveyed which are applicable to the item
purchased, and there should be reasonable assurance that the supplier's prograri

f
cor.trols in-place, as observed during the survey, are likely to continue.

,
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Section 3.2.3 of EPRI NP-5652 states that when conducting a corrercial-grade
survey, the purchaser must (1) cor. firm that the selected CC1's critical
characteristics are controlled under the sccpe of the supplier's 'consnercial
quality system activities, and (2) that the purchaser must also be reasonably
assured that the commercial supplier's ac~.ivities adequately control the CGis
supplied. Assessment teams identified that some. licensees relied on broad-bated
cornnercial-grade surveys for product acceptance (of ten performed by other
organizations) and that such surveys did not provide sufficiert basis th6t the
supplier controlled the required critical characteristics of the specific items
supplied. GL 89 0? states in Section C.1 that acceptance Method 2 of
EFE1 f4P4652 shculd not be employed as the basis for accepting items from
suppliers with programs that do not effectively implement their own necessary
controls.
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